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INTRODUCTORY.

Two principal causes have conspired to delay the publication of this volume.

First, the unavoidable detention of the cuts that so well illustrate Prof. Forbes's

paper on Insects afi'ecting the Strawberry, by the State Printers of Illinois, who

had them in use in the publication of the Professor's Report as Entomologist of

that State; and second, the delay incident to the jireparation, by a Philadelphia

artist, of the elegant and life-like engraving of the late Dr. Warder, with which

the volume is now so handsomely adorned.

Trusting that members and others interested will accept the above explanation

as satisfactory, and that errors and defects may be chargeable to an incompetent

and overworked Secretary, this, the second volume of Transactions of the Missis-

sippi Valley Horticultural Society, is "turned adrift" to receive such commenda-

tion and criticism as it mav deserve. Secretary.
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CONSTITUTION

OF THE

^MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HORTICULTURAL SOCEITY.

Article I. The organization shall be known as the Mississippi Valley Horti-

cultural Society. Its object shall be the promotion of horticulture.

Article II. Any person may become a member upon the payment of two dol-

l:irs, and membership shall continue upon the payment of two dollars annually.

Article III. Its officers shall consist of a President, First Vice President, Sec-

retary and Treasurer, and one Vice President from each State, who shall be elected

by ballot at each annual meeting. The term of office of the President, Vice Pres-

ident, Secretary and Treasurer shall begin on the first day of July following their

election. No person can act as an officer of this Society who does not maintain his

membership by the payment of the annual membership fee.

Article IV. The regular meetings of this Society shall be held annually on the

first Tuesday of September, except when otherwise ordered by the Executive Com-

mittee, and continue for such time as the committee shall determine.

Article V. The officers of the Society shall constitute an Executive Commit-

tee, at any meeting of which a majority of the members present shall have power
to transact business.

Article VI. Special meetings of the Society may be called by the Executive

Committee, and meetings of the committee may be called by the President and

Secretary.

Article VII. This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the

members present at any regular meeting.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Fifth Annual Meeting
OF THE

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Of the fifth annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley Horticul-

tural Society, held in Kansas City, Missouri, January 22, 23, 24,

and 25, 1884, the Prairie Farmer says :

"The personnel of this body was excellent; it was a convention of practi-

cal, brainy men, alive to the interests of one of the most important pursuits
in range of the rural industries. The essays, and the discussions they pro-

voked, were full of interest, and highly instructive. We have attended scores

of such assemblies during the last quarter of a century ;
none of them equaled

this, all things" considered, and we think this opinion was shared by the old-

est and most prominent among those in attendance."

A similar high compliment is bestowed by that veteran agricul-

tural journal of the West, Colman's Rural World, in the following

brief extract :

"We have, during the last third of a century, attended many horticultural

meetings, but have never attended so good a one as th:it which was hold at

Kansas City last week."

3
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This Society had its birth in Missouri, and it is but fitting that it

should have held its most successful meeting within her borders,

and as the guest of her State Society and its prosperous adjunct, the

Missouri Valley Horticultural Society.

Delegates were in attendance from seventeen different States, and

the leading agricultural and horticultural journals of the country

had representatives at the meeting.

First Day—Tuesday.
Afternoon Session, January 22, 1884.

At 2 o'clock on Tuesday, January 22, 1884, President Parker

Earle, of Cobden, Illinois, called the Sjciety to order in the taste-

fully arranged Philharmonic Hall, which had been provided for the

occasion by the Missouri Stite and t'le Missouri Valley Horticul-

tural Societies.

L. A. Goodman, Secretary of the Missouri State Horticultural

Society, was appointed to assist the Secretary until the arrival of F.

R. Albertson, of Indiana, who had been selected by that official to

assist him during the meeting.

Maj. J. C. Evans, of Missouri, Oliver Gibbs, Jr., of Minnesota,

and cx-Gdv. R. W. Furnas, of Nebraska, were appointed a com-

mittee on order of business.

Pending the report of the Committee on Oi'der of Business, Sec-

retary Ragan, of Indiana, presented the following report:

SECRETARY'S ANNUAL REPORT.

Our good President has so comiilctely occupied the whole field by sugges-

tions and recoMimcndalious, in his most excellent address to be delivered in

your hearing, that it happily relieves me of all effort in this direction.

I may be pardoned, however, for a few personal allusions to myself and

the work you have intrusted to my care during the year just closing.

In assuming the very responsible and higldy lionorable position you so

generously conferred uj)on me at New Orleans, I realized, to the fullest ex-

tent, my unfitness for the place and your misUike in urging me into it. Once

accejtted, however, I fully determined to atone for my lack of ability in a

faithful comi)liance with the duties involved.
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Another year in the history of our Society has passed, and I now return that
trust and ask, at least, that you cover my shortcomings with the mantle of

charity.

Those of you who have not had personal experience in performing the du-
ties of secretary to an association like this, can hardly realize the magnitude
of the work required.
The volume of Transactions that has gone out from this oilice is on its mis-

sion : let us trust of good. Its publication was undertaken under financial

discouragements, but,acting under the pledge of our good Treasurer and other
true friends of the Society, I made myself individually responsible to the

publishers and proceeded with the work.

Slowly, and by dint of hard work and much correspondence, the list of

members and directory patrons grew, until, by comparison of receipts and

expenses, the volume was paid for, distributed to members, and a few dol-

lars (less than $25.00) remained. In addition, there remains of the edition

of Transactions of 1883 near three hundred and fifty copies.

This result was quite satisfactory, if not unexpected, on the part of the

friends of the Society.

Eegarding the valuable paper of Prof. Forbes, on Insects Affecting the

Strawberry, as too valuable to lose on so small an edition, I ordered, after

getting the President's consent, seven hundred copies in paper covers, printed

separately. The expense of publication has already been covered by receipts
from copies sold, and a few yet remain in my hands.

With regard to the future of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society,
I would say that at least one important problem remains for solution, viz :

How SHALL A MORE GENERAL AND GENEROUS SUPPORT BE SECURED?
The publications of this Society m.ay be made almost invaluable in their

character. By a judicious selection of topics and contributors, each succeed-

ing volume of Transactions maybe made more and more valuable. The pre-

paration, publication and distribution of a large edition may be iicrformed
at a much less price per volume than a small edition. The one thing desir-

able, therefore, is to secure a large demand for our reports. The States

within the Mississippi valley, almost without exception, have State societies.

These generally enjoy a share of public patronage, and exist by legal author-

ity. Let such, in their official capacity, take an interest in the welfare of

this Society; let them aid in extending its usefulness and the circulation of

its reports. This may be done by taking a number of its reports at prices

covering cost of publication, and distributing them to hand fide members of

such societies, along with the membership fee, at such prices as would at

once stimulate and increase the membership in State and local societies.

The reports of this Society might also be offered by State societies as prizes to

be awarded on fruits and other horticultural products at exhibitions held

under the auspices of the various State societies.

The agricultural and horticultural press could also greatly aid in tlie dis-

tribution of the Transactions of this Society, by clubbing arrangements that
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might be made of niuliuil interest, iilike to the paper making tlie oiler and to

this Society. Another means of extending the circulation of the reports of

this Society would be to ofier each regular member additional copies at a

rate that would cover cost.

This Society is not organized for the purpose of making money, but for

the higher object of collecting and disseminating useful information; there-

fore, whatever will result in placing in the hands of an additional reader, a

copy of its Transactions, even though it be at a price barely covering ex-

pense of publication, is to bo desired.

In extending the demand for our reports, many desirable objects are to be

accomplished. The cost per volume, of publication will be greatly reduced ;

those who patronize our business directory will be more largely benefited,

the cause of horticulture will be promoted and a worthy Society will be sup-

ported and encouraged.
Below I present a brief statement of the business ti'ansactions of the office :

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Receipts for the Year Ending January 17, 1884.

From members for 1883 $200 00

From patrons of Directory for 1883 192 OO

From profits on boat excursion at IMobile 37 00

From sale of Prof. Forbes' Address 29 15

From sale of Transactions 79 39

Total receipts from all sources $537 54

Disbursements for the Year Ending January 17, 1884.

Paid printing, stationary, receipt books, wrapping paper, etc...$75 50

Paid personal expenses in proof reading, office rent, etc 99 00

Paid express charges, freights and telegrams 25 05

Paid postage on letters, circulars and Transactions 87 70

Total of expenses up to date .~:;287 25

Balance due Society 8250 29

Transactions fur 1883.

Wliole number of volumes published 1,(K>>

Distributed to members for 1883 375

Distributed to Directory patrons for 1883 105

Sold by Secretary since publication GO

Distributed by Secretary (complimentary and to members not en-

rolled) .'. 24

With Greencastle (Indiana) Banner, for clubbing K*

With 8. H. Nowlin, for sale 8

With I'arkcr Earle, for .sale 20

III iiands of Treasurer J. ('. Evans 12G
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Total number of volumes disposed'of 728

Remaining in hands of Secretary, January 17, 1884 272

Extra edition of Prof. Forbes' Address published 700

Disposed of by Secretary 615

Remaining in hands of Secretary 85

In the above statement it will be seen that I only report the transactions

of my office, and do not include moneys received and disbursed by the Presi-

dent and Treasurer.

It will be the duty of the Finance Committee to determine, by a comparison
of this report and those of the President and Treasurer, just the financial

condition of our treasury.

This complication is the result of a lack of perfect organization at the be-

ginning of the present year, rather than to carelessness or a lack of proper
attention on the part of your officers. Such a condition should not, and doubt-

less will not, again occur. Very respectfully,

W. H. Ragak, Secretary.

Following which, Treasurer J. C. Evans, of Missouri, made his

report :

TREASURER'S ANNUAL REPORT.

J. C. Evans, Treasurer, in account with The Mississippi Valley Horticultural

Society, Dr.
1883

Feb. Received for twenty-two memberships at Xew Orleans $44 00

Feb. Contributions from members as donation to ex-Secretary 57 00

Feb. On boat excursion at Mobile 37 00

May. From President Earle—Memberships 256 15

June. From ex-Secretary Tracy—Memberships 76 70

July. From Mo. Val. Horticultural Society
—twenty copies of report 40 00

Dec. For two memberships 4 00

$514 S5

1883. Cr.

Feb. Paid for watch donated to ex-Secretary Tracy $52 05

Feb. Paid for engraving same 2 50

Feb. Paid to Secretary Ragan 37 00

July. Paid for printing Transactions G50 00

Aug. Paid for freight on box of books from Indianapolis 3 09

$745 m

Balance due the Treasurer $230 24

Respectfully submitted,

J. C. EvANP, Treasurer.
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The above reports were, on motion of Mr. McCaffrt-y, of Illinois,

referred to a Committee of Finance and Ways and Means, consist-

ing of Messrs. Wright, of Iowa, Furnas, of Nebraska, Munson, of

Texas, Buck, of Illinois, and Evans, of ISfissouri.

A Committee on Constitutional Amendments, consisting of ^lessrs.

Ragau, of Indiana, Grimes, of Colorado, and Holsinger, of Kansas,
was appointed.

Mr. Johnson, of Indiana, having been added to the Committee

on Order of Business, made the following report on behalf of said

Committee :

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ORDER OF BCSINESS.

Your Committee on Order of Business respectfully recommend the liours of

meeting to be as follows: Nine o'clock A. M., 2 o'clock and 7 o'clock p. m
,
and

adjourn at pleasure of meeting. That all papers whose authors are not present

shall go into our Proceedings without reading, unless sjiecially called for. Papers
whose authors are present may be read on the call of the President. That tlie

hour of 2 o'clock to-morrow shall be fixed for the address of welcome, the Presi-

dent's address to follow.

Which was adopted.

Prof. J. W. Robson, of Kansas, then proceeded to read the fol-

lowing very interesting paper on

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY—CIRCULATION OF THE SAP.

BY PROF. J. W. ROBSOX, OF KANSAS.

The roots are those parts of a plant on which it is chiefly deiicndent for

the supply of the moisture which its growth roquircs, and also .serves to tix

the plant in the soil.

That they absorb or siick up fluid with great rapidity, may be easily shown.

Take any small plant that is growing in the soil, and immerse its roots in a

tumbler of water; if the plant be exposed to the light of day, and especially

if the sun shine briglitly upon it, the water will disappear very much faster

from the glass than from one exposing the same surface, placed in the same

circumstances, but without the plant; and if the specimen continues to grow
and flourish, it will take up many times its own weight of water in a short

period.
Of the water thus ab.sorbcd, a small proportion only is reUiined within the

plant. The greatest part of it is sent olf again from the leaves by a process

termed exhalation, and the rapidity of absorption is, in part, governed by the

rapidity of the above process.
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If the leaves of a peach tree are stripped off, the fruit amounts to nothing.

This fact was exempUfied twice in Kansas during the last decade by the grass-

hopper invasion of that period. When the leaves of the grape or the goose-

berry have been devoured by caterpillars, the fruit remains small and sour,

and entirely worthless for the food of man. If any healthy tree be persist-

ently defoliated during the growing season, the tree will die. These facts

led early botanists to form the opinion that leaves were merely "a clothing,

or protection against colds and heats." Though this ancient theory is cer-

tainly true to a certain extent, still it is only a very small portion of the func-

tions of the leaves. For it is in the leaves that those changes are effected by

which the juices of the plant, relieved from the water—which is unnecessary

for the functions of life—are rendered fitting for the nourishment and growth
of the plant.

That leaves exhale moisture is proved also by the simple experiment of

gathering the leafy branch of a tree, and immediately stopping the wound

at its base with wax, or some other fit substance, to prevent the effusion of

moisture in that direction. In a very short time the leaves droop, wither,

and fade. If the branch in this condition be placed in a very damp cellar,

or immersed in water, the leaves revive and assume their original appear-

ance. This experiment also shows their power of absorption.

The chief office of the stem api^ears to be to elevate the leaves, the flowers

and the fruit into the most favorable position for receiving the influence^!

light, heat and air, for it is upon these that their full development depends.

But this is not its only function
;
in combination with the roots and leaves

(nature's wonderful laboratory) the crude sap, in its ascent, is divested of its

rawness and aqueous matter and converted into nutritious sap, capable not

only of supplying to the different parts of the structure the materials neces-

sary for the maintenance of their healthfulness, for the repair of injuries, and

for the production of entirely new parts, but also of furnishing the ingredi-

ents of those several products which the various tribes of plants may be said

almost to create from the elements around them, and which are so valuable

to man as articles of diet, as medicines or as articles of use in his various

manufactures. All these varied substances originate in the ascending sap in

its passage through the sap wood {alburnum) and flowing sap {cambium laner)

by the exhaling process, in which the leaves play the most conspicuous part,

for by them it is concentrated by the loss of its water not only into solid mat-

ter, but into those secretions which almost every tribe of j^lants produces pe-

culiar to itself. How remarkably these secretions of dilfcrent plants vary

from each other, frequently in the same plant! The peach tree affords a fa-

miliar example of this; the gum of this tree is mild and mucilaginous; the

bark, leaves and flowers abound with a bitter secretion than which nothing

can be more distinct from the gum ;
the fruit is replete not only with acid,

mucilage and sugar, but with its own peculiar aromatic and highly volatile

secretion, on which its delicious flavor depends; the pit also contains pru.ssic

acid to a certain extent. Can any one among the scientists tell us how the
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peach tree can form, collect and keep separate such a number of distinct and
discordant secretions ?

In all exogenous trees the inner and older portion is much harder and

dryer than the exterior. This change is due to the consolidation of the inte-

rior wood, by the deposition in its tissues of woody matter. The portion of

the stem in which this has taken place thus acquires great toughness and du-

rability, but it is no longer fit to perform any office in the living system save

that of mechanically supporting the rest, since no sap can pass in any way
through the now lillcd-up channels. This heart wood always displays a de-

posit of coloring matter not observable in the younger or outside layers.
Thus in the wood of the apple or pear, the handsome orange color of the

heart wood marks the period of rest, and as far as assisting growth is con-

cerned, it is (d rest forevermore. It is through the newer layers or sap-wood,

therefore, that the larger portion of the sap ascends, and these in their turn

become inclosed by others, and are at last consolidated like the more aged
ones into heart-wood.

The sap-wood is enclosed by the bark, which, like it, is formed in regular

layers ; though these are much thinner, and can not be so plainly distin-

guished. The layers of bark are formed from the interior, so that the oldest

ones are on the outside. These are gradually lost, either by decay or by fall-

ing olT; so that it is seldom that the same number of rings can be traced in

the bark as in the wood, although an additional one is formed each year. As
the new layer of wood is formed on the outside of the previous one, at the

point at which it was in contact with the bark, and as the new layer of bark
is added to the inside of the previous one, at the point at which it was in

contact \\ith the wood, it is obvious that they are produced at the same spot,
and that the newest layers of both will always be in contact with each other.

Between these, always at the close of the season's growth, will be found a

glutinous fluid composed of gum and sugar. The gumminess of this fluid is

at once perceived by its mucilaginous i)roperties, and that it contains sugar
is known by the sweetness of its taste. This is the elaborated sap, ripened
and prepared, after the wood growth has been perfected, for being converted
into an organized tissue the succeeding year. This substance, called the

cambium layer, can he readily seen by stripping the bark from almost any
twig, in the early part of spring. Later in the season this layer is gradually

organized into cells, and from these are formed the ducts and cellular por-
tion of the season's woody layer. If a wound be made in the bark, and

through to tlie sai)-wood, a similar glutinous substance is thrown out from
the cut edges, and by the conversion of this into woody tissue, the wound is

gradually healed. li^ven if a complete ring be cut away from the wood and
around the body of the tree, this substance will exude from the edges above
and below, till the si)ace fills up and the two edges reunite. This then is the

material which the tree has matured and stored uji within itself during au-

tumn, lit ))i(!ot the (exigences of the coming spring. The swelling buds and

expanding leaves excite the rootlets, these begin to absorb the food within
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their reach, and in the form of crude watery sap it ascends, mixed with the

substance stored up from the previous year, and lays the foundations for a

new layer of wood and bark.

This great motion which we csdl flowing sap is quite different from the cir-

culation produced by the action of the foliage, and must not be mistaken for

it. It can be detected principally in early spring, weeks before the snow has

succumbed to the warm breath of southern winds, or the ice king has loos-

ened his grip of the soil. It can be detected slightly also in the autumn, in

some species, by cutting a branch or stem after a slight frost, yet, not dur-

ing the frost. Again, it has always been observed to flow from the sap-wood
and cambium layer of our trees, not from the heart-wood or bark. In early

spring, if a shoot of a grape-vine, birch or maple tree, be cut through with a

knife, they will yield a large amount of this fluid
;
but the close observer

will notice even here that the upward flow is far more abundant than the

downward. Indeed, the flow from the dismembered shoot soon ceases, while

the flow from the wounded vine or tree continues for weeks, which proves
that this, flowing-sap is stored up in roots, stems, and branches, after the sea-

son's growth of the tree has ceased.

We were taught in early youth that this flowing of the sap in early spring
demonstrated a continuous circulation, because, there being no leaves at the

time to carry it upward by exhalation, it was evident that if it were at these

periods running up the sap vessels, it must run down again by other chan-

nels. If this theory is correct, how is it,

1. That this motion can no longer be detected when the leaves expand ?

2. It moves only when a wound is made, being naturally at rest till the

leaves are developed; and,
3. The effusion of sap from trees, when cut or wounded, is, during the

larger portion of the year, comparatively very small ; therefore,

4. This flowing of the sap when the tree is wounded proves nothing more
than a facility of the sap to move, owing to the peculiar irritability of the

vegetiible body during the period of early spring.

DOES SAP DESCEND?

Fift}- years ago, our text-books on vegetable ])hysiology taught us that the

sap descended in the fall of the year with as much facility as it asccnietl in

the heat of summer. To prove this theory, the following illustrations were

given:
"
If a cord be tied tightly around the trunk of an exogen/xi o&Q\'s>

little impediment to the ascent of the sap, but will obstruct its diffusion

through the bark in its descent. In consequence, there will be a dcliciency

of nourishment to the parts beneath, and a superfluity above; so that a pro-

tuberance will arise from the stem just at the j)i)int where the downward
flow of the sap is checked. This protuberance will increase in progress of

years (if the tree survive) so as to bury the cord beneath it; but most com-

monly the tree is destroyed ere long by an insntlicicnt supply of nourish-

ment."
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Again: It is in the cells and woody tubes of the alburnum (sap-ivood) that

the fluid absorbed by the roots is transmitted to the opposite extremity
of the stem, and these cells communicate with those of the leaves, which

receive it from them. In the bark the woody tissue has a somewhat dif-

ferent form. Instead of the tubes (cells) lying side by side (as in the sap-

wood), they branch horizontally from each other, and their function is that

of conveying back from the leaves the juices of the plant which have been

there elaborated out of the sap brought up by the vessels of the sap-wood."
Thus they explained the theory called the descent of the sap.

The study of the grand text-book of Nature for the past lifty years has led

us to believe that these theories, which we have quoted, have no foundation

in. fact. We, who are practical horticulturists, have often noticed those

large protuberances close to and over the union between the scion and

the stalk when we grafted the pear on the quince, the apple on the wild crab

and the Heart varieties of the cherry upon the Morello stalk, producing in

a few years larger protuberances than a cord would if tied tightly around the

trunk of a healthy young exogen. Again, the amount of sap passing through
the small cells of the bark must be very small, compared with the amount

that passes through the sap-wood and cambium layer, in a season favorable

to wood growth, when the tree adds one or two inches of solid woody matter

to its diameter. Every observant mind who has made this delightful sci-

ence a close study in the grove or orchard, must have received <ib extra reve-

lations from Nature, which are not imparted to the scientist in his cabinet,

and which the text-books do not nor can not give.

Permit us to present a few illustrations in support of the theory that the

sap does not descend, but is elaborated, retained, spread, ripened and com-

pressed over the entire inner surface of the tree during its upward tlow.

In the year 1832 we had charge of a large conservatory for the growth of

palms, orchids, cacti, and other tropical plants. In front, planted in a rich

artificial border, outside of the walls, grew twelve grape-vines of the Black

Hamburg variety, one vine opposite each rafter; age of vines, twenty years;

height of stems, three feet. At this point they branched into two limbs,

each thirty feet long; one limb of each vine was introduced inside the house

and trained up the rafter early in the month of February; the other limbs

were trained upon a trellis outside of the glass roof, up the middle of the

sash. The limbs inside, exposed to the regular heat of 70^, soon began to

push their buds, expand their leivos, unfold their blossoms, and large

bunches of ripening berries hung down from the rafters, while those limbs

outside were just beginning to show signs of active life. The ripe clusters

were all gathered, the new wood and new buds all ripened and matured,
the leaves had performed their functions, and, sere and yellow, were begin-

ning to fall from the vines inside, while the vines on the roof outside were

making a vigorous and luxuriant growth, (iuery: How did the tlescending

sap from the limln inside liow down that three feet of stem, througli which

was rushing a resistless upw ird How of sap towards the vigorous growing
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limb outside? We saw this experiment repeated for eight years in succes-

sion, and 3'et no protuberance was formed at the junction of the limbs.

In 1839 we superintendel a long range of forcing houses for the produc-
tion of early fruits. The house at the west end of the i-ange was devoted to

peach culture. On the wall outside of this structure a large Black-heart

cherry tree was trained. The points of the branches next to the house had

been introduced between the wall and wall plate, and were trained on the

back trellis of the peach house, covering about twelve feet square of surface.

The house was closed and the temperature raised to 50° about the middle of

January. About the first of February the buds on the portion of the cherry
tree inside of the house began to burst. Soon the whole surface was covered

with snowy blossoms, while the large tree outside was dormant, the soil in

which it grew frozen six inches deep and the ground covered with one foot

of snow. In the month of May we were clipping off the large bunches of

ripe, luscious fruit, while the tree outside was one mass of bloom. The new
shoots on the branches inside had ripened their wood growth, and were as

bare of foliage as the trees of the forest in winter, while the parent tree out-

side was making a vigorous growth. We pause to ask the question : How
could the sap descend in the contracted sap vessels of the new bark to the

points of the roots in opposition to the upward flow? or how far down the

branches when that portion of the tree inside had completed its season's

growth ?

Again, the house at the east end of that range was set apart for the produc-
tion of early grapes. On the wall outside of the house a large fig tree was

trained. The extreme ends of the shoots had been introduced into the

vinery and covered the whole of the trellis on the back wall of the house. In

the month of June we were gathering large Brunswick figs, ripe, sweet and

delicious, whilst the fruit on the parent tree outside was hard and green.

Now, the upward flow of the sap of the fig tree is very abundant and rapid

when in vigorous growth. How could the descending si\p from these branches

inside that were finishing up their season's growth and forming their em-

br\^o fruit, pass the resistless flow of the ascending sap in the branches out-

side ?

The cottage homes of England are enshrined in story and in song because

of their woodbine-covered porches and jasmine and rose-covered walls. A
lady
—a true flower lover—living in one of those quaint Elizabethan struc-

tures, in a freak of fancy, had introduced under the window sills of a large

bay window, leading shoots of the above named plants, training them up and

over every available sjjace. At Christmas time, when the "yule log" was

burning and the merry "waits" were singing their plaintive carols, this bay

window inside was a "thing of beauty and a joy"
—one ma.>^s of flowers and

redolent with perfume, and yet the parent shrubs outside were leafless, shorn

of their blossoms, and gone to rest for the winter. Where was the capillary

attraction to cause a descent of the sap in those portions of the shrubs inside

of that bay window ?
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These illustrations show conclusively, we think, that the doctrine oi the

"descent of the sap" is a fallacy. To cause an upward jl()U',\\%\\i,m.o\ii\.\\ve

and heat are necessary, for if these be excluded, exhalation is entirely pre-

vented. And we conclude that in the case of those portions of the grape-

vine, cherry, tig and flowering shrubs growing inside of a hot-house and bay

window, exposed to these three influences, these caused their buds to swell,

unfold leaves and bear flowers and fruit, whilst the trees and shrubs outside,

of which they were a part, were in a dormant state. These illustrations also

prove that the "
flowing sap" begins to move in the upper branches long be-

fore the ascending sap commences its upward flow from the roots.

Of all the many divisions of natural science, vegetable physiology is of in-

calculable value to the practical horticulturist. The principle upon which it

rests point to every operation within his province, and show him, unerringly,

as no other system can, the errors and mistakes of his daily practice; and as

the finger-board by the roadside assists the benighted traveler, so does the

study of plant life open up new ideas and suggest new modes of culture,

based upon truths that can not be combatted.

The number of horticulturists are too few who to-day can explain the va-

rious functions which roots, stems, leaves and flowers have to perform, or

what action or changes t^ike place during the growth of these organs of vege-

tation; and yet, a i)erfect knowledge of these principles will render more

valuable assistance to the diligent inquirer after truth than all else besides.

Botanical science, unai)plied, is of no value whatever to the horticulturists

of the Mississippi valley. But this science, applied for practical purposes, is

the best science, the only science, that will aflford us help in carrying forward

the great work in which we are all engaged.
In pursuit of truth, the student must accept of Dame Nature as his teacher.

Let him take her by the liand and enter her temple; there he will make the

best of her and she of him. They will get on together rarely, she as his ever

beneficent mother, he as her mouthpiece, her conscious self, her minister

and interpreter.

DISCUSSION ON VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.*

President Earle, of Illinois— I am pleased that our meeting .should

open with .such an able and exceedinjj^iy interesting pai)er. A few

minutes will now be devoted to the discussion of Prof. Robson's

paper.

3fr. il/mi.son, of Texas—It is a fatal mistake to trim oil' the young

linib.s, as they are a source of supply to the older portions of the

*NoTi:.—The Secretary regrets that he can not give a better report of the able

discUKsionsof tliis and the sueceeding session. This is due to the al)scnce of liis as-

sistant who dill not arrive, owing to iniavoi(lal)ie detentions, until the following

(lav. Secretary.
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tree. I do not agree with the professor's theory that the sap does

not descend. The process of downward flow is caused by endosmos

and exosmos of the fluids.

3fr. (t/66s, of Minnesota—The protuberance caused by girdling
a branch with a wire or ring is proof of the downward flow of sap.

3Ir. Pierce, of Minnesota—Our trees in Minnesota often die from

starvation, when we think they are winter-killed. They fail to

ripen their wood properly in the fall and starve out during our long,

dry winters. They wall withstand our winters if they are well

supplied with starch, not otherwise.

Prof. Popenoe, of Kansas—Vegetation, to a certain extent, con-

tinues through the winter. Mr. Munson is doubtless correct in his

views on this subject.

Prof. Robson—It is impossible for the people of the Western and

Northwestern States to grow the Belgian pears. This has been

tried to the great disappointment of many of our older horticultur-

ists. This is owing to physiological conditions. We have not

studied these subjects as we should have done, or we would not con-

tinue to try to grow these varieties that are not adapted to our pe-

culiar climate. I have sometimes thought the live-stock men were

ahead of us fruit-growers in this, that they are more fully educated

in animal physiology. They understand pretty fully the laws

of stock breeding; we very poorly the laws of cross fertilization,

hybridization, etc., in the plant world. We must learn to produce
varieties adapted to our soil and climate, and depend less upon
chance to supply our demands.

3Ir. Munson—Dr. Gray has told us many valuable things in re-

gard to plant growth. We can not successfully combat his views

on these subjects. I can not fully indorse the essayist'.^ views in

reference to the flow of sap. The facts are, the sap goes where it is

wanted in the economy of the plant ;
let this be downward, up-

ward, or even to one side, as the case may be. I think the j)ro-

fessor is probably mistaken in regard to there being no visible in-

terruption of growth, at the point where the branch entered the

house. It is very injurious to trees to have their foliage stripped

off", as we nurserymen sometimes do, in hurrying up our fall dig-

ging, before the season of growth closes.
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Maj Ragan, of jNlissouri—The sap ascends through the wood

cells until it reaches the leaves and comes in contact with the air

and the chlorophyl of the leaves, forming a mucilaginous substance

and returns downward through the bark and outer covering of the

tree. Girdling the limb causes an increase of fruit, because the

downward flow is checked and treasured up in the limb.

C. E. Reeves, of Kansas City, spoke of a Red Astrachan apple

tree made to bear, by girdling, in June, causing it to bear fruit when

other trees of the same variety failed.

3Ir. Newhy, of Kansas—My father's orchard was always plowed

every other year, and on the alternate years, after plowing, nine-

tenths of the fruit was borne. The trees made the greatest growth

the years the plowing was done.

F, Hohinger, of Kansas—I have caused trees which have been

barren for some time to become fruitful by girdling, cultivating,

etc. I protest against trimming the tops of growing trees.

Mr. Munson—The sap is caused to ascend by chemical action and

descends in the cambium layer. Trees are larger at the base be-

cause the wood absorbs moisture from the earth. The tree gets its

fiber from the elongation of the cells.

3Ir. Wright, of Iowa—The gentlemen who advocate the theory

of trimming trees when transplanted, in the locality of a large rain-

fall, are right; while the gentlemen from the North and AVest are

right in opposing the practice. The surrounding conditions must

always be considered as a basis of operations.

On motion the Society adjourned to meet at 7 o'clock p. u.

First I>av—Tuesclav.

KvKMNG Session.

At 7 o'clock V. M. l*res. Earle called the Society to order and pro-

ceeded to introduce Pres. Sylvester Johnson, of Indiana, who read

his pai)er :
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SMALL FRUITS IX THE FAMILY— AND HOW TO HAVE THEM.

BY SYLVESTER JOHNSON, OF INDIANA.

One of the best farmers I ever knew, and his home now rises above the

horizon of my memorj', owned a farm, originally both rough and rocky, but

which, by its owner's skill and industry, was made as smooth and beautiful

as a prairie. Said he to me once,
"
I have packed sods to till up hollows and

dug out rocks to be hauled away till I arii old long before my time
;
but you

never can imagine how this ground looked when I began." He had the

cleanest barn-yard, the fattest pigs, the best bred flocks of sheep, the happiest
dumb brutes, the most plethoric barns, the strongest fences, the best work-

ing farm gates, with the neatest latches—well, everything was as nearly in

perfect order as untiring watchfulness could attain. In a county where

forty bushels of corn to the acre would be a yield to boast of, he never got
less than seventy-tive, and of hay two and a half or three tons per acre were
but an average, while most of his neighbors were lucky if they obtained one-

half that amount. A few- beets onions, cabbages, a little lettuce and sweet

corn, and a small patch of small potatoes, all indifferently attended, made up
the kitchen garden. The table set with potatoes and fried ham, the latter

always very salt, seemed pretty dry and uninviting to a sweet-toothed youth
fond of juice and s-\veetening. Yet this man and his family were as fond of

fruit luxuries as any ever were, as was proved by the jealous guard they kept
over a few straggling clumps of wild raspberries and blackberries which his

scythe had thoughtfully spared along some inaccessible corners of the fence

when the fruit was on them. The little crop of luxuries was husbanded dur-

ing its brief period, and the evening tea table was garnished, for a time, with
a hint of what nature, if a little encouraged, was willing and waiting to do.

It is true there were a few red currants away off' in the back yard, because

somebody, at some time away back in the past, had set the example of toler-

ating this single variety of small fruit among civilized products. But the

idea of setting out a strawberry plant, or any well known fruit-bearing plants,

never entered any of our stupid heads in that day. When the season for

wild strawberries came, we would tramp for miles to find the scarlet beds

and lug home in triumph the baskets of fragrant and delicious fruit when
the "

year
" was a good one. So of raspberries, blackberries, and even wild

cherries. It would not be easj' to exaggerate the high estimate every-

body placed upon all these luxuries in their season. But the season was

short, the supply uncertain, and the difficulty of obtaining the fruit great.

Nature, unassisted, is apt to be capricious, and her hands were sometimes

lavish and sometimes miserly. No way of prolonging the brief pleasure was

thought of. The convenient fruit-can, full, neither adorned the store room

shelves, nor, empty, disfigured the back yards. Drying, cooking into rich

preserves were the only arts of saving for future use. And these were but

sparingly brought into requisition for the small wild fruits. The fact is.
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even long after some notable progress had been made in raising berries for

the table, it was looked upon as a very difficult matter, enshrouded in a sort of

mystery, to raise strawberries. Anybody could raise beans, but berries, that

are really quite as docile under culture, were regarded with distrust. In-

deed, this feeling has a strong hold on thousands yet. By many these pro
visions for family luxury are regarded as a sort of small business, unworthy
of serious attention, or a silly disposition to be over-nice in self-indulgence.

Green peas may be well enough, for everybody has them ; but an abundance,

enough of all the fragrant and palatable berries in their season, that is a lit-

tle too fine. It savors of extra refinement. Well, it is a fact, there is in these

exquisite gifts of nature an ennobling element that touclies the character as

well as the palate, at many points. In the first place, the cultivation, care

and management of small fruits, in a small way for domestic use, awaken
the best qualities of the mind. No study can bring a human soul into a

closer sympathy with nature's gentle genius, her wondrous variety of opera-
tions and her rich beneficence, than work in this field. Its work is instructive,

pure and elevating in every way. There is in it also the most intense pleas-

ure in watching the miracles of transformation from bud to ripe fruitage.

It is true these effects upon the mind are produced by all forms of agricul-

ture. But the small fruits, with their delicate qualities, and refinements of

odor, color and flavor, are the aesthetics of nature's laboratory. Think of the

bloom upon a cluster of purple grapes. The slightest touch will mar it so

that it can not be restored. Surely no one can dwell among these finer pro-

cesses, directing, aiding them and controling the results, without feeling the

healthful touch of nature's soul which is divine. But the enjoyment of these

fruits upon the table is elevating. A dish of berries, cherries or grapes is a

silent rebuke to coarseness and vulgarity. Its beauty awakens pleasing emo-

tions, and the suVitle flavors invite the recftgnitioii of the finest distinctions.

But to come ilown to more practical views, the small fruits are jjrovided

not merely to minister to our pleasure, but also to health. Rii^e and fresh

.
fruits are exceedingly healthful, coming as they do just at that particular

season of the year when the human system seems to require the peculiar
kind of nutriment that such fruit imparts. In their natural succession they

supply the alterative influences that j^romote health. They come to us in

the proper order. First comes the strawberry to guard against the transi-

tion from cold to warmth; then, as heat intensifies, come the toothsome pulps
nf mingled sweet and sour in grateful ])r()portions. Then cliorry time never

fails to call up the pretty couplet of Mrs. Barbuuld. Do'scribing the seasons

in personification of'summer, she says :

"Cherries and every acid fruit slic sips

To allay the fever of her parched lip.s."

Well put. In the heat of summer the lips are parcluHl, and good, ripe

cherries, bikcn fresh from tlie tree, have an agreeable efl'ect uj)on the liits,

and indeed all the way down. They come just at tlie right time, and are

made to suit the sea.son. There should be, and may be, fruit in every fam-
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ily ;
not merely in scanty supply, a taste, but it should be piled up and fol-

lowed up for a steady diet, till at last a surfeit compels the good housewife to

say, as she often does in these latter days, especially about "canning time,"

"I wish I may not see another strawberry this year." In cities and towns

the markets meet all demands for fruit of every sort, and in the country it

has come to pass that hundreds of families have found out the happy secret,

if it be a secret, of making home delightful with the gifts of the summer, as

well as winter. Yet there are still thousands of other families who go with-

out. The trouble, small as it is, is too much for them. It may be that this

will always be so. But he who earnestly labors to increase and intensify the

interest of the people in the cultivation of small fruits, and encourage all

who can not buy in the market to produce for themselves, is a benefactor of

his kind.

But we are not here to-day to listen to diatribes on the value of small

fruits, or of the pleasure derived from their cultivation. It is, rather, the

more practical part of the subject of this paper we are more interfested in,

which is
" HOW TO HAVE THEM."

There are a few things alike requisite in the successful cultivation of all

small fruits, which will now be noticed.

The first one is a fertile soil. I mean such a soil as is commonly known as

good garden soil. It is sometimes said of certain small fruits that they must

not be grown in a aoil too rich. I concede that it must not be taj rich. The

danger however is nearly always found in an opposite direction. An im-

poverished soil is the cause of vastly more failures than is a soil too fertile.

2d. If the ground is not naturally thoroughly underdrained it must be

<lone artificially.

3d. The ground must be deeply subsoiled either by the plow or spade.

ith. The plants must be healthy, and such as have made a vigorous growth

prior to transplanting.

5th. In removing the plants great care must be taken not to mangle or

bruise the roots, nor to allow them to become dry or frozen.

6th. la planting the roots must be spread and placed as nearly in tlie posi-

tion in which they grew as possible.

7th. Transplant in the evening, in dry weather, or at any time during the

day just before a rain.

8th. If there is no immediate prospect for rain, water at the time of plant-

ing, and, if the sun shines, shade for three days.

9th. Use hoe and plow freely and frequently, and

10th. E.Kcrcise a vast amount of Thomas Jefferson's price of liberty,
" Eter-

nal vigilance." I will now notice a few special rules applicable to the culti-

vation of each kind of fruit.

For a small bed of

STRAWBERRIES

for family use I prefer planting in July or August. With proper care in

4
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transplanting and thorough cultivation afterwards, two-thirds of a crop may
in this way be obtained the next year: while if we wait till next spring to

plant, no fruit at all will be realized that year. In order to get plants well

rooted thus early, assistance must be given by placing a small portion of

earth on the runner near its end, just at the time the leaves are put forth

that are to become a part of the new plant: or a better plan is to pulverize
the earth at this point and lay a small pebble on the runner. The pebble
serves the double purpose of creating moisture around the new roots, and of

preventing the moving of the runner by the wind. By this method vigor-
ous plants may be had by 10th to 15th day of July. Plants may be taken

from the ground with a garden trowel, with enough dirt around the roots to

keep them from wilting when transplanted during the hottest weather If

ground is plentiful, I plant in rows two feet apart and fifteen inches apart in

the row. If the variety planted is of a vigorous and luxuriant growth the

plants may be placed two feet apart each way. Give frequent but shallow

cultivation up to the time of frost. When the first freeze comes mulch

lightly (I say lightly for this is very frequently overdone), with leaves, corn

stalks or some other substance that will not seed the bed. I would say use

clean straw, if it were possible to have straw in this condition. When dan-

ger of freezing is past in the spring, open the mulch above the plants, allow-

ing it to remain on the bed until after the fruit is gathered, then remove it,

and cultivate as last year; keeping all tlie runners off for two years. The
third year allow the bed to become matted, plant a new Ijed, and the fourth

year after the fruit is gathered spade or plow up the old bed.

VARIETIES.

Out of the multitude now claiming public favor I will name three, which

will, I think, fill all the requirements of any family not too fastidious, to

wit: Crescent Seedling, Cmnberland Triumph i\nd Kentucky.

To procure
RASPBERRY PLANTS

Of the black cap varieties, the tips of the canes must be inserted in the

ground two or three inches, in the latter part of August or first part of Sep-
tember. If not placed deeply in the ground the winds or the freezing and

thawing are apt to displace them. I'lant as early in the si ring as the condi-

tion of the ground will admit, in rows six feet apart and three feet apart in

the row. Let but one cane grow the first year, and pinch back when at the

liight of twelve or fifteen inches. Stir the ground so frequently that no

weeds or gra.ss will grow. In the spring, with pruning shears, cut laterals

back within two or three indies of main can(\ The second and each snc-

• •eeding year allow three or four canes to grow, being very careful to pinch
back to twenty to twenty-four niches. Care nuist be tjiken that this pinch-

ing back be done just at the time the cane attiiins this height. If you allow

it to grow lo tbirly inches, (hen ciil l)ack to twenty, you will have but few
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fruit bearing laterals, but if done just at the time the cane reaches twenty
inches, more fruit bearing laterals will be thrown out than if allowed to grow
without pinching. The third and each succeeding si:)ring the laterals must
be cut back to within live to ten inches of the cane, and at the same time the

canes that bore the fruit the previous year must be removed. Some fruit

growers practice removing the old canes so soon as the fruit is gathered, but

1 think it better to allow them to remain until sj^ring, that they may be a

stay and protecticni against the winds, of the new growth. In the cultiva-

tion of the red varieties, the same rules maj^ be observed as in that of black

caps, excepting that they do not need to be pinched back quite so low. The

disposition of these to sprout from the roots and to spread rapidly, must be

met by a vigorous use of the hoe or plow, unless plants are wanted. Many
object to raising red raspberries, for the reason, as they say, that they grow
and spread so rajoidly as to become a nuisance

;
not seeming to know that it

takes no more labor to cut them down with a hoe when young, than to re-

move grass or weeds.

VARIETIES.

Of all the many varieties I have tried, I have had none equal to the Gregg
and Thwack.

BLACKBERRIES

Maj' be treated very much as raspberries, excepting that they are not to

be pinched back until they reach thirty inches. Of the different varieties,

I recommend the Snyder as the only one that will withstand a temperature
such as we, in Indiana have had this winter, 25^ below zero.

CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES.

Were it not for the worms so fatal to these fruits any one, with skill enough
to produce a hill of corn, could have them. But the worm : what shall we
do with him ? How shall we get rid of him ?

" Kill him," says one. Yes,

that will doit. If you kill him you get rid of him. But how shall we kill

him? "Aye, there's the rub." I know I shall be laughed at if I attempt to

give a remedy for the injury done by the currant Avorm. But, knowing full

well that no horticultural meeting can be rounded off successfully unless

some one gives a " sure cure "
for the " currant worm," or the "

cabbage

worm," or the "pear blight," I will attempt one. I imagine I already hear

coming up from different parts of this audience, white hellebore, pyreth-

reum, ashes, soap suds, tar water, coal oil, salt, road dust, wheat bran, young
ducks, and last, though not least,

"
English sparrows." My remedy is to

make a new plantation in remote parts of the garden, every few years.

The worm does not seem to attack the bushes until they reach the age of

four or live years.
GRAPES.

In another part of this paper it is stated that all grounds, upon which

small fruits are grown, if not naturally underdrained must be artificially un-
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derclrained. I wish to emphasize this idea in its apphcation to the cultiva-

tion of the grape. Thrifty vines or perfect fruit can not be produced unless

this rule is observed. If the soil where the grape vine is grown has not its

full share of lime, this ingredient should be used freely. In procuring vines

for planting, select those two years old witli good roots. If intended to bo

trained on trellis, plant eight feet apart in the row, and if more than one

row is desired, make rows ten feet apart. Allow but one vine to grow from

the roots. When the frost takes the leaves oil' cut back to two buds and

cover with dirt. Next spring, if both the buds start, rub the weaker one

off. Keep tied to trellis and pinch back all laterals. If the vine has made a

good growth, after the leaves have again fallen, cut back to two feet and lay

the vine down and cover with earth. If the growth has been feeble, not

more than two or three feet, cut back as was done the first year, to two buds.

The third year a healthy and vigorous vine may be allowed to throw out two

branches from the uppermost two buds. With the exception of taking ofl

the laterals of this year's growth I recommend no summer pruning, unless

it ma}' be a chance small and puny growth. Where it is desired to avoid

the expense of a trellis, vines may be planted on the east or south side of the

barn, wood house, or other out building, and trained to the sides of the same.

Where convenient it is a good plan to train these vines under the eaves of

the buildings, which protect the growing fruit from rain and dew, thereby

averting the rot.

VARIETIES.

On taking a view of this part of my subject, a graveyard of blasted hopes
and three dollar grape vines bursts upon my vision, and I am led to exclaim.
"
Gone, but not forgotten !

" Hence I tread softly here, fearing I may awaken
one whose epita])h may be that over the infant's grave—

" Since I am so soon clone for,

The wonder is, wlmt I was hegnn for."

In this dangerous sea of varieties I will kccj) my little bark close to shore

and will only recommend Concord and Ives' Seedling for the family, not be-

cause either is a good grape, but because we can always have them, and because

apoor grape is better than no gra])<\ Thnro are, however, many other grapes

that may be recommended, and really i)romise well,to-wit: Cliampion, Dela-

ware, Duchess, Telegraph, Salem, Brighton, Worden, Moore's Early, Honors'
No. 3, 4, 9 and 15.

DISCUSSION ON SMALL FRUITS.

Mr. Barnard, of" Nebraska— I seldom fail to have good crops of

strawberries. I practice mulching heavily with ])rairie hay. lu

the spring I uncover about one-third of my plants at a time at in-

tervals of a week apart. In this way I continue the blooming sea-

.son and thus often avoid injury from frosts, as well as extending the
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ripening season. The Turner is a more valuable raspberry in Ne-

braska than the Thwack.

Mr. Hale, of Connecticut—I would ask, why remove the mulch

at all? We allow the plants to grow through it, and, after the fruit

is go-ne, burn it off, and thus kill off millions of noxious weeds and

insects. We then cultivate and have the plants ready for another

good crop of fruit the following year. We do not like the Cham-

pion. It is unfit to eat.

Mr. Barnard—I do not think Mr. Hale fully realizes what mulch-

ing out West means. The Crescent is a most valuable strawberry.

For family use, only, I would take the Charles Downing.

Mr. Grimes, of Colorado—Jucunda is very tine with us. Cres-

cent, Jucunda and Kentucky are our most valuable varieties.

Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota—The Wilson is a choice berry if grown

alone; it is easily affected by other sorts. It is our best market

berry. In sandy soil you can mulch heavily, but in Northern Min-

nesota the mulch must be light, and the straw should be removed

before the crop ripens. Water must be bountifully supplied or the

business will beat you. The small grower need not be troubled with

insects, as he can let the small chickens run among the vines. The

white grub is our worst insect.

Pres Earle—My experience in strawberry growing has been con-

fined to Southern Illinois. The worst insect enemy we have is the

crown borer. The root worm is also quite bad, but not so destruc-

tive as the crown borer. We were greatly troubled last season by a

new insect pest known as the tarnished plant bug. It sucks the

juices of the fruit and causes it to become deformed and unsightly.

The berries, when damaged by them, are called buttons, from their

flattened shape. Prof. Forbes, in his paper to be read in your hear-

ing, will tell you something about this new pest. It also attacks the

raspberry, but does not damage it so much as it does the strawberry.

Some have thought mulching favored the increa.se of this insect,

but I do not think so. The Crescent paid us better last year than

any other sort.

Mr. Webb, of Kentucky—I am a small strawberry grower, but

try to have large berries. I use bone meal as a fertilizer. The va-

rieties that have done best with me are the Warren, Longfellow,
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Cumberland, Triumph, Glendale, Crescent, and Sharpless. The

Kentucky has not succeeded well with me, though it does well with

others not far from me. The James Vick is very prolific, but the

berries are too small.

3Ir. Holsinger, of Kansas—The Thwack raspberry is too poor in

quality and the Gregg is but little better. The Hopkins, origina-

ting near this city, is one of the best of the black cap class.

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—The Gregg and Davidson's Thornless

are both poor with us.

Mr. Pearce, of Ohio—I think a variety does best in the vicinity

where it originates. This fact will, doubtless, explain the ditfer-

ence of opinions expressed here.

Pres. Earle then read the following letter from Hon. Marshall P.

Wilder, President of the American Pomological Society:

LETTER FROM COL. WILDER.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 17.—My good friend: I have received the notice of your

grand Mississippi Valley Society, and wish I could he with you, hut fourscore and

five stares me in the face and warns me to be mindful of my steps. You have ere

this received the circular of the American Pomological Society in regard to the

nomenclature of fruits. This country is ahead of the old world in pomology, and

it is our duty to lead in a true republican manner. Thomas, Downing, Barry, Man-

ning, etc., etc., are wide awake on the subject. The Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, Michigan and several other societies have passed votes to adopt the no-

menclature of the American Pomological Society. Marshall P. Wilder.

The letter was followed by the reading of the extract on nomen-

clature referred to.

NOMENCLATURE OF FRUITS.

[Kxtrnet from President Wilder's Address.]

In former addresses, I have spoken to you of the importance of the establishment

of short, j)li)in, and proper rules, to govern the nomenclature and description of our

fruits, and of our duty in regard to ii
;
ami I desire once more to enforce these opin-

ions on a subject which I deem of imperative importance. Our Society has been

foremost in tlie field of reform in this work, but there is much yet to l)e done. We
should have a system of rules consistent with our science, regulated by common

sense, and which shall avoid ostentatious, indecorous, inappropriate, and superflu-

ous names. Such a code your coimuitlee luive in hiind, and I commend its adopt-

ion. Let us have no more Generals, Colonels or C'aj)tains attached to the names ol

our fruits; no more Presidents, Governors, or titled dignitaries; no more Monarchs,

Kings, or Princes; no more Mammoths, Giants, or Tom Thumbs; no more None-

suches, Seek-no-further», Ne Plus Ultras, Hog-i)ens, Sheep-noses, Big Bobs, Ironcla''s,
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Legal Tenders, Sucker States, or Stump-the-AVorkl. Let us have no more long, un-

pronounceable, irrelevant, high-flown, bombastic names to our fruits, and, if j)ossi-

ble, let us dispense with the now confused terms of Belle, Beurre, Calebasse, Doy-

enne, Pearmain, Pippin, Seedling, Beauty, Favorite, and other like useless and

improper titles to our fruits. The cases are very few where a single word will not

form a better name for a fruit than two or more. Thus shall we establish a stan-

dard worthy of imitation by other nations, and I suggest that we ask the co-opera-
tion of all pomological and horticultural societies, in this and foreign countries, in

carrying out this important reform.

As the first great national Pomological Society in origin, the representative of

the most extensive and promising territory for fruit culture of which we have any

knowledge, it became our duty to lead in this good work. Let us continue it, and

give to the world a system of nomenclature for our fruits which shall be worthy of

the Society and the country
—a system pure and plain in its diction, pertinent and

proper in its application, and which shall be an example, not only for fruits, but

for other products of the earth, and save our Society and the nation from the dis-

grace of unmeaning, pretentious and nonsensical names, to the most perfect, useful

and beautiful productions of the soil the world has ever known.

Ou motion of Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota, the President was in-

structed to tender the congratulations of the Society to President

Wilder.

The following paper was then read by its author:

TEEES PECULIAE TO TEXAS.

BY T. V. MUXSON, OF TEXAS.

From the want of authentic references and the meager botanical work

which has been done in this extensive region, this paper is necessarily very

incomplete as to species, and imperfect as to descriptions.

Strictly, few, if any, species are entirely within the State, that are here
,

mentioned as "
peculiar to Texas."' They either extend over one edge or

another on to other territory, yet in the main are so much more noticeable

here than elsewhere that they can be properly classified as Texas. The re-

gion extending from the low forest country of Eastern Texas, beginning on

the x^avasota river, westward some two hundred or more miles, till we reach

the high, dry, sandy staked plains of Tom Green and adjoining counties, is

the transitional region from the great cypress, pines, magnolias, oaks, hick-

ories, gums, sycamores, cottonwoods, etc., of the forest region of the South

to the arid plateau elevations of the Rocky Mountains of New Mexico and

Arizona, and the Cordilleras of Mexico, where the cacti, acacias, mimosse,

and numerous other families give nature a thorny and forbidding as])ect.

Texas, then, comprises within herself a natural division of country, capable

of giving a peculiar and characteristic flora. Were it the province of this

paper, the peculiarities of the country could be far more distinctly and beau-
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tifuUy set forth in its hundreds of curious flowers, shrubs and grasses, than in

only about a score of trees I shall mention. A fuller knowledge of the richness

and variety of the forest trees and their locations in the State can be had by

refering to a pajier in the July number of the American Forestry Journal for

1883, entitled,
" Forests and Forest Trees of Texas," and of the flora in gen-

eral of the State, in the August, October, November and December numbers
of the Gardener's Mordhly for 1879 (comment on Journal).

Major Emory's Bdan>j(ifthe United States and Mexican Buundary presents a

tine study of the Western Texas, Rio Grande and New Mexican flora, but

this is a rare work and out of print. It will be a boon to Western botanists

when Dr. Gray completes his Flora of the United Stales, and all these fragment-

ary works are framed harmoniously together.

At present there is much inquiry by persons of the North as to the pecu-

liarities of the Lone Star Empire State of the South; so the following list of

trees may in part answer the inquiry.

I name in alphabetical order :

jEscidus arguta (Buckley), Yellow Buckeye. A peculiar species of the

true Prickly Buckeye, small tree with pale yellow flowers; found in a limit-

ed region in Cherokee county; has been introduced as an ornamental tree,

by Dr. F. L. Yoakum, of Palestine, Texas.

Algarobia glandulosa, INIesquite, or Texas Gum Arabic Tree, occurs in all

the ])rairie country of Central Texas, westward from the Navasota river, and

southward from the Trinity, in Norther Texas, to the Table Lands and far

across the Rio Grande into Mexico. It is generally a scraggy shrub, but in

places grows 25 or 30 feet high, and eight to twenty inches through at collar.

Groves, or forests, at a little distance, present the appearance, when out of

leaf, of an old peach orchard. Though the top is generally so small, the roots

are very bulky, and can be used green in the forge with almost equal eff"ect

with charcoal, and, like coal, rapidly destroys a stove or grate in which they

are burned. It is the chief fuel in a vast region of the grazing portion of the

State. The roots, dug and delivered, usually bring $0 to $10 per ton, to be

used as fuel. It dues not interfere with the pasturage ;
on the contrary, the

pods, with their bean-like seeds, are greedily eaten by ^tock, which rapidly

fatten thereon, when the crop is abundant. The wood above ground, as well

as below, is heavy, firm, and admits of a high polish, having a color simi-

lar to walnut wo(xl. In its native region, where cultivated lands have

been abandoned, the Mesquite springs up and occupies the ground. It

makes a very durable fence post, ^nd owing to its generally low branch-

ing habit, would, if the limbs were cut at some distance from the body, make

a noble grape-trellis. The gum which exudes from wounds on the body is

quite equal with commercial Gum Arabic, and is sometimes cullected and

put on the market.

Arctostaphylos Umentosa, Mountain Mahogany, or Manzanita—with Mexi-

cans meaning Little Ai)ple, is a very ornamental, broad-leaved evergreen,

closely allied to the Laurel—Kalmia—of liic Kast. but attains Hfteen to
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thirty feet high. The body at iirst has a thin, brown papery b irk, which

breaks and peels olF, leaving it and the larger branches very smooth and of

a whitish color resembling the Sycamore. The leaves are large and leath-

ery, resembling evergreen Magnolia, with a brownish down beneath. The

flowers are conspicuous, and of a lovely rose color. The fruit is berry like

and edible. The w^ood is hard and admits of a high poll h. The Manzanita

is found on the hills and mountains of Crockett, Tom Green, Presidio and

El Paso counties, a territory large as the State of Pennsylvania, thence west-

w.ird to California.

Carya Buekleyii (Durand), Black Hickory, a larger tree than the Bull Hick-

ory or Mockernut, for which it is often mistaken. Common throughout all

the Post Oak region of Texas, but most abundant on rich loamy, sandy land,

and always regarded a mark of good fruit soil. Grows fifty to seventy-five

feet. It is quite variable and may be identical, specifically, with C. porcina,

Pig Hickory, which is abundant in Indian Territory and Arkansas, in simi-

lar soils to those in Texas. Wood usually knotty and hard to split. Makes
a hot fire. Nuts with thin outer hull, but thick inner shell. Kernel very
sweet.

Carya olivR'formls, Pecan. Though widely scattered through the bottom

lands of the Mississippi Valley and Gulf States, yet Texas has a national rep-

utation for her large, rich, thin-shelled Pecans, the finest of which are abim-

dant along the Colorado, Guadalupe, San Antonio and Nueces rivers. The

Guadalupe Pecan is most famous, but in obtaining select nuts for planting
in nursery to get trees for Pecan orchards, I find the San Antqnirj Pecans

equal to the best Guadalupes. The finest of these nuts, this season retail at

from twenty to twenty-five cents per pound from the nut stands of Texas

towns. The lowest wholesale rates are thirteen to fifteen cents. Thirty-

three pounds of cured nuts make a bushel. An orchard tree of fifteen years

should produce from three to five bushels of nuts, making an income per

tree of from $12 to $20 at wholesale. The price of these fine nuts is not

likely to become much less, as the demand grows more rapidly than the

supply. A Pecan orchard would last for centuries. The timber is very valua-

ble for wagon and carriage making, and the possessor of a large orchard in

bearing would have an investment equal, if not superior to that in Govern-

ment bonds, and far more suitable as an heirloom to his children.

Cerasus capollin, Texas Wild Cherry, mountains of Western Texas, resem-

bles the Wild Black Cherry, C sesoHna, but not so large; twenty to thirty

feet.

Diospyros Texana, Texas or Black Persimmon. Found about Austin and

southwestwardly into Mexico. Leaves densely tomentous. Fruit being

brown or black when ripe, gives the name Black Persimmon. Not equal to

the D. Vir<jiniana,ov common species, in fruit or wood.

Hajpesla arb-jrea (Buckley). Grows on hills near the Gulf, below Corpus

Christi, and other localities near the mouth of the Nueces river. Twenty to

twenty-five feet, eight to ten inches through cf)]l;ii-. l'>:u-k of trunk and
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branches of a pale green color. Branches spiny, similar to Black Locust.

Leaves bi-pinnate one to three paired, and leaflets three to six paired, being

a doubly compound leaf, and very pretty. Flowers axillary, solitary, yellow

with reddish brown lines near base of petals. Pods three to four inches

long, three-fourths to one inch wide by three-fourths inch thick, containing

eight to ten locust-like seeds.

Jaglands rupestrls, Dwarf Walnut. O.^casional along streams westward

from Austin, on the Solano, Concho, Devil's and Pecos rivers. A large shrub.

Fruit smiU, round, rough, abundant.

Junlperm oecidentdlis, Mountain or Western Cedar, Oregon Cedar. Though

extending over the Rocky Mountain region into Oregon, it forms a striking

pirt among trees in the hills and mountains of western Texas, ten to fifty

feet. Wood very firm and durable. This may prove still more valuable in

the dry regions of the West than the Red Cedar for forest culture.

Juniperus pichyphlea (Torr.). Thick bark Cedar. Same parts of Texas as

Mountain Cedar, but less abundant, and extensive in its range; ten to twenty-

five feet, spreading, scraggy, often forked near the ground. Bark thick and

checked like that of pine. Fruit large, sweet, edible. Quite an ornamental

tree.

Madura amantica, Osage Orange, Bois d'Arc. Naturally confined to cen-

tral, northern Texas, southeastern Indian Territory and southwestern Ar-

kansas, though it has readily accommodated itself to almost all parts of

the United States south of 42°. It reaches its grandest proportions in dry
bottoms of Dallas, Hunt, Collin, Grayson and Fannin counties in Texas,

where specimens occur three to four feet in diameter and sixty to seventy

feet high.

Mi/rus microphylla, Small-leaved Mulberry. On hills, vicinity of Austin

and westward
;
twelve to twenty feet. Fruit black, sour, very rough ;

leaves

small, smooth, mostly entire, cordate; branches smooth.

Melia A'zedarach, var. umhracidiformh, Texas Umbrella Tree. Though
this is doubtless an introduced species, the wild or specific form is found

of large size in wild forests miles away from habitations, sprung from

seeds carried by birds, probably, as robins will eat the berries. The

Umbrella form was first brought to notice some forty years ago by J.

Burke, Sr., (jf Houston, Tex., who found a tree on an old place near Bufliilo

B.iyou. Thence it spread, and is a favorite in in uiy i)arls of the South.

Persons from the North are always charmed with its dark, glossy leaves and

compact, i)alm-like head. The tree is brittle and short-lived, and hardy

only about midway up in the Indian Territory.

Piunun umbdlata, Sproutless Plum. Found throughout the same region

with the Bois d'Arc, and extending further South
;
fifteen to forty feet. Bears

abundantly, of a yellowish red, medium sized, firm, nstringent fruit, covered

thickly with a white bloom. Rii)ens in August, Se{)tember, and October.

Never sprouts; grows in almost every variety of soil with ease, is a splendid
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stock for other Plums, but "jugs "the Peach off when budded, or grafted

above ground. It grows finely on Peach.

Quercus Emcn'yii. A beautiful shrubby evergreen Oak, on the Pecos and

Limpio rivers.

Qite7'CHS ni'mtiaJa {Mx.). Hills of western Texas. Probably only a dwarf-

ish, high ground variety of the Swamp Chestnut Oak, Q. prinus.

Quercus Texana (Buckley). About Austin, on hilly land. Large and val-

uable ; wood close grained.

Quercus virens, Live Oak. Though by no means peculiar to Texas, I men-
tion it on account of there being the finest forests of this species known, on

the lower Brazos, Colorado, Guadalupe, San Antonio and Nueces rivers.

Ship building will find a rich field here for many years.

Sophora sericea, in low moist places on the Eio Grande.

Sophora speciosa, on Mount Bonnell, near Austin, near Matagorda Bay,

among the hills and along the valleys of Western Texas, to the Pecos river,

fifteen to thirty feet. A beautiful evergreen. Flowers blue, in pendulous

racemes, fragrant, pretty. Has been introduced into cultivation.

Sijphyra ti/mentosa," Beaded Locust." May prove identical with 5". offinis.

Extends from Central Texas northward across Red River through Southeast

Indian Territory into Arkansas. Has beaded or necklace-like black pods,

which hang on all the year till flowers come the next season. Has much the

habit of S. speciosa, but not so large, and has deciduous leaves. Bark on

small trees and on branches, smooth, of a dark green color. The abundant,

pendulous spikes of pink flowers are sweet and pretty. Sometimes called

Pink Locust.

Ulmus cmssifulia, Cedar-Elm. Texas Elm. Extends from San Antonio in

Southern, and Pecos river. Western Texas, northeastwardly across Red

River to the Arkansas River and into Southwestern Arkansas. Beginning
futher to the southwest, it otherwise occupies about the same region with

the Osage Orange, and seems to like about the same kinds of soil. I think

it will also thrive wherever the Osage will grow. It is remarkably conspicu-

ous in its small, dark green, compact foliage, and in blooming and maturing

seed in the fall. The wood is white to heart, and splits almost as freely as

Cedar, though the body may be knotty. Wood is a fine fuel, but not durable.

Owing to the closeness of growth of head, it would be a fine wind-break, if

planted in rows around a place. It is of slower growth than either the

American or Slippery Elm.

DISCUSSION ON MR. MUNSON's PAPER.

President Earle— I wi.sh to call attention to the pecan tree as one

of much value in the South. Those who have read the excellent

paper of Dr. Mohr's, read before this Society last winter at New

Oileans, will remember that he speaks of the ciiItMrc of this tree in

the South as a source of profit.
Tlu^ finer varieties, such as Mr.
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Muuson describes, certainly would be profitable. I have been told

by dealers in New Orleans that they often sell the large, thin-shelled

varieties as high as fifty cents per pound.

3Ir. Munson—There is a law in our State making it a penalty to

cut the trees, but as that is the most speedy way of gathering the •

nuts, the law is often violated. The finest variety we have is known

as the Lady Finger. The nuts of this variety often grow to three

inches in length. The pecan transplants with great difficulty. It

must be transplanted at one year old.

The paper of Mr. Munson was so well received that a vote, of

thanks was tendered him by the Society.

A committee of three, consisting of Oliver Gibbs, Jr., of Minne-

sota, Sylvester Johnson, of Indiana, and George P. Peffer, of Wis-

consin, was appointed to examine fruits on exhibition, after which

the Society adjourned to meet at 9 a. ^r. to moirow.

Second Day—"Wednesday.
Forenoon Session, January 23.

The Society reassembled at 9 a. m., President Earle in the chair.

D. S. Grimes, of Colorado, was intro<luced and read his paper, as

follows :

HORTICULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE REGIONS OF COLORADO.

BY IX S. GRIMES, OF COLORADO.

The Viihio of the resources of any State or loeality will l)e proverned

largely by the facilities alibrded in reaching a market.

Our soil may be ever so rich, our climate faultless, but, being isolated

from market, the horticultural productions of our lands will be almost

valueless, on account of their perishable nature, the expense of transport-

ation, and time required to reach that market.

Colorado is a Slate of vast proportions and ])ossibilities. It is a land of

high altitudes and peruliar climatic influences. A <()untry remarkable

for its natural scenery, pure atmosphere, and great mineral wealth. Aside

from the piichasing power of the Statf^, hoarded away in its mines of

fabulous wealth, there is a jjower in our soil, aided by an intelligent sys-

tem of irrigation, to produce many of the necessaries and luxuries of life,
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wondei'ful to contemplate. But lujtwith^taiuling the advantages ollered in

soil and markets, 'where the prodneer and consumer live side by side,

protected from successful competition by tlie- great plains on the east,

and the mountains on the west requiring expensive transportation to

reach and compete with us, yet we are sorry to admit, horticultural en-

terprise, especially the growing of fruits, is sadly neglected. Tiie hun-

dreds of car loads of fruit shipped in, and the large sums of money con-

tinually paid to our horticultural brethren, east and west, for these indis-

pensable luxuries, is not true evidence that we can not produce fruit. Up
in Colorado we live high and fast. Always in a hurry, our people have

not time to wait for trees to grow, or to engage in any enterprise that

does not promise large and speedy returns.
'

They stick to the old silver-

plated way of raising apples
—three pounds for a quarter.

So engrossed are they in mining and mining phrases that when giving

prices on fruit they quote,
" Strawberries assay tifty cents a qu irt in silver,

with a visible trace of wood." The boys, also, catching the same infatuation,

will often take their portable reduction works after night jump somebody's

grape or watermelon lead, to test the free milling qualities of the fruit.

Owing to the peculiar topography of the country, of mountain, valley and

plain, the season of fruit ripening varies according to elevation, extending

the time of a single variety of the strawberry from May to September.
Fruit trees come into bearing fully two years younger than they do East.

Our apnles and pears do not compare with the same class of fruits grown on

lower elevations, but in quality and flavor they are superior, being smooth,

heavy, juicy. Grown and ripened in a dry atmosphere, they also are good

keepers.

Our country is pre-eminenty adapted to small fruit culture. Under our

system of irrigation small fruits, especially the strawberry, produce large

crops of excellent fruit. Irrigation not only brings the whole crop to full

maturity, but it extends the time of ripening all classes of small fruit^j, al-

most double.

By a judicious selection of varieties of strawberries, frcjm the earliest to the

latest, we can extend the picking season from 40 to GO days.

While fruiting, we irrigate this crop at least twice each week, soaking the

ground thoroughly.
All other varieties of small fruits except the grape require a liberal irriga-

tion during this period.

These crops as grown around Denver yield a gross income from $10(» u>

S1,000 per acre; according to soil, age, and manner of cultivation. Tiie prwes

obtained range from twenty cents to fifty cents per qu irl. In tli.- mining

districts prices rule higher.

The shipment of strawberries from Kansas and Missouri aflect the prices

of the Willson and other early kinds to some extent. These .shipments, how-

ever, are of short duration, and soon leave the field clear for our later varie-

ties which always bring good prices. The mountain people, on account of
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the limited home production, seldom get a taste, except in canned fruits. Of

these, large quantities are consumed. Although our mountains, valleys,

prairies and parks are well adapted to small fruit culture, having all the ele-

ments of soil necessary for successful cultivation, yet but little attention is

paid to any crop, except potatoes.

Irrigation being an indispensable factor in the horticultural resources of

the county I represent, we can not intelligently give the results of one with-

out describing the other. Not only is irrigation the foundation and salvation

of all horticultural industries in Colorado, but you, my brethren of the Mis-

sissippi valley, sooner or later, must, for your own protection and success in

times of drouth, adopt this system The most money I ever made in Colo-

rado was when I hired men at 13 per day to drive away grasshoppers. Like-

wise, you, when protected by irrigation, will find the years of drouth the

most profitable of all in your horticultural history. The money lies more in

our ability to surmount difficulties and control emergencies than in the pro-
ductions of favorable seasons. In the Centennial State we practice at least

two distinct modes of irrigation
—that of agriculture, referring to field crops,

and of horticulture a "row "
irrigation where water follows cultivation.

The most favorable conditions for the first, is a level surface and abundant

flow of water that will flood the ground rapidly and evenly. In horticulture,

where the soil is frequently stirred, the manner of applying is directly re-

verse to that of tield culture. The smallest stream of water is turned into

the rows, which are laid off so as to give but little fall, requiring at least

twenty-four hours to run 300 feet, which is as long as the rows should be.

As a rule we use entirely too much water. One cubic inch of water is

abundantly sufficient for all ordinary purposes in our dry country. It is

too often the case that water is applied with but little knowledge of the re;d

wants of trees and plants. There seems to be a kind of denominational

character attached to the business which we should correctly understand.

The cherry and grape being the Presbyterians in horticulture, require but

little water. Strawberries are the Baptists, and glory in rivers of water and

rich food.

Then again we have the Methodist mode of irrigation
—enthusiastic ama-

tuers, or tender-feet, in the profession. They select good stock and lots of

it; lay oH" their rows straight down hill; open wide the flood-gates; irrigate

with vengeance, washing away both soil and plants, then backslide and try

something else.

Water is, however, an essential element in the perfect development of fruit.

It matters not how rich we make the soil, or whether we feed the soil or

not, trees and plants must have a certain quantity of water to enable them to

develop their growth and mature their fruit.

Our State laws recognize a prior right in appropriating water from the

-streams. Hence, if at any time the supply runs low, tlie last canals con-

tructed are the first tosull'er from the deliciency. In view of this fact, many
of the irrigating canals built lately in the older settled portions of the State,
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have constructed lakes and reservoirs to store the surphis flow of water, whili-

the streams are full from the melting snows of the mountiiins. In this way
hundreds of acres were irrigated that would otherwise be without water.

There are four distinct divisions of climate in Colorado. In northern

Colorado none but the truly ironclad varieties of fruit trees can stand the ex-

tremes of cold that sometimes sweep over that country.
The Arkansas valley not being subject to such extremes of cold as occur

north of the divide, is destined to become a favorite fruit growing region from

Canon City to the Kansas line.

The valleys of the Uncompagree, Gunnison and lower Grand rivers, on

the Western slope of the Rocky Mountains, being influenced by current-s of

air from the Pacific ocean, are much hotter in summer and milder in winter

than any other portion of the State. In the southern part of the State is the

San Luis valley, watered by the Rio Grande river and its tributaries. Here

we tind a large area of fine lands susceptible of profitable cultivation. This

valley, together with those of the Animas and Delores, in Southwest Colo-

rado, is greater in altitude than Denver, but more free from the extremes of

temperature than any other section of our State.

in wild fruits and flowers found growing in the mountains and canyons, are

many varieties, new and worthy of general cultivation. We have several va-

rieties of the red, black and yellow currant, some of them as large as the best

cultivated sorts. We have seen the large yellow currant growing on stalks

ten feet in height, that were both useful and ornamental, and worthy of a

place in any garden.

Raspberries and strawberries are found growing from the foot hills to tim-

ber line. Huckleberries and serviceberries are also found in many places.

The Sheperdi, with its gray leaves and red fruit are met with in gn-at

abundance on the Western and Southern slopes. On the head waters of the

Cache-la-Poudre river, in Laramie county, and in the North Park, are found

a peculiar dwarf cherry, growing on a bush or shrub no larger than a gocs.--

berry bush, but bearing such enormous crops of fruit as to completely pros-

trate the branches to the ground. The fruit is nearly as large as the May

cherry, a little pungent to the taste, but when cooked making excellent .sauce

or jelly.

The wild plums found growing only on the Eastern and Southern slopes

of the Rocky Mountains, are the most valual)le and promising of all our na-

tive fruits. While many varieties are of but little importance, we often find

varieties superior in size and quality to many of the varieties now in cultiva-

tion. We have seen red, yellow and spotted plums, with small socil an<l soliil

flesh, larger than the Wild Goose and Miner.

The flora of Colorado, like its natural scenery, is rich, varied, and exten-

sive, furnishing the student in l)otany a field of interesting .study.

Mountain ivy, clematis, spireas, rcses, wigelias, snowberrics, columbine,

lilies, pinks, and .scores of others, combine to make beautiful oid fmtTani

the wilds of these grand old mountains.
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While traveling over the late Ute Reservation on the Uncompagree and

Gran I rivers, we saw many varieties of flowering plants and shrubs we had

never met before. They were not found in such quantities or varieties along
the valleys, but on the high mesas and mountains, even to the very snow line

we would pass through acres of wild flowers of the most gorgeous hues.

We can not close our account of the natural horticultural resources of the

mountain regions of Colorado, without referring to a few varieties of the

Rocky Mountain evergreens. The Spruces, especially, are worthy of con-

sideration. The Abies Menziesli, a blue spruce, are admired by all true lovers

of beautiful trees.

The A. Douglasii, Douglass spruce, has a soft foliage with branches as tough
and pliable as the willow, enabling it to resist both wind and snow. They
seem well adapted to the plains and prairies of the West. We have trans-

planted thousands of them from their alpine homes on the mountains to

our grounds in Denver, with as little loss as any tree we ever handled. The

rules we observe, is in selecting trees from the open grounds—careful dig-

ging and handling, then planting as close together in a bed shaded with

brush or lath, and giving them plenty of water. The next year they can be

transferred to the nursery row, or any where else, with perfect safety.

Referring again, briefly, to the Sheperdi, or Buffalo Berry. We have been

experimenting with it as a hedge plant, and find it admirably adapted to

that purpose—especially in localities too cold for the Osage. The Honej' Lo-

cust, White Willow and Osage Orange, belong to the class of trees, while

this is a bush, easily kept within bounds and does not affect the crops grow-

ing near, as is the case of the Willow and O.sage Orange. It is easily trans-

planted, comes early to maturity, and being found growing in a natural state

in the Rocky Mountains from New Mexico to British Columbia on the head

waters of the Missouri, there can be no question as to its ability to withstand

the extremes of both heat and cold. We hope the syndicate of gentlemen

forming the Mississip])i Valley Horticultural Society, especially those mem-
bers representing Northern latitudes, will give this hedge plant a trial.

DISCUSSION ON IRRIGATION.

President Earle—The essayist lives in the Rocky Mountain re-

j^ion while most of us live in the more level districts of the Mis-

sissippi valley, so the discussion of this paper will be of particular

interest.to us.

Mr. Pearce, of Ohio—Mr. Grimes said one inch of water was

sufficient, but did not tell for how much ground.

Mr Grimes— I find that very few, not living in Colorado, under-

stand our terms. I should have explained. The water is brought
to us in Humes twelve inches wide, and there are gates to regulate
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the flow. If I buy twelve inches of water the gate is raised oiu'

inch
;

if I buy twenty-four inches the gate is raised two inches, atid

so on. One inch of water is generally sufficient for an acre, thougli
some things, especially strawberries, require more. We are ad()j)t

ing a system of sub-irrigation by running tile near the surface.

This requires much less water.

G. Y. Johnson, of Kansas—How would one inch correspond to

rainfall? We would like to know the relative amounts.

Mr. Grimes—One inch of water is equivalent to about six inches

rainfall, but on account of evaporation we, perhaps, require more
water than you would; We have been told to ripen up the wood
and let the trees go into winter dry, but we find that will not do.

We lose fewer trees if, just before freezing, we make the ground
wet.

Mr. Johnson—You say during the season. How long do you
count for a season?.

3Ir. Grimes—From April to November. If you irrigate wheat

before it is large enough to shade the ground it will not do well.

As soon as it is large enough we turn on the water.

Mr. Folck, of Missouri—I once lived in New Mexico. Our sys-

tem of irrigation was somewhat different. During April, ^Nlay and

June we expected to raise our crops. We used the eight-day sys

tem of irrigation, and most of the cereals were irrigated about three

•times. We let the water run until the ground was soaked several

inches deep, then in about eight days we could cultivate it.

The President—Upon this subject we would be glad to hear from

Mr. Hale, of Connecticut.

3Ir. Hale, of Connecticut—My experiences have all been in a

small way, but they have convinced me that irrigation is becoming

a necessity with us. During a dry season I got a lot of shoe boxes

and had my men fill them with water and set them near some straw-

berry plants. By having some holes bored in the bottom, the water

soaked away and watered the plant.s.
In this way we doubled the

size of strawberries in twenty-four hours. We are laying plans to

irrigate our place. We thought of doing it last spring. If we had,

it would have been a blessing to us, for we lost our crop from

5
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drouth. It would have paid in one season for the expense. Straw-

berries can hardly have too much water.

Pro/. T. J. Burrill, of Illinois—Would you apply water to the

surface ?

3Tr. Hale—I would run it between the rows. One of our neighbors
used a sprinkler, which spread the water about forty feet. The

plan was successful, but he thinks better results can be obtained by

running it between the rows.

Mr. Williams, of Kansas—This subject is one of growing inter-

est. We want experience instead of theory. I have had some ex-

perience in Texas, and now I am located in Kansas. I am growing
that Baptist berry (the strawberry) which must have a great deal of

water. I think sub-irrigation will be practical for us. If you pour
water on land it will soon soak away, so it is hard to get enough
when applied to the surface. Many of us have to rely on wells and

windmills. We have not advanced far beyond the Egyptians yet.

I hope within a few yfcars we will have a tile which will be within

reach of us all.

Mr. Pearce, of Ohio—We have tried irrigation in Northern Ohio.

We tried windmills and they were a failure. In parts of Ohio we

can obtain water from artesian wells. Mr. Hale comes from a re-

gion where many strawberries originate, and they do not grow as

large sometimes as they are represented. You want to put shoe

boxes around over the ground, as he did, and water them.

Mr. Grimes—Our hills have been considered valueless because

irrigation would wash them. I have arranged so I can cultivate the

hills. I make a flume from the top of the hill to the bottom. When
T come to a row, I bore a hole and fix a button over it, so I

can let out much or little water. In this way there is no danger
of washing. I can go about ray business and let the water run, day
and night if necessary. Flumes do not cost much. We have trou-

l)le with inexperienced men. One man opened the buttons too wide

and made it wash.

G. Y. Johnson— I put in some tile for draining. I soon found

rootlets had filled the drain so water could not run in it. If you
can get the tile .so it will stay open, wind mills will do, for it will

not take much water.
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Mr. Grimes—In connection with the tile I spoke of, there is a
hollow plug which runs down into the tile. This lets the water run
out on the ground. They plow furrows and run a machine along
which makes the tile out of sand and cement. It is forced out a

little on the plan of a sausage stufFer.

Prof. T. J. Burrill—I have a single item which may be of benefit

to those who want to try irrigating on a small scale. At our uni-

versity we water flowers a great deal. We put down flower pots and

put water in them. In this way the ground does not bake.

Ex-Gov. Furnas, of Nebraska—It has been ray good fortune to

visit Southern California. The people there have found that only
one-tenth as much water was required by sub-irrigation as by ap-

plying it to the surface.

Mr. WeUhouse, of Kansas—Is there no trouble from sediment?

Gov. Furnas—I heard of none.

Mr. Barnard, of Nebraska—I spent some time in California. I

found that top irrigation was a failure. Where it was used the soil

was impoverished and orchards killed. But where sub-irrigation
was used, we found good results. Common sewer pipes were used,
and the joints were sometimes cemented. On strawberry beds they
take up the pipes every two years or so and clean them. I find I have

more than doubled my crop by irrigation. I do not get better ber-

ries, but they will bring a better price from those who test berries

by the eye.

The President—I want to hear from Prof. Cassidy on this subject.

Prof. Cassidy, of Colorado—I am a new comer to Colorado, and

have not much to add now. The amount of water required varies

according to the soil. A stiff soil requires much more than a sandy
one.

Mr. Hale—I would like to ask Mr. Barnard what size tile he

would use, and how deep he would put it?

Mr. Barnard—A two inch tile does not fill up like a smaller one,

so it is preferable. It should be put in about six inches deep. Jt

is better to take these up to keep from frost.

Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota—I am reminded afresh of the vast

extent of territory represented by this Society and tlic varied
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conditions obtaining in different places. Irrigation by ditches is

important in a country where water comes from above, but in many
parts the ground which we want to irrigate is above the water sup-

ply, so the water must be raised. We have irrigation by wind and

by steam power. J. M. Smith, of Green Bay> Wisconsin, is one of

the most successful horticulturists and his sons are also very suc-

cessful. He elevates his water by wind, they by steam power.
Their expense is much less than his. They elevate and store the

water in great tanks and apply it with hose. Gardeners are com-

ing to the conclusion that this is the best plan. I wish to speak of

the Buffalo berry which Mr. Grimes has mentioned. I found it

growing along streams in the West, but I also found it growing on

bluffs almost independent of water. It will be immensely valuable

for a hedge plant, on account of its ability to stand drouth.

Mr. Masters, of Nebraska—While I have had no experience in

sub-irrigation, I have been watching the subject with interest. I

have visited grounds where it is used. One man tried for two or

three years and found on three or four acres his windmill was not

sufficient. He put up another larger one and that answered. But

he found his soil was being injured. He abandoned the system and

used sub-irrigation.' He put tile under each row, eight inches deep,

and allowed the rows to be a foot and a half in width. In refer-

ence to the evergreens of the Kocky Mountains, I think the spruce

which JNIr. Grimes spoke of will be valuable to us in Nebraska.

The Norway does not do well for me. I can get a greater per cent,

of the other to grow.

President Earle—Interesting and important as this discussion is,

pressure of business demands that we cut it short.

Mr. Hale—One question . Does Mr. J. M. Smith apply the wa-

ter at night or day ?

Answer". At night.

Ex Gov. Furnas, of Nebraska, being called upon for his paper,

remarked :

When I was solicited to prepare a paper for this occasion, 1

only consented on condition that my subject might be ' Forests and

Timber Interests of Puget's Sound,' to which I have been giving
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some attention. The paper I shall read is a part of the report I

have made for the Commissioner of Forestry by whom I was em-

ployed to go to Oregon, California, and Washington Territory, in

the interest of forestry.

TIMBER INTERESTS OF THE PACIFIC COAST.

I:Y R. \V. FURNAS, OF NEF.RASKA.

Urged by the indefatigable President of this Suciety, to prepare and read

a paper at this meeting, I made every possible effort to be excused, pleading,

especially, want of time, and consented only on condition that I be per-
mitted to treat on my present favorite theme,

"
Forestry," to which, for years

past, I have given almost exclusive thought and attention. I am announced
for

" Forests and Timber Interests of Puget's Sound," but have concluded to

strike out the words "
Puget's Sound," and insert in place thereof,

" Pacific

Coast,'" which will be more expressive of what I desire to say.

I had thought, too, that a paper exclusively on the subject of Forestry

might, by some, be considered out of place before a Horticultural Society.
And yet, I inquire, why should it be ? I am further comforted by noting
that I am to be in immediate company with such able and profound co-

workers. Professors Beal, Lazenby, Robson, Dr. Mohr, Teas and others.

During the summer of 1883, I was commissioned by Dr. Loring, United

States Commissioner of Agriculture, to officially investigate and report on
the forestry interest of the Pacific Coast. This paper is in part extracts

from a report I am making.

VARIETIES OP TIMBER.

The following varieties of timber embrace those of arboreous character,

and commercial value and importance, found in California, Oregon and

Washington. Most measurements were made in person.

Pines.

Sugar Pine—Pinus lambertana.

Common Pine—Pinus ponderosa.
Silver Pine—Pinus monticolo.

Black, or Jack, Pine—Pinus contorta.

Also two smaller varieties — tubercukda and albicaulis.

The Sugar pine grows to a height of two hundred and fifty feet, with a

diameter from eight to ten feet. Common pine, one hundred and seventy

or eighty feet high, and four to five feet in diameter. Silver pine, one hun-

dred and fifty to .sixty feet high, and three to four feet diameter. Black—

albieauUs and tuberculata, from fifty to seventy feet high, and one to three feet

in diameter.
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Firs.

White Fir—Abies grandis.

Noble Fir—Abies nobilis.

Lovely Fir—Abies amabilis.

Yellow Fir—Abies (P'seudotsuga) Douglassii.

The concdor is frequently called White Fir.

The suhalpina is found on the higher elevations, growing to a height of tifty

and sixty feet, and one to two feet in diameter.

The White and Yellow firs are the most abundant and of most commer-

cial importance. The Yellow reaches to over three hundred feet in height,

and a diameter of twelve feet. White fir to near two hundred feet in height,

and five and six feet in diameter. Noble fir about same in dimensions as

White. Lovely fir less pretentious, contents itself with a slight advance be-

yond one hundred feet in height, and two to three feet in diameter.

Tide Water Spruce
—At)ies (Picea) SUchensls.

Known also on the coast as Menziesii, grows to two hundred feet in height,

with a diameter of eight to ten feet.

Hemlock—Abies (Tsuga), Mertensiana.

Mountain Hemlock—Abies (Tsuga), Pattoniana.

Engelman Spruce—Abies (Picea), Engelmanni.

The Mountain Hemlock grows to one hundred feet in height, with a diam-

eter of four to five feet. Mertensiana exceeds it in height fifty or more feet,

with about the same diameter. Engelmanni reaches fifty feet in height, and

a diameter of twelve to eighteen inches.

Tamarack—Larix occidentalis.

Larch—Larix Lyallii.

The Tamarack reaches up from one luuidrctl and fifty to sixty feet, meas-

uring four to five feet in diameter. The Larch is small.

Cedars.

Thin Barked Cedar—Thuya gigantca.

Thick Barked Cedar—Liboccdrus decurrens.

Port Orford Cedar—Cupressus (chaniiocyparis) Lawsoniana.

The thin barked cedar is the more common and abundant at the mills,

and grows to a height of near two hundred feet, with an average diameter of

five and six feet. From the ground up, four or five feet, it often shows a stumji

diameter of twelve and fifteen feet. Thick barked cedar ranges up to one

hundred feet in height, and four to five feet in diameter. Port Orford Cedar

is very valuable and of limited habitat. Thus far it isonly found in Coos coun-

ty, Oregon, I am informed. The wood is characterized for durability, and

also for an exceeding pleasant and perpetual odor, perfect proof against moth

and other obnoxious liou,-<e insects. As such it is used in manufacture of cham-
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ber furniture, wardrobes, etc. The wood is of white color. Tho tree grows to

a height of over two hundred feet, with a diameter of six to seven feet. Tin-

hxmber is worth sixty dollars per thousand at the mills, at Portland, and on

Puget's Sound.

Sitka Cedar—Capressus (Chamrecy paris) Nutkiensis.

Prof. Collier found in limited growth at the base of Mt. Hood. This too.

is rare and valuable. It will be remembered Mr. Seward brought this vari-

ety of cedar home with him from Alaska, and had it worked into his library

furniture.

Juniper—^Juniperus occidentalis.

Yew—Taxus brevifolia.

Oaks.

Live Oak—Quercus chrysolepsis.

White Oak—Quercus garryana
Black Oak—Quercus Kellogii.

Chinquapin Oak—Castanopsis chrysophylla.

Oaks of the Pacific slope, in value, will not compare favorably with those

of other portions of the United States. The wood is brittle, and not so close

grain. Trees grow spreading and of comparative low stature, rarely reaching

from tifty to seventy feet, and short bodied. Used almost exclusively for fuel.

Alder—Alnus rhomb ifulvt

Is quite abundant, growing from eighty to ninety feet in height, with a di-

ameter of two to three and a half feet. The lumber is soft and light, resem-

bling very much the linden so abundant in many parts of tiic Eastern and

Middle States. It is used extensively in inside work in the manufacture of

furniture.

Oregon Ash—Fraxinus Oregana.

This is a strong, valuable variety of timber, found abundant in Oregon

and Washington: grows sixty to eighty feet in height, and two to three feet

in diameter.

Large Leaved Maple—Acer macrophylluin,

Is found m abundance and used for many jiurposes. The luinl.or made

from it is valuable. Some extraordinary line "bird's eye" and "curled."

used for veneers. It is used in all the towns and cities for shade and orna-

mental purposes. The leaf is large, deep green, near a fac simile in appear-

ance and shape of thr- hard mnple, making it highly valual)lc for latter

named use.

Madrona—A rhidaa Menzicsii.

A beautiful hard wood, taking a line polish. Grows from lifly t" -ixtv feet

in height, and three to four feet in diameter.
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Mijrtle
— Umbellularia (Orecdaphne) Ccdifornica.

Lumber used much in cabinet work. Grows to a height of one hundretl

feet, and a diameter three and four feet.

A variety of Cottonwood grows abundant along the banlcs of tlie Cokuiabia

and W'illiamette rivers. Botanical name not learned. It grows to good size,

is worked up at the mills and considered of value for many uses, notwith-

standing so many really more valuable varieties of timber are found in

greater abundance.

Several valuable varieties of willows are found in all parts of the territory

embraced in this paper ;
some of sufficient size to be of value.

Also, mountain mahogony, wild cherry, manzinita, chittim wood, choke

cherry, quaking ash, dogwood, mountain at-h, black iiaw and serviceberry,

were also observed.

Redivoods.

Redivxd—Sequoia sempervirens. While peculiar to the Pacific Slope, in fact

almost exclusively so to California, its characteristics are too well known to

call for any extended notice.

Redwood is the prevailing timber of commerce of California and South-

western Oregon, and is of great value. The important consideration is its

present supply, rate of consumption, and probabilities of reproduction. It

has existed in the mountain valleys and canyons of the coast and Sierra

Madre ranges, in immense quantities. There is yet a large supply, but being

rapidly consumed, and with little regard for econumy or saving, where ob-

tained and cut.

Its value as a lumber for working is scarcely to be excelled. Its tirst and

most renaarkable quality is due to its astonishing straight grain. Its fibers-

seem to run parallel with each other. Boards can be rived, or split, almost

as evenly as sawed—scarce need planing. "Shakes," as they are called, are

gotten in this shape, twenty feet long, an inch thick, and twelve inches wide,

as regular, almost, as boards. The wood is soft and easily worked. It is a

beautiful, rich, dark red, and when well finished and varnished, makes an

elegant appearance.
There can be had no exact data as to acres of tiinl)cr of any kiml or varie-

ties used. The trade is conducted under the general term " Lumber." with

but little if any further distinction. After personal visits to lumber yards

and conference with dealers, it is safe to record a very large preponderance
of Redwood lumber made and used in California. In round numbers, inclu-

ding lumber, railroad ties, posts, shingles, lath and shakes, it is estimated there

was consumed and handled in San Francisco, during the year 18'^2, 2,5(»0,00O,-

(XX) feet. This supply was not all obtained in California; i)ortions came from

Oregon and Wiishington. At Los -Vngeles tiiere had been shipped to that

point from January, 1883, to June of the same year, 85,000,000 feet. Source

from which obtained, about the proportions as at San Francisco.

Parties who prepared and reported, for California, statistics for the census
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office in ISSO, estimated the Redwood standing in forest then at 25,825,000,000

feet, board measure, and the cut of the same year at ISG.O.'il.OOO. The same

parties, and experts, having knowledge of conditions, ostimato the standing

supply of 1880 reduced by the cuts of 1881-2 to about 20,(100.000,000 in round

numbers. Some new discoveries of supplies have been made. Supposed to

equal the cuts of 1881-2.

R dwood timber yield per acre is so much larger than that of any other

varietj% or any portion of country, as to seem to one, not halving
" seen with

his own eyes," fabulous—Munchausen like. In the Russian river red wootl

groves (Hulburt Canyon), I measured numbers of trees. One girthed sixty

feet, five feet above ground. One 'elled tree measured three hundred and

sixty-seven feet from ground to topmost extremity. Others standing, were

estimated by loggers to be over four hundred feet high. In many portions

of this forest the interior was so dense that trees could not be felled to the

ground, or in fact any important movement from their natural growing per-

pendicular. Cutting and felling is done from the outer borders of groves.

A reliable gentleman, mill man, at Guerneysville, informed me that one of

these large Redwood trees had been worked up to a maximum of two hun-

dred and forty thousand feet of lumber, including all purposes for which its

various parts could be used. Bayard Taylor, it will be remembered, rej)orted

one of the "big trees" as yielding two hundred and fifty thousand feet of

lumber.

While as yet but little attention is given reproduction of this valuable tim-

ber, it is believed by those who have given the subject thought, it can be done

as readily as with other varieties. Passing through portions of forests from

which all the original growth had been cut, all visible indications were favor-

able. Where undisturbed, and fire kept out, young growth was abundant

and of rapid development. Some experiments, on small scale, have been

made, growing seedlings in nurseries. But, as a rule, the same old condition

of affairs seems to prevail where this timber grows nitur.dly and abundant,

as in other timbered regions. The value is not appreciated and realized un-

til nature's supply is entirely exhausted.

Eucalyptus.

The introduction of Australian gum trees— /i''/- '///i>'/—into California and

other p.)rtions of the United States, where climate permits, hius given surli

satisfaction, and his been fraught with such beneficial results, that promi-

inence is here given, indulging and expres.s:ng the belief that tlx' futun- wdl

more than fulfill the most sanguine expectations, or predictions. Its intro-

duction is of comparative modern date. The more seen and known of it.

the more it grows in popular esteem. When in Southern (California two

years before, I Wiis interested in ohservations then made, and during my ia.«t

visit investigated with renewed interested.

It was originallv introduced for both .sanitary and ornamenUil use.", and

later for fuel. It is called sometimes the
" Fever Tree," because posses-scd
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of properties preventing malarial fevers. Also has "disinfectant virtues, and

is antiseptic for wounds—its essential oil being a stimulant, and the tannin

in the leaves, acting as a tonic astringent applied exteriorly, hastens healing
of Avounds." Chemists enumerate its uses as "an infusion, decoction, pow-
der, distilled water, tincture, extract and essence." It is of as rapid growth
as the Cottonwoods of the Missouri valley, and yet of hardwood. The
wood combines density of texture with rapidity of growth A singular char-

acteristic is, that growing isolated, it reaches upward astonishingly, does not

branch out laterally, as do near all other varieties under similar circumstances.

It is equally durable for underground uses, and railroad ties, as oak. The
wood is compact and tenacious, and owing to the presence of resinous mat

ter, possesses unusual incorruptibility, which allows it to remain in contact

with salt water to advantage. Keels of the best South American whale ships
are made from the variety Eucalyptus globulus. The English navy value it

for solidity, tenacity and durability. In its native habitat it grows to enor-

mous size, excelled only by California big trees—Sequoia gigantUt. Baron
Ferd. von Mueller reports "a plank on exhibition at the London Exposition,
in 1862, ten feet in width and seventy-fiv.e feet in length. Australia desired

to send a plank 175 feet long, but no ship could be found to transport it."

Ellwood Cooper, Santa Barbara, California, has given much attention to

the cultivation of these trees. He reports thirty one varieties introduced,
and has a plantation of over fifty thousand trees growing in forest form. His

experience shows "a growth in three years, from a seedling transplanted, of

nine and one-half inches in diameter, and forty-two and one-half feet high.
At this rate sixty years would give a tree sixteen feet in diameter."

It grows without irrigation, on the highest, dryest, arid soils of Southern

California.
> Particularly from Los Angeles to San Diego, and intermediate

sections, much attention is given its cultivation. It has been introduced

with success in Algeria. M. Trottier, a colonist and planter there, estimates

the "
profits of one thousand trees at five years old at $240, and at twenty-five

years at over $10,000. By actual measurement the annual growth was found

to be four and one-half inches in circumference. The growth in height, an

average of nineteen inches per month. A yearling seedling planted out in

May measured nineteen feet high the following December. At the age of

fifteen years the tree measured over seventy feet in height."

It is excellent for fuel, but must be cut, split, and worked up while green.
Wlien dry and well seasoned it is said to "split cros.s-wise about as well as

length-wise with the grain."

The editor of Rural Odifwnia, Geo. Rice, Esq., Los Angeles, who is doing
much to encourage the cultivation of Eucalyptus, gives strong fact-^ and rea-

sons when he says: "These fuel forests are the very bt-st and most certain

investments that capital can be put into in this section."

A blue gum plantation, fm ])roperly selected soil, will take care of itself,

and in eight or ten years bring to its owner a certain result, in the way of

income, yearly. P^om that time into tlio indelinite future the tree repro-
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duces itself from the stump and the root that produced a tree a foot in di-

ameter in ten years, will produce two of equnl size in the next ten years.
The second crop will thus be double in value to the first, and as the root

lives, there seems to be no limit to the life and continued reproduction.
When the trees have grown to be large enough to be cut for fuel, the owner

will commence by cutting ofT one-eighth or tenth of his grove, and on each

succeeding year the same quantity, until he has gone entirely over the

ground, when the part where he first commenced will be ready for him to

commence again, and so on indefinitely at an increasing ratio; the larger
and stronger the roots become, the more timber they will produce, and all

the care and attention that the forest will require will be to confine the

number of sprouts on the stumps of the previous year's clearing to two, the

expense of which will be small. M. Nadeau is now cutting his five year old

blue gums, which yield twenty-five cords of good hard wood per acre, worth

$10 per cord on the ground, or $250 per acre. This is $50 per year for the

land. In the next five years the stumps from these trees will produce trees

that will yield at least fifty per cent, more wood, or thirty-seven and one-half

cords, worth $375 per acre; or if permitted to grow for ten years, $750, and

no care or expense to the owner, except thinning out the suckers the year
after cutting. The total cost of the.land, planting and cultivating need not

be over $100 per acre, and after the trees are large enough to cut, the har-

vest is annual and the income perpetual.

FORESTS AXD LT'MBER OF WASHlMiTOX TERRITORY.

The most important portion of territory I visited was that of Washington,
contained in the area north of the Columbia river and bounded on the east

by the Cascade range of mountains, on the north by British Columbia and

the Straits of Fuca,and on the west by the Pacific ocean, containing in round

numbers about 30,000 square miles. The principal portion of this region is

covered with a dense growth of timber trees, of which the most abundant

and most important being used almost exclusively in the manufacture of

lumber, are :

The firs {Abies Dougkisisi and Abies gmndis). The other kinds of conifene

found at the mills are the cedar {Thuya giganJtea), the sprur-e {Ahi>:-i menzinsii),

and hemlock {Ahie>f mertencicuia). A species of white pine {Pinm alba) is oc-

casionally found. The pine {Pinus pomhwsa), which grows to majestic pro-

portions in Eastern Washington, is not found on Puget's Sound. The other

cone-bearing trees are the arbor vitte {Thaya pilitmi), which grows along the

borders of the Straits of Fuca. Full 90 per cent, of all the lumber, timber

and spars produced on Puget's Sound is fir, and is so known and das.^i'd by all

lumber dealers and mill men.

Of the deciduous trees, the most common is the white maple {Anr nlha), n

beautiful wood, capable of a high polish : the alder (Alims Omi<m>i). the worxl

being white and soft, is good for carving and for furniture and tin- bark furn-

ishes a red dye, used by the Indians for coloring. The white a.sh {Fmxinm
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Oregou't) is larger than the ash of the Atlantic .States, and is light and clastic.

The laurel {Arbutus menziesii) extends from California to Van Couver's Island,

and is common on the immediate shores of Puget's Sound, Fuca Straits and
the west coast. Three species of poplar are found, the most abundant is the

aspen {Ripulus tremidm). Several varieties of the willow grow along the river

banks; only two {Silic speci')Sa and Sidixsconlerana) attain the size of trees.

The Hrst shipment of sawed lumber from Puget's Sound was in tlie fall of

18-51. The tirst steam saw mill was put up at Seattle, 1853. At present the

following mills are operating on the Sound, with a per diem capacity as in-

dicated :

Mill. Feet.

Port Gamble 150,000

Port Ludlow 150,000

Utsalady 75,000

Port Madison 02,000

Port Blakely 150,000

Tacoma (old) 150,0(X)

Seabeck 65.000

Milton : 80,000

Port Discovery t 60.000

New Tacoma .' 15,000

Stetson and Post at Seattle 20,000

Coleman's at Seattle 30,000

Whatcom 15,000

The demand for lumber is such that these mills are run at their full

capacity.

The primitive method of logging, handling and sawing timber into vari-

ous merchantable products, have all been superseded by most modern im-

provements.
The iinest timber region of Washington may, with lu'opricty, be termed

as j'et unexplored in reality, which is that westOf iho Willamette meridian,

commencing at a point opposite Portland, Oregon, and running due north

to Port Townsend. Between this meridian and the Pacific ocean is an area

compo.sed of the Olympic range, as large as all the New England States,

densely covered with the most magnilicent growth of tirs that can be found

on the American continent.

This vast timber tract is distinct from the forests on the eastern side of

Puget's Sound, where many million feet of timber are annually taken from

the dense growth of gigantic lirs which line the banks of the Saniish, Skagit,

Snohomish, Snoqualmie, Dawamish, Whit(>, Nesqually and Pinyallup rivers,

and extend ejustward to the snow line of the Cascade niounlains. All the

rivers named are capable of lioating millions of logs to the waters of Puget's
Sound. The product is towed in booms of logs by lug Itoits to the various

mills.
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As the value of the logs is constantly increasing, and the demand for lum-

ber also on the increase and will continue, when railroads to the interior

will add new markets to the great foreign demand of the present, the ques-
tion naturally arises, how long will it be, with this gi'eat and increasing
demand upon the timber resources of Puget's Sound, before the stock of mar-
ketable timber will be exhausted ? The vast pine forests of Maine have been

shorn of their strength, and whole districts of the finest pine lands of

Michigan and other Western States have been entirely cleared of their tim-

ber; and, in almost everj^ instance where the pine has been cut, the succeed-

ing growth is of deciduous trees. In fact the great lumber men of the States

east of the Rocky mountains already have turned their attention to the for-

ests of Western Washington, and pronounce them to be the source from
whence in the near future the world must derive its supply of fir timber, as

well as other coniferous woods. This question has already attracted the at-

tention of careful observers, and it has been computed that perhaps a hun-
dred years will elapse before the present growth shall have been cleared off

b}' the woodman's ax, even allowing the new growth to occur.

Bold writers assert a belief that the supply of fir in Washington Territory
cah never be exhausted. All past history proves to the contrary. Personal

observation warrants the assertion that destruction of timber by fire has

never been greater anywhere than in Washington, especially along the sound.

It is simply fearful—criminal! It is admitted that with the natural peculiar

reproductive characteristics of the fir region of this country, if forest fires

can be guarded against successfully, generations to come will not live to see

the supply exhausted. The new growth springing up spontaneously, where
denuded by fire or ax, is wonderful, thicker, seemingly, than the original.

But it must be remembered that from half to a whole century is required for

this class of timber to reach size, and perhaps as many more years to ripen
fit for use. Replanting or reproducing timber is estimated to be in propor-
tion of one-thirty-fifth that of destruction. This may be considered applica-
ble elsewhere.

The general govarnmant has done, and is doing all possible in way of en-

actments and special agents to protect in various ways the vast timber do-

main of the North Pacific slope.

Mere statutory provisions, either national or local, enacted to protect timber

domiin or encourage timber growing in naturally treeless or denuded re-

gions, while good as far as they go, and regarded as moves in the right direc-

tion, are next to infinitessimal in themselves. Public opinion and interest

must be awakened and educated up to a sustaining and enforcing jioint.

This is the important desideratum. How, and in what manner this can be

most speedily and successfully accomplished, is yet an oi)en question.

To the observing student, facts have long since been made manifest, that

the increased demand for and rapid consumption of the timber of the coun-

try, together with the wanton waste and useless destruction of it, is ru.shing

us to the vortex of a timber famine. While most writers, even from a non-
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producing standpDint, bring the famine date nearer to hand than facts war-

rant, it is sufficiently near to alarm most careful and reliable calculators.

The following leading factors in the timber trade of that portion of the

Pacific slope were obtained from parties and sources considered reliable.

Railroad ties, telegraph poles, fuel and other items for which timber is used,

are not included.

CALIFORNIA.
Number feet sawed—

Lumberproper 620,435,000

Shingles .%3,L39,000

Shakes or staves 4,135,000

Laths 4,G31,00C

OREGON.
Number feet sawed—

Lumberproper 245,202,000

Shingles 10,520,000

Lath 25,371,000

Staves 2,125,000

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
Number feet sawed—

Lumber proper 002,024,000

Shingles 20,830,000

Staves 45,434,000

Lath 55,320,000

Nine-tenths of the above, it may be safely said, is from what is familiarly

known as the Puget's Sound district.

Comparatively little of this product at present finds its way to Eastern

States. The Northern Piicific Railway, now completed, and others reaching

to various points on the Pacific slope, afford a medium of exchange, and en-

ables these great timber supplies to be more largely distributed than here-

tofore.

Extensive shipments of timber and, lumber are maile by sea to foreign

countries. The largest sized vessels entering through the Strait Juan de Fuca

can traverse all the Sound waters, at all stages, to within a few miles of Olym-

pia, the southernmost point, and to her docks at high tide.

The President—The di.scus.sion of this pa))er, 1 think, had better

be deferred until a report of a committee on thi.s subject is made.

Mr. X. Ohmer, of Ohio, was then introduced and read his paper
on raspberries.
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RASPBERRY CULTURE.

BY X. OHMER, OF OHIO

Gentlemen of the Convention : Having been solicited by the Secretary of

this Association to read a paper before you on the Cultivation and Marketing
of Raspberries, I, out of respect for the gentleman, and the desire to add my
mite to make this meeting one of practical value, consented to do so, and now
rise, not to tell you where the first raspberries came from, by what name
they were called, nor what were their quality and commercial value, but pro-

pose to go directly into the merits of the case by giving you in a brief form

WHAT I KNOW ABOUT RASPBERRY GROWING.

Raspberries are attracting more attention at this particular time than ever

before. Raspberries have always been appreciated more or less on account

of filling in the place nicely between strawberries and blackberries. It is a

fruit much admired by many, though never so popular as the strawberry.

Up to within a few years there were but few varieties. The Red Antwerp,
American, or common Black Cap, and Brinkles Orange, were popular as far

back as I can recollect. As much improvement has been made in late years
in the raspberry as in any other fruit, we are now not confined to three or

four varieties, but varieties of distinguished merit can be counted by the

dozens. I have grown the raspberry for market now twenty-six years, but

never to the same extent as at present. I now plant largely of them because

I find their culture profitable. Any of you can do as well if you have suita-

ble soil, varieties, and understand the proper mode of culture.

THE CONDITION OF SUCCESS.

To grow raspberries successfully you must select good soil, well under-

drained; let it be clay loam or sandy soil, but prefer upland clay loam. I

have known them to do admirably in almost any soil, provided it is rich and

not wet Plow as you would for any other crop, the deeper the better if your
soil admits of it. Harrow well

; plow out furrows six or seven feet apart and

plant in said rows three feet apart—a partial shade I find to advantage. My
patches that do best are in an old orchard.

BLACK RASPBERRIES

Are usually planted shallow, an inch or two deep. If it is your intention to

tie up your canes, that is deep enough, but if you wish them self-supporting

you must plant them so that by after culture they will be at least three to

four inches deep, otherwi.se they will not be self-supporting. By so planting

and pinching back, as hereafter described, I never have trouble about my
canes blowing or falling down by the weight of fruit.

The first year's growth I pinch back when eight to ten inches long. The

second year, and every year thereafter, I pinch back the tips of the growing
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shoots when from twenty inches to two feet high. Thej- then cease to grow
in height, but throw out laterals in all directions, balancing and supjwrting
the main stem etiectually. The following spring, early in the season, I cut

back all laterals with hand-pruning shears, leaving them from one foot to

two feet long, according to the number and strength of canes in the hill.

This ojjcration is quickly done and inexpensive. After pruning, I gather
and carry out and burn all the debris between the rows. I then cultivate,

first with a double shovel or barshear i)low, then in time with a cultivator, as

often as it is necessary to keep them clean, free from grass and weeds, up to

August, after which I let them rest. It is not a good plan to cultivate too late

in the season; you thereby cause them to grow too late to mature the wood

sufficiently to withstand the cold of winter. I plow and cultivate them three

to four inches deep. You need have no fear of injuring the roots by so cul-

tivating.

RED RASPBERRIES.

I plant the same distance as black, three by six feet. This takes 2,420 i>lants

to the acre. I do not cut back the canes of red varieties (as I do the black)

until the following sjiring, excei:)t strong growing varieties like the Turner,

Conover, Colossal and others of like character. These I cut back during
the season of growth, when about three feet high, otherwise they may grow
to seven or eight feet, as I have seen them grow, necessitating the cutting

away of too much wood in the spring. Treat suckers between the rows as

you would weeds, unless you want plants; cut them out when young and ten-

der. Sprouts, or suckers, are a great annoyance in growing red raspberries.

If taken in time they need scarce any care. Red raspberries, to do their best,

must be kept in hills, same as black. This can be done by cutting away Avith

a sharp hoe all sprout**, when young, between the hills in the rows, allowing

from four to eight canes to the hill. Manj' growers allow them to grow all

along the rows, though not too thick.

OLD CANES.

There is a difference of opinion among raspberry growers as to the best

time to cut away the old or bearing canes. I have tried both methods,

namely, leaving the old canes remain all winter and cutting them in spring,

or cutting them as soon as I can find time after fruiting, carrying out and

burning them. I am satisfied, by adopting the latter method, I destroy many
noxious insects, worms in various stages of life that would live over winter,

were I to practice the other system. It is argued that the leaf of the old cane

has much to do in the growth of the canes that are to bear fruit the follow-

ing season. I tiike no stock in that oj^inion. If your plants are in good con-

dition there will be leaf enough on the young canes to mature them without

the assistance of the leaf of the old canes that have already performed their

functions by maturing the crop of berries just gathered. Then, again, the

old canes are certainly not ornamental. Having an eye for the beautiful as
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well as the useful, I get rid of thena as soon as I can after the fruit has been

gathered.
TYING UP CANES.

For a long time I advocated and practiced the tying up of canes, first to

stakes, then to an iron wire stretched along the rows fastened to posts every

twenty-five to thirty feet. Either of the systems I found expensive and slow

work. It did well enough when I had but an acre or two, and did not know

any better. But when I had many acres I found it was not the thing to do,

especially so when I learned that stakes and wire were of no use, 1 might

say entirely unnecessary. I can not help but sympathize with those who are

so far behind the times as to follow that system now. By adopting the pinch-

ing back process, at the proper time, I save the expense of stakes, or posts

and wire, and the time necessary to tie the canes to them, and raise as many
bushels of as nice berries per acre as I did when I followed the old system.

GATHERING BERRIES.

I have often been asked how I manage the many hands necessary to pick

my berries to have the job well done; and to have them continue to the end.

First, I live near a large city, Dayton, Ohio, (too near to save a large part of

my apples and pears) and can get all the pickers I need, and my system is

as follows : I use a stand with handle holding four quart baskets to pick

into. Each picker is given a stand and a basket holder, which holds one

quart basket. This holder is tied around the waist, enabling the women,

girls and boys to use both hands in picking. Thus equipped, they are put
two to a row, one on each side. I have a trusty man to be with them con-

tinually, his business is, first to see that they pick none but ripe fruit; sec-

ond, that they pick all that are ripe; third, that they do not damage the

berries nor canes; fourth, that they do not skip rows or parts of rows; fifth,

that there is no wrestling in the patch. When the stand has four full quarts,

they are brought out to where the packing is done, in the shade of one or

more trees. Then give them a check for the full stand, and an empty stand

filled with baskets to fill again, and so on till the day is over. I have large

printed checks good for ten, twenty and thirty checks, which I give in ex-

change for smaller checks when desired. I pay no one money on account,

or in full, until the last picking is over, except in case of sickness or other

good cause. By adopting this method my hands continue their work until

the last picking is over. When iDay day comes all are made aware of it, all

come, and when we are through with the last picking, all hands collect in

the shade and are paid oft' in full, after which I give them a treat of cider,*

lemonade and cakes; all have a good time and go away more happy than

many worth their millions.

PACKING AND MARKETING.

There is a very strong disposition about Cincinnati, and where I live, to

stick to the old half bushel drawer (four drawers to the stand), for such bcr-

6
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ries as will stand'shipping well; of course I comply with the wishes of those

who buy my berries, whilst I may not agree ivith them. I therefore eaipty the

berries from the quart baskets into which they were picked into the draw-

ers, sixteen quarts to the drawer, put the drawers up in stands, and deliver

them at the business places of the parties who buy the crop. Red raspber-

ries are put up in pint baskets, and so shipped. Such varieties as Thwack,

Brandywine and Cuthberts can be put in quart baskets, and will so carry to

market in good condition. It has been my good luck since I am in the bu-

siness to sell all my berries to resjjonsible shippers at home—Dayton. They
do the shipping, run all risks, furnish the stands, and charge me ten per
cent, on sales. I do not retail, get satisfactory prices, and run no risks. One
or two parties usually handle all my berries.

VARIETIES TO PLANT.

Of varieties I will say but little, except to advise those who desire to go
into the business to make monej'^ to conJlne themselves to but few varieties;

two or three each of black and red, early and late, are all that are necessary.

DISCUSSION ON RASPBERRIES.

President Earle—We have a very short time for the discussion

of this subject. We must adjourn in time to attend to some import-

ant business.

Mr. Williams, of Kansas— 1 dissent from the paper in one par-

ticular—that in regard to cutting away old canes in the fall. I think

some of us will learn better when we find they have held the snow

during the cold weather and protected the new canes. Then we do

not know in the fall how much wood to cut away. We can't tell

the condition of the canes till spring. We may cut out too much

or not enough, I am friendly to some of our noxious weeds for the

protection they give.

Mr. Ohmer, of Ohio—I think the gentleman did not understand

me. I am speaking of Dayton, not where you have snow three or

four feet high. Then we leave canes according to their strength,

etc. I have tried both systems.

Mr. Hopkins, of Missouri—The gentleman's plan of paying pick-

ers at the end of the season, will not work here. They want their

ntoney. I pay every day. As berries get scarce I raise the wages.

Col. N. J. Golman, of Missouri—What do you mean by pinch-

ing in ?
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Mr. Ohmer—Cut the canes while young and tender with the fin-

gers, by pinching, or with a sharp knife.

Col. Colrnan—Why could you not use a corn knife?

Mr. Ohmer—It will not do, you can not get at them so well. It

will not hurt your back to pinch them off. With my plan you can

pinch almost as fast as you can walk. The canes are not all ready to

be cut off at the same time.

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—My plan is to go along with a pruning
knife. In a few days I go over them again and so on for some

time.

3Ir. Hale, of Connecticut—By pinching we can use both hands

and get along twice as fast. I want to endorse all of Mr. Ohmer's

paper except about cutting out old canes in the fall. We consider

them of great advantage. Two years ago we had quite a good crop

by the snow being held in by old canes.

Mr. Ohmer—I never was troubled by canes breaking down, but

I think there is more wind in Connecticut. [Laughter].

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—I do not cut out old canes in the fall.

I have had some trouble with the red raspberry. I do not cut

them back at all. I did cut them back, but found that the fruit set

below the new growth and smothered out. I have doubled the crop
in quality and quantity by not trimming.

Mr. Hopkins
—We think black raspberries are injured more by

the hot sun than by the winters.

Mr. Holsinger, of Kansas—Why do you take canes out at all ?

Last year I did not remove any. Our crop was as good as usual.

Mr. Patterson, of Missouri—I am glad to have my slovenly way
indorsed. I have never removed old canes and I have had good
results. Anotlier point as to how deep we should plant. If I hill

up apple trees when I lay them by the latter part of July, I find

roots will be thrown out above the former level of the ground.

They make roots where they want them and I can't force them to

do otherwise.

Mr. Gadwallader, of Kansas—I should be sorry for friends to go

home thinking that we have two or three feet of snow. But I rose
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to say that I think raspberries are hurt more by the hot sun. They
need shade.

Col. X. J. Colman—I expected to have heard something in ref-

erence to raspberry blight. A few years ago we had hundreds of

acres which were abandoned on account of blight. I hoped we

would hear more from practical growers on this subject. It may be

that other places have not suffered so much as where they plant so

largely.

Frof. ^wrnV^, of Illinois—We have had abundance of blight, but

not so much for the last year or so. I think the real agent at work,
where it is thought that the hot sun does it, is a kind of fungus.

The only hope for it that I can see is to protect the canes from dew

and rain, as the fungus will not spread if the canes are kept dry.

All that is to be done to see how the fungus will spread is to take

from a white spot on a cane, a little of the material and put it on a

healthy place. If plants are in a row, pretty thick, and are pinched

back, this will be prevented to some extent.

Oliver Gibbs, Jr., of Minnesota—In inoculating, do you make an,

incision ?

Prof. Burrill—Xo, sir.

Mr. Pierce—Why does it affect certain plants?

Prof. Burrill—Some plants are more susceptible to certain dis-

eases than others, just as in the case of different individuals. I have

heard it said that a dog will bite some people and not others.

Mr. Pefer, of Wisconsin—I found blight on raspberries to be

caused by a sort of fungus. It appeared first on Davidson's Thorn-

less, next on Doolittle, and last on ^Mammoth Cluster, I have not

seen it on the Gregg. I have seen it on blackberries. I do not

know why there is this difference unless some bark is heavier than

others.

The President—Is there a remedy ?

Prof. Burrill—None that I know of.

President Earle—I think, after making some announcements, it

will be Vjest to adjourn to attend to some other business, and it will

give the people a chance to become members of the Society. Any
one becoming a member for the present year is offered the last year's,

proceedings for one dollar additional.
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Oliver Gibbs, Jr., Secretary of the Minnesota Society, made the

following oifer : He said that to any old member renewing and to

all new members paying the additional dollar for the last year's

proceedings, he would give a copy of the Minnesota Society's pro-

oeedings.

On motion the Society adjourned to meet at two p. m.

Second Day—^Tednesday.
Afternoon Session.

The Society reconvened at 2 o'clock p. M., President Earle in the

chair.

S. Johnson, of Indiana, moved that a committee on nominations,

consisting of one from each State represented, be appointed to re-

port a list of officers for the ensuing year. Col. N. J. Colmau, of

Missouri, moved to amend the motion that each State's delegates

select a committeeman, which motion, as amended was adopted.

The President—Ladies and gentlemen, we are here in this great

city the invited guests of the generous horticulturists of this section.

They have already welcomed us heartily, but they will now do so

formally through Col. Twitchel.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME BY COL. D. S. TWITCHELL, OF KANSAS CITY.

Mr. President, Lctdies and Gerdleinen : The event which has called together

this body of ladies and gentlemen, representing horticulture and cognate

interests, from sixteen states constitutes an event of no ordinary interest. I

feel, in common with every citizen here, peculiarly honored. Of the many
associations which have met in this city, I remember none which can have

a better influence than this. In this particular locality and climate, where

everything grows with wonderful facility, there can be no one but will rejoice

in the proceedings of such a meeting. Then, to you, delegates and members
from the people of this city and surrounding country, I give a hearty

welcome. No one can tell the extent of the work mapped out before you.

Not a single thought will be represented nor a paper read but will be eagerly

digested. I know you all feel that we do not come here merely in a forma!

way, but if the people of the city knew you personally, they would do all in

their power to make you enjoy yourselves. It would be out of my place, not
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representing nor being acquainted with horticulture to any great extent, to

attempt to speak at length on this subject.

When I read the account of your proceedings yesterda\', I noticed a letter

stating that the writer could only be ijrevented from being jiresent by his

fourscore and five years. I was deeply impressed by the reading of that

touching letter, ^yhat may we not expect will be the influence on the youth?
Horticulture not only affects the homes of the living, but it has its touching
influences in the homes of the dead. Mr. President, and gentlemen dele-

•

gates, bear in mind, I speak this welcome in behalf of Kansas City and the

State Society.

To which President Earle responded briefly as follows:
" I will

only say that this entire society receives the welcome in the same

spirit in which it is extended. I will not say more, as I will now
read my address, which will take your attention for some time. It

was deferred yesterday because so many were still on the road."

ANNUAL ADDRESS.

Ladies and Gentlemen—Members of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society :

I am most happy to greet you at this fifth meeting of our Society. Four

times before this have Ave convened in the four greatest cities of this great

valley
—in St. Louis, in Cincinnati, in Chicago, and in New Orleans. And

now we salute each other on the banks of the noble Missouri
;
where but a

generation since was the border-land of civilization ;
where now stands this

most wonderful young city of the world.

Last winter we were received with enthusiastic hospitality on the borders

of the gulf of Mexico in the commercial metropolis of the South, and held a

memorable meeting in that quaint and beautiful city. To-day, we assemble

a thousand miles distant from that city of orange orchards aud winter gar-

dens, and yet a thousand miles this side the limits of our Society's territory,

to meet this heartiest of welcomes from the citizens and horticulturists of

the robust and energetic metropolis of the plains.

These simple facts will suggest to you, my friends, something of the

grandeur of the field which our organization has for its labors, and within

which we hope to contribute something toward making the world more

beautiful, and for the elevation of mankind. And throughout all this impe-
rial t<'rritory, which stretches from the Rockies to the Alloghanies, from the

frozen zone to ihc tropical gulf, men are working as inen never have worked

before during all the ages of human history, to cliange the face of natiu'e; to

develop the wonderful resources of soil and mine, and to upbuild the great

structures of a restless and an aml)itiou8 civilization. They are destroying
the forests and ))lanting the ]ilains, and in a thousand ways are revolution-

izing the conditions and the problems of human society.
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THE RANGE OF SUBJECTS

Which pi'operly come before ;i horticultural society is a very wide one.

Everything which relates to the garden, the orchard, and the forest comes

within our view. All of the arts of embellishment which apply to the

home, the park, or the roadside should get encouragement from us. All

private lawns, all public grounds, all school-house yards, all cottage windows,

should be the more beautiful for the existence of horticultural societies in

a country. Horticulturists have given no more important service to society

than in what they have done to beautify the homes, and thus to sweeten the

lives of the people. Regarding the usefulness of this work, there is no con-

troversy or lack of belief. But tliere is no branch of horticulture, the prin-

ciples, the laws, the difficulties, and the possibilities of which are so well

settled. There is little room left for discussion
;
there is plenty for exhorta-

tion. But the daily life, and practice, and teaching of every horticulturist is a

perpetual exhortation to his neighbors. It is fortunate that the arts of rural

beauty win their own way easily with people in both town and country.

These sweet influences of trees, and grass, and flowers make their own

appeal to almost every nature. This is shown in the surprising expansion of

the business of our florists in all communities where life is settled into quiet

channels.

But, when we come to consider those branches of our subject in which

most of us who establish and maintain horticultural societies, are immedi-

ately interested in a business way—the propagation of trees and plants, prac-

tical fruit growing, with its questions of handling and marketing, and the

planting and maintenance of forests, we enter a field full of diverse opinions,

full of unansw^ered questions, of disputed theories, of unsettled methods. It

is to bring harmony, so far as may be, out of this chaos of conflicting views,

and to shed as much light as we can borrow from scientific research upon
the darkness and ignorance which invest so many of these things, that the

main labor of horticultural societies must tend A few suggestions of a

practical nature relating to this subject will fulfill for me the duty of this

hour.
THE BUSINESS OP HORTICULTURE,

Aside from the refining, educational influences of it, produces annual value,

within the Mississippi Valley, amounting to, perhaps, $100,000,000. The com-

mercial importance of fruit-growing and gardening and the other horti-

cultural industries, has genjerally been much under estimated. In a certain

county of Illinois the wheat crop, which was the important staple, failed the

past season. To help meet expenses, the farmer gave especial attention to

drying their surplus fruit. The result was, as shown from the books of the

merchants and bankers of the county, that the total income from dried a])i)lcs

was greater than the ordinary proceeds of the wheat crop. The statciueut

was received with astonishment, for this is not a country where orcharding

had received much attention
;
but the fact is an interesting illustration of
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the wealth of our horticultural resources, which are often very poorly utilized.

There are many districts where the money received from the orchards and

gardens exceeds the proiits from all other branches of agriculture.

The business aspects of horticulture are worthy of very serious attention,

and the societies and the newsi)apers, which work to promote these really

immense and rapidly expanding interests, should receive all necessary recog-

nition and support. It is a leading purpose of this Societj^ to introduce better

methods in this business in various directions. We want better management
in field and orchard; better and more certain crops; better facilities for

transportation ;
wider markets. And we want to promote a greater sympa-

thy and spirit of co-operation between all the various sections competing in

these enterprises, and between the different agencies necessary to make this

business a commercial and financial success. We, who grow fruit, should

cheerfully recognize the fact that there are other men who are as essential

factors to the successful issue of our business as the producers themselves.

Can the grower of peaches or strawberries in Mississippi or Michigan, in

California or Delaware, make it a profitable enterprise without the facilities

furnished by railroad companies, and without the indispensable agency of

the fruit merchant or commission dealer ? You will all agree with me that

without these three factors of production, transportation, and sale, there

could be no such thing as commercial fruit growing, as we understand it.

A topic quite worthy of our thought is that of our relations to that factor

in this business enterprise, the agency of

THE COMMISSION MERCHANT.

There has been some wild and foolish talk in certain rural circles about

that "superfluous being'' in this world,
" the middle man." I think that this

talk has never done any good. I am sure it has done much harm. Now it

is simply absurd to suppose that great crops of any kind, horticultural or

cereal, can be marketed, as great crops must be, hundreds and thousands of

miles away from the place of their production, without the help of the mid-

dle man. Strike down the agency of the commission merchant, and we
should have no grand system of commercial fruit growing. Looking at this

question as I do in this light, I have sought to bring these two classes in this

one interest together in this Society, that a better accpiaintance, a clearer un-

derstanding, a stronger sympathy, and a fuller conlidence miglit be engen-
dered between us. Tt has been common to hear, in certain fruit growing
circles, serious charges made against the faithfulness and the honesty of com-

mission men as a class. I think this is very imi)olitic and very unjust. There

doubtless are rascals in this trade, as in all otliors, but this should not lead

us to reflect unfairly upon a very large, useful and honest class of merchants.

You will excuse my .saying that I have had something to do with commission

fruit merchants for nearly a quarter of a century, having done business with

over one hundred and fifty of them in some eighty cities of twenty states

and provinces, without ever having consciously been cheated out of a dollar
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in all that acquaintance; and I cheerfully express my belief that there is not

A more faithful, energetic and honorable guild of business men in this coun-

try. I am glad to welcome so many of these essential friends of the fruit

grower in our meeting to-day. They are as much interested as we arc in

all that pertains to this gigantic business which we are all engaged in build-

ing up. I desire that they shall feel fully identified with the interests of this

society, as with all schemes which tends to the healthful development of so

grand an institution as American horticulture.

THE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS OF FRUIT PACKAGES AND PACKING AND OF THE
BEST METHODS OF TRANSPORTATION

Will be brought up before us by able papers to be presented, but I will sug-

gest a preliminary thought. It is my belief that fully half the market value

of our products is determined by the treatment they receive after they leave

the tree or vine. Indeed, I have sometimes known good packing alone to

double the market price of consignments. In regard to packages I desire to

urge the importance of our securing uniformity in the size and in style or

proportion of our packages. The terms "a quart of strawberries," a "basket

of peaches," or a " barrel of apples," should convey to the mind of the pur-
chaser a definite idea of a certain precise measure of these commodities.

And in berry jmckages especially there would be an advantage in havmg
the boxes from the different manufacturers all made with the same propor-
tions. The Michigan quart box, for instance, is much deeper than the box

used in the Southwest, and with a less surface area holds no more, does not

look as large, does not show the fruit as well, and does not carry it as well.

But with oblong quarts, square quarts, octagon quarts, deep quarts and shal-

low quarts, saying nothing about the numerous styles of baskets in use in

some sect'ons, the minds of purchasers are in some confusion as to which of

all these boxes holds the "honest quart" which their hearts yearn for. The
common conclusion is that the various styles are so many attempts to get

boxes that will hold a less amount of berries than they pay for. There is no

advantage in all this. There is a best style of box—one having the proper

proportion between length, breadth and depth to carry the berries best and

show them best, and this style should be adopted by us all, and, I think, Ihis

Society should record its opinion on this subject and use all of its influence

for uniformity. That marketing system under which the packages are re-

turned to the grower should continue to receive the condemnation of tliis

Society. There is nothing but evil results and poor economy attending this

system. When I say that the same fruit will bring enough, more in most or

all markets, in new clean packages to pay for the packages, I need not add

other arguments, and yet many other reasons might be given against the

return system. The system grew up in pioneer times, when the materials

for fruit packages were more costly and difficult to secure in large quantity

than they now are. There is no longer any good excuse for its continuance.
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As most of our fruits now go to market in railway cars, it becomes a mat-

ter of great consequence

WHAT KIND OF CARS W^E HAVE TO USE.

The annjunt of horticullural freight has now become so large that railway com-

panies should be induced to build cars specially adapted to carry this valuable

j)roduce in the best manner. I know that certain companies have shown a will-

ingness to do this. But the question of what constitutes a good, or the best fruit

car, has never been settled. If we could do something as a Society to determine

this question it would be a help to growers in making their claims upon
railroad companies for better cars. Fruits of a delicate and perishable char-

acter are shipped yearly in great quantity and with entire success from Cal-

ifornia across the continent. Tt will be well for us to inquire into the precise

means which have made this possible. The tides of our fruit commerce in this

valley flow northward and southward rather than along lines of latitude ;
and

our markets should in many cases, and for large quantities, be found a thou-

sand miles or more away from the place of production. As this transportation

along north and south lines involves rapid changes of climate, it becomes of

the utmost importance that appliances for this traffic should be of the best

possible character. That rapid transit should be afforded by the i mportant

through lines, and that beyond and outside of the facilities offered on pas-

senger trains, would seem essential to the profitable expansion of this busi-

ness to meet the growing demands of our markets.

But when we have arranged all these matters of markets and packages, of

handling and transportation in a satisfactory way according to the best busi-

ness principles, shall we not soon find ourselves lacking in the

QUALITY OP THE PRODUCTS WE HAVE TO OFFER TO THE CONSUMERS ?

I fear that our most serious difficulty as fruit growers will be found right

here. We have, perhaps, plenty of varieties, and those that are good enough
for our markets, when we can get them; but the difficulty of securing good
and regular crops becomes more and more apparent as time goes on. In

the process of horticultural development, our accomplishments in the pro-

duction of the utmost variety of fruits, with size and^,''orm and color and

flavor to please every eye and every taste at all seasons, has far outstrii)pcd

our ability to protect them from the vicissitudes of extreme climates, and from

the insects and diseases which atUick them in all climates. We enter here a

domain of too much ignorance.

SCIENTIFIC AID .SOLICITED.

The peach grower of Michigan knows varieties as delicious and tempting
as the api>les in the garden of Eden, and he knows how to grow them and

market them, and to make great profit thereby; but he finds himself de-

feated by the rapid spread of an obscure disease that has attacked his costly

and valuable i)roi)crty. He can not, with his present knowledge, combat
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the dreaded "
yellows," except by the destruction of the property itself. The

man has no choice but surrender. For this serious trouble we must wait

for scientific research to give us a remedy. The strawberry grower of South-

ern Illinois, having overcome all the common enemies to his crop, and car-

ried it forward to within a week or two of profitable harvest, suddenly finds

his promising acres in complete possession of myriads of a destructive little

insect too insignificant to have attracted his attention. The strawberry

grower is powerless before these trifling bugs ; his crop is taken and he has

plenty of time to consider how little he is master of his own field. The pear

grower in any and all of these states knows varieties for all tastes and sea-

sons, and as fascinating as the cheek of beauty ;
and golden profits beckon

him to plant and prime and cultivate and wait, until within the very portals
of success, he sees that mysterious and irresistible pestilence we call

"
blight

"

sweeping like a demon of destroying vengeance through the beautiful or-

chard, and the pear grower is as powerless as the other unfortunates when
he meets his enemy.
But the world is hungry for peaches, and for strawberries, and for pears,

and we must grow ^hem and we shall grow them to meet this want. These
difficulties must be surmounted or avoided.

The great fruit crop of this country and of the world is the apple. It can

be grown almost everywhere. It is the fruit of the palace and of the cot-

tage. Everybody wants ai^i^les. A general destruction of apples would be

a world's misfortune. And yet a single enemy destroys annually three-

fourths or more of the apples produced. These millions of bushels of blessed

God given apples, which should make millions of children happy and healthy ;

which should load every table on the continent with beautiful, fragrant food;

this fruit of Paradise ; this fruit of all civilized peoples, is given over to the

riot and destruction of loathsome worms ! But here is an evil that we un-

derstand. Here is an enemy whose ways are known. We know how to de-

stroy the apple moth; but most of us neglect to do it. Here is occasion for

the most zealous missionary work of horticultural societies. We have first

to 'convert our own members, and then to save the rest of the apple growers.
With the means for the almost total extirpation of this evil within reach of

every orchardist, I do hope that the wasteful and sinful neglect which has

characterized our apple management will not long continue.

I alluded to that disease of peach trees which baffles the peach grower
wherever it prevails. Luckily it does not afilict all sections of our country;
and there are large districts of peach growing territory where nothing hind-

ers the growing of good peach crops excejit that

SUPREME LAZINESS OF MEN,

Which permits the almost universal destruction of these crops by that omni-

present foe, the alert and versatile curculio. There is a district in this valley

as large as the German empire, where the climate and the soil are congenial
to peach trees, where no "

yellows
"
ever invade, where crops could be had
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half of the years, where these crops would bring greater profits than any-

other line of horticultural production, and yet the peach orchards of this re-

gion are declining in amount year by year, for the simple and only reason

that their owners don't like to catch "bugs." Peaches are worth $4 or $5 a

bushel in the market, and careful accounts of the labor of thorough curculio

protection show that it costs but about seven cents a bushel for the crop saved

and marketed; and yet the majority of our j^each orchard owners fold their

arms in dignity and say that if they "can't grow peaches without killing bugs

they won't have j^eaches"
—and they don't. True, they send to market some

small per cent, of a crop of half ripened, gummy, wormj^, rotting peaches,

and receive back more curses than dollars therefor. But such a thing as a

full sized crop of sound, red faced, melting, delicious, wealth-bringing, beauT

tiful jDcaches, these men have never beheld ;
and they will not, luitil some-

body can persuade them of a fair margin of profit in the transaction of bug

killing on the basis of the figures I have given. It is a painful fact that peach

growing throughout most of this favored region is but a sad mockery of a

noble and lucrative avocation.

The apple moth and the curculio are the two most destructive enemies that

infest the orchard. They are found everywhere in this valley where fruit

trees are grown. They seem to have been sent us from Providence to test

the worthiness of men to have fruit. They are both perfectly, or sufficiently,

under the control of good orchard management; and yet they are allowed

to lay waste the rich inheritance around us, and to threaten the extinction of

the most beautiful products of the land. Nothing will arouse the majority of

our orchardists from their slothful attitude to these evils but the brilliant and

profitable success of the few among tliem who can see this question in its

proper light, and who have the energy to combat these difficulties single

handed and alone.

There are no more destructive agencies in the orchard than the two insects

I have alluded to; but there are other hindrances to success far more diffi-

cult to deal with. The many forms of parasitic fungi which attack our trees,

vines, plants and fruits, are the most serious of these. When we enter the

wide realm of the blights, the rusts, the mildews and the rots, we are in a

strange and obscure world whose laws and causes and effects few of us

well understand, but whose varied power over our property we are made

painfully aware of. That stealthy fungus described by Prof. Burrill, in our

last volume, under the title of

"AN ORCHARD SCOURGE,"

Is quietly establishing itself in the (orchards over great areas of country. And,

wherever it gains a foothold, it seems, like original sin, to have "come to

stay." I can not but believe that the researches of our scientific investiga-

tors will open to us some deliverance from this vegetable pestilence. If not,

the outlook for apple and pear growing is gloomy enough for many sections.

Certain it is, that with grape rots and mildews so infesting the vineyards of
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the best adapted grape lands of this country, that sound grapes are an exotic

hixury upon most tables
; with the numberless fungi and corrupting forces

which are continually attacking the plants and the crops which we grow,
there is need of a great awakening among hs of a spirit of investigation, and
the energetic use of remedies, until we find out how to make and take the

necessary measures to make our fruits in reality what they purport to be,

something delicious to the eye and delightful to the mouth, instead of repul-
sive travesties, worm eaten, scabbed and deformed.

But whatever success may attend our efforts to conquer the insects and the

parasitic diseases which are overwhelming us, there is one great unchangea-
ble law governing vegetable growth, the law which sets

CLIMATIC LIMITS TO ALL GROWING THINGS.

The earlier experiments in Western horticulture seems to have been made
in serene forgetfulness of this primary principle. It has taken some costly

experience to convince us that the Baldwin is not a good winter apple in the
latitude of 37, or that the Rhode Island Greening is not quite reliable as a
market fruit in Iowa and Minnesota. The sharp discipline of many hard
winters has taught our orchardists to search for varieties which can bear the
severest climates. It is, in fact, not reasonable to suppose that a class of fruits

which flourish in the moist and moderate climate of the seaboard States

should succeed in the interior of the continent, where all climatic conditions
are different and more trying. To the few men who have been working for

years to produce and to introduce new kinds with a special adaptation to

these extreme conditions, the deepest gratitude of the public is certainly due.
I look with the greatest satisfaction and anticipation upon the labors of Prof.

Budd, of Iowa, in this most important field. I have no doubt of the correct-

ness of his belief that we must have for this great interior plain of the conti-

nent entirely different races of fruits from those succeeding nearer the sea.

THAT MOST INTERESTING POMOLOGICAL JOURNEY

Of Prof. Budd and Mr. Charles Gibb, of Quebec, through the northeastern

portions of Europe, and their researches among the orchards of that ancient

and remarkable fruit growing region, seem to throw a new light upon this

important problem. I fear that most of us were so ignorant as not to know
that one of the most remarkable "

fruit belts" on the face of the globe lies be-

tween the parallels of oO and 56 in Eastern Russia; and that large and relia-

ble crops of apples, pears, cherries and other fruits are annually harvested

where the mercury occasionally goes down to 50° or 55° below zero. And
that their varieties are so far from degenerating in that region that the same
kinds are known to have been in cultivation in the same neighborhoods for

several hundred years. If this can be done in a latitude and with a climate

corresponding to that about the shores of Hudson's Bay; if scores and hun-

dreds of large orchards give annual crops surpassing our best orchard yields
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in quantity, and with table qualities and beauty of appearance of the highest

character on the cold and dry plains of frigid Russia, then who shall place a

limit upon the pomological harvests to be gathered throughout our vast

northwestern domain when once it has been planted with the proper races

of fruits ? I certainly feel that to the men whose genius shall make success-

ful orcharding jDossible over these immense plains, will belong not only gen-
erous earthly rewards, but the nobler harvests of imperishable honors.

At our last meeting I called your attention to the subject of the

TARIFF ON FOREIGN FRUITS,

A movement for the abolition of which was inaugurated by this Society at

its Chicago meeting. I am glad to be able to report to you that Congress at

its last session, among its other revenue changes, adopted the policy sug-

gested by our Society, and abolished the duty on all fruits except those of a

semi-tropical character. I think we may congratulate ourselves and the fruit

commerce of the country upon this eas}'' deliverance from a burdensome and

useless tax. We have relieved the fruit importing trade with the British

provinces of a harrassing and costly burden. Very few changes in the na-

tional laws aflfecting a large interest have been effected by so small an ex-

penditure of efibrt.

You are aware that this Society was organized at St. Louis, in September,

1880, in connection with and upon the occasion of holding a great and useful

exhibition of fruits. There was many among us who felt then, and feel now,
that properly classified fruit exhibitions are not only extremely valuable to

the pomologist, but an important educator of the public taste. It was the

purpose of this Society then to continue to hold such exhibitions as suitable

opportunities should occur; but for one re;xson and another a proper occa-

sion has never, until now, Ijeen fcnuid. The holding of such exhibitions as

this Society should make, if it undertakes the matter at all, necessarily costs

several thousand dollars. We had no money as a Society to risk in such a

venture, and we have not been able to believe that such a show made inde-

pendently of other attractions would pay its cost. We have had negotiations

with several fair associations and expositions, but have not found among them
a sufficient appreciation of the value of such an exhibition as we felt able to

make. But during the past autumn application was made to mo ])y the

board of managers of the

world's industrial exposition,

To be held in New Orleans next winter, to arrange on the part of this Soci-

ety for the hokling of a winter horticultural exhibition on a large scale. I

corresponded with members of our executive committee, and received their

authority to make definite arrangements with the exposition management.
It being inexpedient to posti)one the making of plans until after the holding
of this meeting, I have clo.sed a delinite negotiation with those gentlemen
for the holding of a fruit exhibition under their auspices, but under our
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management, which will, if properly supported by the horticulturists of this

country, far surpass all previous shows of the kind.

We aim at nothing less than a complete exposition of the pomological re-

sources of the world. We wish to place side by side for comparison the

same varieties of apples, of pears, of grapes, and of oranges, grown in the old

countries and in the new
;
and to bring together from all the nations, that

marvelous range of classes and species and kinds of fruit which have sur-

vived the trial of ages, and which feed and gladden the different peoples of

the globe. This is an ambitious scheme, truly, but the means have been

placed at our command to accomplish it in a good measure, if the fruit grow-
ers of this and other countries will give us their support. I think the sim-

ple statement I make is a sufficient appeal to all of our members to give us

help in every possible way. If we succeed in this grand enterprise, we shall

not only bring a great honor to our noble Society, but do an important work
for the pomology of this country and the world.

Most pomologists have long appreciated the extreme ill taste and absurd-

ity of so many of our fruit names. So far as it is practicable without creating

confusion,

OUR NOMENCLATURE SHOULD BE SIMPLIFIED.

Many of the established names can be reduced without any loss of signiii-

cance; others can not. But in all future naming we should rigidly discoun-

tenance complex, meaningless, or vulgar designations. Another careless

feature in nomenclature will be fully illustrated by my calhng your attention

to two of our most promising new strawberries. The Mrs. Garfield is a

staminate plant, while the Daniel Boone is a pistillate plant. What a happy

improvement it would be if the names of these and all other varieties which

bear the names of persons should correctly suggest the sex of the va-

rietj'. I commend to your attention the propositions for reform in this

matter which were so ably presented by President Wilder in his late address

to the American Pomological Society, a copy of which is herewith submitted.

There is one other branch of horticulture which is fully recognized as

within the scope of our work, and which no horticultural body should ever

pass by without thoughtful consideration. I refer to the

GREAT AND PRESSING QUESTION OP FORESTRY.

There is no subject which ever comes before us of so great importance as

this. There is no question of an economic character which ever comes up
in State legislatures or in the national congress which equals this in its bear-

ings upon the future comfort and wealth of this nation. The deforestation of

our woodland States has gone forward, and still goes on with alarming haste

and recklessness. Not faster could men work destruction to our glorious

forests if God's command had been to lay bare the earth for its punishment.
The majestic pine forests, which nature has boon centuries in growing,

perish in a year before the remorseless lumberman, who skims tlie cream
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of the timber, and leaves the young growth to be consumed by the fires

which his refuse makes possible and resistless. A generation since who
could have predicted the present scarcity of white pine in some of the best

timber districts? The white pine belt of this country is already nearly ex-

hausted; and, vast as are the forests of yellow pine in the South, another

score of years of such destruction as we have witnessed will see little left of

all this seemingly boundless wealth of timber. You know what changes of

climate this entails. You know that it brings long periods of drought fol-

lowing devastating floods. The numberless mill streams -sources of me-
chanical power and a diversified industry in all the older States; and the

thousands of babbling brooks which ran all summer in woodland and pas-
ture in the days of our boyhood, are now as dry and lonely in the midsum-
mer season as the parched canyons of desolate Arabia. We are but repeating
the history of other lands. There are whole provinces and kingdoms in the

Eastern world which God made fertile, and which man has made a desert by
doing just the things which the American people are doing to-day.

The past year has given, both in our countrj' and in Europe, the most

forcible illustrations of the results of too great a destruction of forests. The

unprecedented floods which have poured down our valleys, interrupting the

commerce and threatening the existence of many cities and towns, tells the

story of how little protection we have left us in these natural conservators of

the rain—the beautiful forest garments of the hills. In Northern lUily,

where the southern slopes of the Alps have been stripped of their protecting

forests, the plains are yearly devastated by the floods. Every mountain

brook is alternately a dry channel and a torrent. The hill sides are gullied

and ruined for culture. The waste of the hills fills up the beds of the rivers,

and a deposit of stones and mud and gravel is made over miles of gardens
and farms. Every succeeding freshet washes the soil of the hills thinner;

and relegates a certain jjortion to permanent sterility; as no agriculture can

re-establish itself upon the naked rocks. How long this process of degrada-
tion will go on, or whether it is now beyond the possibility of arrest by
human energy and skill, I can not say. But it will take generations of'effort

to reclothe the AIjds witli such jirotection as the primeval woods gave them,
and which on all mountain sides should be permanently maintained.

With this impressive lesson of a wasting country in Italy before us, with

the knowledge of the impoverishment of many other portions of Europe ;.

with " the white bones of the hills of Palestine now glittering in the hot sun

whore the slojies were once clothed with olive groves and vineyards," it

would seem that wo might take measures in time to save the Adirondacks^

the Alleghanies, the Rocky mountains and our numberless and nameless

mountiiins and hills from that certain and destructive waste which will fol-

low the general removal of their forests. There is no question that all of the

jiublic domain now covered with trees shcnild bo inaintainod in permanent
forest. Congress should take immediate mcHsures to this end, and the pro-

tection laws be rigidly enforced. And much as may be done and can be
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done by private parties in planting new forests, there is grave reason to

doubt whether anything short of government forest planting will ever secure
a sufficient area of sylvan growth to insure a proper supply of timber for our
future needs, and for the preservation of that fertility of the land without
which no great civilization can be permanent.
We may wisely go to Russia and other nations of Europe

TO TAKE LESSONS IN FORESTRY.

When we learn that Russia has nearly SCO forestry stations, as Prof. Budd
has told us, each of these stations being under the management of an educa-

ted forester; that the 12,000 and over of separate artificial forests under their

control embrace large areas, some of them reaching 20,000 acres each ; that

the government is constantly planting new forests, and that, too, in regions
where they have but six inches of annual rainfall, we may well admire the

wisdom of this grand national economy, this magnificent, forecasting practi-

cal statesmanship. May we hope that we may, before it is too late, inaugur-
ate some similar system for our own country? The inventions of the time

may enable us to dispense with the use of timber for fences, for railway sleep-

ers, for house building, and for many mechanical purposes for which it is

now deemed essential; but no invention of man will ever provide a substitute

for God's own garniture of the mountains and the hills with its great conser-

vative power over the climates of the world and the destiny of mankind.
And now, in closing, it becomes my painful duty to remind you that since

our last meeting we, as a society, and the whole horticultural world, have

met with
AX IRREPARABLE LOSS.

The greatest name has been stricken from the roll of our living members.
Dr. John A. Warder, of Ohio, has been called from his noble labors on earth

to the higher ministries of the immortal life. No man could have be^n taken

from us whose presence would have been so much missed in so many horti-

cultural bodies in this country. He was one of the founders of our Society,

and was always a member and an officer. One of the last communications

he ever made to the public was his letter to our New Orleans meeting, writ-

ten from his beautiful home on the bluffs of the Ohio, where he was be-

leagured by the great inundation.

Dr. Warder was one of the noblest and kindliest of men. Every person

who ever knew \vn\ was his friend. He was forever doing some thoughtful,

helpful act. I c.u but allude to the many sided usefulness of his life. He
was interested in everj'^ work for human good. He was, perhaps, the moat

useful man connected with American horticulture. There was no depart-

ment of it in which he did not have great learning and in which he w:)s not

a teacher. We shall all miss that genial face, that hearty greeting, that kindly

voice, with its perpetual suggestions of wisdom. His loss to us can not be

made good. We can only say to this noble, great hearted, wise friend who

7
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has passed onward to those immortal uplands whose orchards fail not in

flotver or fruit, and whose forests wear eternal verdure—farewell and fare-

well !

At the close of the reading, the President very gracefully ac-

knowledged the presence on his table of three very handsome bas-

kets of flowers, presented by Mr. and Mrs. Basley, of Kansas City.

Ex-Gov. Furnas, of Nebraska—Mr. President,, that many things

in your address may be brought before us in a proper manner, I

move that six different committees of five each be appointed ;
that

is, on (1), Fruit Packages, (2), Transportation ; (3), Nomencla-

ture
; (4), Forestry; (5), Exhibition at New Orleans; (6), Dr.

Warder.

This was amended so that the Committee on Dr. Warder should

include one from each State represented. The following were ap-

pointed on said committee :

Committee on Memorial.—Ex-Governor Morton, of Nebraska
;

Sylvester Johnson, of Indiana; N. Ohmer, of Ohio; J. H. Hale,

of Connecticut; Oliver Gibbs, of Minnesota; Prof. Burrill, of Il-

linois; George Y. Johnson, of Kansas; A. D. Webb, of Kentucky;
Governor Colraan, of Missouri

; George P. Peffer, of Wisconsin ;

George H. Wright, of Iowa; S. H. Nowlin, of Arkansas; T. V.

Munson, of Texas; D. S. Grimes, of Colorado; E. Ashley Smith,

of New York; Giles C. Burnham of Michigan.

Mr. Ohmer, of Ohio—You who knew Dr. Warder, must have

known he was a gentleman of extreme modesty. I have tried to

get pictures of the prominent horticulturists. I never succeeded in

getting his till I got a wood cut since his death. I have several

printed from it, which I will hand around to those who desire

them.

The Secretary
—The eagerness with which this audience has ac-

cepted the kind offer of Mr. Ohmer suggests what I want to say.

That is in regard to securing a likeness of Dr. Warder for our re-

port. I have about succeeded in doing this. This will add greatly

to the value of our Transactions,,especially to those of us who knew

and esteemed the original, and what horticulturist is there that did

not ?
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Ex-Gov. N. J. Colman, of Missouri—Fearing that the kind, gen-
erous act of Mr. Ohnier may be forgotten in the resolutions, I move
a vote of thanks to him.

Prof. Burrill, of Illinois—It seems to me the President's Address
has been too comprehensive to pass without some more mention. I

will not take anything from the Committee on Resolutions, but^I
move a hearty vote of thanks for this Address.

Which was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Wright, of Iowa—For the committee on the Reports of the

Secretary and Treasurer, made the following report :

The undersigned, Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred the re.

ports of the Secretary and Treasurer, beg to say that we have carefully examined
said reports and the vouchers attached, and find them correct, and move their

adoption by the Society.
Geo. H. Wright.
John Buck.

T. V. MUNSON.
Which report was adopted.

KEPORT OF COMMITTEE OF WAYS AND MEANS.

The Committee of Ways and Means made the following additional

report, which, after the discussion following, was adopted, and the

necessary funds provided by voluntary contributions.

Your committee, to whom was referred the question of ways and means,]^is of

opinion that, under existing circumstances, the only feasible mode of providing

compensation justly due the Secretary of this Association for his valuable services,

is by voluntary contributions on the part of members, friends, and State organiza-
tions existing within its jurisdiction :

Therefore, we recommend for adoption such plan.
Geo. H. Wright,

Chairman Committee.

DISCUSSION ON THE REPORT.

The President—Our Secretary has rendered us faithful service.

We must not ask a man who can illy afford it to do such work for

nothing. The proposition is that we go down into our pockets and

pay him.

Mr. Wright—I learn that the Secretary, in addition to his labors,

has paid out several dollars for the Society. I speak of it because

he is too modest. This manifests his interest in the work.
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Ex-Governor Furnas, of Nebraska, called on Mr. Barnard to

speak for their State Society.

Mr. Barnard, of Nebraska—This is my first meeting with this

Society. In behalf of the Nebraska Society I will give $25.

The Missouri Society also gave $25.

Col. N. J. Colman, of Missouri—There are many horticulturists

who have many friends. Could they not take some of these reports

and dispose of them and thus raise money ?

The Secretary
—Governor Colman has said the right thing. I do

not want any one to make a contribution for ray benefit. If we will

all do as he suggests, the Secretary will be provided for. I want it

to come from this source. I need a salary, but I want no one to go

into his pockets and pay me. This Society is on foot now, and I

think my salary will be provided for.

TJie President—We owe a debt, and it will go to protest if we

pass it by now.

Mr. Williams, of Indiana—It happened to be my pleasure to be

on the committee at New Orleans to devise ways and means to pay

the Secretary. I think Mr. Colman has said the right thing about

it. We should circulate our reports.

Mr. Wright
—I think our debt is past due and we must get rid of

it. I move the adoption of the report.

Mr. Johnson, of Kansas—I move that this committee take con-

tributions for this purpose, whether by sale of books or otherwise,

and extinguish this debt.

Maj. J. C. Evans, of Missouri—I think we should pay this debt

now.

Mr. JoAnsow, of Indiana—Mr. President, you announced that this

was a debt. Indiana wants to pay her debts. You may put Indi-

ana Society down for $25.

President Earle—I will take twenty-five copies of the report at

$2 each.

Treasurer Evans—Our President can beat me raising strawber-

ries, but I will take as many books as he will. You may put me

down for twenty-five copies.



AN El,OQrE!SX XRIBIJTE

XO DR. J. A. \VARDER.

Ex-Gov. J. Sterling Morton, of Nebraska, from the Com-
mittee on Memorial to Dr. J. A. Warder, presented the fol-

lowing :

As guests register their names at a hotel, depart, and are forgotten,
so humanity, stopping for a short time on tlie earth, makes its auto-

graph upon the age and sets out upou its returnless journey to that

realm whence come neither tidings nor greetings.
Each individual of the race leaves some trace of his existence on the

generation in which he lives, and considerable numbers transmit their

names to j^osterity itahcised in good deeds or embalmed in noble and

elevating thought.
The desire to be remembered and esteemed by those who come

after us seems to be, with the better and more exalted minds, a greater

inspiration to high intellectual effort than the mere plaudits of cotem-

poraries. As on the stage, those actors who play best their parts are

recalled and applauded after the curtain has fallen, so those in the

brief drama of life who have best performed their duties are, after

their mortal costumes have been forever laid away in restful graves,

again called out by their admiring cotemporaries, and thus their intel-

lectual and moral personalities reappear before the lights, amidst

tumultuous and emulative applause.

It is the duty and pleasure of your committee, gentlemen of the

Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society, in harmony with this line of

reflection, to bring before you the character and services of the recer.tly

deceased Dr. John A. Warder, of Ohio. His naturally strong mental

faculties were led out and trained, in school and college, to a full and

vigorous stature. His chosen profession of medicine, in the earlier

years of his manhood, occupied his entire thought and stimulated him
to untiring labor of mind and body, and, at the same time, gave him

also that culture of the heart which, through his refined, emotional

nature, was ever incarnating itself in delicate acts of kindness and

generosity toward those who needed sympathy or friends.

But he turned at last from his professional studies—from the book.s

in his library
—to those broader investigations of the mysteries of life

and growth of flowers, fruits and forests, to which the fields, orchards

and wild woods of Ohio ever allured him. His childhood and vouth
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had passed amidst the rustic scenes of a home in the country, on a

farm; and as the seashell, though ever so long and far away from its

home in the surf, will, when placed to the ear always moan of its

ocean home, so his great and tender soul ever yearned for a life among
the flora and sylva of youth. His brave and benignant spirit explored
all avenues of knowledge which led into flowering fields and orchards.

To his eye every blos.som was a poem ;
to his quick perception every

tree a book full of useful and agreeable teachings. And to the study
of these volumes—these continued annuals—fresh in new binding, em-

bellishment, and gilding every summer and autumn, Dr. Warder de-

voted the choicest years of his mature manhood.

It is the enthusiast of a cause who gives vitality and propulsive

power. Dr. Warder was an enthusiast in horticulture and in forestry.

To advance the race in those two vocations no labor was too great for

him to undertake, no sacrifice too severe for him joyfully to make. At
his own expense he went into fresh territories and States, preaching,
as a missionary of a new gospel, the importance and necessity of or-

charding and tree planting. His thoughts were strewn, like precious

seeds, among the dwellers on the prairies of Nebraska, Dakota, Wyom-
ing, Minnesota, and the Northwest. And they took root, so that the

concepts of thousands of groves and orchards, which now stand as liv-

ing monuments to his useful life, came, from his own philanthropic

brain. In his mind miniature forests grew on every prairie, and gold-

en fruit flashed in the autumn sunlight of every hillside. He knew
no limit to his love of horticulture and arboriculture. He was earnest,

lie was active, sincere, and his vitajgraph is written wherever flowers

bloom, fruits ripen and forests wave all over the country he loved so

well and served so modestly, efficiently and faithfully.

His example is worthy of the emulation of our sons ami of their

sons. And standing at his grave it is meet and proper for this Society

to recall his noble services to its cause, to wish that, with each recur-

ring year his memory may, like the flowers and foliage he studied so

well, be clotli(>d in new verdure and its fragrance peritetuated as a

grateful perfume.

Resolved, That the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society deplores

tiie ileath of its friend and active member. Dr. John A. Warder, of

Ohio; that our sincere condolence is extended to his family, and that

we recommend to kindred societies throughout the Northwest the

l)lanting of memorial trees and groves to commeuKjrate his labors, his

achievements, and his j)hilanthropy as a skilled orchardist and forester.

Mr. iScofield, of Kansa.s
— A.s u life- long I'rieml ol' Or Wanler,

1 want to indorse the memoria].

Secretary Ror/an—It was my pleasure, at .sixteen, to meet Dr.
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Warder. The kind attention and encourgement then shown
me has exerted an influence upon my life work.

Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri—I have known Dr. Warder for

forty years. At our meeting in Cincinnati, he could not do

enough for us. He did not go to his home during the meeting,
but devoted his whole time to the Society.

Gov. Colman, of Missouri—I do not think anything could be.

added to the beautiful memorial we have heard. Dr. Warder
was of a very affectionate disposition. A young Mr. Beeler, of

Indianapolis, one of the most promising young men I ever

knew, was very much attached to him. Dr. Warder shed tears

at his grave
—such was his interest in the young. When attend-

ing a meeting, we once occupied the same room. He was to

give an address, and I was astonished how he wrote it there on

the spur of the moment, and it was so beautiful. When he was

studying forestry in Missouri—with his usual diligence
—he

told me that the people did not appreciate the subject then, but

they would at some future time. When he went to Montreal

to attend the American Forestry Congress, his whole soul was

in the work. I hoped and almost prayed that his life might

long be spared, for I knew of no one else who could have done

so much in that direction. Dr. Warder was one of the most

careful and cautious of men. He was also most unselfish. If

there ever was a philanthropist in the widest sense of the term,

he was one.

T. V. Munson, of Texas—Though I only knew him a short

time, I want to express my appreciation of him. I first saw

him at the meeting of this Society in St. Louis. He came to me
for a word in a resolution. Since that time we have had con-

siderable pleasant intercourse.

Gov. Fmmas, of Nebraska—When the United States was

divided into four districts for the investigation of forestry

interests, one division was assigned to him and one to myself;

but illness soon compelled him to resign. A few weeks later

his body was carried by his four sons and quietly laid to rest

in Spring Grove Cemetery. He was a Friend
;
and in his

death, as in his life, all needless display was avoided.
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The President—My friends, I feel that this is a sacred hour.

I feel as though we stood by the bier of an honored friend. I

can not say more.

On motion of Major Nowlin, of Arkansas, the Secretary

was directed to have the pages of our Transactions relating to

these memorial exercises draped in mourning.

After which, the memorial was adopted by a rising vote.

On motion of Gov. Furnas, the Society adjourned as a mark

of respect.
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Second Day—"Wednesday.
Evening Session.

The Society was called to order by President Earle at 7:25 p. m.

He suggested that it was a good time for the delegates from the dif-

ferent States to select the Committee on Nominations, which was

provided for this afternoon. The following were appointed said

committee :

F. Wellhouse, of Kansas
;
G. P. Pefier, of Wisconsin

;
G. H.

Master.5, of Nebraska; D. S. Grimes, of Colorado; A. D. Webb,
of Kentucky; E. Ashley Smith, of New York; G. C. Burnham,
of Michigan ;

W. B. Clark, of Arkansas
;

J. H. Hale, of Connecti-

cut
;

J. Williams, of Texas, N. Ohraer, of Ohio; Z. S. Ragan, of

Missouri; E. Y. Teas, of Indiana; L. A. Williams, of Iowa.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTION.

The Secretary, as chairman of the Committee on Constitutional

Amendments, submitted the following report, which was adopted,
and the constitution so amended :

Mr. President: Your committee respectfully recommend that the constitution

be so amended as to provide for the election of vice presidents by this Society.

Also, that the term of office of President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasu-

rer shall begin on the first of July succeeding their election.

Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota, being called upon for his paper, said :

Sir John Falstaff, in one of Shakespeare's plays, when asked what

he would do with certain ragamuffin soldiers, is represented as say-

ing that he would use them for filling up. So I will give my paper
for filling up. My paper was prepared without expecting to read it

here, but as I am here I will read.

CONDITIONS OF PROFITABLE FRUIT CULTURE IN MINNESOTA.

BY OLIVER GIBBS, JR., OF MINNESOTA.

APPLES.

The first condition is that the grower possesses a courage that does not

quMil upon the brink of any earthly woe.

The second is that he loves his trees.
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The third, that he study his subject thoroughly to learn all the known laws

of adaiitation.

The fourth, that he select for his main planting only the few hardiest
;
and

The fifth that he keep out a liberal line of experiments, according to his

means, and be ready to branch out in good time.

In regard to the first condition—no other State has been such a slaughter-

ground of apple trees as Minnesota. Nearlj' every farm that was opened
from 1850 to 1860, when all the southern and central sections were settled up,
has had a succession of orchard funerals. First eastern and southern trees,

next western trees, then Canada trees, then home-grown seedlings, and lastly

the crabs. All are gone of these old plantings but the Duchess of Oldenburg
in general, and in particular, here and there a survivor from some other sort

that is unable to give any account of itself. Many of these lost trees lived to

bear fruit, and give promise of long life and profit. One farmer in my
neighI)orhood, from a small orchard of two or three hundred trees, had five

hundred bushels of choice apples, and was peddling them around town from
his wagon like potatoes. The winter of 1872-'3 froze up dry. In the spring his

Plum's Ciders, his Fameuse, his Saxtons, his Jonathans, his Golden Russets,

his Talman's Sweets, and all that ilk, had not a live root remaining, although

potatoes left undug in the fall on ground adjoining lay through under the

deep snow-drifts, and came out perfect in the spring. One may think he
knows the reason of all these failures, and how to avoid them in the future,

but let him be ever so well posted, when he comes to open his^ purse for a
'

new purchase, and contemplates the labor, the use of his ground, and the

possible chances of another failure—here is where he needs the courage—a

courage like that of Peter M. Gideon, the originator of the Wealthy apple,
who for twenty years went ragged in the battle for apples, but said all the

while," I will grow apples or leave the State, and I won't leave the State!"

Love for trees is, perhaps, more necessary for success in severe climates

than it is in mild ones. Nothing so well keeps up an interest and a watchful

care. Trees need more care in i\[innesota'than in Missouri, though they get
none too much of it anywhere. It must be a love akin to that of parents for

children, of a lover for his mistress, a husband for his wife, of friend for

friend; a love for their soc.et}'^, for their beauty, their protection from all

danger, their help in time of trouble; an enjoyment of their budding and

blossoming time, their growth, their fruitage, until and through the autumn,
when they hang out their crimson, russet, and golden banners, vicing ^ith

all the lovely colors of the wooded hills, and onward with the .same care to

shield them from harm during the white-robed i)eriod of their winter rest.

A man who will bark a tree in cultivating, if he can avoid it, or who, having
done it, will not hasten to bind up the wound as he would upon the limb or

body of a friend, is not lit to grow apples in Minnesota. If he loves not his

trees, he is liable to put it oil'—" time is too valuable; something else will pay
better." Pay! a man must feel that nothing else pays so well as to keep him-

self and hi.s associates out of trouble; and he must have that feeling for his
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trees. He must feel hurt when they suffer, and guilty when he neglects
them. Nothing but love for his trees will give him this feeling.

*• I would like to look through your orchard," I said to a German farmer

several years ago. as I was driving by his house. I had just passed by his

orchard, and noted the clean ground, the smooth, healthy look of the trees,

their orderly and well-kept expression. "Come in, I will show you." "How
nicely your orchard looks," I said, as he was pointing out the different sorts

and telling me their names, "Oh, yes," he ve^Wed," I love my trees!" The
words were few, but such as they were—with the man's own expression of

countenance—and another glance of mine up and down the rows of his pets,

they gave me a good, long lesson that will never be forgotten.

Adaptation: This is too great a question to discuss in this paper. There

is, first and foremost, climatic adaptation ;
and this is something that seems

to require centuries for its growth. That we must look beyond our own

country for present success in selections of races adajjted here is evident,

from the fact that nowhere else in America where apples have been grown
is there any such climate in reference to summer and winter temperature,

dryness of air and the peculiarities of rainfall, all taken together. That we
can find this adaptation in some of the older countries abroad and transplant
it here, is indicated by the further fact that all of the sorts now growing and

showing adaptation to Minnesota climate are traceable to an origin in those

countries abroad where there are similar climatic conditions. We have the

history of the Duchess of Oldenburg. Thig variety was obtained by Thomas
Andrew Knight, President of the London Horticultural Society, towards the

close of the last century, with forty other sorts sent him by the British engi-

neers, who were employed by the Russian government in the improvement
of navigation on the Volga river. It afterwards went to France. There they

dropped its Russian name of Borovinka and called it by its present name,
and from thence it came to Canada and thence down the Atlantic coast and
across the river St. Lawrence and everywhere over North America. It never

attracted pre-eminent attention over many other sorts until it came into

those parts where its Russian adaptation to extreme cold, extreme heat and
extreme aridity of air and dry soil singled it out as the one only reliable va-

riety. Knight made many crosses with his Russian apple trees. They, too,

have gone over the Western world. When we see a negro, we know he is

from Africa, wherever he was horn, as we call one of the later processes in in-

dividual life; when we see a mulatto we recognize his African blood, and so

it is with Russian trees. The expert student sees their blood in form of tree

and branches, in buds, in flowers, in leaves and fruit, and their crosses can

never be hidden till they fade down by division and by prepotency of other

sorts beyond the reach of the senses to distinguish them. In fact, we have

found out almost enough already to declare whenever we hear of a previously
unknown sort having done well through a period of seven or eight years,
without seeing it, "it is a Russian." Our Minnesota Wealthy, now celebra-

ted as a profitiible apple for the North, passes, by the tests of botanical science,
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into the Russian category, and acknowledges them its adaptation. Second,
There is adaptatioa to high lands and adaptation to low lands, to sandy soils

and to clay soils. There are trees that have a general adaptation and others

with special adaptation—while the Duchess is general and the Wealthy
nearly as much so. If a farmer has a valley location, sandy, or where the

water comes near the surface, let him plant the Wolf River, a variety whose

parent tree, now thirty-two years old, in Waupaca county, Wisconsin, stands

where its roots touch the waters of the river, whence it takes its name, and

whose progeny, scattered well throughout the West, show, as I am informed

by J. C. Plumb, of Milton, the same adaptation to low, sandy and wet soils.

A large State like Minnesota has variable climates and soils. There are adapta-
tions for all that must be studied. Russia, as said by Prof. Budd, is a great

country. It has its counterparts probably for all the climates of our Ameri-

can apple belt. It is not enough to say Russian. The Northwest has lost

thirteen years by not knowing this. We must know from what part of Rus-

sia. It is not enough to say Minnesota. We must know what part of Min-

nesota. Is it where the dry, cold arctic winds sweep up the valley of the Red
River of the North ? Is it where the moist winds of the Gulf of Mexico or

the St. Lawrence and the great lakes, the hot air of the southwestern plains,

or the mild breezes from the Pacific, fugitives from the Chinook, squeezed
of their vapors in passing over the steppes or the forests of the Rocky moun-

tains, mostly or in part pi'evail? Is it on the wide prairie sweeps, the blutf

lands with their air drainage above as well as below ground, the timber and

prairie openings, or the dense forests of the big woods? All these are ques-

tions which must be studied in order to make fruit raising profitable in Min-

nesota

A man must not begrudge a dollar a year for his State Horticultural So-

ciety, or two or three for the Mississippi Valley Society, to secure him the

reports to read on mH the vital points in the business, and pay twentj' dollars

for a worthless bill of trees that the books would have warned him of.

Selection of a few only of the hardiest for general orcharding is important
for many reasons, but these reasons are so open and palpable that it .seems

almost a waste of time to mention them. A man must go for sure things to

some or the main extent in order to keep his courage up. Everlasting fail-

ure or liability to it will beat the toughest orchard crank in time, as it does

the Keeley motor or the inventor of perpetual motion. The man in Wis-

consin who said several years ago before the Wealthy was found out, that if

he was going to set out another orchard of one hundred trees, he would ])lant

ninety-nine Duchess and one Duchess of Oldenburg, was not far from right.

That would be sure to be profitiible. The only orchardists in Minnesota to-

day who are making any money in apples are the ones who did about the

same thing, or who divided their plantings between the Duchess and the

Wealthy. There are many other sorts coming favorably into notice—seed-

lings and imported trees—that promise to show efjual, in some respects su-

jjerior merit. It even looks as though we are on the eve of a sudden exten-
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sion of our list into a large variety of apples, and that we shall soon add to

the acknowledged beauty and quality of the apples we have, the merit of

long keeping in these new sorts, and be able to dispute the markets of the

world as to winter apples with New England, New York, Michigan and Mis-

souri ;
but on the experimental list let these new candidates stand, with rea-

sonable hospitality, for further acquaintance, before putting them into

orchards on a large scale by men of moderate means and without expert

knowledge in making selections.

I need not say much of other fruits under this caption.

PKARS.

The i^ear, for our adoption, we have yet to find. Our hope is now in Charles

Gibb and Prof. Budd.
THE CHERRY.

The cherry went out of general view when the winter of 1872-3 killed our

Early Richmonds. The Germans of Carver county, latitude about 45°, have

had the Ostheim for over twenty years, unknown to the Minnesota Horticul-

tural Society till now. They say it is hardy enough there and is adapted to

the climate ;
that it blossoms late in the spring, bears heavy in favorable sea-

sons, and is a large, good, dark colored cherry. They propagate it only by
root sprouts. Mr. Charles Ludluff", a farmer of Carver, who obtained the

first trees from Germany, says that if grafted it must not be on sour cherry

stocks. Whether it will be hardy west of the big woods or in the northern

part of the State, we do not know. We want to trv for the severest tests, the

Russian Vladimers, and shall do it as soon as we can get them, by importa-

tion, or from that "nest of spicery," the Iowa Agricultural College farm at

Ames.
THE PLUM.

Plum culture we know nothing of in Minnesota, except as to the Iowa, Il-

linois and Wisconsin natives, like the Forest Garden, the Weaver and De Soto,

and many nice wild sorts selected from our native Minnesota groves. But

the growing of these sorts is successful and profitable. They are of fair

quality for eating out of hand, and good for cooking. They are large, hand-

some and sell well in market. The Forest Garden is earliest, but will not

bear much handling or transportation unless with extreme care, it is so ten-

der in skin and pulp. The Weaver and De Soto are firm. These two resist

the Little Turk, and for some reason he does not seem to get hold of the For-

est Garden where I have seen it grown. Perhaps he may under other con-

ditions. These varieties are all perfectly hardy. Opinions difTer, but I con-

sider the De Soto most reliable for a crop and most profitable. There are

others known by name and highly recommended but I am not acquainted
with them.

SMALL FRUITS.

As to small fruits, little need be said. From the currant to the grape, they
are nearly all at home in Minnesota ; only that some of them entail more
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labor on the grower in their needs for winter protection. Aside from this^

the manual of small fruit culture is the same for Minnesota as elsewhere in

the north. We think our climate—or our climate and soil together—pro-
duces a better out-door market gra]")© than can be grown east or further down
the Mississippi Valley. We see no others growing as handsome Concords
or as good Delawares. The river bluff region at and below St. Paul, and the

lands around Lake Minnetonka at present produce the finest. Whether
our success in grapes is due to our quick soil, our dry air, our short hot sum-

mers, or all combined, I can not say. Our growers have lost but one crop of

grapes by frost in twenty years.

AWARDS TO MINNESOTA IN 1883.

On the 13th of September last, at Philadelphia, the American Pomological

Society awarded to Minnesota the Wilder silver medal on its collection of

apples and grapes, there being but four medals awarded on the entire exhibi-

tion of fruits. On the same day, the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,

having all the exhibits of both societies before them, awarded our State the

second premium on the best twenty varieties of grapes in cut bunches.

THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY IN 1885.

Members of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society from other States:

We hope to meet you in Michigan in 1885. We acknowledge your sujirem-

acy in oranges, peaches, pears, and plums—in some States in the extension of

the number of varieties of apples, in others in the production of winter apples ;.

but when this venerable umpire and patron comes to consider the greatest

beauty and quality combined of which the apple is capable, and the charac-

ter of our out-door grapes, we may claim the medal again. But the rivalry

shall be generous, as it is in all strictly horticultural exhibitions, and who-

ever wins, the defeated party will lead the other out for the applause at the

footlights before the curtain, and help bestow the wreath of bays.

The President—We have another excellent paper, whose author,

Prof. J. L. Budd, of Iowa, is, unfortunately, not with us, but which

I suggest we have read before discussing the topics introduced by
Mr. Gibbs. I know you would all like to hear this paper, and with

your consent (which was cordially granted) we will have the Secre-

tary read :

THE FUTURE OF 0RCHARI)1N(^ IN THE PRAIRIE STATES.

I'.V PKOF. J. L. iiVUU, OF IOWA.

^fr. President and Fellaw Memhem :

The ajiplo, jicar, cherry, and most of our plums, are not native to our con-

tinent, and their introduction into the Slates west of the great American.
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lakes has not been guided by the scientific skill in selection ^^'hich character-

izes such work in the Colonies of all the civilized governments of Europe.
Without exception, the scientific observers connected with the early sur-

vej's of the illimitable i^rairies of the West, interpreted the absence of the

Conifers, the Rhododendrons, tl*e Mosses and all the characteristic trees and

plants of the more equable regions nearer the coast and lakes, to mean an

inter-continental climate of extreme changes in temperature and humidity.
In these early days of prairie settlement, such men as Judge Knapp, Dr.

John A. Kennicott, Robert Russell and J. G. Cooper, unitedly expressed the

opinion that the world had no counterpart of our plains in soil and climate

except the great plain which covers, like a blanket, fully three-fourths of

Europe on the northeast.

These men, in connection with Arthur Bryant, Hon. G. P. Marsh, and

many others also predicted, in those early days, that unless systematic tim-

ber planting was commenced and carried forward to ofTset the destruction of

the dense growth of prairie grass, and the eflfects of opening the clogged

drainage centers of the primitive prairies, consequent upon occupation and

cultivation, the already fickle and extreme climate would change for the

worse as the. years went on.

With such clearly expressed views as to the real nature of our climate, it

would seem passing strange to the people of Europe, so long accustomed to

well-equipped and endowed experimental stations, that we have never at-

tempted to row our own horticultural boat, but have permitted the nurse-

ries of the Eastern States to do our importing of trees and shrubs from
the mildest portions of Southern Europe, mainly, indeed, from the nurse-

ries of Thomas Rivers, in England, and Andre Leroy, in Southern France.

Our plan really has been to try everything which our eastern friends had to

offer, and hold fast to that which was good. Unfortunately for our interests,

Southern Europe has very few varieties of the fruits which will long survive

in our climate, and the very few we have received are really strays from the

east plain of Europe, or seedlings grown on our own soil. As instances of

real iron-clads over broad expanses of our prairies, all will think of the

Duchess, Gros Pomier, Fameuse, Drap d'Or, and Wealthy—all but one strays
from the east plain, and that one, beyond doubt, a seedling of Duchess or

Tetofsky.
Of pears, we have not one true iron-clad, and the nearest we have—the

Besi de la Motte and Flemish Beauty
—are from Poland, on the borders of the

east plain, but modified by the breath of the gulf stream.

With cherries we are quite as unfortunate. The Dukes and Bigarreaus of

the East utterly fail with us, and the early and late Kentish and English
Morello, in addition to short life of tree and irregularity of bearing, are far

lower in quality than any one of the Griottes grown by the train loads on
the plains north of the Carpathians. As to plums—without thanks to our
Eastern friends or to South Europe, we have been more fortunate, as nature

has provided us with better native varieties than I know to exist elsewhere.
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Beyond doubt we have lost millions of dollars and an untold amount of

time and faith, in unsystematic trial of fruits adapted to more equable
climes. Surely the time has come when we should unitedly give trial to

fruits of like climates, so far as they are commercially obtainable. Perhaps

ultimately our favorite fruits will be seedlings of those we first introduce,

but the only safe line of experimentation is based on the assumption that

the future favorites of our orchards of the apple, pear and cherry, will come
from climates fully as severe as ours, or will be the seedlings of such varie-

ties grown on our own soil.

With the hope of aiding in this systematic experimentiil work so much
needed, I will offer a few suggestions based on a careful study of the climate,

soil and fruits of intercontinental Europe in the summer of 1882. These

hints are formulated on the well-known fact that every part of the Mississip-

pi basin is subject to extreme summer and winter variations of temperature
and humidity of air, consequent upon the varying winds, and that mere

ability to endure a very low temperature is the only requisite needed at the

north which in the south part of the basin may be dispensed with.

Southern Illinois, Missouri and Kansas may safely experiment with the

api^les, pears, cherries, plums, apricots, nuts, ornamental trees, and shrubs of

the plains of northeastern Austria for the western portion, and of Transyl-

vania for the eastern portion. Here are found late keeping varieties of the

apple, comparing favorably in size, beauty and quality with the best we

know, growing on trees with foliage as perfectly adapted to a varying air as

our Duchess. Here also are found many varieties of the pear with the per-

fect foliage of the Chinese Sand Pear, yet producing fruit nearly equal to the

best sorts of France and Belgium. We have less reason to believe they will

be subject to blight to a serious extent, as for ages they have been subject to

intercontinental extremes like those of our valley.

In this region will, in like manner, be found the coming cheriies for the

dr^' belt where the extreme winter temperature does not reach lower than

from fifteen to twenty degrees below zero.

The plains of Galicia are checkered with lines of cherry trees along the

sides of all highways, and marking the division lines of estates, to an extent

not found in many parts of Europe. The varieties, too, are all new to an

American. A careful study of their leaf structure, fruit, habits of growtli,

etc., will convince the most skeptical that we have gone sadly astray in se-

lecting fruits for an interior prairie climate. The Griottes, with small pend-
ulous branches, and fruit with colored juice, are generally used for roadside

plantfing, as the trees do little shading on account of their small size, and the

fruit can be used for dessert, culinary purposes, and for the favorite drink of

high and low known as " Kirschwasser." In every respect the fruit is far

superior to our Kentish cherry, or any one of the Morello type we know. In

tlie fruit orchards, and on the grounds of land proprietors, wc lind many
varieties of a race of sweet cherries ni)t known to us. With the round spread-

ing top of the Morellos they have the excellent fruit of the tall growing
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Heart varieties, and a leaf that can defy our summer changes. Some of the

Amarels of this region seem a cross of this sweet cherry with the form of

Morello, of which our Leib is a type.

The apiicots of GaHcia and Transylvania, and their form of English wal-

nut {Juglans regia), are equally worthy of trial in the Missouri belt, together

with their filbert, currants, gooseberries, and even grapes. Though we have

failed with the French grapes, the northeastern varieties are well worthy of

trial, as their foliage will stand our air quite as well as our native V. Labrusca.

We saw on the Volga many tons of dried grapes from Northern Persia and

Bokhara, which were infinitely superior to our home sorts. Where they will

endure the winters thej' are eminently worthy of trial.

In this region no hardier peach is found than those we have. The coming

peach for the Missouri belt is from Northwestern China. While equal in

fruit to our best sorts, it is able to endure greater extremes of temperature.
The belt across the Mississippi Valley corresponding to Southern Iowa

may experiment with the same races of fruits, and from a portion of the same

great plain, but fartlier to the east.

The provinces of South Russia, east of Poland to Kiev, are well supplied
with choice fruits, and the soil and climate are as nearly identical with ours

as they well could be. Many varieties of the Galicia belt will not be found'

but their places are taken by others but slightly, if at all, lower in the scale

of value. The most positive change is with the pear. Many of the best des-

sert varieties here become tender, unproductive and short-lived, and their

places are taken by sUghtly coarser varieties of the Bergamot and Gucha

type. The best of the Griotte cherries are still found, and many varieties of

the Glaskirke, and a form of the Geans much like our Dukes, but with dif-

ferent leaf and a lower spreading top. The Juglans regia is still productive,
but is sometimes injured by the test winters.

For the belt across the valley corresponding to Central and Northern

Iowa, the fruits of the black soil prairies of the great provinces of Orel

Koursk, Varonesh and Saratov in Central Russia, will best meet the requir-

ments of soil and climate. Apples, pears, cherries and plums are yet found

of such size, appearance and quality as would surprise any member of this

organization suddenly set down in the midst of one of their great commer-
cial orchards. The visitor will rarely find a variety of any of these fruits

which he found six hundred miles eastward. The very few exceptions, such

as Autonovka and Longfield apples, and Bessemianka and Red Bergamot
peai's, we are told at once are strays from Central Russia, thriving equally

well in a less extreme climate, as does our Duchess apple. Excellent forms

of the Griotte cherries are still found, and many varieties of the low-growing
sweet cherries and amarels are grown with greater or less satisfaction, de-

pending upon soils and mode of growing. The apricot and mulberry are yet

grown in considerable quantity, but the varieties are lower in quality for

dessert use than farther west. The belt corresponding with

8
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MINNESOTA UP TO THE FORTY-FIFTH PARALLEL,

including Southern Dakota and Northern Wisconsin, will reach the highest at-

tainable success with the fruits of Simbrisk, Penza, Riazan and Tula, on the

north line of the black soil section of Central Russia. The visitors to these

little known provinces, reaching up to the 55th parallel of north latitude,

will be surprised to find so manj' varieties of excellent apples for all seasons,

and so many variations of the indigenous Bergamot and Gucha pear, most of

which are excellent for culinary use, and a few are from fair to good for eat-

ing.

The only forms of the cherry grown in quantity are of the Griotte race,

and the trees are grown in commercial orchards, in hush fomi, with several

stems, and pruned on the renewal system of taking out the old wood. In

size, flavor, and amount of grape sugar, they far excel any one of the Kentish

type found in South Europe.
To those who may conclude that the apples of this high latitude in Europe

will materially change their season of maturity when grown in the Minne-

sota belt ten degrees farther south, it will be well to suggest that the prevail-

ing summer winds of this part of Russia are from the southeast, coming uj)

from Persia, Arabia and tlie heated steppes of Southeastern Russia. Hence

the average summer temperature is really higher than that of the Minnesota

belt across our valley, while the winters are much colder and with less aver-

age snowfall.

In the extreme upper portion of our valley, in

NORTHERN DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA,

even in the great valley with a northern trend at Lake Winnepeg, the possi-

bility of successfully growing the apple, pear and cherry exists. The ancient

provinces of Kazan, Nishni-Novgorod and Vladimir—even north and far to

the east of Moscow, on the o7th parallel of north latitude—grow apples for

all seasons, of excellent quality in a commercial way. In this coldest orchard

region of the world the little trees seem as hardy as the Siberian crabs, yet

the fruit sells well in Moscow in competition with that from the south.

The far northern pears of this section arc quite as hardy in tree, but the

fruit is too low in quality for consumption in the large cities. Yet it is

grown in great quantity for culinary use among the peasants and for export-

ing to Perm, on the northeast verge of the plain. As an ornamental tree

this far northern form of the Bergamot has much merit, and it gives us a

hint of possibilities in the way of originating, by crossing pears of excellent

quality for the extreme northwest.

The cherries of this region have had a historic record for centuries. In

Vladimir, one hundred and fifty miles east and north of Mo.scdw, they arc

grown in quantity too surprising for ])opular belief in our valley. Tliough

somewhat smaller than tlie best Griottes of the south ])arts of the plain, some

of the Vladimir varieties are nearly sweet and of decidedly good quality for
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any use. That they can be grown as far north as Lake Winnepeg, in Mani-

toba, we do not for a moment doubt.

Plums, approaching our Damson in quahtj', and much resembhng it in

size, form and color, are grown in quantity in this far northern section of the

steppes. That they will prove an acquisition in the extreme northwest is

beyond doubt, if the curculio will respect them to the extent of giving us an

occasional crop.

THESE HASTY SUGGESTIONS

as to the adaptation of the fruits of special portions of the greatest steppe
section of the world to special belts across the prairie States of the West, must
of course be of a general character. ^In practice they would be modified by
the varying soil and climate of the east and west portions of each belt, and
the belts would overlap with special changes of soil, elevation, exposure, etc.

The only purpose is to outline some profitable lines of work for the

EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS,

now in process of organization and development in all the States of the val-

ley. We have learned that the process of acclimation is a tediously slow one
with our trees, and I believe our people are about ready to encourage the

policy universally accepted by the European governments in the manage-
ment of their colonies, viz: The introduction of cereals, grasses, fruits,

shrubs, etc., from like climates and soils, if they can be found on the earth's

surface.

With the limited pecuniary means at command, we are doing what we can

in the line indicated on the grounds of the

IOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AT AMES.

We have now growing specimen plants of the apple, pear, cherry, plum,
apricot, peach, juneberry, walnut, ornamental trees, shrubs, etc., from everj^

part of the great east plain of Europe I have named. Their summer and
winter behavior for the past two years in our climate has been exactly in ac-

cordance with what we might expect from their relative position in their

natal homp. To briefly illustrate : The leaf of the Richmond cherry has

been defective with us for two years, and last winter the trees were killed to

the snow-line. On the other hand the Griottes and the Russian Glaskirke

varieties have maintained perfect foliage and have been unharmed by the

test winter. In like manner the Flemish Beauty pear has not had, during
the past two summers, a single leaf free from brown fungus on the under

surface, and last winter the trees were either wholly killed or so lowered in

vitality as to be really worthless. The Besi de la Motte, from the edge of the

great Eastern Steppe, has maintained healthy foliage, but its wood was

slightly colored by the test winter, yet it has made rapid and healthy growth
the past summer.
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The Bessemianka, Tonkavetka and other pears from central Russia have

maintained perfect foUage, except sUght injury by the pear leaf mite, and the

terminal points of the shoots were as clear and bright last spring as the wood
of the Russian poplars.

Our apples of the grade of hardiness of Ben Davis, Jonathan and Dominie

were defective in leaf the past two years, and last winter were irreparably

ruined. On the other hand, our old varieties from the east plain, or their de-

scendants and over two hundred varieties recently imported, started from

the terminal points where grown upon rich garden soil.

Yet our collection is t(ju varied for any one experimental station of the West, as

it embraces varieties which will do best in the Missouri belt, and varieties

which should do best in the belt of North Dakota and Minnesota. If the ex-

perimental work could be distributed and each of the belts across the valley

I have tried to indicate cotild experiment with the products of its corres-

ponding section of the east plain, the work could not fail to result in advanc-

ing our horticultural interests. So far, in talking of

RUSSIAN FRUITS

We have not taken into account the enormous extent of the empire. We
do not want the fruits of St. Petersburg or of any part of the coast section

within three hundred miles of the Baltic. That we do want the fruits of the

provinces named in this connection I am equally certain, if properly dis-

tributed over our great valley. We must never forget that we must have in

our valley, from the Missouri belt northward, varieties of all the fruits that

will maintain perfect health of foliage, or we can not expect paying crops of

perfect fruit. A tree may endure our winters passably well, yet on account

of leaf trouble during our dry, hot summers, it fails to develop the cell struc-

ture of the wood in the perfect way needed for holding and perfecting the

fruit crop. With the aelvent of varieties as perfect in leaf as the Duchess ap-

ple, the Bessemianka pear, and the Vladimir cherry, we may expect a show

of blossoms, to be followed by perfect fruit.

The crying want of the Mississippi valley is well emloived experiment stations.

With their aid we may be able to walk without the leading strings, which so

far in our history have been furnished us by the nurserymen of the eastern

States.

DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS.

The President—These papers are both good, and you have them

before you for discussion.

Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota—Mr. President, I am convinced that

the great study in pomology for the West and Northwest lies in

the direction indicated by this paper of Prof. Budd's, For the pur-

pose of aiding the members of this Society, I will put on record a

few facts as to what has already been done in regard to it.
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In the first place, as we have to wrestle with these names, I would

suggest that Mr. Ragan get a catalogue of the varieties brought

from Russia, and when he gets so he can pronounce them trippingly.

Prof. Budd will have another lot.

So far as our literature records it, the attention of American

pomologists was first called to this subject by Col. D. A, Robertson,

of St. Paul, in a series of essays, published in the Minnesota papers

from 1860 to 1873, on the subject of climatology in its relations to

fruit growing. These essays were finally embodied in one paper,

and published in the St. Paul Pioneer in 1866, and in 1873, when

the first report of the Minnesota Horticultural Society was pub-

lished, it was given a record there. In this paper the orchards and

fruits of the interior steppe region of Russia were mentioned and

described from facts obtained by Col. Robertson in the old French

libraries at Paris.

A. G. Tuttle, of Baraboo, Wisconsin, appears to have been the

first to adopt the suggestions of Col. Robertson and obtain Russian

apples for trial. He sent over in 1866, and secured some sixty

sorts, through Hon. Cassius M. Clay, then United States Minister

at St. Petersburg. In 1866 William Saunders, of the Agricultural

Department at Washington, commenced sending American trees,

plants and seeds to Dr. Riegel, Director of the Botanical Gardens

at St. Petersburg, as a basis for an application for an importation

of Russian apples to America, and in 1870 he received, under

names and numbers, about four hundred varieties. These were

grafted and planted in the Department grounds at Washington, in

1875 and 1876. When the trees were large enough to cut, the sci-

ons were distributed to all parts of the United States and Canada

for trial. It does not appear that they attracted much attention,

except in the northern portions of our American fruit belt, and

here they were largely top-worked upon the Siberian crabs, and for

want of congeniality of race they mostly proved failures. Here

and there a farmer or nurseryman, better educated in pomology,
worked them upon Pyrus Malus stocks, and to this we owe the fact

that some of the varieties have been preserved for fruitage and exam-

ination. It appears, from what we know, that most of those four

hundred varieties were from the coast region, but a few were from

the interior of Russia. We have in this list a few sorts that are
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winter, hardy in tree, blight-proof in summer, productive, and the

fruit large, handsome and fairly good, and in season ranging from

summer to fall and late winter.

The next step was the visit of Prof. Budd, of Iowa, and Charles

Gibb, of Quebec, to Russia, in 1882. They used the essay of Col.

Robertson in the Minnesota report of 1873 as their guide book in

searching out the orchards of the Volga and the cherry districts of

Vladimir. An account of their researches can be read at length in

the Iowa and Minnesota reports and the Montreal Horticultural

report of 1883. As a help to this study, I would recommend that

the Washington catalogue of 1870 be printed in our next report,

to be followed in time by the lists of Prof. Budd and Charles Gibb.

The labor of these men in bringing those varieties was a good work,

but it was only a beginning. I think there ought to be another

commission sent to bring more. When we find varieties in corre-

sponding climate there, they will suit us here. I think the atten-

tion of the government ought be brought to this. I know of no

other society that could move the government as well as this.

Prof. Robson, of Kansas—There are only three ways of produc-

ing varieties of fruit to suit different regions ; first, by acclimatizing

of trees brought from other places; second, by producing varieties

from the primative form; third, by hybridization. I do not want

us to get excited. There are many here old enough to remember the

Morus Multicaulus excitement, the Larch excitement and the Wil-

low excitement. I would recommend that the youngest men of

this Society be selected to make experiments by the second plan,

that is, producing varieties from the primitive form. Andrew

Knight, of England, produced more varieties of pears than any
one else by crossing, and he was very successful. There has been

too much effort made to get large, fine looking fruit regardless of

quality. We have deteriorated by working for large fruits. That

is the way we have got strawberries with imperfect flowers. If I

was young again I would commence cross-fertilization. I know an

orchard in which, for twenty-two years, I never saw a blighted pear

shoot, and they bore most every year. Select those which have good

qualities and join them by crossing, and you will have good varie-

ties. You can get varieties to suit any place. I hold that the lo-

calitywhere a variety is originated will suit that variety better tlum
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any other. This is the general complaint among strawberry grow-
ers. Mr. Hale, of Connecticut, has, no doubt, represented straw-

berries which, in other places, have not come up to the representa-

tion. With regard to American trees, I must say I never saw bet-

ter. I never saw such oaks, such tulip trees, etc. It was through
Bartram that these varieties were taken from America to Europe.

They were most successfully acclimatized. I would not throw cold

water upon acclimatizing Russian varieties, but I wish we would

rise up and say we will produce good varieties.

Gov. Cobaan, of Missouri—I think this thing of making new

varieties is all right, but I want to second what Mr. Gibbs has

said. I have, for the past four years, had the pleasure of attending

the meetings of their Society, and when I saw assembled as large a

meeting as this, or larger, in their State, I was impressed with the

interest manifested. While we and you in Illinois have twenty,

thirty or forty, go up there where they can't raise near all the fruits

we have, and there are three or four hundred in their meetings. I

say, in my humble judgment, a variety of apples which will flour-

ish in Russia away from the coast will succeed in the same climate

here. If there is no other one to make a motion that another com-

mission be sent to Russia, I say I am ready to do it. It is well

enough to make experiments, as has been suggested, but if we go
there and bring scions we can have them bearing in two or three

years. We can graft them on bearing trees. We do not want to

wait so many years. There are places in China which I think

ought to be visited.

Mr. Gibbs—We are carrying forward our experiments in the di-

rection indicated, but there is nothing to show that we can very

soon find what we want. Andrew Knight never got an apple

which did well in Minnesota but the Duchess, and he imported that

from the interior of Russia. The hardiest seedling we have of the

Duchess is the Pewaukee, originated by Mr. Peffer. The evidences

are we would have to wait for centuries to obtain what we want by

crossing. W^e have trees in Minnesota obtained from Russia which

care no more about winter than the oaks in the woods. They came

in the collection of four hundred brought by Mr. Saunders.

Ifr, Wright, of Iowa—The question that rises is, where must we
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import from? It depends upon where you want to take the tree.

If I want to take them to the northwest I would go away from the

coast to the interior of Russia, where the gulf stream does not affect

them. We look upon this work which Prof. Budd, of our State

Agricultural College, is doing as a good work. (Mr. Gibbs re-

marked that Mr. Wright is the President of the board of that in-

stitution.) I think the larch was not a failure, and there is no tree

that has given more satisfaction than the white willow. It will not

do in certain localities; but we must discriminate. Jesse Full, of

Illinois, who has studied the willow more than any other person,

perhaps, said in a letter that he had a section of a fence rail before

him which he put in a fence thirty years ago and it shows no signs

of decay. I speak of growing it as a forest tree, not as a hedge.

In regard to another importation which Prof. Budd has made,

there are forest trees adapted to this country which we get from

Europe. The silver-leaf poplar will not sucker in groves, only

around the edges. It is as valuable as the black walnut in quality.

I say in discussing these varieties we must take in consideration the

country we take them to. When we go to Volga we find a high

and dry place. They have from six to ten inches rainfall, and they

raise trees successfully. In Dakota it was said we could not raise

trees because it was too dry. I went there and I said trees could be

grown where cereals grow, and I see no reason to change my opin-

ion. They are growing the cottonwood. It will do on some soils

where it is low and wet. The box elder will grow better in dry

places, also the ash. I have met a great many persons who say that

box elder is not worth growing, but if grown systematically it will

do well. They want to be planted close together and be trimmed

up. It is one of the best trees also, for street planting.

Question
—Are there not two kinds?

Mr. Wright
—I never have noticed any particular difference. 1

have noticed a difference in the ash. If we go at tree planting sys-

tematically we will succeed.

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—Mr. Gibbs is right in recommending
few varieties for Minnesota. If I did not believe we could raise

apples easier than potatoes, I would not go back home. While you

freeze to death here at zero, we are comfortable at forty degrees
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below zero. It is the same way with fruits. My first planting

was put out in 1856. They grew and looked nicely. They looked

well for three winters. On the second day of June they were all

killed. They were killed other places too. Two years after ped-
lers came in from Ohio, New York, etc. They sold many trees.

Every one thought he could grow any variety. In the summer

and fall of 1872 it was excessively dry. I examined the trees.

They were dead, ninety-nine out of a hundred. Everybody said

it was the winter, but it was the dry weather. I went to work

again on scientific principles. I kept the ground mulched, and so

damp and cool. In the fall the wood was well ripened. I have

never lost a tree by cold since. The reputation of our country is

generally bad for fruit; but when I consider the price of our fruit,

there is no business at which a man can make more money with

better satisfaction.

Gov. Colman—I have been interested in these remarks. I have

wondered why apples could not be grown in Minnesota when they

can in New York, where the mercury falls to forty or more degrees

below zero. If it is the dry weather that kills them, I hope it will

be published, so the people will know it.

Mr. Fefer, of Wisconsin—Drouth has had much to do with

our failures—more than cold. The season of 1855 and 1856 was

very dry. It froze up dry. All kinds of trees came out dead in

the spring. In 1871 and 1872 it was the same way. Evergreens
were killed. We thought it was the winter, but it was the drouth.

3Ir. Gibbs—On the Volga, in Russia, are the largest orchards on

the globe. They do not suffer their trees to go into winter dry.

Mr. Day, of Nebraska—I have been raising trees for fifteen years.

I have not lost from cold, but from drouth.

COMMITTEES APPOINTED.

At the conclusion of the discussion of this paper, the President,

in accordance with a resolution adopted during the afternoon, named

the following committees :

On Fruit Packages—E. T. Hollister, of Missouri; N. Ohmer, of Ohio; M.

Pierce, of Minnesota; E. H. Williams, of Indiana; and C. C. Wright, of Illi-

nois.
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On Forestrj' and Pomology—J. Sterling Morton and R. W. Furnas, of Ne-

braska; G. H. Wright, of Iowa; S. H. Nowlin, of Arkansas; N. J. Colman, of

Missouri: E. Y. Teas, of Indiana; J. B. Schlichter, of Kansas; S. M. Tracy,

of Missouri; and T. V. Munson, of Texas.

On Transportation —F. A. Thomas and John Buck, of Illinois; F. Well-

house, of Kansas; L. A. Goodman, of Missouri; and E. Y. Teas, of Indiana.

On Nomenclature of Fruits—S. Johnson, of Indiana; T. J. Burrill, of Illi-

nois; J. H. Hale, of Connecticut; J. H. Masters, of Nebraska: and L. B.

Pearoe, of Ohio.

On New Orleans Exhibition—R. W. Furnas, of Nebraska; Oliver Gibbs, jr.,

of Minnesota; J.C.Evans, of Missouri; S. H. Nowlin, of Arkansas; D. S.

Grimes, of Colorado; George Y.Johnson, of Kansas; P. J. Berckmans, of

Georgia; L. A. Williams, of Iowa: N. Ohmer, of Ohio; C. W. Garfield, of

Michigan ;
S. Johnson, of Indiana; A. D. Webb, of Kentucky; I). W. Beadle,

of Ontario; J. M. Smith, of Wisconsin
;
T. V. Munson, of Texas; W. C. Barry,

of New York
;
A. C. Hammond, of Illinois ;

J. E. Porter, of Tennessee ;
S. M.

Wiggins, of Louisiana; J. J. Colmant, of Mississippi ; Major Gaines, of Ala-

bama
;
and E. H. Hart, of Florida.

Mr. Gibbs moved that the Committee on Forestry be made to

include pomology, and that that part of the President's address re-

lating to Russian fruits be referred to this committee. Adopted.

3fr. Masters, of Nebraska—It has been a practice of some socie-

ties to extend an honorary membership to the ladies who attend the

meetings as horticulturists. I move that we do the same. Which

was adopted.

After which the Society adjourned.

Third Day—Thursday.
Morning Session, January 24.

The Society was called to order by President Earle at 9:-15 a. m.

The President—Ladies and gentlemen, that greatest of American

horticulturists, Hon. Marshall P. WiUler, has remembered us again.

1 will read a letter from him :

LETTER PROM HON. MARSHALL 1'. WILDER.

To Parker Earle, Esq., President of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society :

My Dear Sir—I take a deep interest in everything which h:i.s for its objects the

promotion of fruit culture in our own and oilier binds. I therefore commend most
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heartily the International Exposition in New Orleans, thus bringing together the

fruits not only of our own but other nations, and what is better still, the cultiva-

tors who produce them. Especially would I welcome the pomologists of foreign

niitions that we may compare fruits and the results of experience, and concert

measures for further improvement of them. This meeting will afibrd opportuni-

ties for the interchange of experience not often offered to the pomologist, and will

give another illustration of the power of association, that great agent which pro-

pels the engine of modern improvement, and to which we are mainly indebted for

the wonderful progress of fruit culture on this continent. Under this influence the

American Pomological Society, with the co-operation of kindred societies, has spread

its organization from the Atlantic to the Pacific shores, and now furnishes columns

in its catalogue of fruits adapted to more than fifty States, territories and districts

of our immense domain. To all this the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society

has contributed largely. God bless her. Marshall P. Wilder.

I will now read you another coramunication from a gentleman
whom many of you know well, and who stands very high in horti-

culture, especially in forestry. I allude to Robert Douglas, of Il-

linois :

Waukegan, III., January 1, 1884.

Parker Earle, Esq., President 3fissmippi Valley Horticultural Society :

Mr Dear Sir—On my return home for the winter, I find your very kind letter

of two months ago, cordially inviting me to meet with you at Kansas City, and in

the event of my not being able to attend, that I would send a paper on the subject

of forestry. I very much regret that I can not make it convenient to meet with

you, and have no doubt that ere this time you have selected some one much more

competent to write a paper that will interest the whole membership of your asso-

ciation (which extends from the home of the glorious magnolia and live oak to the

habitat of the hardy box elder and cottonwood), so that, fortunately for you in

this case, "my loss will be your gain."
There is one subject, however, in connection with forestry in which every mem-

ber of your Society is deeply interested. Even the planting of forest trees is a sec-

ondary matter, just at this time, in comparison with the subject to which I am
about to refer, and it is of more importance to the Mississippi valley than to any
other part of the country.

It is well known by the members of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society,

that if the Missouri river had come directly east from the Rocky Mountains in the

same manner as the Platte river, much of the land in your valley would be sub-

merged annually, and the terrible freshets that occur once in several years would

then be of yearly occurrence; but owing to the peculiar formation of the country,

the Missouri river trends northwardly to the border of the British Possessions, and

with the assistance of its tributaries, collecting the melting snows from the canons

of the mountains and carrying them around by this long, circuitous route, gives

the lower .Mississippi time to carry oft" the spring rains and melted snows from its

lower tributaries before it comes down from the north to form the June rise.

The sources of the streams in the Rockv Mountains in Northern Montana have
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been more thoroughly explored the past season than ever before, and it has been

found that large growths of forest trees flank these streams and the sides of the

Rocky Mountains, which divide here into three and sometimes four main ridges,

and it is believed by these explorers that if this timber shall be cut away it would

be a serious damage to the lower country, as the forests now hold the snows, to be

milted gradually, which would, in case of their destruction, be melted rapidly and

earlier in the season and cause a freshet, which would carry the waters much faster,

and there would be great danger of the "June rise" in the lower Missouri and Mis-

sippi rivers and causing immense damage.
As this region of country has never been surveyed and has no inhabitants, and

as the President of the United States has recommended in his message that it be

set apart for a forest preserve, your Society might, if thought best, memorialize

Congress on the subject. Yours, truly, Robert Douglas.

President Earle—This paper should receive some action from this

Society.

Mr. Johnsou, of Kansas, submitted the following circular of

the Kansas State Horticultural Society, protesting against the re-

peal of the Timber Culture Act, which was referred, together with

the letter of Mr. Douglas, to the Committee on Forestry :

Secretary's Office, Kansas State HoRTicaLTURAL Society, )

Lawrence, Kansas, .January -1, 1884. j

My Dear Sir—Permit me to most respectfully invite your earnest consideration

of the following copy of resolutions, passed by a unanimous vote at the seventeenth

annual meeting of the State Horticultural Society, held in Ottawa, December 5 to

7, 1883:

Resolved. That we, members of the Kansas State Horticultural Society, in annual

meeting assembled, viewing with feelings of deep concern and alarm the present
efforts of members of our National Congress to secure a repeal of the "Timber Cul-
ture Act," do hereby express our most earnest protest to a repeal of said act, and
do most earnestly and respectfully request the Senators and Representatives in

Congress from Kansas to use their utmost endeavors to defeat any and all such
measures; and, furthermore, to direct their iulluence to secure a rigid enforcement
of the provisions of said act, and the penalties therein fixed for the offenses of

fraudulent entries and false holdings of the public domain; and, if necessary to put
a stop to the abuses of said act, to secure further legislation, providing severer pen-
alties an<i making it the special duty of some officer or otHcers to detect and vigor-

ously prosecute all violations of the provisions of the act, to a conviction of the

offender. Furthermore, we do most earnestly ask that said act be so amended that

land once claimed under its provisions shall be forever withdrawn from public
disposition, under the jirovisions of the Homestead, Pre-emption, or any other act,
but shall be rigidly held for the encouragement and promotion of the forestry in-

terests of these United States. And further l)e it

Re-iiihed, That the Si-cretary of this Society bo instructed to furnish each of the
Kansas Senators and Representatives an authenticated copy nl' these resolutions at

an early day.

For the purpose of testing the sense of the people on this question, a circular

was sent from the office of the Secretary of this Society to the representative men
of the following counties, to which the following response was received :
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Opposed to the Repeal of the Act.—Allen, Atchison, Barton, Bourbon, Butler,

Cherokee, Crawford, Cloud, Coffey, Crowly, Davis, Dickinson, Douglas, Edwards, Elk,

Ellis, Ellsworth, Graham, Gove, Harvey, Jackson, Jewell, Johnson, Labette, Lin-

coln, Linn, Lyon, Marshall, McPherson, Montgomery, Morris, Nemaha, Osage,

Pawnee, Reno, Republic, Rice, Riley, Rooks, Rush, Saline, Sedgwick, Stafford, St.

John, Sumner, Trego, Wabaunsee, Washington, Wilson, Woodson and Wyandotte.
The Ness county reporter took a decided stand in favor of a repeal ;

Ottawa

county reporter favored a modification; and nearly every reporter recommended

a rigid enforcement of the provisions of the act.

Such other counties as are not given in this summary are those supplied with

native forests, coal and easy railroad facilities for shipping in lumber, etc., from

timber regions, and by them the question of timber culture has not been considered.

By reference to the list of counties above given, it will be seen that nearly every

organized county located in the section of our State commonly called the "plains"

or "treeless prairies," and where exist the greatest obstacles to a successful forest-

tree culture, and where its necessity is the most fully realized, is decidedly opposed
to a repeal.

These reports were made by men representing the element of actual settlers and

home-seekers, and who are in no way connected with or interested in land specu-

lations, and whose faith, practical work, and extended observations have convinced

them of the ultimate success of forest-tree culture in their respective counties.

Very truly, G. C. Brackett, Sea-etary,

Gov. Furnas, of Nebraska—I move that the Committee on For-

estry be made to consist of nine members, and that it, with three

others, that is, on fruit packages, transportation, and nomenclature,
be made standing committees. (See list of committees in yesterday's

proceedings.)
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Mr. Wellhouse, of Kansas, from the Committee on Nominations,

presented the following report :

Your Committee on Nominations beg leave to report that we have had the sub-

ject under consideration and would recommend the following names for officers of

this association :

For President—Parker Earle, of Illinois.

Vice President—E. M. Hudson, of Lousiana.

Secretary
—W. H. Ragan, of Indiana.

Treasurer—J. C. Evans, of Missouri.

State Vice Presidents—N. Ohmer, Ohio; T. T. Lyon, Michigan; E. Y. Teas, Indi-

ana; Prof. Burrill, Illinois; G. P. Peffer, Wisconsin; M. Pierce, Minnesota; R. W.

Furnas, Nebraska
;
Prof. E. A. Popeno, Kansas

;
D. S. Grimes, Colorado

;
Prof. J.

L. Budd, Iowa; Z. S. Ragan, Missouri; S. H. Nowlin, Arkansas; T. V. Munson,

Texas; R. S. Willet, Dakota; John T. Hardie, Louisiana; Prof. J. J. Colmant,

Mississippi; Dr. Charles Mohr, Alabama; J. E. Porter, Tennessee; A. D. Web)),

Kentucky; A. W. Campbell, West Virginia; Dr. Samuel Hape, Georgia; Thomas-
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Mehan, Pennsylvania; E. H. Hart, Florida; E. Moody, New York.

Resolved, That tlie President and Secretary of this Society make nominations

properly trihiitary to the Mississippi valley for States not named.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
F. Wellhouse, Chairman.

Which, on motion, was adopted, and the gentlemen named duly
elected to the several offices of the Society.

President JEarle—I now have the pleasure of introducing to you
Prof. S. A. Forbes, State Entomologist of Illinois, who will enter-

tain us with a supplement to that interesting paper given us one

year ago at New Orleans.

Prof. S. A. Forbes—I wi-^h to say that the papers I prepare are

not suitable for public reading, so I omit part, only giving what is

suitable to give here.

[Note.
—Owing to circumstances unavoidable, Prof. Forbes is unable to finish

his paper in time for publication here. It, therefore, will be found in the appen-
dix to this volume.—Secretai-y.]

Secretary Pagan—I do not wish to discuss the merits of this paper,

I am not competent to do this. But I do wish to refer to the re-

newed obligation we, as a society, are placed under to Prof. Forbes.

Our chief paper last year was from his able pen. It was illustrated

without cost to us by the Professor. That paper added not a little

to the value of our book. For these distinguished services I move

a vote of thanks to the Professor.

Mr. Wright, of Iowa—I second the motion, and in doing so I wish

to congratulate the Society in having such papers. The Professor

not only treats of enemies, but how to get rid of them. I think our

college professors are at fault in not getting out into the field as he

does.

The President—I think we not only here, but fruit growers all

over the United States owe the Professor a debt of gratitude. There

is certainly no one in our country standing higher in his work,

^lotion adopted. We will now hear a paper from Mr. Hale, of

Connecticut.

J. H. Hale, of Connecticut—I think I owe this Society an apol-

ogy, for on your j)rogramme you say there will be a lecture by J.

H. Hale on Strawberry Culture. I have hardly touched upon it. 1

have just prepared a few thoughts on my way here on the train, as

I had not time before.
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STRAWBERRY CULTURE.

BY J. H. HALE, OF CONXECTICUT.

The subject is a broad one, and has been so often and ably discussed at

horticultural meetings and in the agricultural press, that I do not propose at

this time to enter into a general discussion in regard to the best methods of

culture, but rather spend a very few moments and just touch upon two or

three points that to me seem vital to success in the culture of this, the most

important of all the small fruits.

I am not here to teach you anything new, but merely to tell you^ some
few of the little things that have come to my notice as a cultivator of straw-

berries for the past twenty years, and trust that we shall all learn more from

the discussions that follow than you would if I spent more time in simply

giving you the results of my experinc'es, all of which you must know have

been at the East, where our operations are so limited that it would be almost

impossible for an "Earl" to become "King" so far as the acreage under cul-

tivation was concerned, although he might attain the still higher position of

an American citizen
;
that by the use of right methods of culture, could cause

one acre of land to yield 400 to 500 bushels of strawberries in a single season,

not an impossibility by any means ; for what has been done so many times

on a small scale, can be done again on a larger one, if only the same methods
are followed

;
and while there is a vast difference between the East and the

West in many things, I doubt not that the same general rules that apply
there in regard to successful berry culture, will hold true here to such an

extent that it will be safe to follow them, at least until you prove their un-

soundness. When quite a small boy, I heard a successful farmer, in reply to

the query of how many acres of corn he had grown the past season, and
what it cost per acre, say, "I never grow my corn by the acre, I grow it by
the bushel." And although he is dead, his teaching still lives, as shown by
117 bushels of shelled corn to the acre not far from there a few years since

;

and it should be the aim of every one that wishes to be successful in straw-

berry culture, to j^roduce the greatest possible number of quarts from the

smallest possible area. Fifteen hundred to two thousand bushels produced
from ten acres, will cost less and sell for more money, than the same amount
from twenty-five to thirty acres, which is not far from the average yield
under ordinary methods (or no methods) of cultivation.

A thorouffh preparation of the soil to start with, should be carefully at-

tended to if we expect to make a success of cultivating the strawberrj'.
Land well drained, either naturally or artifically, deep plowing, followed by
a subsoil plow and then made perfectly mellow before setting the plants, will,

to a certain extent, insure us against the effects of drought, as well as too much
water in a wet season. Next, a liberal matiuring of some sort we must have

at the East; in fact, it is the all important question with us, and if I mistake

not, the time has now come when you of the West, if you must not have it to
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get good crops, can at least increase them more than enougli to pay for the

inteUigent use of manures of some sort to a far greater extent than at present.

And while some of you may think it a waste of time to talk on this subject,

there may be sojue that can gain a few crumbs of comfort from the exper-
iences of a poor Yankee whose very bread and butter has depended on a care-

ful study of the manure question. At a recent meeting, while discussing

this same subject, I said :

" Well rotted stable manure is usually at hand on most farms, and if applied

liberally will give good returns, but from a somewhat careful study of the

manure question in the cultivation of large fields of strawberries for market,
I think a better crop of fruit can usually be had from the use of commercial

manures, having less nitrogen, and the fruit be of better texture and flavor

than when stable manure is used or nitrogenous commercial fertilizers. I

may not be able to explain it to the satisfaction of the scientific gentlemen
here present, but the strawberry is a gross feeder, and whenever well rotted

manures or fertilizers containing a large amount of readily available plant

food of a nitrogenous character, such as blood and bone, Peruvian guano, or

fish scrap are used, it will take them up greedily, and a very rank foliage

growth is the result the first year and the plant seems to make its plans for

an enormous crop the next season. But somehow it never quite keeps its

promises, making a much greater show of foliage than of fruit, and what fruit

there is is watery and insipid in flavor and lacking in lirmness.

"On the other hand, I have found a manure of raw ground bone and wood

ashes, or muriate of potash, to encourage a much less rapid plant-growth

early the first season, but that it is steady and even the whole season through,
and by fall we liave a fine stand of well developed but not rank foliage plants

that will always, at fruiting season the next year, give a heavy crop of firmer,

brighter colored and better flavored berries than can be grown on the same

soil by the aid of manures containing a large percentage of nitrogen. What-

ever manure is used it should be applied broadcast after plowing, and thor-

oughly harrowed in."

Now, understand, these experiments were made and results obtained on

poor, worn-out New England soil, some of it so reduced in fertility that in

a favorable season less than five bushels of rye was the most that could be ob-

tained per acre, and it would not be reasonable to expect that the same ma-

nure would produce the like results, or at least to such an extent, here at the

West on your soils that are not as deficient in plant food. Yet I believe it

will pay any of you that are cultivating the strawberry for profit to experi-

ment and find out, if possible, what special fertilizers, if any, will improve the

fruit in any way so as to increase your profits.

Potiish, in its various forms, I have tested on light sand, on loamy soil, on

heavy clay and on muck bottom lands, and in every case found it has greatly

improved the flavor of the strawberry, its ellects, however, being more marked

on some varieties than on others. It also has a marked eflcct on the color of

the fruit, giving it a much richer, darker color; and while the time of appli-
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cation seems to make little difference with the flavor, it does with the color,

the most marked change being noticed where it has been applied early in

the spring previous to fruiting.

But enough of the fertilizer question. We have much to learn yet in this

as well as in other points of successful berry culture. Yet even now we can,

to a certain extent, manufacture (if I may be allowed to use the term) just

such fruit as we may want by supplying the proper raw materials in the form

of plant food in the right proportions and by cross fertilization when in bloom,
for not only are the pistillate varieties greatly affected by the perfect flower-

ing ones that supply the pollen, but even the perfect flowering varieties them-

selves are more or less affected by other perfect flowering ones if planted
with or near them. Thus, Wilson and Sharpless grown together the past
season gave larger, more irregular and better flavored Wilsons than when

grown alone, while the Sharpless were darker in color, firmer and more acid

than when alone; and from my present light on the subject, if I were grow-

ing the Wilson strawberry for profit, every third row would be planted with

Sharpless, or some other perfect flowering large berry, to increase its size,

while to improve its flavor I would use President Wilder, Downing, or other

fine flavored varieties. However, this change in the perfect flowering varie-

ties is not as noticeable or important as in the pistillates, and I only call atten-

tion to it to provoke discussion.

Many of the pistillate varieties, being the most productive of any we have,
are being extensively planted for market, hence it is of great importance for

us to know just how to treat them to obtain the best results.

Some years ago, when I first mentioned it before the New Jersey State

Horticultural Society, only one man, Mr. Jesse B. Rogers, was willing to bear

me witness that there was any noticeable difference where various j^erfect

flowering varieties were used to supjily the pollen to the pistillate flowers.

Since then many experiments have been made, and it is now an undisputed
fact that the size, form, color, -flavor and texture of the pistillate strawberry

depends to a considerable extent upon what variety is used to fertilize its

blossoms.

Plant Wilson with Crescent and you get bright colored, good formed Cres-

cents that are moderately firm but very acid, while Downing with Crescent

will cause the fruit to be lighter in color, quite soft, and of moderately good
flavor; with Sharpless the Crescent increases in size as well as in the num-
ber of irregular formed berries. Take the Manchester, one of the most regu-
lar and perfect in form, fertilized by Wilson, Mt. Vernon or Cumberland, and

every berry will be as perfect in form as though run in a mould, while fer-

tilized by Sharpless or President Lincoln, many of them will be irregular and

imperfect. Manchester with Pioneer was very light in color, while with

Black Defiance the difference was so marked that it was hard to believe it

was the &.ime berry. Manchester with Wilson was a very acid berry, while

with Miner's Prolific and Charles Downing it was of fine flavor. I might give

9
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other fiicts, but perhaps these are enough. They have at least convinced me
that if I have a good pistillate strawberry lacking only in firmness, this can

be improved to a great extent by planting it with Wilson or other perfect

flowing sorts that are firm. Increase the size by planting with larger varie-

ties, and so on through the whole list. Color, flavor and form, all can be more

or less changed by the aid of the right perfect flowering varieties.

DISCUSSION ON STRAWBERRY CULTURE,

A'o/. Burrill, of lUiuois—I can not help but express my gratifi-

cation at having this subject of cross fertilization so ably presented.

For ray part I hope we can have all the facts Mr. Hale can give us

for publication. The thing we are after is not the seeds but the

pulp. We are not so sure that the seeds will partake of the

character of both berries. I should not be surprised if we should

learn to grow strawberries without fertilizing and without seeds.

The process has been brought about in the banana. You do not

find seeds there. There are the rudiments and that is all. What

has been done with it may be possible with the strawberry. A yel-

low Bellflower tree was neighbor to a Russet, and it gave .some Rus-

.set appearance to the fruit of the Bellflower. If cross fertilization

affects all the strawberry, I do not know but it will affect the whole

apple.

Mr. Penrce, of Ohio— In my father's orchard two varieties, the

Russet and Belmont, mixed so they were sometimes scarcely dis-

tinguishable. It set me to thinking. I have noticed the same thing

in the strawberry. I have been laughed at, but I believe in this.

Mr. Smith, of New York—One thought occurs to me with regard

to the success of the grower of the strawberry. My experience has

been that success has depended upon the keeping off of the runners.

On my way to Philadelphia last fall I stopped with a friend. He
said his berries netted forty-five cents a quart because he had gotten

up a reputation for growing such berries. He said it was due to

keeping off the runners. One point was suggested to me in the

effect of fertilization on the seeds of the plant. One gentleman

speaks of the crossing of the two varieties of apples. I can go a step

farther. Fruits of different species, such as the pear and butternut,

became so hybridized we could scarcely tell (he difference. [Laugh-

ter.] I do not speak without knowing. Here is a pear taken from
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one of those trees, and here is one sawed in two, and you see the

butternut inside. [Great laughter.] This is no Yankee trick.

The President—I suppose this is from Connecticut.

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—Some years ago I went to a very suc-

cessful strawberry grower in this State. He always beat me. I

told him I was going away and would not be in opposition to him

and I wanted to know how he grew his fruit. He said it was by

planting varieties together which were adapted to each other, I

went to Minnesota with his suggestion. I planted a row of one va-

riety and then of another adapted to it, and so on. When the season

of ripening came they were the finest berries I ever raised.

Pro/. Burrill—This is a subject upon which crude observation

and experiments may be made, and it will be hard to sift out what

is valuable. Some people are a good deal better to make such ob-

servation than others. It is so easy to infer a cause which is not

a cause. If we were to plant one long line of strawberries in a

field with fi.rst one fertilizer and then another, we might reach con-

clusions which would not be correct. There are so many things to

take into consideration. I need not name a number of delusions

which might come up.

Mr. Munson, of Texas—Going in a different direction with a

different fruit, and one in which we would not expect to see the ef-

fect of this cross fertilization, I have experimented with grape seeds.

My theory is that natural fertilization is better than by hand. My
method is to plant vines side by side that I wish to hybridize. I

think I can tell those berries having hybrid seeds in them. Partic-

ularly was this the case with the Triumph and Herbemont. One
remarkable thing I have noticed is the effect on the new hybrid

plant. The Herbemont at first is slow in growth, but the hybrids
from it were vigorous growers. This growth shows that they are

hybrids. I have noticed the same facts in corn. Take a variety

which you know has no striped grains and put it by one which has

and they will cross. I think we have sufficient evidence already
to say that the fruit and plant are influenced by this process.

Mr. Ohraer, of Ohio—This is a new idea with many of us, and as

I am connected with the Board having control of our Experiment
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Station in Ohio, I am going to introduce this subject and report to

our next meeting. I think others should do the same.

3Ir. Hale, of Connecticut—Most of the experiments we have

made have been in places half a mile apart, not in a long row.

Mr. Peffer, of Wisconsin—If we do anything in this way we
must do it thoroughly. We must do it right or we can not depend

upon it. The only way to do it successfully is to have each experi-

ment separate. You must remove the stamens from a flower if

necessary to keep it from fertilizing itself.

Mr. Webb, of Kentucky—I came 700 miles to attend this meet-

ing and I am probably on the way to find out a fact which will

more than pay my expenses. I had a row about 300 feet long with

two varieties in it. Next to it I had a row of Crescent. I had

fruited it before but the berries were not large. I did not know

why they were not large till now. They were darker in color, too.

I am going to experiment in this direction.

3Ir. Wellhouse, of Kansas—It is a question with me whether all

these results are from cross fertilization. Is it not from the influ-

ence of tree upon tree? My attention was called to this by notic-

ing in two rows of apple trees, where one variety was influenced by
one kind in one place, and another in another, and there was a

difference in them. I am satisfied it is not all from fertilization, but

from the influence of trees upon each other.

Mr. Masters, of Nebraska—I have investigated this subject some-

what. I commenced investigating with the strawberry. I grew
Crescent by Sharpless and thought perhaps I did not have the right

berry for the Crescent. I suppose it was cross fertilization that

deceived me. There is another thing I have observed. Where I

have set apple trees separate from other varieties the fruit was dif-

ferent from those set by other varieties.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NOMENCLATURE.

Mr. Johnson, of Indiana, made the following report for the Com-

mittee on Nomenclature:

Your Committee on Nomenclature beg le.nvc to report that we indorse the rec-

ommendations made bv Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, President of the American Pom-

oiogical Society, as well as those of our President Earle, looking to a simplification
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and uniformity of the names of the fruits of America, and recommend the follow-

ing rules, to-wit:

1. Every fruit should have one, and but one, authorized name.

2. If tenable, this name should be the earliest one published, as hereinafter pro-

vided.

3. Each name should consist of one word, and for all new American fruits such

words should be readily pronounceable in the English language.

4. No name should be considered authorized until published in some reputable

and generally accessible horticultural periodical, accompanied with a clear and

full description of the fruit. Such published name and description shall be sent

to the Secretary of the American Pomological Society and to the Secretary of the

Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society.

5. In case of doubt as tenability, priority or authority of publication, or appropri-

ateness as a good English word, special action by the above named societies, or

by a State horticultural society, should be considered valid and final.

6. No variety of fruit shall be named by a society which is not esteemed prac-

tically valuable and worthy of cultivation.

This report to be considered as a recommendation to the American Pomological

Society.

DISCUSSION ON THE REPORT.

The Secretary
—I am very much pleased with this report in every

particular, but it does not go quite far enough. What are we to do

with these terrible Russian names? Can we not have them Amer-

icanized in some way so that we can pronounce them? Can our

committee give us any relief?

3Ir. Williams, of Indiana—I think none are more desirous of sim-

plifying the names of our fruits than commission men. Fruits go a

good deal according to their name. Everybody knows what a Bart-

lett is. Commission men are often perplexed by people who want

certain kinds of fruit and can't give the name. The idea of bring-

ing such names to this country is preposterous.

Mr. Peffer, of Wisconsin—I think the last speaker is correct.

I visited Prof Budd. I found a great many Swedish, Russian and

Norwegian names which he could not pronounce. I think the sug-

gestion a good one.

3Ir. Gibbs, of Minnesota—I am not quite clear whether this is in-

tended to be a recommendation to the American Pomological Society

or whether it is for this meeting to name varieties. We are members

of the Pomological Society, and it would create confusion for us to

name them here. This report authorizes persons to name varieties.
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The Secretary
—Every parent has a right to name his child : this

is simply a recommendation that the name be published.

Mr. Goodman, of Missouri—Several apples have been originated
here and we have claimed the right to name them and then send

the name to the Pomological Society. I think the work of this

committee, to a great extent, should be to simplify the names we

already have.

31r. Ohmer, of Ohio—If we have to wait for the Pomological

Society to name varieties, it meeting only once in two years, we
would have to wait too long.

Mr. Piasters, of Nebraska—The Pomological Society recognizes
a person's right to name.

Mr. Wellhouse, of Kansas—I think Mr. Goodman hit the right

point. We not only want to recommend as to new varieties, but

we want to change old names also.

Mr. Pearce, of Ohio—May I read section four of the report? I

think it is not understood. [He reads it.] This gives no authority
but gives notice of names given.

Prof. Burrill, of Illinois—Section five does not prohibit a person

naming, but the Society may change it if it is best.

The President—I think it is the purpose of Mr. Wilder and others

to simplify old names as they can without too much confusion.

This is done somewhat already. The Beurre de'Anjou is called

Anjou, as it should be. This is like the spelling reform, it must be

done cautiously.

Prof. Popenoe, of Kansas—It seems to me the names revised

should be local.

Mr. Munson, of Texas—We should have a standard of authority,

as we have a standard dictionary.

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—We must go slowly, or we will get

into confusion. So many apples are easily confused by the names.

On motion the report was adopted, after which the Society ad-

journed.
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Tliird Day—Thursday.
Afternoon Session.

The Saciety was called to order at 2:30, by President Earle.

The President—Ladies and gentlemen : The first paper we shall

hear this afternoon will lead our thoughts along one of the finer lines

of horticulture. We can not spend all our time, however practical

we are, and we are most practical, in talking about packages we

use, the fruit we put in them, or the means of transportation.

There are influences of a higher nature. I have great satisfaction

in presenting to you Mrs. G. A. Tryon, of Galesburg, Illinois, who

will read to you a paper on the educational power of horticulture.

EDUCATIONAL INFLUENCE OF HORTICULTURE.

BY MRS. G. A. TRYON, OF ILLINOIS.

Horticulture stands preeminent among the great industries of the world

as an educator of the people. Her instructions faithfully carried out will be

crowned with success.

Our first horticulturists were not a success. They were placed in a "
gar-

den of delights," just fresh from the Maker's hand. They were to dress it,

keep it beautiful, and thus earn an honest living. They were not to idly eat

of the luscious fruit, and feast the eye on the surpassing loveliness around

them. They were to study God's perfect plan and work up to his standard.

They were to improve their hearts and minds by cultivating an intimate

acquaintance with these beautiful creations which formed the connecting
link between themselves and their Mother Earth.

These living, moving, growing things, in their infinite variety, were, in

their turn, to be their companions, their silent teachers, their educators.

They beheld around them beauty without vanity, strength without rough-

ness, homage without pride.

Lessons of industry, endurance, modesty, constancy, faithfulness, rever-

ence, adoration—in short everything that goes to make upa perfectly rounded

character, found its counterpart in nature, and taught the beautiful lessons

of life. A young couple never had a better start in life, or a better oppor-

tunity to make something of themselves. But vigilance was the price of

success then, as now. And just as everything was at a high tide of prosperity

precious time was spent in gossiping with an unprincipled neighbor. Mor-

als were corrupted, business neglected, weeds, thorns and thistles grew apace.

Shame and disgrace and a forfeiture of their once beautiful home followed

in quick succession. But happily for us, they retained in their hearts a
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peculiar reverence and an undying love for trees, shrubs and flowers, and
some practical knowledge of horticulture. And whenever this passion is

allowed to take possession of one, the earnest, though perhaps unconscious

endeavor is, to reproduce the lost Eden, the garden of delight. And with

this effort comes the silent, yet potent influence of all nature's instructors,

leading the heart of man back to its pristine purity.
Hence it follows, that in all climes and among all nations, the refinement,

morality and happiness of a people may be measured by the plants they cul-

tivate, and the variety and perfection of their garden vegetables.
On the other hand, the natural developements in the vegetable king-

dom largely determine the tastes and character of apeoiile. In the extreme
North where vegetation is scanty and color somber, and the Ice King holds

undisputed sway, the inhabitants are content with their snowy huts, pot of

blubber, and costume wrested from the back of bear and seal.

As latitude diminishes and the Ice King's power is partially broken, and

vegetation takes on a greater variety of form and cohr, man is correspond-

ingly stimulated to activity. He begins to ri.se above the mere necessities of

life and we catch the first glimpses of culture. As we pass through success-

ive degrees of latitude a gradual change in the habits, tastes and aspirations
of the people keep pace with nature's floral developments until the point is

reached where the four seasons follow each other in distinct succession. The
earth is stimulated to greater activity. P^ield, forest, mountain and plain be-

come richly decorated with an abundant variety of grass, shrubs and trees,

suggesting to the mind of man important enterprises. The felling of trees

and converting them into lumber is an immense business. Out of this grows
ship building, which has reached magnificent proportions; and house archi-

tecture, which has attained various degrees of perfection, from the cabins of the

backwoodsman to palatial residences and century building cathedrals. In this

region, where sunshine and storm, heat and cold are about equally balanced,
and often contend for the mastery, vegetation is vigorous and persistent, and
we find a people noted for energy, push, vim, who set in motion machinery,
found colleges, build railroads, annihilate time and space by telegraph and

telephone. But husbandry is the underlying principle, the foundation out

of which and on which all these enteri»rises grow.
As we come into the sunny South, this most royal clime, where vegetation

simply revels in its own lu.xuriant perfection; where nature gives with a lav-

ish hand even the delicacies of life for tbe simple asking, we find a people

proverbial for tender and warm affections, unbounded ho.spitality and keenly
sensitive to beauty, loveliness and grace. It is here the fine arts roach their

highest jjerfection. The old masters of painting, sculi)ture and nuisic largely

drew their inspiration from their natural surroundings. And then there

seems to be more time in this clime, and no necessity for push and a rush. A
higher degree of perfection is easily reached in nature, and in the arts and

sciences we note a corresponding supere.xcellencc with apparently less exer-

tion.
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Had Columbus landed on the rugged and forbidding coast of Labrador,

where all is bleak and sterile, and where the few stunted spruce, birches and

aspens struggle for life amid the thickly strewn bowlders, his enterprise and

discovery might have shared the fate of other navigators. But instead, he

landed on a fertile island, brilliant with foliage and flowers, sparkling with

springs and streams, abounding in fruits and valuable woods. The heart of

Columbus and his mutinous crew were at once cheered, softened, expanded,

inspired; their trials and hardships were forgotten, and with courageous hope

they builded better than they knew.

The horticulturist, to be successful, must study and imitate nature. A
farmer, whether north or south, who devotes his time and labor to the rais-

ing of some one thing, as corn or wheat, cotton or tobacco, as a rule, is not

as intelligent, public-spirited, refined, or social as the small farmer who com-
bines horticulture with agriculture.

The large farming, which is obtaining in the Western States, is not calcu-

lated to educate the people up to a high standard of civilization. These vast

factories of nature's products contain no element of the real home. The only

cementing element is money, and when that is attained disintegration is sure

to follow.
"
Every one for self

"
is the universal motto. The most money

for the least labor on the one side, and the most labor for the least money on

the other. The affections are not softened, but the reverse. Intellectual su-

periority consists in being sharp in a bargain. Public improvement for the

general good is not thought of; morals and religion are considered unneces-

sary; the Sabbath is hailed, not as a day of rest, to be kept holy, but as a

convenient time to ride about the country, or to post books.

And this result is almost universal. England at one time was on the verge
of moral bankruptcy. One of her divines traced the evil to the solitary pur-

suit of large farmers. The rich grew richer, and the poor poorer, until the

antagonism between the two classes was fearful to contemplate. Theft, mur-

der and arson were rampant throughout the land. And as one aptly puts

it, "The poor, who have always been fed by the plow, now have nothing to

do, but go from door to door and ask alms for God's sake. And, some be-

cause they will not beg, do steal, and then they be hanged, and the realm

doth decay." Act after act was passed to check this state of things, with

only partial success. England has been hampered more or less to the pres-

ent time. And now Mr. Gladstone, with his characteristic good sense, pro-

poses small farming as a remedy for the present ills of England. In short,

he advises them to turn horticulturists. Like Euripides of ancient Greece,

he believes it is the intelligent, refined homes of the horticulturists that save

the nation.

A gentleman, e.xpensively educated in Europe, took his fortune in his

hand, crossed the ocean, and settled on a Brazillian coffee plantation. Clos-

ing his eyes and heart to the beauties of nature and her ample resources, he

soon became entirely absorbed in his solitary pursuit. His coffee plants,

which were subjected to endless experiments simply for his own profit, his
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^laborers,
which to him were a part of his machinery, and his accumulating

fortune claimed his entire attention, and prevented him from taking any in-

terest in the world, its doings, or necessities. Being intelligent, and natur-

ally j)rogressive, his new ideas, expensive machinery, and wonderful achieve-

ments were the astonishment not delight of his neighbors.' For as he grew
rich, they grew poor. He literally absorbed everything around him. The

neglected grounds, and smileless faces of his poorer neighbors told too truly

the secret of his success.

Neither the farm nor the plantation nor the ranch should be a place of

drudgery and unthinking, monotonous toil. Work, hard work, there

must be. But this is incident to any undertaking, moral, mental or physi-

cal. But labor, to be improving, as well as remunerative, must not only be

connected Avilh thought, study and research, but with recreative diversity.

Every farm, large or small, should combine the delicate, attractive duties of

horticulture, which can hardly be separated from floriculture, with the

sterner duties of agriculture. The former is to the latter what light is to

the landscape, the sparkling stone to the golden crown, the linished capital

to the fluted colunm, the brilliant rainbow to the darkening cloud; a final

touch, giving a charm of grace to the plain necessities of life. Here woman
finds ample scope for the free exercise of her taste and skill. Our Brazillian

friend was a bachelor. But had there been deft fingers to encircle his am-

ple porch with carefully trained vines
;
had his lawn been dotted here and

there with beautiful plants and brilliant flowers, creating a delicious com-

mingling of love and admiration; had vases of fragrant bloom been placed

with careful negligence about the house, to attract his attention and arrest

his sordid thoughts, think you he could have worshi]ied gold for its own
sake with the same devo*^ion, and remained as indiflerent to the interests of

those about him ? Never I

As a recreation, horticulture can be engaged in by old and young, rich and

poor, learned and unlearned, alike, producing pleasure without alloy, and

unrivaled sweets without treachery. O, the blessed influence of nature's

growth! Silent, constant, progressive. Nature creates no antagonisms, no

resentment. Rivalry, envy, strife, jealousy, find no food for growth here.

And unlike most other pursuits, every effort brings its own reward, from

the cultivation of a single plant, shrub or iree, to the magnificent extent and

proi)ortion of a Shaw's Botanical Garden. With loving care, such as a child

may give, a plant will develop the same beauty of flower, the same perfection

of fruit, and teach the same lessons by the cottage of the poor as by the pal-

ace of the millionaire. In this God is verily no respecter of persons.

The weary mother turns from her perplexing household cares to her

plants, the ofl's])ring of her forethought and skill, and (inds in the care of

them a solace and a comfort, and restful inspiration not connected with any
other duty. With every draught of water, every pruning process, some new

development, some unexpected beauty is ])resente(l, to charm dull care away,

to lighten the burden of life, and inspire the heart with lio]ie and courage.
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E-lucation of any sort, based on philanthropic and Christian principles,

elevates. Horticulture, whether engaged in as a business or recreation, car-

ries with it its own great moral and scientific lessons, lessons which never

have to be learned anew under a more competent successor. And yet vari-

ety, not monotony, is the rule. Day follows night with mathematical pre

cision, and yet no two days are alike. The seasons succeed each other in

regular order throughout the centuries, and yet how definitely the seasons

stand out in the memory, distinguished for heat or cold, rain or sunshine, or

the perfect combination of these elements. Nature never travels in a rut;

yet seed time and harvest are as sure as the sun itself, and seed put into

the ground will produce its own again. But it is in the power of man to in-

crease the yield, improve the kind, and even to produce new varieties. The

results of horticulture stand next to creation itself. There seems absolutely

no limit to improvements or new achievements.

College education to be of avail on the farm must be underlaid and over-

laid and inwrought with good, practical common sense. One may be able

to elucidate the most obscure passages of the grand old Greek and Roman
writers, he may be able to walk boldly side by side with the ablest mathema-
ticians and astronomers, yea, he may understand all mystery and all knowl-

edge, and yet not be able to intelligently direct the cultivation of a hill of

potatoes. Such common, matter of fact, every day things have had no claim

upon his lofty intellect. It may be said this is an extreme case
; happy for

our country that it is so.

And yet these cases are not so very rare. Doubtless every one present has

in mind one or more who would answer to this description. Impractical law-

yers, doctors, ministers
; impractical merchants, mechanics and teachers. We

often hear it said of these men, they are well educated, why so little success in

life? Because they are more familiar with printers' ink than with nature.

Books, musty and modern, have been their companions.
" Sermons in stones

and books in running brooks" have never caught their attention. But let

one of this class take hold of horticulture if we want to see the absurdity of

a theoretical versus a practical education.

There comes to mind a gentleman bearing the highest collegiate honors.

This was followed b\' comjjrehensive preparation for the ministry. But his

lofty mind soared so far above the masses with whom he had to do, that short

pastorals were inevitable. At length he thought to turn his attention to

fancy farming, in which {he had read) was bound up the fortune which would

maintain his rapidlj' increasing and expensive family. He took no hints

from nature. Soil, surface, surroundings were of no consideration. He
studied catalogues. Everything was to be Utopian. The landscape gardener
was called in. Lawn and garden were laid out in the most astonishing pat-

terns. Imported seeds and bulbs only met his approval. Rare exotics and

the choicest plants and vegetables of his own country only were fit to adorn

his grounds and tickle his palate. Fast horses, fancy stock, gay plumaged
fowls took their place as superadded ornaments. He read about getting
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ahead of nature in the use of cold frames and hot bed. He decided to aston-

ish his rural neighbors by untimely lettuce and radishes. All this was well

enough, but neither farm nor garden can be wound up and set going like

an eight-day clock. One of the most practical lessons in husbandry is uni-

form diligence. While he and his family were riding through the country in

their luxurious carriage, things did not take care of themselves. He set in mo-

tion a great variety of operations, but they lacked a balance indeed. With all

his boasted knowledge of astronomy, meteorology and kindred subjects, he

failed to note the proper time for transplanting, cultivating and harvesting.

A very genius in mathematics, he failed to keep the balance between expense
and income, debt and credit, interest and discount. These problems he did

not solve. The result, not the one aimed at, but bankruptcy, was soon

reached. Instead of a blessing he became a laughing stock in the commu-

nity. Like our first parents, he educated the people negatively.

Let us take another picture, just as true to facts as the above. An educated

merchant, wishing freedom from indoor toil and constant contact with the

varying phases of human nature, bought a farm, the cultivated portion of

which was a tangled mass of brush, weeds, half used straw-stacks, decaying

rails, unkempt orchard, and an accumulation of rubbish generally. Having
been from boyhood a close observer of nature, he saw at a glance that she

had been lavish in her expenditures and adornments, which the slovenly far-

mer had not been able to obliterate. First began the work of renovation.

Father, mother, son and daughter, down to the little four year old, lent a

helping hand. A beautiful shade tree took the place of the rickety chicken

coop, not ten feet from the house. A rose bush superseded the ash barrel.

All the appliances for soap making were removed to a more quiet corner.

The bonlire made up of front yard adornments was magniiicent, and the

children wished there was more. The pigs and chickens soon came to under-

stand that their proper place was about the barnyard. The bare ground was

soon covered with a carpet of green. The soil of the garden, field, knoll and

ravine were carefully examined to know what vegetable, grain or tree best

adapted to certain localities. Succession of garden and held crops were sys-

tematically arranged, to make the most of a season and keep the soil in best

condition. The family did not leave behind them the polish and culture of

refined society, but this was all so thoroughly enveloped by a social, neigh-

borly interest that the hearts of their rural friends were won. They began

to enjoy the new state of things, and soon found that nothing, in the way of

cultivation or expense, had been undertaken but what they themselves could

do. Little by little the surrounding farms ))egan to t;xke on a more cheerful

a.spect. Weeds no longer had things all their own way. Neighborhood (juar-

rels about line fences and unruly cattle settled themselves and were forgot-

ten. Order and tlirift took the place of carelessness and negligence.

i:ven the district school was startled into new life by the introduction of

new faces and new voices. The hum-drum routine of school life, without

progress and without interest, began to be oppressive to the children. The
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new comer complimentarily suggested that they had the material for the

best school in the county, why not have the best teacher. One was procured
and retained. The prophetic suggestion was fulfilled. In two years it actu-

ally became the banner school of the county, taking the greatest number and

highest premiums in the educational department at the county fair, and

gaining rich laurels at the State fair. From this school have gone out seven

successful teachers. Eight have taken or are taking a college course. The
farms are still improving. Wealth is increasing. Literary attainments and
social refinement satisfy the aspirations of the young. And farm life, con-

ducted on scientific, horticultural principles, is fast taking precedence of

trades and professions in that community.
How many such hamlets scattered throughout the length and breadth of

this Mississippi valley are waiting the magnetic presence of some common
sense, energetic, unselfish family to stir them into life and give directions to

willing hearts and ready hands. There is no place of equal size on the face

of the earth better adapted to the highest perfection of horticulture than this

magnificent valley, containing, as it does, the most wonderful combination
of climate, soil, vegetables, flowers, trees, birds, minerals, animals, and every

description of the choicest building materials—just the place where we may
strive with a laudable ambition to regain the lost Eden. The successful

continuance of this Association will be a strong factor in elevating the stan-

dard of horticulture by discussing and printing the best and newest and
most profitable things to do, and the best way of doing them.

Scientific farming has developed a literature all its own. Some of the most

ably conducted journals in this country and in England are devoted mainly
to the interests of horticulture. These journals are often the entering wedge
for high intellectual attainments. As soon as a community of farmers is

made to realize the possibilities within their grasp, they naturally want to

know the best way of doing things for profit and for beauty. This necessity
creates a demand for a magazine club or a circulating library. Finding
themselves impeded by a lack of early education, they no longer confidingly
trust their children to the care of strangers, who may possibly see more in

their money than their children. They know for themselves whether a proper
foundation is being laid for their sons and daughters. This, in turn, stimu-

lates the young people, and literary societies and debating clubs are formed.

They begin to take on refinement of manners
;
art is studied ; farm decora-

tion, house decoration and personal adornment follow in due time. Church
and state, private charities and missionary interest receive attention and sup-
port. The whole community is transformed from a number of uninteresting,
illiterate farmer families to a community of refined intelligence. There has

been no lack of honest toil, but when we work with nature intelligently there

is nothing to blunt the sensibilities nor dwarf the soul. Every day there is

some new development of the creative power. The opening of the earth by
the tiny leaf, the unfolding of a flower, the ripening of the fruit, the growth
and perfection of an edible root—every thing is calculated to develop, elevate
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and purify the mind and heart of man. And from such communities and

such surroundings often come our strongest, truest, purest pubhc men; men
that the nation delights to own and honor.

Horticulture is progressive in a material sense. Scores of instances could

be cited where a slip of geranium or begonia, given by a loving. friend and

placed in a teapot or old fruit can, has been the beginning of a grand suc-

cess. The slip grows, and delicately suggests better quarters. A vase is pro-

cured. Then it lovingly hints companionship. One by one other plants take

their places in the little window. Natural growth and successive additions

soon call for more room. Then extra care and diligence are given to garden,

field, fruit and fowl that extra dollars may be saved for the coveted bay win-

dow. It is soon radiant from top to bottom with the happy plants. The lesson

of economical thrift is not lost. The intelligent cultivation and disposal of

fruits, vegetables and grain, soon puts the farmer in condition to gratify the

growing desire of the family for a new house with conservatory. This cre-

ates a quiet demand for choice plants, at quiet prices, simply covering cost.

Cut flowers are freely given for festive and funeral occasions. The demand

grows, and with it the necessity for market prices. The farmer sees there is

money in it. A green-house is suggested and carried into execution. A
lucrative business is established, which carries a benediction with it into

thousands of homes.

In the Floral Guide for '83 a son of the late lamented Vick says :

" Well

do I remember the time when father brought his whole day's mail home in

his pocket, the next morning carrying his seeds to the office in a small mar-

ket basket; and published a four-page catalogue. Last winter we mailed

nearly a quarter of a million of Floral Guides, 130 pages each; receiving some

days over three thousand letters, and requiring several wagons to carry

freight and express packages, and more than one wagon every day to take

the seeds bagged and stamped to the postal car. All these changes he lived

to see, and yet amidst all his cares he was never too busy to wear a cheerful

face, say a kind word, or give a bit of friendly advice."

If any one department is more soul-inspiring or better calculated to draw

out and awake to new life the spiritual nature, it is the cultivation and

growth, or even the simple presence of trees. No farmer can ailord to do

without the educating iniluencc of trees; not only ornamental and fruit

trees, but a woodland, a grove, a forest; and if nature has not supplied these,

or if the desecrating hand of man has shorn you of your richest blessing,

then Gov. Furnas and Prof. Lazenby will give you definite instruction just

how to proceed to secure this boon. It will require faith, patience and pub- .

lie spirit to start an enterprise that will take ten, fifteen or fifty years to com-

plete. But aside from the important part it plays in our landscapes, and its

usefulness in the arts and economies of life, and its climatic eflects, every
farmer's family needs the restful, heart-lifting influence of the forest. The

groves were God's first temples, and they are just as pure to-day as when they

crowned the hills of Paradise, and during all the intervening ages they have

offered a sacred retreat where man may meet the heavenly influences.
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The sacred writers and Christ himself were devout students of nature.

Most of their incomparable illustrations and happiest truths were drawn
from the s] reading tree, the cultivated field, the sower of seed, the household

garden, the ripening fruit, the tender vine, and even the withering grass and
the fading flower. The Sweet Singer of Israel seems to have found the high-
est place in the heart of nature. His inimitable psalms are fraught with her
tender breathings and her bounding pulsations. The pure in heart are com-

pared to a tree planted by the rivers of water, and the wicked to chaff. He
sees the hill to skip like lambs and the trees to clap their hands in praise of

the great Creator.

Thus we see that nature, intelligently interpreted, touches every part of

our being.

Horticulture is a copartnership, with Nature as senior partner ;
and what-

ever dividends are declared, as the years go round, enrich the individual

farmer and the world. As a rule the amount of this dividend depends upon
the intelligent co-operation of the farmer. One law of Nature is order; the

farmer must obey it. Another is methodical, systematic thoroughness. Due
regard to this will prove the philosopher's stone, with which to secure the

golden future.

As man's inventive genius continues to bring to his aid labor-saving ma-

chinery, almost automatic in its perfection, the compact rises in importance,
and is commanding the admiration of the world. We seem to be entering
upon a new civilization, which demands of us greater intelligence and a

higher education to meet its requirements. This means a happiness in our

homes, a satisfaction in our labor, and a prosperity in our calling far above
what we now enjoy.
Then let us not hesitate, as an association, to raise the standard of culture

high, and yet higher, until horticulture, in all its varied departments, shall

universally be acknowledged as standing pre-eminent among the great in-

dustries of the world as an educator of the people.

Mr. Ohnier, of Ohio—Very many good and valuable papers have
been read before this Society. None are more deserving than this^.

I move a vote of thanks for this paper.

A standing vote was called for, and it was unanimous.

The President—I think we should always give time for one or

two papers from ladies. At Nev/ Orleans we had two papers of

this kind, and we thought that hour was the best one spent there.

I think you will consider this hour the best one spent in Kansas

City.

Mr. Johnson, of Kansas—Several of us were afraid that a mis-

understanding would grow out of the action, or want of action, this
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forenoon, in regard to extending this Society to other localities. I

present the following :

Whereas, Horticulturists recognize the entire world as their field, and all man-

kind as their fellow-workers; and,

Whereas, The great importance of the various branches of horticulture de-

mands the fullest information obtainable from any and all localities having expe-

rience, that the greatest good may result to all lovers of "the art that doth mend
nature

;

"
therefore.

Resolved, That, to further this end, our President and Secretary be, and are

hereby instructed to invite the horticulturists of every State, Territory and Prov-

ince in America to co-operate with the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society,

and participate in its meetings and exercises.

The resolution was adopted.

The President—Now, ladies and gentlemen, the transition is

rather a sudden one, from this most excellent paper of Mrs. Tryon
to one which must discuss practical, every-day questions, and in

which there will be no room for anything but business. We
must devote time now to fruit packages.

E. T. Hollister, of St. Louis, was introduced and read the follow-

ing :

THE BEST FRUIT PACKAGES.

BY E. T. HOLLISTER, OF MISSOURI.

/Next to the successful production of fruits and vegetables, the most im-

portant matter to be consideied by the horticulturist is how to place them

upon the market so as to realize the greatest amount of profit from them,

and to do so he must ascertain the kind of package that will carry them to

market in the best condition, and be the most acceptsible to the purchaser,

for he is the one from whom your income is derived, and the one who really

dictates what you must produce and how you must handle and pack it; and

it has now become an almost absolute necessity that the horticulturists of all

sections of the country should adopt a imiform style of package, so that a

dealer in ordering goods from any market may know exactly what he is go-

ing to get, thus avoiding the losses and disappointments that are liable to

occur from the u.so of diflfercnt styles and sizes of packages.
The most important article upon our list is the apple, an article that is to

be found in the market at all seasons of the year, is wanted in almost every
market in the world, and enters into more general u.se than any other article

produced by the fruit grower.
Years ago, when almost the only fruit growing district in the West was

what is now known as tho 'Alton District," the lime barrel containing ten
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}>ecks, being the most convenient low-priced package to be obtained, was

adopted as the standard apple barrel, and, as other sections of the West came

into line, the same sized barrel was used, making the two and a half bushel

barrel standard in the country bordering upon the Mississippi river.

Gradually the facilities for transportation increased, and our apples yearly

came more and more into competition with those from Indiana, Michigan,
New York and other States, where the three bushel barrel was in general

use, and the Western dealer soon learned that it was impossible for him to

sell his
"
pony

"
barrel by the side of the full sized package, and that he was

forced to take a back seat and accept a price much below that of his Eastern

neighbor, principally because of the fact that the transportation companies
had agreed upon a standard of one hundred and fifty pounds weight for a

barrel of apples, and the buyer who wanted to ship his fruit a long distance

was enabled to transport twenty per cent, more fruit for the same amount of

money, and always refused to accept the small barrel except at a price suffi-

ciently low to overcome this difference in transportation.

Then commenced a contest between the dealer and the producer, the for-

mer demanding three bushels and the latter declining to furnish over two

and a half bushels for a barrel, until the dealer was forced to purchase his

apples by the bushel, thus accomplishing the same end, until the producer
became accustomed to the full sized package, and at the present time the

barrel in use all over the country is the size of a flour barrel, containing
three bushels of apples.

Therefore we will say, always pack your apples in bright, new, and if pos-

sible, flat-hooped, three bushel barrels, lining both heads neatly with the cut

head liner, which can be obtained in almost every city of anj^ size, and the

result will be seen in the increased size of your pocket book when your fruit

has been disposed of.

The pear is shipped in various styles of package, according to quality and

the demands of the market in which they are to be sold.

Our experience has taught us that fine selections of this fruit, such as are

in demand for the fruit stands or table use, sell best when wrapped and

packed in the style of box used by the California growers, which has a head

eight and a half by twelve, and slats nineteen inches long, while the culls and

common varieties may be shipped in third-bushel boxes or barrels.

Peaches, for long distance, carry best in third-bushel boxes, as that style of

])ackage will stand more rough handling and carry the goods to a distant

market in better condition than any other; but fine peaches, not intended

for reshipment, may be matured upon the tree and carried to market in peck

baskets, covered with tarleton, and enclosed in light frames or crates, to pre-

vent the fruit from becoming bruised, in which shape they are almost sure to

meet a quick and remunerative demand.

Strawberries, and that class of fruits, should be packed in full dry-measure

quart boxes, twenty-four in a case, as that is the most convenient size and

10
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weight for transportiition, and not too large for any dealer of any conse-

quence to dispose of to advantage.
In making up the quart boxes, the tacks should always be driven upon an

iron surface, so that the points shall become well clinched
; and, when the

Hallock or square box is used, be certain to use a sufficient number of tacks

to prevent the bottom from falling down, making the box appear to be slack

filled, crushing the berries in the lower box and greatly depreciating their

value.

When making up the Leslie, or long box, always place the checked side of

the bottom upward, otherwise it is liable to break down with the same result.

Berry boxes should, in all cases, be made up a sufficient length of time be-

fore they are needed for use, to enable them to become thoroughly seiisoned,

otherwise they are certain to arrive in the market in a heated condition,

making it impossible to sell them, except to a second-class trade at a second-

class price; and many a poor commission merchant has been accused of neg-
lect or dishonesty because of the lack of a knowledge of this fact upon the

part of the shipper ;
and here permit me to say that all fruit and vegetable

packages should be thoroughly seasoned before bemg used, for the same

reason.

The red raspberry, being of a more delicate nature, should be packed in

the shallow pint box, and is now almost universally shipped in twenty-four-

pint cases.

Plums, apricots, nectarines and other articles of this class, carry and sell

well in the third-bushel box, and tomatoes should always go to market in

the same style of package.

For grapes, the most convenient and best selling package known is a ten-

pound basket with a wooden cover that extends over each end, tucks under

the hoop, and is fastened with a tack. These baskets may be piled one ujjon

another without crushing the grapes, and are now in almost universal use in

all the large grape-grcwing districts.

String beans and green peas should be shipped in bushel boxes, and canta-

loupes, or nutmeg melons, in crates containing one dozen melons, the size of

the package being determined by the size of the melons.

In all cases avoid the use of return packages, as they are expensive, re-

quiring a considerable outlay at the beginning of the season, and are seldom

returned to the producer until the season is over, and then in a dilapidated

condition, making it necessary to repair and store them until the next crop

is ready for market, when they have become so stained and weather-beaten

as to render them uninviting to the eye of the purchaser, and, consequently,

an unprofitable package in which to market your products.

The third-bushel box that is the best adapted to the use of the horticultur-

ist is the one of whirh the side is composed of a single piece, as the openings

at the corners aflbrd sufficient ventilation, and the fruit is not so liable to be-

come damaged as that packed in the box with two .slats upon the side.

When placing your fruits or vegetables upon the market, always place
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them in new, bright, well and neatly made packages, avoiding those of odd

size, shape, or second-hand, never permitting your barrels or boxes to be ex-

posed to the effects of the sun or rain
;
ever bearing in mind the fact that

your goods must be exposed for sale in competition with those of other pro-

ducers, and that a neat, bright package will, m every case, attract the eye of

a buyer before that of your less careful neighbor, is the first to sell, and usu-

ally at the best price.

The President—This paper is full of weighty subjects.

Mr. Munson, of Texas—I would like to propose a vote of thanks

for this paper. It will afford information, if heeded, which will do

fruit growers more good than any other paper I have heard.

As the report of the Committee on Packages was not ready, the

discussion on this paper was deferred for awhile, and a paper was

read by E. H. Williams, of Indiana.

31r. Williams—At the meeting at New Orleans was, perhaps, the

first time commission men and horticulturists were brought together.

There I got the sobriquet of crown-borer, from some remarks I

made, so I am in favor of the Committee on Nomenclature.

THE VALUE OF CAREFUL PACKING AND HANDLING.

BY E. H. WILLIAMS, OF INDIANA.

The subject assigned me is not of my own selection, and is one that would

seem useless before a convention composed of such men as are here assem-

bled. Yet it is given me as the task to the "
galley slave," and I am expected

to present a paper upon it, although it may be as poorly prepared as some of

the fruit consigned to us. Yet it is a subject that has a very important place

in horticulture.

I also realize the fact that we are but a representative body, and that the

information gained by the papers and discussions in this convention pass

under the hand of our able Secretary, and are carefully compiled in book

form for the benefit of the amateur and imperfect horticulturist, so that if

what I may say is of but little information to those present, it may be to

others.

A man becomes a self-made fool when he thinks he has learned all there is

to learn. But while not in that condition, we are all liable to pick up truth

and information from almost any one and on any topic, as few have ever been

exhausted. We must all agree in the old adage,
" that what is worth doing

at all is worth doing well," and there is nothing this more aptly applies to

than the handling of fruit.

It is not so hard a matter to raise fruit as to prepare it for market. How
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often do we see orchards filled with the finest of fruit and not marketable.

The grower, perhaps, may have tried, but the poor results, owing to the fact

that lie had no knowledge of how to prepare his fruit, has discouraged him.

When wc realize that from one-fourth to one-third of the selling price of our

fruit is added to it by preparing it for the ma/ket we see its importance.
Much of the fruit received in market bears evidence of having been tine

fruit, yet the way in which it was prepared destroyed largely its value. And
from this arises much of the dissatisfaction to the shipper. He claims his

fruit to be as good as his neighbor's, and yet the returns are much less, and

at once the commission man is denounced as dishonest and has to stand the

blame that should rest on the consignor.
Then there is another class that endeavor to practice economy by using

old, or rough, irregular packages, and seem to think because their fruit is

fine it will require no pains in putting up, all of which takes from instead of

adding to its value.

Let your wife or sweetheart dress in neat, clean attire and she is admired

by all, but attired in a slovenly and dirty niinner, and no one admires. So
with your fruit. Display it in neat form and it is desired, otherwise it is not.

No, gentlemen ;
there is no part of fruit raising pays so largely for the la-

bor as putting it in shai)e for market, and in that lies much of your success.

Don't be afraid of spending money for neat packages, as it adds more to the

fruit than it costs.

THE GATHERING OF FRUIT.

The strawberry should never be picked while wet. The picker sliould be

provided with a tray holding from four to six quart boxes (if they can be

shaded the better). All over-ripe fruit should be put in a box by itself, for

home use or market, but never for shii){)ing, the small, imjjerfect berries

in another, and kept separate. When brought in, the boxes should be in-

spected, filled up full, and set in as cool a place as you have until ready to

crate. Then each grade of fruit should be crated by itself, and the stencil of

the consignee placed on each {;rate, also a stencil No. 1 or 2, designating the

grade of fruit. The number of your stencil soon becomes known, and the

reputation of your fruit becomes established according as you are honest in

putting it up.

Let me say in this connection that I doubt the propriety of branding with

your private .stencil, for this reason : Your commission man always goes by
the number of your stencil, and then your address is often C()i)ied by unre-

liable parties, and you get into trouble. He makes you large quotjitions, and

tells you his facilities and advantages over all others for getting high prices,

and persuades you to change just at a time your fruit is becoming estab-

lished in the hands of your regular house. He makes you big returns, and

gets you to solicit others on the strength of his good sales, until he has your

confidence, and you find out only too late that you have been beaten. I do

not say this is always the case, but mmy times it is. Any good, reliable
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house will make you more money in the end, than to keep changing as each

may flatter you with big prices. The better way is to select your houses in

such cities as you expect to ship to, and continue with them through the

season.

I leave this, however, for discussion. After your fruit is carefully crated

and marked, it should be taken to point of shipment in a spring wagon, and

never in a jolt wagon, as the latter jolts and packs the fruit down, bruising

it, and thus rendering it less liable to carry safely. Care should also be taken

with the fruit while awaiting transportation, that it does not sit either in the

sun or rain. It should enter the car in as dry and cool condition as possible.

What has been said of the strawberry will apply to the raspberry, except

to the red, which should be shipped in pint boxes, with same surface as the

quart box.

Grapes ship best in five or ten pound baskets; or, for long shipment, when

properly packed, they carry and sell well in stands of four trays each—a

tray containing twelve to fifteen pounds. The dry grapes should be picked

off, and where the bunch is poorly filled, it is best to discard it, and the good

ones packed in with care, and as tight as possible without bruising.

Peaches, pears and earlj' apples sell best in one-third bushel boxes. Peaches

and pears should be carefully picked, and all over-ripe fruit discarded, and

each variety packed by itself, and of uniform size. The fruit should be laid

in the boxes carefully, pressed in so that when the lid is nailed on the fruit

can not move. When so packed it carries a long distance. This style of

packing will also apply to tomatoes, always bearing in mind that it is dan-

gerous to pack either fruit or vegetables while wet.

I find many raising early apples, and some even later varieties, who allow

them to drop off or shake them, which only indicates wa^t of knowledge in

the business, or a degree of carelessness that a few ventures ought to remedy.
Fruit so gathered seldom realizes enough to pay for handling.

Fall and winter apples should be carefully picked, and packed m new bar-

rels, placing the first layer in the bottom of the barrel, with the stems down,

using only average sized fruit; then fill up carefully until full, shaking the

barrel gently once or twice while filling. Fill well to the top of the staves;

put on the head, and press into place with lever or screw. After the head

is nailed in, turn the barrel and mark plainly the variety of fruit. No fruit

or vegetables should be mixed in packing, as no two varieties cook or eat

alike, and it only diminishes the value of your goods.

Great care should be observed in marking, so that when received by your
commission man, he knows at once the varieties, and puts on sale without

delay those least liable to keep. If not marked, he has no knowledge of his

stock. A customer comes in and calls for certain varieties, but the seller

does not know whether he has it in stock or not; in a short time he dis-

covers some ripe varieties, which could have been sold if known to be in

stock, decaying badly, and they are at once rushed on the market, only to

be slaughtered.
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Apples should never be poured in a barrel loose, as they shake around in

the barrel and open up slack lilled, bruised and unsalable. A very little

pains in packing adds much to selling of your fruit. To illustrate : A party

shipped us four barrels of Maiden's-Blush, in sugar barrels, poured in loose.

When received they were badly bruised, yet showed that it had been fine

fruit. A price was placed upon it, but it was rejected as not being
worth the money. After standing around all day it was rolled into the

house, carefully assorted and repacked in ordinary apple barrels. After

throwing out the bruised and discolored fruit, there was enough to fill four

ordinary barrels, which were put on sale the next morning and were taken,,

in a short time, at one dollar per barrel advance of what was asked when re-

ceived. The work of repacking was the work of about thirty minutes. I

wrote the party, complaining of his packing, and his excuse was he did not

have time; yet we made four dollars U)Y him in thirty minutes. Now I

don't know what he was engaged in, but if he could make more than four

dollars in thirty minutes it must have been profitable work.

A case, almost similar, occurred only last week. I might say, though, we
do not make a practice of repacking our shippers' fruit, but sell it for what

it will bring in the condition in which it is when put up.

Fruit, poured into a barrel, all varieties mixed together, only shows a slov-

enly and unprofitable way of doing business; and a man so shipping seldom

realizes what he expected for his fruit.

Another radical evil we have to contend with is dishonest packing. The
fruit is put up with every evidence of being line stock

;
but after taking about

a half bushel out of the barrel, it only reveals the deception, and is not worth

one-half what the first impression would convey. To such an extent is this

practiced, in apples especially, that in many markets it is hard to go and buy
an honest car of fruit. Some States, however, seeing the injurious effect of

such practices, have been grading their fruit into firsts and seconds. Fruit,

so packed, meets with ready sale at good prices. This practice is becoming
quite common in Michigan, and should be followed by all other States.

I know of but one way to remedy the evil, and that is for commission men

receiving such stock to sell at the i)rice of the lowest grade, and when the

shipper learns that deception is a losing game he will discontinue it. Much
of this fruit, however, has been purchased by innocent parties, and they are

compelled to carry out the deception or lose money.
It also has a bad efifect on the market, not only in creating tlistrust, but

largely diminishes sales. Parties who retail such fruit say they invariably
lose money. They find after selling out a i)art of a barrel the fruit is so in-

ferior that their customers will do without before paying even cost price,

and in this way consumption is largely reduced. This deccjition is not only
in apples, but is practiced in other fruits, especially bo.x: fruits.

I believe the horticultural interests of this great Mississippi Valley de-

man<l of this Society a severe rebuke on all <lccej)tion, and that we should

u.se our l)est endeavors to remedy this evil, and wbrn it is done, Mr. Presi-
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dent, the relation between buyer and seller, between the consignor and the

consignee will be much more pleasant and satisfactory, and I think I speak

advisedly when I saj^ that any commission man will take pride in giving his

shipper all the information and assistance he can in aiding him to prepare
his fruits and vegetables for market. The idea that commission men are all

thieves and rascals is a mistaken one. That there are dishonest and unreli-

able ones is true, but with proper care it is not necessary to fall in with such.

But a true commission man knows his interest and success is identical with

the grower; what militates to your success adds to his.

And I believe, Mr. President, that the success of this Society and the ad-

vancement of horticulture is to be brought about largely by the united effort

and the interchanging of ideas, and this, sir, between the grower and the

seller; and I am glad to know that in this association are men of broad views

and large experience, and that in the no distant future we shall see the hor-

ticultural interest in this great valley second to no other branch of agricul-

ture, and that through this association it will be elevated to that position that

our boys, yea, our girls, will delight to engage in it as one of the most pleas-

ant, honorable and profitable of pursuits.

NEW ORLEANS EXHIBITION.

Ex-Gov. Furnas, of the Committee on New Orleans Exhibition,

submitted the following report:

Your committee, appointed to report on the matter of the New Orleans Exposi-

tion, waiving usual formal preambles and resolutions, recommend for adoption as

follows :

1. Tlie approval and indorsement by this Association of the New Orleans Expo-

sition, as also the action and labor of our President, Earle, thus far in connection

therewith, fully believing that none other than great good to the whole country can

be the final result; to this end,

2. The Governors of States, not having already done so, be urged to appoint com-

missioners, as provided by act of Congress, and in addition one or more agents or

managers in each State, whose duty more specially it shall be to work up an inter-

est and collect products designed for exhibition.

3. That all interested be reminded that under the law appointments of commis-

sions must be made on or before February 10. 1884.

4. That all States be earnestly recommended to place on exhibition all products

of soil, art, manufacture, etc., in which they are respectively interested
; especially

that agricultural and horticultural associations do so.

5. To remind pomological organizations that with present cold storage facilities,

especially as i^rovided in New Orleans, and with care received in gathering and

shipping, many of the earlier varieties of fruits can be carried into the winter ex-

hibition, as well as those naturally belonging to that season.

6. That as soon as may be, the earlier the better, the Director General be invited

to convene commissioners and others representing various State organizations and
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interests, for consultation, that concert of action and good results may be the more

certainly- secured.

7. That as local societies and organizations of themselves can do t)ut little, com-

paratively, in this enterprise, that aid ot' State autlu)rities be earnestly invoked.

8. That the attention of States seeking population ami cajiital be called to the

many advantages obtained by the taking part in and exhibiting produce on such

occasions as the coming exposition, as has been practically demonstrated by statis-

tics of certain States exhibiting and not exhibiting at the late United States Cen-

tennial Exposition, namely, Kansas and Minnesota. The former wisely expended
about §40,000 in exhibiting and advertising at the Centennial. The latter did

nothing. At the end of five years following the Centennial Kansas addeii 403,050

to her population, Minnesota 283,366; Kansas to her taxable wealth, $1 '22,723,391 ;

Minnesota, $39,204,799. Comment would be unnecessary.

Robert W. Furnas, Nebraska, Gkorge Y. Johnson, Kansas,

Oliveh OiLMs, jr., Minnesota, J. C. EvANS, Missouri,

S. II. NowLiN, Arkansas, D. S. Gkimes, Colorado,

L. A. Williams, Iowa, N. Ohmer, Ohio,

C. W. Garfield, Michigan, S. Joiinson, Indiana,

A. D. Webh, Kentucky, D. W. Beadle, Ontario,

J. M. Smith, Wisconsin, T. \'. Munson, Texas,

W. C. Barry, New York, A. C. Hammond, Illinois,

J. E. Porter, Tennessee, S. M. Wiggins, Louisiana,

J. J. CoLMANT, Mississippi, Ma.t. Gaines, Alabama,
E. H. Hart, Florida, P. S. Bekckmans, Georgia.

Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota—The comparative figures given, be-

tween Kansas and Minnesota, can be made more aj)parent by

giving the rate of increase in wealth in the two States.

Col. Colman, of Missouri—One point I wish to speak of I con-

ceive the importance of this exhibition. I have met New Orleans

gentlemen and they recognize its importance. From their talk,

that is going to be a most wonderful affair, perhaps the best ever

made on this continent, and as far as fruit is concerned, the best in

the world. 1 think we have the right man in the right place at

the head of this Society to encourage it, the Earl of Horticulture.

If there is any State which surpa.sses any other, I think it is Mis-

souri. r»ut here is one trouble, our legislature will not convene

until after this exhibition is held. We have no way of raising

funds. It requires money and men. f am satisfied, if our legisla-

ture was in session, we could raise at least ^1,000, and sister States

could do likewise. Kan.sas might raise several times that much,
for they seem not to know the worth of money. Our State Society

will make a display, but how will we keep tip with Kansas when
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they have money? I expect they will eclipse us; yes, more, they

will come here to get the fruit, and eclipse us with our own fruit.

[Laughter.] I only throw out this because I expect you will sur-

pass us, but we will do our best. I hope, if I live, I will meet you
all there. It will be a visit which you will never regret.

The President—I wish to suggest that the management of the

exhibition, seeing that there will not be legislatures in session in

most States, depends on other measures. This World's Exhibition

has been recogaized by different governments. Director General

Major Burke, of New Orleans, will go to Washington and try to

get 'S 1,000 for each State in the Union. It is the duty of you here

to try to influence Congressmen, that we may be able to get this. I

am told that some States have made appropriations. Texas, I hear,

has. Now, if you will all take hold of this, you can do much

toward getting Congress to act for us.

Judge Newman, of Kansas—Col. Colman says that we, in Kan-

sas, do not know the value of money. I think we have shown

that we do by the way we have used it. He speaks of our coming
to Missouri to get fruits. If we can come here and find better fruit

than the people of Missouri can, and exhibit it and get the glory of

it, I think it is all right. [Laughter.]

Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota— I move that the papers of this city

publish this report in full, with the signatures of the committee, and

bring 200 copies ofeach paper, and we will take them off their hands.

By motion, the report was adopted.

On motion of Maj. N^owlin, of Arkansas, the following was

adopted :

Whereas, We recognize the importance of the coming World's Industrial Ex-

position, to be held in New Orleans, to every State of the Union, and especially to

the Mississippi valley ; and.

Whereas, It is impossible for many of the States to secure appropriations from

their legislatures in time to be made available for the purpose of making ex-

hibits of their resources on account of having no session of their legislature ;

therefore be it

Resolved. That it is the sense of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society,

that the Congress of the United States should make sufficient appropriation to each

State and Territory of the I'nion to enable such State or Territory to make a cred-

itable display of its resources at New Orleans, and that the Representatives of the

States comprising the territory of the Society should cordially support that meas-

ure.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FRUIT PACKAGES.

Mr. E. T. HoUister, of St. Louis, chairman of the Committee on

Fruit Packages, submitted the following :

Your committee, to whom was referred the subject of fruit packages, would re-

spectfully report :

That a uuiform size and style of package has now become an almost absolute ne-

cessity, and after consultation with parties from the various sections within the ju-

risdiction of this society, would recommend the adoption of the following sizes

and shapes as the best adapted to the general wants of the modern dealer.

Barrel, the size of a flour barrel, 28 inch stave, 17| inch head.

Bushel box, head 8x13 inches, slats 22 inches.

Third bushel, head 5x8 inches, slats 22 inches.

Quart box, oxo inches wide, 2h inches deep.

Pint box, 5x5 inches wide, lf\ inches deep.

Grape basket, an oblong ten-pound basket, with cover.

While your committee, in this report, have recommended the adoption of the

Ilallock or square quart berry box for the sake of uniformity, having ascertained

that a great majority of the boxes in use are of that variety, we find the Leslie, or

long box, finds favor in a great many markets, and, if properly made up, we

know of no objection to that style of package, except the inconvenience of storing

boxes of different sizes and shapes in the cars for transportation.

We would recommend the entire abandonment of return packages.

DISCUSSION ON FRUIT PACKAGES.

The President—I would like to ask Mr. Hollister if there is a

patent on the grape basket he recommends. If there is, I do not

think we should name it here. Otherwise it is all right.

Mr. Hollister, of Missouri— I have mentioned it as it is known

generally. That is the name of the basket. The patent may have

expired ;
1 do not know. They are made in several places.

Judge Newman—There are two sides to this question, that of the

producer and that of the consumer. What has been said .sets forth

very fully the interest of the producer. There are two maxims, one

to sell in the dearest market; the other to buy in the cheapest. I

am a consumer. I have to submit to the customs of the producer.

Do you not discriminate against any interests?

It was suggested that Judge Newman have tiie privilege of buy-

ing second class fruits, if he prefers it.
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The Secretary
—I think the name of the basket should not be

connected with this discussion. It is sufficient that Mr. Hollister

has mentioned it in his paper. Any legitimate reference in his pa-

per is all right.

3Ir. Bayliss, of Missouri—The two-and-a-half bushel barrel is

called a pony barrel. I think the three bushel one might be called

a draught horse. I think a two-and-three-fourths bushel barrel^ a

kind of trotter between the others, would be best.

The Secretary
—I think Michigan probably acted first in this di-

rection. 1 think they adopted the flour barrel size. We want to

establish a uniform system of measures. We want to use the same

everywhere. I think we should adopt the three bushel barrel.

Mr. Bayliss
—I think the apple is worthy of a case of its own.

Mr. Ohnier, of Ohio—AVe in Ohio have not succeeded in raising

enough apples for our own use. Apples come to Dayton from Kan-

sas, Missouri and other States, and I think many of the barrels

scarcely hold two-and-a-half bushels. We ought to compromise
and adopt one uniform size package for the Mississippi Valley.

Commission men have often told me, "Give us a small barrel of

pears, and we will give as much for it."

Mr. Williams, of Indiana—Mr. Ohmer's fruit is so well known

that people will take it any way. I have handled fruit for twelve

years, and my experience is that a small barrel will not bring as

much as a large one. I would adopt the flour barrel, for most bar-

rels are of that size. Where apples are not grown very much it

would be harder to get any other size. The idea that you get more

for small barrels is erroneous. All such assertions have a tendency

to injure the business.

Capt. Diehl, of Kansas—I fail to see how we are going to com-

promise, there are so many kinds now; therefore I think it should

be left for each State «to decide for itself.

Gov. Colman, of Missouri—I think we had better strike out all

relating to barrels in the report. We can recommend, but a man can

put his fruit in whatever barrel he prefers. But it is best for us to

have a standard. We would do well to gradually come to such.

Mr. Gilkerson, of Missouri—I think if our Society can do any-
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thing to establish a standard it should do it. We want our barrels

to be uniform.

The Secretary
—I think it is extremely desirable to reach a uni-

form measure. Any legislative body is more liable to make a mis-

take on this subject than we are. I think it is the duty of this

Society to recommend a uniform standard.

Capt. Diehl—I heartily indorse what our Secretary has said. 1

tind I can ship three bushel barrels as cheaply as other sizes.

3IaJ. Evans, of Missouri—Our State Society tried to agree upon
a uniform size. Our State legislature has a three bushel barrel law

on its statutes. I think the legislatures should leave this subject to

this Society.

3Ir. Johnson, of Kansas—This is about as important as any dis-

cussion we have had here. The apple is king of fruits. We would

like when we ship a barrel to know what it will be counted when

it gets to its destination. The recommendation of this Society is the

best way to get a uniform measure.

Mr. Smith, of New York—New York is not free from this same

difficulty. The size adopted by our legislature is a little less than

three bushels, and since that act was passed there has been dissatis-

faction.

Prof. Robson, of Kansas—We have listened to a valuable paper

this afternoon on the educational power of horticulture I always

thought that horticulture was a synonym of gentleness, honesty, etc.

I hope we will turn over a new leaf and not be concerned so much

about what is contained in a barrel, but give good measure, heaped

up. I wish to allude to what we see on the wall (pointing to the

letters on the wall, M. V. H. S., in memory of Dr. J. A. Warder).

He did not know that he had a pocket.

Maj. Ragan, of Missouri— I have been shipping apples for nearly

forty years. We used to have the two and a half bushel barrel.

Sometimes I had to take flour barrels. There was not so much com-

petition tlien, l)ut there was some confusion from having different

sizes. There are two reasons for preferring the three bushel barrel.

First, if I get rates for shipping at so much a barrel, I can sliip

three bushel barrels as cheaply as the two and a lialf Then there
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are certain gauges for cutting barrel heads. If you vary from this

there is some trouble to get material. A person writes me for so

many car loads. I say I can furnish them at so much a barrel. If

the barrel is a small one, he may refuse to take them. I think this

Society should adopt a standard. It will have its influence. We
are better fitted to do it than the legislatures.

Mr. Ohmer—This same subject was discussed at the last meeting
of the Ohio State Society. It was referred to a committee. If New
York and Michigan are packing in three bushel barrels, and this

Society adopts the same, I think it will decide it for Ohio. The

fact that a flour barrel can be had anywhere is a great item. I sold

my pears at so much a bushel. The man wanted them put in small

barrels and he had to wait, because he could not get small barrels.

I mention this to show that it often causes trouble and delay.

Mr. Durand, of Missouri—As three bushels can be shipped as

cheaply as two and a half, and the barrels bought as cheaply, I favor

the three bushel barrel.

The President—Will you indulge me a short time ? I proposed
this reform yesterday because I thought it important. I am sorry

there are no commission men here from Chicago. It is the largest

apple market in the world. As they are not here I will speak for

them. I do not think there are any on Water street that would not

indorse the recommendation of the committee. The two and three-

fourths or two and one-half bushel barrels are given a back place

in the stores. Unpopular packages are going to be left, while

those which meet the popular approval will be sold. I think it is

poor policy to adopt any but the one which now has the majority.

This will not be compulsory. It is simply educational.

Ex- Gov Furnas, of Nebraska—You have said nearly all that I

intended to say. We are not a legislature and can only recom-

mend.

Gov. Colman—I would like to hear from Mr. Bayliss.

Mr. Bayliss
—My experience is, that many going out to purchase

apples by the barrel, always stipulate for two and a half bushels to

the barrel and furnish three bushel barrels to be filled.

Mr. Williams, of Indiana—What has been said by Mr. Bayliss
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may be true, but it only goes to strengthen our side of the question

Three bushel barrels will sell more quickly. It is of no interest to

the eomraissiou men, only they can give better satisfaction if they
have uniformity.

Mr. Hollister, of Missouri—I want to say one word, which will

naturally follow what we have had, in regard to harvesting fruit.

I have known so much fruit damaged in taking from the tree.

[The question was asked " How ? "] Every one knows the differ-

ence between picking fruit and knocking it off with a stick. Al-

ways put the name of the fruit on the package. Dealers want to

know as soon as they get fruit what it is. Unless the names are on

the packages they can not have time to find them out. One more

point. I think a box with two slats to the side is more liable to

damage the fruit than a box with one slat. What I say is based on

my own observation.

All amendments were lost, and the report was adopted by a large

majority.

FRUIT TRANSPORTATION.

The President—The next subject in order is that of transportation.

We have a Standing Committee on Transportation, the chairman of

which is not present. I have here a brief report made by a com-

mittee of this meeting. Also, written reports from Dr. H. E. Mc-

Kay, of Mississippi, a member of the standing committee, and F.

A. Thomas, of Chicago, chairman, which I will read.

I will first read the brief report, which would have been made

longer, but we were hoping for Mr Thomas' arrival.

The Committee on Fruit Trunsportation olVers, as its report, the following sug-

gestions :

Firgt. The necessity of railroad companies furnishing suitable cars both for

summer and winter transportation of fruits and vegetables.

Second. The netessity of absence of delay between terminal points and prompt

delivery to consignees on arrival at destination.

Third. The necessity of careful handling and prompt delivery to railroads in

less (jiiantities than ear loads, and loadeii and unloaded by them
; nursery stock, as

well as I'ruits and vegetables, includeil, .Jc)iiN 1>U(.;k,

E. Y. Teas,
F. WiLLHOUSE,
L. A. GOUUMAN,

Cuimnillee
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REPORT OF DR. m'KAY.

Madison Station, Miss., January 21, 1884.

3Ir. Parker Earle, PresU ]\fississippi Valley Hortieullural Society, Kansas Citi/, Mo. :

Dear Sir—In looking over the Report on Transportation, made by President

Smith, at our New Orleans meeting, I do not find anything that can be said at this

time that would be of special interest in transportation, more than is embraced in

his report. Both freight and express authorities promptly recognized our commit-

tee, and have been very courteous, and I think much disposed to do all they canto

benefit and encourage our interests. I think we will this season succeed in getting

most of the suggestions offered in that report carried into practice. Our State

Horticultural Society instructed me, at the meeting last week, to ask the express

companies to give more attention to keeping windows and ventilators in a proper

condition
;
to keep fruit and vegetables separated in transfer

;
to furnish route

agents with sufficient additional help to carefully replace all articles, and pack
them in tiers with inch strips between each tier, and avoid transfers when possible

The President—I think we can't spend time better in this connec-

tion than to listen to a paper from Mr. Thomas. What is the use ot

growing fruit if we can not get it to market. Mr. Thomas is a com-

mission man, on Water street, Chicago. He handles more fruit than

any other man in the world
;
so I regard his opinion as weighty.

REPORT OF F. A. THOMAS.

Gentlemen of the Convention :

Having been called upon for a paper on transportation, I will do the best I

can.

Last year there was a committee of six appointed, three North, three

South, with the President of this Convention as chairman of the whole.

The members of this committee, being widely separated, have had no

interchange of views to my knowledge. I never had time to write them
when I thought of it, and when I had time, never thought of it. This, I pre-

sume, is the case with the other members.

Ul^on receiving notice from the Secretary that a paper was expected from

me, I addressed a note to botli of the Northern members, asking their

views. One made no reply, the other could only say,
" he knew freight and

express rates should be cheaper, so that he could get his products to markets

that he was now cut otT from by high rates."

This can not be called a committee report, so I can only give you my own
views.

I must confess (nnyself) to the habit of putting off what I dislike to do, and

have nf)t departed from it in this case; have given myself but little time, and

am afraid the matter will be very crude.

If it could be, committees of this kind should be near together, where they
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could meet, consult, and so devise ways and means that would be of benefit

to all. Individuals, isolated, can do practically nothing, and, as in this case,

never work. To have any marked effect, the committee should be much
. larger, and not less than three at each large shipping point, or railroad cen-

ter, composed of men who have a direct interest in shipments, both to and

from such points ;
the inclination would be greater to work, and the mem-

bers would have an influence upon transportation companies, that no individ-

ual could. These branches could correspond with each other, and frequently
be at work at both ends of the line at the same time. It would do

but little good for a committee in Chicago to work to benefit shippers in

New Orleans, but the branch there and in Chicago working in unison might
work to good eflfect. The country North, South, East and West, so far as

transportation is concerned, is divided into sections or centers, where rail-

road and express officials are located, who either have power to act, or have

influence enough to make their recommendations felt at headquarters.

These men are generally good men, well acquainted with the members of

whom such a local committee would be composed : would give them credit

for good intentions and good sense ; would desire to please, and recommend
such changes as would be consistent; such recommendations, going from

different points about the same time, would, I think, have an effect that noth-

ing else would.

Railroads as a rule are wide awake to their own interests, and are ready
to adopt any and all means to enlarge their traffics They may not see the

necessities, as soon as those interested, in one particular branch, but show

them where they fail in proper accommodation for that branch, and that it

will pay them to furnish such accommodations, and they will provide them.

There is no doubt but that all the roads greatly lack in properly constructed

cars for fruit and vegetable carriage. My own opinion is they do not know
of it, and all the influence this S3ciety collectively possess will be needed to

make them j^roperly understand and supply the need.

Refrigerator cars, as cared for by the railroad comjtanies, are not the thing

to carry tender fruits in hot weather, as remarked by your committee in

their report last year. Only one person has to my knowledge made it a suc-

cess. This I attribute to being under one man's control from beginning to

end, and he not allowing the temperature to run too low, so when the fruit

was removed the chmge was not too great. This care will not be given by
railroad companies' employes, nor must it be expected. To get the benefit of

it, in fact, not to do tender fruits a positive damage, the cooling must begin
iis soon as the fruit leaves the vine, to take out any heat that will cawse fer-

mentation in the smallest degree; my own theory being that fermentation

begins almost as soon (in berries) as the supply of sap is cut off If this be

80, for the general uses of the shipping trade, refrigerator cars are not only

not good, but are positively bad. Farts are better than theories: Last sum-

mer I concluded to give it a trial. The Chicago, Milwaukee it St. Paul liail-

road ran a refrigerator car daily to St. Taul
;
ice and care were supplied by
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the company. I found that the fruits in the refrigerator car arrived there

looking better than those by express, but as soon as taken out and exposed
long enough to get warmed through, went to pieces very fast. I gave it up,
and directed all of that class of goods kept out of refrigerator cars. Peaches

by ordinary freight kept longer and better than by refrigerator.

Being fully satisfied that fruit gathered, packed and shipped in the usual

manner, and fruit shipped from the distributing centers, can not be success-

fully transported in refrigerators, we come to the questions, what do we want?
What can we get ? The great need of the fresh fruit and vegetable trade of to-

day is cars properly and thoroughly ventilated
; not with a show of ventilation

but ventilated; ventilated at top and bottom of sides and ends, and roof as

well. Ventilated so that a train in motion will drive a continuous current
of air through the car, and goods so piled in cars that the whole load will get
the benefit.

They have such cars on the roads from Mobile, north. The fault I find with
them is, the air openings are not large enough by half. Such cars should be
double roofed to protect from the direct rays of the hot sun. All such cars can
have the openings protected by wire screens to keep out cinders

;
can have

sliding doors inside, and so in five minutes convert them into an ordinary
tight box car. Every road should have such a supply of these cars, that one
or more could be attached to each train and reserved for tender fruits, to

accommodate as many towns as possible. All of this has reference to goods
by freight.

We have, unfortunately, a much worse element to deal with in the express

companies, and much harder to reai^h in the way of reform. They run from
one end of the country to the other, often passing over many lines of roads

to do so. They contract with these roads to furnish them cars, and have to

take such as the railroad companies furnish. If they built, owned and run
their own cars, they could, and no doubt would, do all in their power to have

them properly constructed. They now fold their hands and say they can do

nothing. The old maxim, " where there's a will there's a waj'," holds good as

well in this as in any other case. A thorough, systematic and general effort

is needed to accopnplish anything here. Their general offices and general
ofl&cers are out of our reach. We can only be heard through their local

agents and sujierintendents. No attention will be paid to your comjilaint or

mine as individuals, but this Society can make itself felt if these companies
can be made to see that it represents the fruit interest of the Mississippi val-

ley. Every express company should contract to have furnished them, at all

times, proper cars to transport fruit. The fruit trade, every one knows, is

large enough now to warrant that interest in demanding from the express

comjjanies every accommodation a reasonable man would ask.

It is perfectly reasonable for us all, growers, shippers, buyers and consu-

mers, to demand that these tender products of the soil should be laid at our

doors in the best possible shape and at the lowest reasonable cost. This can

11
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not be done without, first, suitable cars. The express companies ought to

see, without being told, that the more perfect they can deliver fruit to the

consumer the more will be used and the more money thoy will get. They
do not seem to be fully alive to this, and do not take the trouble to have such

cars provided. If the exj^ress companies of the West and Southwest insisted

that railroads should provide such cars as they needed, it would not be long
before they had them. Suppose, however, the railroads should refuse; does

any one who pays the charges sujipose the express companies could not well

afford to make the changes needed at their own expense ?

These companies must be used, to a great extent, for long distances by us

all. If we could avoid their use they would have provided everything needed

long ago; they would now be running after you with new devices, trying to

convince you it was to your interest to use them. Now they seem to think

there is no need that they should take particular care of what they get, as

they will get it any way. This is their mistake, as now, within any reasona-

ble distance of Chicago, dealers have come to know, by experience, that even

tender fruits shipped to-day reach them better by freight to-morrow than by

express to-day, though they go in common freight cars. How much better

they will go and how much further they will carry when the railroad com-

panies give us better cars, you can readily see.

They make another mistake, also. If they would ileliver the fruit in all

cases at all points in the best possible shape, they would largely increase their

business in this line, as dealers would order again and again, and increase

their orders when they could do so without the losses they suffer under ex-

isting circumstances, whereas, many times they give it up in disgust, being
satisfied they can not follow it without loss. They should also remember that

fresh fruit is peculiar to itself; each day's consumption closes with that day.
We do not eat twice as much to-morrow because we had none to-day. If we

get none to-day, the profit nn what might have been used is gone irretrieva-

bly. Giving it the care it should have, will induce constant orders from all

parts of the country. Constant orders means daily consumption and more

gain to all parties, transportation companies included.

There is, however, a question of right and wrong coming in here which no
one should ignore. We all believe that express charges arc more than they
should be; this mayor may not be so; they ask it, and get it, and make

money. They are common carriers, and should of their own free will du all

that could be done to transport the goods intrusted to them in the best pos-
sible manner. After the master has been jiroperly presented to them, and

time enough elapsed, and no disposition shown to remcdj' the evils, it is a

question, if it were not possible to collect damages through the courts for loss

and damage by neglect. Money is said to be the soul of corporations. Plenty
of good ca.ses can be made up in Chicago on Mississippi strawberries and

green vegetables. The case should l)e a common one, as all are interested.

Express cars transporting tender fruits and vegetables from the South to

the North, and through the North, in tlif early .spring, when the weather is
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warm South and cool North, should have bulkheads across one end of any
car in which a fire is used, so that the fire heat can be shut away from the

fruit, and the messengers keep warm at the same time. Until cars reach

Cairo, say, no fire is needed; farther north it is colder ; the messenger must

keep warm if the fruit spoils; result is, car closed up tight, hot fire going,

fruit half spoiled between Cairo and Chicago, with weather cool enough to

keep any fruit good if shut away from the heat.

Express companies should furnish the cars needed, and then should see

that their messengers were impressed with the idea that it was as necessary

for them to deliver the fruit in theii*charge in good order, as to deliver the

money in their safe—equally vigilant in both. They should be taught fruit

muHt he kept cool. But the companies must not expect a cold man will refuse

to build a fire when he has a stove and wood at hand.

So we can come to this, all express cars should have the most thorough

system of ventilation, that can be opened and closed at will by the messen-

ger. Where fires are used, convenient bulkheads put in, and all fruit placed
where it can be kept away from the heat, when not needed to protect from

frost, and messengers with knowledge and a disposition to keep careful

watch of it. .

You must not think, from these remarks, I have any personal feeling of

animosity toward the express companies. I use them to a greater extent

than any of you, and am a personal friend of the agents and division super-
intendents. So far as I know them, each and all would do all they could for

me, and would for you. I know where they fail, and believe it as much for

their interest as any of ours, that attention should be called to it in such a

manner that the principal agents and division superintendents throughout
the West may be able to convince the general officers of the companies

(whom we can not reach) of the reasonableness of our demands.

I am told, and believe, that the express rates on fruits are as low as the com-

panies can reasonably make now. But the fruit trafle has, within a few years,

grown to such an extent, is now of such proportions, that express companies
should demand and get of the railroad companies much better figures than

they now have, and so be able to give lower rates themselves
;
also increased

accommodations. I believe, if this matter of transportation is taken hold of

by this Society, reforms will come quickly. You all know it is not second,

even, to growing. It should be yowv first interest; it is the one on which all

your success depends. No matter how good your fruit at home (if you

grow it for market), unless properly transported it is a failure to you. The

consumption of fruit in the North and West is immense now; it would be

much larger if the losses entailed by careless handling in unventilated cars

could be avoided. I believe a very large percentage can be.

You, as growers, must not try to make transportation companies respon-

sible for your own faults. Poor fruit, with the very best of transporting facil-

ities, will not arrive in good order; and, many times, the weather is against

us. Remember that ill-grown, ill-packed, over-ripe fruit of any kind, cim
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not be transported long distances. It never should be shipped; it is a nui-

sance that should be abolished. But the best of fruit will not always reach its

destination in good order with our present accommodations. Know your
fruit is good—A No. 1; know it is picked at the right time; know it is

packed as fruit ought to be, and delivered to transportation comi^any in prime
condition; and then try to know tvhy it does not reach its destination as it

ought. Your commission man can probably tell you.

From large growing districts where cars can be filled, I do not doubt but

contracts could be made direct with the railroad companies to furnish cars

with the air-brake and Miller platform, to be attached to any passenger train

and come through on express time, at much better rates than by express. I

believe the fruit trade has already so outgrown the express companies' ac-

commodations, that railroad companies should put a car of their own on

their fast express trains running to and from large distributing points, and

make much lower rates, as they could well afford to do. Such cars in the

season would be well filled, and it would largely increase the trade. Express
cars are often so overloaded that the fruit is fairlj' cooked; this has been so

where my own fruit was concerned, and I know of what I speak.

An agent of one of the express companies called on me just now; I laugh-

ingly said I would read my paper to him, and he could see just what I

thought of the express companies. He frankly stated that my strictures

were just, that they fully recognized the faults in their system of carriage,

that they were powerless to reform them. He also made the request that

when this paper was read and printed (if it shall be), he be furnished with a

dozen copies, and proposed sending them to their head officials.
"
I will do

all I can to put these things through," was his remark.

This paper is much longer than I expected it would be when begun; if it

contains matters of interest to you I shall be glad ;
if it leads to reforms, the

time devoted to the writing and listening will be well spent. I thank you
for your kind attention.

DISCUSSION ON THE REPORTS.

Gov. Colman, of Missouri—These reports are very temperate and

sensible. Mr. Thomas has had much experience, and I move that

copies of his report (published separately) be sent to the proper offi-

cials of railroads.

3fr. Folck, of Missouri—I am in the nursery business and not so

much in fruit, but this fall I was compelled to spend ^1,500 for

things which I ought not to have bought till spring, because I

could not get them in time in the spring. Delays then would^ in-

jure them.

The report was adopted.

On motion the Society adjourned.
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Tliird Oa>—Tlimrsday.

Evening Session.

The Society was called to order by President Earle at 7:45.

The following paper was read by Mr. L. A. Goodman, of Missouri :

MARKET FRUITS OF KANSAS CITY.

BY L. A. GOODMAN, OF MISSOURI.

The idea of this subject, I suppose, is to find out what are the best fruits

for the markets of the West in comparison with those of the East; to find if

the same class or quality of fruits have as good a market here as there, and

to find the differences, if there are any, and what those are.

I take it also that this subject does not limit itself to simply what sell the

best, but that we are to take into consideration the hardiness and produc-

tiveness of all these fruits as well as just the selling qualities; for we all know

that the yellow Belltiower, for instance, will always bring high i^rices, but, as

well we know, that it is unprofitable. We will then take our best fruits in

the reverse order of ripening, and give a few reasons why we claim them as

our best market fruits, then some of the market fruits of other countries,

as they are seen in every large city.

I take it that a market fruit or the best market fruits of any city are those

which bring the most money; but some good market fruits will be noticed

besides those for money alone; for it is believed by all fruit growers that the

time Will come when quality will be of very prominent consideration in our

market fruits, as now beauty and size is the most prominent feature. How

long it will be before people's tastes will be educated up to this idea it is im-

possible to state, many believing that it is the duty of the liorticulturist to

grow only the besi fruits, and educate the masses up to the standard, while

others think we should supply what the market demands without reference

to any of our concern what they want.

I suppose our market here at Kansas City is rather peculiar, not for a

Western city, but would be in comparison with an Eastern city. Here we

have buyers coming from the whole Western country, the Southwestern

country, the Southern country and the Northwestern country.

Last fall, before we gathered our apples, I received numerous letters from

Nebraska and Iowa of the North, from Colorado and the mountains of the

West, and Kansas and Texas of the Southwest, all wishing to know where

they could get good large red apples. This is a type of what the market of

Kansas City is expected to be. Many of these parties I saw later, and it was

impossible to make them believe that they should take some of the other

poorly colored fruits with the bright colored ones. Yet we in every instance

found it impossible to convmce them that a Janet, a White Winter Pearmain
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or Roman Stem (some of our best varietes in quality), should be taken with

the large Ben Davis, Willow Twig, Winesaps, Jonathans and Pennsylvania
Redstreak.

It is hard to convince a man against his own eyes, and say what we may,
we must pander to the beauty of an article and to the eye, if we want a mar-

ket fruit. It is not only so with fruits, but you find it so in every walk of

life, in every business, in everj' trade.

In the lumber business once I found this just the same as in our markets

of to day. Take a pile of good lumber and have it scattered promiscuously
and you will hardly find a buyer ;

but pile it up nicely and ten chances to

one if the next man will not make his purchase from it.

Our merchants in our stores know this matter perfectly, and they do not

seek to educate the people to a different standard, but use this hold they
have of people to pander to the eyes. So you will see the displays every

where, and every one of us will buy from such an one, before the one who
tries to convince us against our sight.

But one says we must keep growing better and more sensible in this mat-

ter, and yet this very horticulturist will have his apples in bright, new bar-

rels, with planed heads and a nice stencil mark on it ; he will have his ber-

ries in good new boxes, clean and not stained either by berries or mould on

the boxes; and why is it? simply to please the eye, nothing more, nothing
less. Send your apples to market in old salt barrels, and then in bright, new

apple barrels, and see if the same fruit will bring the same prices ; pack one

with three layers of apples at the head and the other with none and sec if

you will get the same prices for the same apples, and yet no buyer believes

that the \\ hole barrel is layered like the toj). What is it for? Simply to

please and attract the eye ; nothing more.

In spite of all we may say against a fruit as to its poor quality, etc., yet wo
can not preach successfully against the eye.

Our market then at Kansas City demands for the apple a good size, bright

red color and good keeper. The apples that fill this bill are the Ben Davis,

Winesap, Willow Twig and Rome Beauty, for the winter varieties, and .Ton-

athan and Pennsylvania Redstreak for fall. These are the market ap])les,

because they are hardy, productive, and good color and good size ;
because

they sell the best of any others and sell the easiest
;
because they bear well

and full, and because they bring the most money of all others.

The Ben JMvis is the best market apph^ for Kansas City ; pays the most

money per bushel, bears the most and sells the easiest, and pays the best per
acre of all other varieties.

The following are ten reasons why it is the best market apple :

1. It is a good grower in the nursery.
2. It makes a handsome tree in the orchard.

3. It bears young.
4. It i)ear8 oftener and better than any other.

T). The apples are usually large and (hie.
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6. They always sell.

7. They cook well before they are ripe.

8. They cook well when ripe.

9. They are the best for drying purposes.
10. There is more money in them than in any other variety.

The Willow and Rome Beauty follow it. The Jonathan and Redstreak

are of the best also. Only one exception among apples can be noted—the

Huntsman. Taking these points, it will not be hard to tell the market fruits

of Kansas City.

The i)ear must have some of tliese choice characteristics to be a market

fruit of our city. The Bartlett tills these wants, especially if they are red

cheeked, as many are on the south side. The Flemish Beauty and Howell

are choice for this market, as also is the Buerre d'Anjou and Sheldon. The

market of our city demands a highly colored, large size and beautiful pear.

The Bartlett is so well known everywhere that it is hard to dispossess it of

its advantage. A finely colored, large California pear will sell for more than

our best pears, although deficient in flavor. Size and beauty sell it.

The peach is the same as with the apple. Quality has very little to do with

the sale unless it be to families and those who know the variety and call for

it. If you do not think so, just try to sell a white peach which has a clear

skin without a particle of color to it, at the same time offer one much inferior

in quality, but beautifully marked and colored, and you will soon find what

the market demands.

For home use and among those who will believe you when you tell him a

peach is of excellent quality, you.can easily sell some of the poorly colored

peaches; but for market in general and where large quantities are wanted

by shippers, you can not teach them.

The Amsden peach never would have had the sale it did if it were not for

the bright red cheek. S ly what you will, Kansas City would never have

bought those poor flavored peaches had it not been for the attraction to the

eye. Try a bright Crawford Late peach and a Ward's Late, or even a Smock
and very soon our market will make a distinction.

Ask any fruit grower and he will tell you that the Smock lacks color to

sell well
;
that the Heath cling would and does bring double when you select

those specimens that have a beautiful red cheek. The eye must be pleased

as well as the palate. The mirket peaches and the ones for money here, are

Amsden, Early York, Mt. Rose, Crawford Early, Old Mixon, Crawford Late,

Smock, Salaway, Heath.

The plum, apricot and nectarine are nothing with us for money, except

the Wild Goose and Weaver plum, which are very profitable and in good de-

mand.

The grape would seem to us to be the exception to the rule, if there should

be one, for it seems that our market demands a white grape and one without

color, no matter if it is poor. A white or flesh colored grape seems to at-

tract the eye more than one of the most beautiful of purjile or black grapes,
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and yet many of them are very poor in quality. An example is seen in

those poor, tasteless California white grapes that are seen on our markets

evorywhore. Ho-.v they do sell, and yet they are poorer than our poorest,

while some of their colored ones are excellent. People are turned about in

this matter, and as a general thing the linest colored grapes are the best, yet
the market demands those without color

;
while with the apple generally the

finest colored are the poorest and those without color the best, and yet the

market demands the opposite.

The raspberry, red, as in most markets, those that will ship the best will sell

the best, and the same with the black cap. A bright solid color will sell the

best if they are firm enough to ship live or six hundred miles.

The Thwack, a very poor berry, has a good sale, because it will carry to

the mountains in perfect order. At home, for private use or market, it is too

well known for poor quality to be of much demand. Our home market de-

mands something better for its use.

The blackberry, nothing but the Kittiting. The strawberry wants good
size, fair flavor and good color, to make a fii'st-class market fruit, if it is firm

enough to carry a fair distance.

The Charles Downing is a fair sample of what we want. The Crescent is

rather soft, but it will carry some distance, if j^icked when firm.

Our market, therefore, demands not only fruit for home consumption, but

the greater, by far, demand is for good shii)])ing fruit, and this is found only
in fruit of good size, good quality, fair quality only, and a good shipper.
These are the demands of the Kansas City market.

DISCUSSION ON THE TAPER.

President Earle—Gentlemen, the author of this paper names a

good many varieties of fruits, and gives opinions on them. The

subject is before you for discussion.

M(ij. Hohinger, of Kansas—The gentleman said we were a little

fastidious in our taste. I would say I got more for Thwack than

for the excellent Turner, though it is inferior. The Turner will

not ship well.

Mr. Joh^ison, of Indiana—That speech fits Indiana.

M(ij. Rar/an, of Missouri— I take exception to the writer's views

on the red apple. A year ago, on this market, I could sell Hunts-

man Favorite and Bellflower at much better rates than the liiglily

colored apples. I think, on this market, there is a preference for

yellow apples manifested.

Dr. Gregory, of Arkan.sas— I have been a member of this Soci-

ety for two years, and have not said anything ;
and I suppose it i s
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time now for me to speak. I take exception to what was said about

the white grape. I think, in Arkansas, we can grow as fine grapes

as they grow in California, and superior in quality. I shipped

white, amber and dark grapes here. When I shipped white grapes

I got eight or nine cents a pound, amber colored ones I sold at

eight and one-third, and dark ones brought twelve to thirteen. I

think the gentleman is mistaken when he speaks about this market

demanding a light grape.

Mr. Goodman, of Missouri— I speak with reference to fruit

growers about Kansas City. Our Martha and Goethe will bring

nearly double what the Hartford will, and the Delaware will bring

treble as much.

B)\ Grego7-y
—We do not grow the Hartford, and hardly consider

the Ives worthy. I spoke too soon, as I see the gentleman was

only speaking of those growing right here, but we are not far off.

3Ir. Durand, of Missouri—I would ask Maj, Ragan if he would

recommend the Huntsman and Bellflower as profitable apples?

Maj. Ragan—The Bellflower, to be successful, must be grown on

poor soil. The Huntsman, I believe, is a good bearer, not like the

Missouri Pippin and some others. The Newtown Pippin is not

grown much here. I like it, but I think it requires age and rich

ground.

Mr. Durand—I have been raising apples some, and I came here

to get information. The Ben Davis seems to have the general run

all over the country. One gentleman says it is the best for drying.

I do not consider it a good drying apple. It is too light, not yield-

ing enough pounds of dried fruit.

Mr. Webb, of Kentucky—I wish to ask about the Thwack rasp-

berry. I fruited it and was pleased, except that it was too feeble

in plant. Is that characteristic of it?

This was answered in the negative.

Mr. Williams, of Kansas—I would like to ask Mr. Goodman

about the Missouri Pippin, if he discards it?

Mr. Goodman—No, I did not aim to give a full list of desirable

varieties.

Mr. Johnson, of Indiana—Our Committee on Nomenclature has
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recommended certain reforms iu names. Why not adopt the sug-

gestions here? One gentleman spoke of Huntsman's Favorite. I

move that Favorite be dropped.
It was also moved that Pippin be dropped from Missouri Pippin,

which motion was adopted.

3Iaj. Holsinger, of Kansas—Some one has said the Ben Davis was

not a good drying apple, that it would not make a good yield of

dried fruit. Mr. Lewis, of Wyandotte, Kansas,, makes ten pounds
of excellent dried or evaporated fruit to the bushel of fifty pounds.
I would like to know what variety can give a better record than

this?

Mr. Masters, of Nebraska—I would take some exception to the

idea of color expressed in the paper. I have had considerable ex-

perience in this. I will give an illustration as to how we cultivate

taste. The Red June used to be very much called for. A man

came to me once and wanted all my lied Junes and did not want

any others. I could not supply him without giving him some light

colors. I gave him some of the light colored apples and he contin-

ued to want them, and did not mention Red June again. I can sell

more Cooper's White iu our market than any other. I think if peo-

ple will cultivate taste red apples will not be called for so much.

Gov. Colman, of Missouri—One gentleman said it was impossible

to ship the Turner raspberry long distances. I have seen hundreds

of cases come to St. Louis in as fine condition as any I ever saw. I

do not know that I ever knew but one man that could pick them just

at the right time and get them in such condition, and that is our

President. When I was at the Pomological Society two years ago,

I called attention to the Thwack. It got a kick from most every

one but those from Missouri. Mr. Johnson, of Indiana, was the

one who kicked the most. I am glad Missouri has furnished a

raspberry which he can recommend. I expected to hear an apple

recommended which has not been. Much as I esteem the Ben Davis

as a market variety, I find the Smith's Cider better. I only plant

the two varieties.

Mr. Hale, of Connecticut—While this discussion of raspberries

has gone on, 1 am surprised not to hear of the Cuthbert, the one

best raspberry in the country. Everybody in the F/ist speaks well
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of it. The color is not as bright as some, but it is worth more. It

was shipped to Boston and brought seventy-five cents a quart, and

there was room for more. So far as we get reports from the West

it is well spoken of. It is moderately firm. It is as hardy as any.

I know of none perfectly hardy. In black raspberries the Gregg
has superseded all other late varieties. It is too late for best prices.

The Souhegan and Tyler are valuable with us. We are growing

Hopkins to some extent. One objection to the Cuthbert is, it is a

little late. The Reliance is good except in color. Lost Rubies is

a good family berry. It must be grown by other varieties.

M?\ Pierce, of Minnesota—I have heard more scolding about

Ben Davis than any other apple which comes to Minneapolis mar-

ket. They say they can't bake them without sweetening them.

The Janet is the best you send to our market. Your raspberry is

one we do not like. Some grow the Philadelphia just because the

market is not supplied with better. It will not be there long. The

Turner is an excellent berry. The Cuthbert is a good berry for

shipping and in quality.

Gov. Colman—If you set out Ben Davis you are sure of getting

two dollars a barrel for all your apples. If you plant Janet you
will get one dollar a barrel, and have them bear every other year.

Mr. Pearce, of Ohio—It seems to me the world is laboring under

a mistake, if those speaking against Ben Davis are right. People
would not buy it if it was not a good thing. Those other varieties

are not reliable; we can not depend on them.

The Secretary
—In the early days of the Ben Davis^ Dr. Warder

recommended it but acknowledged its rather poor quality. Some

one asked, "Why do you raise it, then?'' Answer, ''To sell."

It was asked,
" To whom?" Answer,

" To fools." To which a

wag remarked, "Yes; and, Doctor, we are raising fools much

faster than Ben Davis apples."

Prof. Burr ill, of Illinois— Once there was a company together

who knew what they were about. They had fair taste, but were not

horticulturists. Certain varieties were passed around, and they

were to give an opinion on them. They were the Ben Davis, Janet,

Winesap, Jonathan, White Pippin, and perhaps one or two others.

The Ben Davis stood first and the White Pippin next.
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Mr. Johnson, of Indiana—In answer to Gov. Colman I would

say, I had the Thwack one year, and did not like it; but it has

grown in my favor. I told Gov. Colman, privately, I would take

back all I had said against it.

Mr. Holsinger
—The Cuthbert we have tried to our sorrow. I

know of but one person here who has succeeded with it. In every
condition I have tried it, it has done poorly. It is a rampant

grower but winter-kills.

Mr. Williams, of Indiana—In regard to selling apples, I think

many are laboring under a mistake because they are not acquainted

with the market. A commission man realizes that certain markets

want certain kinds. Where they are wanted for culinary purposes,

they want quality; but in the South they want color.

Mr. Ohmer, of Ohio—I had about a thousand bushels of Rome

Beauty, Bellflower, etc. A man came and wanted Pennock. He
wanted no other, and the Pennock I would not have on my place.

3Ir. Hollister, of Missouri—Of late years I find northern mar-

kets want red apples, too. There are exceptions. The Bellflower,

Newtown Pippin, etc., are wanted, but they are shy bearers. I find

a big red apple is getting more in favor. In regard to raspberries,

the Turner I have handled successfully. The secret is to pick them

at the right time. I have reshipped those sent to me from Illinois

to Kansas and Nebraska with success.

Mr. Durand—I still hold to the ground I took in reference to the

common sense of the people. I want to supply what they want.

If a whole company, as was said, takes Ben Davis in preference to

others, I would supply them with Ben Davis.

3Ir. Gihbs, of Minnesota—I am satisfied that the contradictory

reports that we hear about color, texture, flavor, etc., are on account

of the pollen, and I believe when we come to- know this rightly,

the discussion will be cut short on this subject. I will call atten-

tion to one thought of Darwin. He states that Thomas Andrew

Knight, in hundreds of crosses, failed to show that there was any
immediate influence on the apple. It afl^ected the seed first and then

showed its effect on the apple in the next generation. But there

were facts which satisfied Darwin that there were immediate effects.

In the case of the St, Valory ai)j)le,
which he thought authentic.
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the stamens were abortive. Children would bring pollen and put

on certain blossoms, and then come and get fruit according to the

kind of pollen they put on. I have come upon a line of facts i

can't otherwise account for. I wish you would notice these things.

The President—Allow me to suggest that this discussion, though

it is rather interesting, will look rather peculiar in print, swinging

back and forth from apples to raspberries.

Mr. 3Iunson, of Texas—The heading of the paper is "Market

Fruits of Kansas City." That will cover all kinds. I want to

make a remark as to quality. Are we to stop with the Ben Davis?

When it comes into Texas it will bring four dollars a barrel, while

Huntsman will bring six. We have mentioned this fact that when

quality is known that sells, but otherwise, color. The point in my
rising is to mention fruits demanded in our country from here. The

Jonathan outsells the Ben Davis. I see here and highly recom-

mended the York Imperial and Missouri. They are ahead of

the Ben Davis. Why not grow them ? The Ben Davis we would

rather not have if we can get something else. It is a choke.

Gov. Cohnan—As to why we do not grow something else, Ben

Davis makes the most money. It comes into bearing early. Those

who have planted it find it a regular bearer. It has high color
;

the tree does not blight. It is a good shippar, and brings more

money than any other. Any one can plant Ban Davis or Smith's

Cider and make two dollars where he can make one with most

others.

Mr. Greisa, of Kansas—I recognize Gov. Colman's point about

the Ben Davis. Awhile the Janet was first, then the Winesap, then

the Missouri, now it is the Ben Davis. The Ben Davis brought

more in Xew York this season than any other. We should, of

course, grow what will grow best. I suppose in a few years some

other variety will be ahead.

Capt. DiehL of Kansas—The York Imperial is far superior to the

Ben Davis. I think it is the coming apple. It comes into bearing

very early.

Mr. Holsinger
—I have had the York Imperial for some years.

I had only two trees of the first planting. They were liked so well

there has been a continual drain on the trees for scions so they could
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not do so well. It bears in about four years from planting. 1

first found it up the Shenandoah valley. I believe it originated
there.

3Ir. Johnson, of ladiana—These discussions are interesting. I

am sorry I have not my family here so we could stay a month.

But all good things must come to an end.

The President—We will now hear the report from the Committee

on Fruits on Exhibition by Mr. Gibbs, chairman.

REPORT OF COxMMITTEE ON FRUITS EXHIBITED.

The undersigned, Committeee on Exhibits, beg leave to report, that they find on

our tables two large collections of apples by State Horticultural Societies—one

from Missouri with one hundred and thirty-seven varieties, and the other from

Nebraska with fifty-seven varieties—both being very creditable displays, especially

in the large size, good condition and fine color of the fruit. Of the new and

promising varieties in the Missouri list there are the Ingraham, by William Grif-

fith, of Carthage ;
the Gano, by VV. G. Gano, of Parkville

;
and a sweet seedling,

by J. A. Bayliss, of Lee's Summit. In the Nebraska list, the Otto Redstreak and

Barnard, the Warder and the Wilder, by J. H. Masters, of Nebraska City.

In the Missouri collection there are twenty-five varieties that have lain in cold

storage since September last, whose good quality and condition at this time, al-

though many of them are early fall apples, are important facts as showing what

can be done to carry our fruits through the exposition next winter at New Orleans

by the cold storage facilities oflered there.

Dr. J. Stayman, of Leavenworth, Kas., shows a handsome red apj^le said to be

a seedling of the McAfee, by the late Dr. Howsley, of Leavenworth. Dr. Stay-

man also has a seedling of his own production not yet named.

AVe find a few plates of apples fiom Iowa and Minnesota, including fine speci-

mens of the Wealthy from both States.

The floral decorations of the hall are the contributions of Robert S. Brown, of

Kansas City, and we recommend a vote of thanks therefor.

The few plates of Prentiss grapes are exhibited by T. S. Hnl)hard, of Fredonia,

N. Y.

The Plummer Evaporating Company, of Kansas City, makes a large display of

their products, to which we invite special attention, as the industry they encourage
is an important factor in the problem of how to market our surplus apples, and the

fine sam|)les of ajiple cider of William Byers, of the Steam Cider Works, of Kan-

sas City, are also worthy of notice in this connection.

We discovered this afternoon, on one of the tables of H. C. Garth, of Kansas

City, a collection of what appear to be some mammoth tropical citrus fruits; but,

as U])()n the basis of disclosures made at this meeting upon the wonderful results

of crossing and hybridizing in fruits and vegetables, these things may be some

new monstrosities of mixe<] lemon and pumpkin parentage, we forbear to commit

ourselves upon them.
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In conclusion, your committee recommend that in future exhibitions of this So-

ciety the growers of new fruits produce all the evidence obtainable as to the pedi-

gree of the varieties they .show, to the end that we may add to our knowledge as

to the laws that govern variations and improvements in pomology through seed-

ling production.

Upon motion of Mr. Pearce, of Ohio, complimentary mention of some Niagara

grapes on exhibition, which had been overlooked by the Committee on Exhibits,

was added to the report.

The report was adopted.

Maj. Z. S. Ragan, of Missouri, was introduced, and read his paper,
as follows :

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS—HOW TO CONDUCT THEM.

BY Z. S. RAGAN, OF MISSOURI.

Upon the receipt of a notice from the Secretary of this Society a short

time ago, stating that I had been drafted into the service to tell "how to con-

duct exhibitions," my first impression was that it was a work of supereroga-

tion, and that I ought to decline, from the fact that if I were to make an

attempt before this great convention of practical horticulturists, that I might
be placed in a similar dilemma with the man who, while standing out on a

limb, made the fatal mistake of cutting the limb off between himself and the

tree. Result, a sudden fall. Not a very enviable situation for one to be in

on such an occasion as this. Yet, horticuUurally speaking, when I call to

mind that nearly half a century ago it was my fortime to join in horticul-

tural meetings with such men as Dr. Warder, Henry Ward Beecher, Reuben

Ragan Joshua Lindley, James Sigerson, Aaron Aldridge and other pioneer
horticulturists, of whom I received my early lessons in the science, and hav-

ing also been a veteran in armj' life, it would seem like outright cowardice

to shrink from duty; to express it in the mildest terms, insubordination.

Inasmuch as the able Committee on Exhibitions, Maj. Nowlin, of Arkan-

sas, T. T. Lyon, President State Horticultural Society, Michigan, and J. S.

Beatty, President State Horticultural Society, Kentucky, will doubtless come
to my support, and add whatever may be wanting in my attempt to advance

suggestions as to best rules to govern exhibitions. Claiming this aid and

your indulgence, I assume the responsible task imjDosed upon me.
It will not be expected of me at this time to treat of the respective duties

of the corps of officials that it may require to conduct a fair, nor of their

several duties. This will be the work of a provisional committee, etc. Neither

will it be expected of me to enumerate the duties of thosfe controlling the

various classifications of departments, presuming that under superior direc-

tion these arrangements have been made, and by the Secretary or otherwise

the books have been prepared with proper headings, classification, etc. To
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perfect, facilitate and give creditable displays and satisfactory decisions, it is

all important that printed circulars containing general rules as to the per-

fection, handling, proper entry, etc., arc furnished exhibitors. I do not know
that I can do better than submit for consideration a set of rules gotten up
some years ago with great care by the Missouri Valley Horticultural Society,

and which subsequently has been adopted by the Kansas and Missouri State

Horticultural Societies.

GENERAL RULES.

1st. The general app3arance of the fruits, care in its selection and taste

displayed in arranging, cich entrij being distinct.

2d. In every grouji or single plate (never more than one plate of any va-

riety allowed) lists of names of varieties must be attached to entry cards.

3il. The mme pldtes oi fruits can not compete for ditt'erent prizes; they
must be duplicated.

4th. When the number of specimens for a plate is given, just that number
must be shown.

oth. In general collections of fruits where several are specified tliey must
all be shown. Where the number of varieties are given, just that number
must be shown, no more or less.

6th. In all cases of best collections (1) number of varieties ranks first, other

Ihings being equal, (2) quality ranks se-CDiul (3) condition ranks third, (4) taste

in display ranks fourth.

We take then on a scale of ten, example:
100 plates, number 10

Quality, inferior •">

Condition, poor ')

Taste in display, bad 5

2.')

90 plates, number 8

Quality, good 8

Condition, perfect 10

Taste in display, good '•

3o

The second would take the premium.
In shifjle plates we would have 1st, Condition ; 2d, Form : od. Size

; 4th, Color ;

5th, (Quality.
This can be scaled the same way.

SPECIAL RULES.

Apples and Pears.— 1st. Condition of fruit, which siiouUl be in its natural

state, not rubbed, nor polished, nor specked, brui.sed, ero led, nor wormy,
with all its parts, stem, calyx, segments, well preserved, not wilted, nor shriv-

eled, clean.

2d. The size should be average and the specimens should run even.

M. Form should be regular, and the lot should be even.

4th. The i-<>lor and markings should be in character, not l)li)tched nor

scabby: in fact, a perfect fruit.

oth. Te.dure i\nd flavor are imj)ortant.
Peaches and Plums.—Four points: 1, form; 2, color; 3, flavor; 4, condition.
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Grapes.
—Give points: 1, form :ind size of bunch; 2, size of berry; 3, color;

4, flavor; 5, condition.

Currants.—Four points: 1, form and size of bunch; 2, size of berry; 3,

flavor
; 4, condition.

Goo.S'e6eme.s.—Four points: 1, size
; 2, color; 3, flavor; 4, condition.

Cherries.—Four points: 1, size and form; 2, color; 3, flavor; 4. condition.

Straichemes.—Six points: 1, size and form; 2, color; 3, flavor; 4, flrmness;

5, condition ; 6, productiveness. Stem and calyx adherent.

Raspberries and Blackberries.—Five points: 1, size; 2, color; 3, flavor; 4,

condition ; 5, productiveness and hardiness.

In using the scale, use 10. Where the totality of marks do not exceed fifty

per cent, it must be passed as unworthy.
A plate shall consist oifuurfor large specimens axid five fen' small specimens.
No person shall be allowed more than one entry for any one premium.
Where best is used all things shall be taken into consideration.

Where quality is used it shall mean quality alone.

In judging flowers and plants, the quality and value of the plants shall be

considered, except where specified for some special object.
Where best 12 varieties or best bedding plants, those, that are best suited

for general purposes should be considered.

Where bouquets are shown, quality takes precedence unless arrangement
is noticed.

. At our Society premiums, the person must be present who makes the ex-

hibit, and all fruits and flowers shall be on hand by 12 o'clock, so the com-
mittee can act before dinner.

In addition to the foregoing rules, there are two, if not more, things to be

considered for the credit of the Society and satisfaction of exhibitors. When
awards are offered for greatest and best display, this should not only compre-
hend or include best and perfect specimens, but in addition, most artistic and

tasty arrangement for display.

The better to accomplish this, there should be a printed list published for

information and furnisted the exhibitors. There are minor considerations to

be observed in all regular and well conducted horticultural societies that will

claim the attention of those conducting them, that it would be superfluous to

attempt at this time to give extended and specific rules or directions for.

Before concluding I will impress the importance of selecting awarding
committees. These committees should be competent and impartial, and strive

to give correct decisions, accompanied by written reports, giving reasons sus-

taining their decisions.

OTHER PAPERS.

The Secretary
—I remember from long experience that papers ap-

pear awkv^ard when published unless they have some attention

shown then by the Society. I hold in my hand several papers

which are not represented here by their authors. I have an

excellent paper on "
Grape Rot," by Professor William Trelease,

of Wisconsin
;
another on "

Grape Growing in Missouri and Kan-

12
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sas," by Samuel Miller, of Missouri; and still another from that

veteran grape grower of Ohio, George W. Campbell, on " The

New Grapes." I have also one from Dr. Charles Mohr, of Ala-

bama, on "Ornamental Trees and Shrubs of Alabama;" one by
Prof W. J. Beal, of Michigan, on "The Ornamentation of Private

Grounds
;

" and a paper contributed by David B. Woodberry, of

Maine, on " Cross Hybridization in Floriculture." Under the rec-

ommendation of the Committee on Order of Business, these will go
into the Transactions without reading.

The President—Two or three of the papers promised and not here

will be furnished for publication. Mr. Garfield's will not be. He
intended to come, but he has overworked himself, and writes me he

will have to give up all literary work for some months. Mr. Lov-

ett's paper is doubtless on the way. Mr. Beatty's paper will be on

hand for publication. We have solicited papers from the best men,
and that means the busiest men, and so some are not here. We
made allowance for this in making a large programme. Captain

Porter, of Tennessee, was to have prepared a paper, but he is sick.

These statements are due the parties and due you. We have not

heard from the California paper. Now the subject presented by

Maj. Ragan is before you.

DISCUSSION OF FRUIT EXHIBITIONS.

Mr. Masters, of Nebraska—It has been my lot for a good many

years to be one of a committee to examine apples and pears, and I

have sometimes been annoyed. In consequence of this I have tried

to systematize my exhibitions. I make out a list to show apples as

best I can according to my taste. I make a list so by taking it

the committee can find any apple by counting the varieties and

rows. A system of this kind will save much trouble. The com-

mittee are often compelled to hunt up the exhibitor to find varieties.

I suggest this Society adopt something of this kind.

Mr. Munson, of Texas—The remarks I desire to make may be

inappropriate, but they occur to me now; that is, about our pro-

ceedings. The President remarked to me that these papers we have

here are the best ever presented at any horticultural meeting in the
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country, and I think the newspapers should be requested to speak
of them as such.

Mr. Williams, of Iowa—I indorse what Mr. Masters has said.

I think if you would examine his manner of exhibiting, you would

find it a great help.

Mr. Peffer, of Wisconsin—Sometimes in our exhibitions I have

seen forty or fifty exhibitors. Our system is a good deal as has

been described, but we have them arranged into so many classes.

The name and number must be on every card, so the committee can

go through a great lot in one day. This gives satisfaction.

On motion the Society adjourned.

Fourth Day—Friday.

Forenoon Session, January 25.

President Earle called the Society to order at 9 o'clock.

The President—I will announce the name of Oliver Gibbs, Jr.,

of Minnesota, as an addition to the Forestry Committee. That

committee, I understand, is ready to make a report. As you know
the chairman, ex Gov. Morton, had to leave on account of ill health

;

but the committee has prepared a report and will now give it, Mr.

Gibbs acting as chairman.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FORESTRY.

Your committee, to whom was referred the portions of President Earle's address

relative to the forests at the headwaters of our rivers, the resolutions of the Hor-
ticultural Society of Kansas and Minnesota on the timber culture act, and the res-

olution of this Society regarding the subject of experimental stations and the im-

portation of trees planted from other countries, beg leave to report recommending
the adoption of the following resolutions:

Resolved, That voicing the opinions and wishes of the people of the West, and

speaking in behalf of the interests of the whole country, this Society calls upon
the United States government to establish in the West experimental stations in

horticulture and forestry, and equip them with land enough and means enough to

work out the problem of adaptations of trees and plants to the climate and soils of

the Mississppi basin and the method of culture to make forestry and fruitgrowing
successful therein ; that, as a matter of detail, we believe a board of forestry and

horticulture should be created in the West to direct and control such a station
;
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that said board should be authorized to establish a sub-station in each climate

belt or district, and that suitable persons, expert in forestry and pomology, should

be immediately sent to foreign countries to search out desirable trees and plants to

be found in regions where the conditions affecting vegetable life are similar to

those of the West, and to obtain seeds, scions and roots of the same for propagation
and trial at such stations and for general distribution, especially that the countries of

Russia and parts of China should be explored for this purpose, with the view of

completing the work already done in this direction
;
and when results in pomology

and forestry in some parts of the northwest are now sufficient to warrant the con-

clusion that immediate relief from the peculiar climatic ditiiculties involved in

the growing of fruits and in the covering of our dry plains with forest trees of

proper adaptation can be obtained, that the president of this Society be requested

to appoint a committee of seven, whose special duty it shall be to draft a bill for

presentation to Congress to accomplish the objects herein sought, and to press the

subject upon the attention of that body; that to said board of forestry and horti-

culture, when organized, should be committed the subject of the conservation of

the forests at the headwaters of our great rivers, as recommended in President

Earle's address; that the government of the Dominion of Canada should be invited

to join with said board in sending commissions to Russia and elsewhere for the ex-

plorations herein suggested. And further, that President P^arle, of this Society, be

requested to act as a member of this Committee on Legislation.

Resolved, That the Committee on Legislation be requested to communicate with

the American Forestry Congress or their committee and pool their issues
; also,

That the Governor pf the State of Iowa be requested to ask the board of curators

to^make it possible for Professor Budd to be present at Washington with this com-

mittee. Respectfully submitted,

R. W. Furnas, Nebraska.

Oliver Gibbs, Jr., Minnesota.

Norman J. Colman, Missouri.

Prop. S. M. Tracy, Missouri.

Geo. H. Wright, Iowa.

Geo. Y. Johnson, Kansas.

This report, after the following discussion, was adopted.

DISCUSSION ON THE REPORT.

Prof. Burrill, of Illinois—There is only one point I wish to speak

of. I heartily agree with the report. Now, it seems to me where

we lack is in not having an efficient way to carry it out, and the

only trouble about that is a lack of money. Can this be put through
without money? If members of Congress can be interested, it may

go; if not, who will put their hands into tiieir pockets and put it

through? Is there any hope for it?

Mr. Jo/irison, of Indiana—My opinion is tliat it is not necessary
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to go to Washington. I think correspondence will do the work.

Address letters to our congressmen. They are interested enough
in their constituency to pay attention to letters.

Gov. Colman, of Missouri—I can tell you, after considerable ex-

perience, that Prof. Burrill is hitting the nail on the head every
time when he speaks of the importance of having nurses at Wash-

ington. I know how congressmen are influenced by persistent per-

sonal effort. If we had a few men there like President Earle to

work it up, it might get through. Simply writing a letter, which

will be laid on the table, will not do a great deal. There are cer-

tain States so interested that their members in Congress may be im-

pressed with the importance of the subject. If, however, we could

raise a fund to send two or three men to Washington, I believe a

great deal could be accomplished. I only regret that we have not

the money. I agree with Mr. Johnson that we must write, but I

feel that unless we have men there at the wheel it will not go

through. I hope a committee will go from this Society and pre-

pare a bill, and be there to see it through. I suppose there will be

two bills—one for the New Orleans exhibition and one for forestry.

Our congressmen do not generally appreciate these things
—

they are

bent on politics. Farmers or horticulturists are not the ones we
have in Congress. They are politicians and lawyers ;

more than

nine-tenths are lawyers, not interested in these affairs. I hope the

time will come when those things which underlie the prosperity of

this country will be impressed on Congress.

The Secretary
—It occurs to me that we are assuming a great deal

of expense and labor which does not belong to our Society alone.

This work covers all the ground of forestry, pomology and horti-

culture. Should we not ask of other associations their co-operation
and aid in these matters of such general interest ?

The President—I will announce the committee called for in this

report now, It is our desire to have a committee, every member of

which will go to Washington. We have to consult political affilia-

tions, location, etc. It is the western part of the country that is

specially interested. I have made the appointment with these con-

siderations in view. It should represent seven States
;
but I have

thought best, for some reasons, to appoint two men from Nebraska.
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COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION.

J. Sterling Morton and ex-Governor R. W. Furnas, of Nebraska ;

Oliver Gibbs, Jr., of Minnesota; Prof. Budd, Iowa; Col. Norman

J. Colman, Missouri; Geo. Y. Johnson, Kansas; Maj. S. H. Now-

lin, Arkansas
;
Parker Earle and Robert Douglas, Illinois.

Prof. _Bw?T?7/, of Illinois—If the committee will furnish me some

documents, I think I can get the influence of one congressman.

Mr. Day, of Nebraska—I think one from our State will be in

our favor.

3Ir. Grimes, of Colorado—This committee, working in connec-

tion with the one appointed by the forestry congress, will have

great influence. There are none feeling the need on this subject so

much as we in the West. Many of our mines are almost compelled

to shut down for want of timber. We also see the efifects in our

streams.

Mr. Gibbs, of Minnesota—This report was drawn up hastily, and

one thing was omitted. I move that the Committee on Legislation

just appointed be authorized to operate with the one appointed by

the forestry congress. Adopted.

The President—I hope also this committee will co operate with

the one on the New Orleans exhibition, and the Director General

may help this Committee. It may be reciprocal.

Mr. Gibbs—I move that the President of the Iowa State Agri-

cultural College and the board of that institution be requested to

arrange so that Prof. Budd can meet with us. Adopted.

CAUSE OF BLIGHT ON FRUIT TREES AND BLOSSOMS.

BY GEORGE P. PEFFER, OF WISCONSIN.

There has much been said and written by our eastern, a.s well as western,

fruit growers, on the subject of blight, about the cause or origin of the same,

on the pear as well as on the apple.

Some have hold that it was the forcing of the sap upwards through the

stoniata in the tender sap cells of the young leaves on the new wood growth

of the new shoots ; others, by punctures caused by insects on same, and

some by cold or freezing and thawing, thereby destroying and rupturing the

cell structure of tho ciimhiuni layer by exp;insion : and some by the pressure
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of the sap circulation to give an over supply in rapid growing trees
;
and

some by electricity or electrical disturbances of the air, when the trees are

growing very fast; and others by spores of fungi and bacteria floating in the

air and going from tree to tree, etc.

All of these may cause blight, except perhaps the last named. Although
these spores are found in blighted trees it does not prove they cause it, sis

they only subsist on dead substances, as far as has been proved. Although
it can be inoculated on healthy trees by insertion, it does not prove that it

is contagious. Still it may be so, but we doubt it. As the cellular structure

of the cambium layer, or the conversion of the water as drawn up by the

succulent roots and conveyed through the cell tubes up in the sap wood or

ducts, provided for in the last year's new cambium layer, under the bark on

the body of the tree to the new shoots, to be converted into sap and to build

the leaf structure, or cell after cell, and the action of the sun, warmth and

air act upon the leaf or evaporate the water or crude sap (as Mr. J. W. Eob-

son has remarked in his paper on the circulation of the sap in trees and

plants), to tit it for distribution and dissemination on its mission to facilitate

the growth of the tree or fruit.

The action of this is interrupted by some cause in its working up of this

water (or crude sap), or in converting it to the proper consistency of food

the tree requires at a particular sttige of its growth. Excessive heat or sun

scald will cause this. On a healthy and fast growing tree it will require froin

W to 98 degrees of heat to interfere with the action converting this food into

a sort of jelly (or thickening up of sap), which can not disseminate, hence

a stoppage in the cell structure, and fermentation commences (here it is,

where bacteria commences to work and, as soon as decay is visible, fungi) in

the ne vv leaves.

But on a tree not perfectly healthy, such as those injured by deficiency in

foliage, either caused by insects, mildew, or a hailstorm, or an early frost in

the fall, or by late growth, whereby the ripening-up process was interrupted,
the new wood or cambium layer is watery and not ripe, the severe cold in

winter will atlect it more or less, and rupture it; 90 to 94 degrees will have

the same effect.

To illustrate: A few years ago we experimented on apple blossoms, and

observed that the petals on the flowers wilted during the day when the trees

were about in full bloom, but before they would naturally drop off. (We had

at the time a southwest wind, and the thermometer ranging from 90 to 96 in

the shade.) They did not recover or straighten out during the nights, and
we found on close examination they were scalded or burned, as it were, and
in a few days looked like fire had run through them, from this blight.

Trees that had no blossoms open, or had no blossom-buds to open, were

not in the least affected, neither then nor during the summer—only those

that were all out in full bloom on those three hot days perished.
It looked to me, then, that so much surface of so much bloom and leaves

were not supplied fast enough with sap, to allay the evaporation going on

during the time, to keep the petals from wilting or scorching.
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Now, only the trees blossoming so full were affected, but why not those

that were not in bloom? It seems that the cell structure of the flowers is

somewhat different from the cell structure of the leaf, and appear more like

the cells of the cambium layer, or cells that form the bud and.new wood from

the evaporated sajD. It mast contain more or less starch, and the action of

the heat converting it or thickening it, forming a sort of glucose, and fer-

mentation follows at perhaps a lower temperature than is required in the

structure of the leaf.

Now here is a cause of blight where no parasitic fungi, or spores of fungi,

or even bacteria, could have anything to do with it so early in the season, but

it set in as soon as fermentation commenced. The leaf turns dark and iinally

black, the rotten sap or poisonous fluid runs down the petal to the calyx,

along the little apple, then the stem of the little apple to the base, where all

the fruit stems started out of the flower-bud, and then all are affected, if they
had not been before. On most of the apple trees it only runs down to the

old wood and stops there, while on the crab or pear it is apt to run down the

older wood, and so extend until the tree is killed.

A tree we will compare to the city water-works, and call the cells formed

from the last year's cambium layer in this tree, clear in the roots below ground,
the suction or supply pipes, the body of the tree the pump, the warmth and

sunshine the pump buckets, as the roots or rootlets act like a sponge, and

draw in the water, warmth, acting on the body and limbs and twigs of the

tree, works the buckets, or cells, which we will compare with a lot of glass

tumblers standing on toji one of another. The cells that were last formed

on the returning sap, or when the leaves dropped in the fall, are tumblers

right side up, and filled full with the ingredients to form the sap-wood.

Now, by the actions of warmth and sunlight, the cells, or tumblers, seem to

be uf)side down, or have upper and lower valves in the spring, and act like a

sucti©n-pump bucket, by which the water, or crude sap, is forced up into the

new leaves, which we will call the reservoir, where the pump forces it, and

where it is kept for the distribution and uses through the p'pes in all parts

of the city at any time, or where the action of the sun and air warm the

water, or crude sap, and evaporate, and fit it for the growth of the tree, or

wherever it is needed, either to form new wood, buds, or fruit and seeds.

Although the water in the reservoir is calculated to supply the city at all

times, cold, freezing weather will sometimes burst the pipes; also, if the sup-

ply pipes are clogged or are injured by some cause, the pum])s (although

they are in good order) can not furnish a full sui)ply; or in hot weather,

more will collect and fill the distribution pipes and clog. The supi)ly is cut

off and repairs haveto be made, burst pipes replaced and others cleaned.

With the trees, the leaves are the reservoir. The water is held in round

globules, like round balls laid clo.se togethrr. These are covered on the uj)-

per surface with a thin air-tight film or. skin, but the lower side is open, or

held together with a net-work like a fine spider web, where the air can come
in contact with the globular cells and the little hair-like tubes act like valves.

They swell and shrink. ;ind close uj) in dam]) an<l fold weather })y swelling.
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and open by shrinking in warm and dry weather. Now, by this process,

heat or warmth will open these valves and evaporate the water in these globu-

lar cells and fit the sap for distribution, and the w^armer the air the faster the

work goes on and the faster the tree will grow, until an excess of heat or

cold deranges the working of this machinery. An over-supply by cold,

damp weather gives rust and mildew; an under-supply blight or sun-scald.

Now, the water-w'orks have to be repaired if out of order, and so have the

blighted trees to be attended to when it is first discovered.

1. Eemove the affected parts as soon as possible by cutting o& the limbs

a little below the colored sap under the bark, or cut off where it is sound and

healthy.

2. Mulch the ground under the tree or have a crop of clover or grass, or

any other crop that will shade the ground, thereby controlling sap circula-

tion.

3. Plant trees when quite small, or better still, plant your seeds where you
want your trees to stand, so the main roots will go down deep into the sub-

soil, thereby retarding and eqiaalizing the new wood growth, so that a sudden

change of air will not stimulate overgrowth. This mode is particularly ad-

visable for planting the pear.

Avoid stimulating manure and high cultivation unless the second and third

remarks are followed.

The President—I presume this paper will be well considered after

hearing a paper by Prof. T. J. Burrill, of Illinois, on "The Trunks

of Apple Trees."

Prof. Burrill, of Illinois—I too wish we had a blackboard here

this morning. I am so much of a school teacher I am almost lost

without one, whether I use it much or not. I think there is much

misapprehension about the sap passing through the cells in summer.

We all know the tree is made up 0f cells. In spring, before the

leaves put out, the cells are full of water, but in summer there is no

water in them. It soaks in the tissues of the tree, as water would

in the brick walls of a room. No sap goes between the bark and

wood. The bark separates easily because the cells are young there.

TRUNKS OF APPLE TPtEES.

BY PROF. T. .]. BURRILL, OF ILLINOIS.

Throughout the Northwest orchardists have found, especially during the

last three years, the trunks of apple trees, in one 'way or another, seriously

injured or diseased. Sometimes the difficulty is limited to a small area, and

sometimes extends so as to ultimately kill the tree. Thousands of apple trees

have in this way perished in our own and adjoining States. It seems that no
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kind, aiie or size is exempt, though some varieties upon the whole sutier less

than others, and on some kinds of soils and exi)0sures less damage occurs.

In studying the matter somewhat closely, four principal kinds of injury

have been found, viz: by insects, rabbits and mice, by blight and by frost.

Of the tirst and second nothing is to be said in this place, except to mention

the wood borers and the so called
"
woolly aphis

"
as the insects speciallj' re-

ferred to. The third must also be dismissed with a few words. I have else-

where argued that the so-called "sun-scald'' is really blight, produced by

bacteria, and this opinion is here further insisted upon, a large number of

recent examinations making it impossible to do otherwise. In this case the

bark adheres firmly to the wood, at least until it is quite rotten. Not unfre-

quently new bark forms beneath the old, and so heals the wound and saves

the tree. The injury occurs on any part of the trunk and on any side, but is

much more common on the south or southwest side, and a tree that leans to

the northeast is much more liable to suffer. This is the reason that many have

attributed the damage directly to the sun, and have kept in vogue the pop-
ular name. In one sense the effect of the sun is a cause of the mischief; but

it may be confidently asserted that the injury now considered is in no sense

a scald, produced by heat. The same thing can be artificially brought about

by inoculation with blight bacteria—has been done—and the inoculations

succeed' as well on the north as on the south side. But the influence of the

Sim upon the outer bark of trees is well knowii to every one who has fre-

quented the woods without a compass, and to every one else who has been

sharp in his observations. The outside corky envelope, old and dead, is much
more deeply cracked and furrowed on the south than on the north side, and

it does not usually take long to discover if one looks, especially in early sum-

mer, that many of these cracks exte;id to the living cells, which are thereby

exposed to the contagion of blight. So long as the bark of young trees re-

mains smooth, and is otherwise free from wounds, we do not find this affec-

tion of the trunks. When trees lean from the sun the rays of heat fall

more nearly at right angles to the surface, and are thus more effective in de-

stroying the elasticity of the outer protecting bark. Kains, too, may more

readily wash fine material into the cracks and thus in numerous cases be the

means of infection. Beginning from without, it is not very uncommon for

blight to be confined to the living cellular layer outside of the bast. In case

the cambium layer is not invaded new bark may be formed, and the tree

saved as already said. Evidently keej)ing the tree erect or leaning to the

southwest, and providing a shield of some kind, winter and summer, to pro-
tect the bark from drying and cracking, are protective mejisures, and they
are the best we have.

We i)jvss now to the fourth cause of injury, namely, freezing; and shall en-

ter more into detail.

The injury due to frost, so far as the trunks of our trees are concerned, is

of two kinds. In one case the wood and bark is split so as to gape open
while frozen, though the crack may l)e closed after warm weather comes

again. Sometimes only the bark thus cracks, and then there is left a more
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or less considerable wound, which becomes much more evident as the new

layer of growth pushes out the torn edges. These cracks are much more

frequent on the south or southerly side, but sometimes are otherwise located.

Numerous kinds of trees are known to suffer in this way, and among others

the following have, in my observation, been quite commonly cracked: Ap-
ple, sweet cherry, plum, box-elder, hard maple, butternut, iron-wood (carpi-

nus), chestnut, occasionally the black walnut, white willow, tulip poplar, sev-

eral oaks and linden have been seen similarly burst. No doubt the list can

be greatly extended. But this form of injury is not nearly so destructive as

the next to be mentioned. Trees are rarely severely checked in growth, and

probably never through this cause alone killed, though the wound may be

deep and long and slow to heal.

The second form of injury by frost is from the separation of the bark

from the wood, occurring for the most part near the ground, and also usu-

al!}' most common on the side next the sun; but very often, much more so

than in the former case, seen on any side or entirely around the trunk. This

is the injury'which has been most disastrously destructive in the apple or-

chards throuuhout a wide area of our country within recent years. It no
doubt occurs in other trees, but I have seen it, since speciallj' looking for it,

only in the apple and the white willow. When only the bark cracks, as in

the first form of injury, a bare strip of wood is often exposed by the shrink-

ing of the bark and by subsequent enlargement of the trunk by growth; but

this need not lead any to confound the kind of injury directly done by frost

with that now considered. In the latter, the bark may or may not be split,

usually not in any conspicuous degree; but separation from the wood is

more or less complete over the affected area. Very often there is for months
no external evidence of the injury, and the sickly appearance of the leaves,

perhaps after mid-summer, first attracts attention. The bark itself is not al-

ways killed, and there occurs an irregular growth of wood on the inner side

but separate from the older wood-layers.
The same sort of separation sometimes occurs between the annual layers

of wood, and what are called " wind shakes,'' are often no doubt really due to

frost acting in the manner now described. Sometimes these injuries take

place in very old and very large trunks, but whether the splitting occurs

near the surface and is afterward thickly covered by other layers, or occurs

in the heart-wood as such, is not known to me.

Having thus endeavored to describe the injuries, I now attempt an expla-

nation, based to a considerable extent upon studies bearing directly upon
the problem, but admittedly inweaving more or less of theory, and thus lia-

ble to be partially incorrect. In the first place some facts need to be stated.

Water freezes at the temperature marked by 32° in Fahrenheit's thermom-
eter

;
that is, the exceedingly minute, ultra-microscopical, but solid and firm

particles (molecules) composing liquid water, at this temperature arrange
themselves in certain regular positions with respect to each other, and cohere

so as no longer to be as before, freely movable upon each other. What
was a liquid is now a solid, though the component molecules are not in them
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selves changed in respect to composition or hardness. They have simply ar-

ranged themselves in regular and fixed order, like the bricks of a tower, and

a crystal is the result. To attain this arrangement more or less of molecu-

lar movement is required, and anything whatever that tends to prevent this

movement tends to prevent the water freezing at the temperature stated.

Indeed, only pure water freezes at the degree marked on .the thermometers.

If a little salt or sugar is added, the temperature must be below 32° Fahr. for

crystallization to take place ; and the lower, the greater the proportion of

salt or sugar. Water, saturated with salt, may be cooled down to 4° Fahr.

before ice is formed. When ice is produced on such a solution, it is, as be-

fore, the arranged molecules of water which form the crystal, the foreign

molecules being excluded from the structure. The ice is therefore pure wa-

ter, save that impurities may be mechanically caught and held among the

crystals.

Passing now to another series of facts pertaining to the structure of the

solid parts of organic bodies, it may be first stated that water fortiis an essen-

tial part of the texture. In plants, with which we are now concerned, all

the solid parts are composed of cells usually only to be seen with the micro-

scope. These cells have walls or sack-like membranes which often enclose

various substances more or less mixed with water. Sometimes the cell cav-

ities are full of liquid water, forced up from the earth by the roots. But

aside from this liquid water contained in the cells^
the molecules of water

help form the solid parts, as of the cell-walls. This last is perhaps diflicult

to comprehend, but it is exceedingly important that we should understand

the fact in order to rationally acquaint ourselves with what takes place when

a plant freezes. It has already been said that water is really made of minute

solid particles called molecules. The substance of the cell-walls, known as

cellulose, is likewise composed of molecules, but of more complex structure

and undoubtedly of considerably greater size than those of water. In the

natural composition of the cell-wall the cellulose molecules may be repre-

sented by the bricks in masonry, and the water molecules by the grains of

sand in mortar. Between these different kinds of molecules there is a strong

attraction or adhesion which binds the whole into a solid substance. There

is plenty of water present, but no liquid. The water molecules are as tiuly

a part of the structure as are the cellulose molecules. Ripe seeds have no

liquid water in them, nothing but this water of structure, and comparatively

little of that; so of the other parts of many plants in certain normal condi-

tions of their existence; while, on the other hand, more than nine-tenths of

the weight of rapidly growing shoots is water in both li(]ui(l and molecular

states.

Let us remember that every solid is made up of invisibly small molecules,

and that these are held together by the attraction that exists one for another;

that the force or eflect of this attraction varies inversely as the square of the

distance. This distance, at most, is so minute that av;/ variation makes con-

siderable, perhaps very much, difference in the result. Il is this molecular

attraction that binds the cellulose molecules together witli the water mole-
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cules into a cell wall. The molecules, however, do not actually touch each

other. Each is wondrously endowed with motion and swings back and forth

in a limited path of its own, not unlike, on an inlinitesimal scale, the planet-

ary bodies ; kept asunder by motion, but held from farther separation by
attractive force. In the living plant the swinging water molecules always

separate from each other the cellulose molecules to a certain limited extent;

but if by any abnormal cause the water molecules are once forced out and

the cellulose molecules approach so near to each other that their own attrac-

tions are greater than that between the cellulose and the water, the latter

can not get back; the organization is destroyed; the tissue fails in its phys-

iological functions; the plant, or the injured portion of it, dies.

There is still another series of facts which, though more familiar, must be

included for use in the explanations to follow. It is known to all that bodies

shrink m size as the temperature decreases and expand or swell with heat.

The rails of the railway are perceptibly shorter in cold than in warm weather ;

the mercury in the thermometer sensitively obeys the heat changes upon the

same principle. The tissues of trees form no exception to this rule. The varia-

tion in the circumference of an apple tree over four inches in diameter can

be readily demonstrated by a common tape line. A box elder stick just cut,

three and a half inches in diameter was found by myself to be a fourth of an

inch greater in circumference between zero and plus 70° Fahr. In a large
trunk the difference is much greater. It is also well known that water from

plus 39° Fahr. to plus 32° Fahr. is an exception to the general rule, and ex-

pands as the temperature decreases from the first named degree. In the act

of freezing, further expansion takes jjlace and in both cases with, what may
be designated, resistless force. Iron pipes are split like fragile reeds; the

thickness of their walls constitutes no safeguard ;
the iron itself shrinks, the

water within expands, and bursting follows. If we should bore a hole in the

heart of a tree and fill it with water, exactly the same result would follow

upon a decrease of temperature below 32° Fahr. A tape line would indicate

a constant decrease in the size of the trunk with the decrease of temperature
until relief from the enormous pressure finally came by a longitudinal split.

But such splitting does not take place in living trees, no matter how much
water they naturally contain, until the temperature is far below 32° Fahr.

The reasons for this have already been given and reference may now be

made to our salt solution
;
but further discussion must first give place to still

another peculiarity of the freezing process of aqueous combinations.

The plant tissues, in common with other things, containing water in a state

of molecular association with other molecules, are subjected to certain low

degrees of temperature, the outside or exterior water molecules first freeze

or arrange themselves to form a crystal. The temperature at which this

takes place depends upon the molecular attractions. When the amount of

water is sufficient to fill the molecular interspaces to saturation, the crystal

begins to form at very little below 32° Fahr.
;
but when the proportion is

much smaller than suffices to equalize the attraction for the water molecules,

the crystalline arrangement of the latter begins at the surface of the organic
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structure only, and at a much lower temperature. If a limb is cut from a

living tree, harily in our climate when the temperature is at zero, and has

not immcdiatel}' preceding been much lower, neither the bark nor the Avood

will ordinarily be found frozen. A separated sliver is still flexible, and no
ice crystals can be seen with the microscope ;

but a drop of water applied to

the surface, even soon after the stick has been taken into a warm room, in-

stantly congeals as it does on similarly cold iron. Yet in this green stick

there is forty per cent, of its weight water, existing there unfrozen at zero,

Fahr., not as a liquid, but caj^able of being evaporated from the tissues at

the temperature of boiling water.

When this water does freeze in some of our trees at about — 12° to —20°

Fahr., a minute thin plate is first formed on the surface of the structure, or

rather multitudes of such thin plates of regular shapes, are thus formed near

together. With a little further decrease of temperature, other water mole-

cules are wrested from their attractions in the woody structure and arrange
themselves beneath those first formed, and in so doing push the latter out-

ward. This escape of some of the water from among the cellulose mole-

cules causes the latter to approach nearer each oiher, and at the same time

to hold with stronger power the remaining water molecules which only join

their fellows in the crystal at a still lower temperature. As, however, the

cold increases, the crystal pushes out, not gaining in diameter, but increas-

ing in length by constant additions to its base, just as we may conceive of the

erection of a chimney by successively placing bricks under those already
laid and pushing upward the whole structure. The final length of the crys-

tal depends upon the amount of water and the degree of cold. Sometimes
frozen succulent plants may be seen thickly coated with a crust of such crys-

tals a fourth of an inch or more long, but so slender that a magnifier is needed

to identify individual ones, the whole presenting to the naked eye a some-

what velvety appearance. Similar crusts are formed in the interior of the

tissues on the surfaces of certain kinds of cells and pushing into cavities

caused by the shrinking of the material.

We may now consider that we have the chief facts upon which the ex-

planation of the two forms of injury to tree trunks by freezing rests. We
have compared the splitting of the trunks to the familiar bursting

—too fa-

miliar—of iron water-pipes and water-pitchers. It is only necessary that a

sufficient amount of water in the liquid state exists in the central parts of

the tree, and that a sufficient degree of cold be reached, to shrink the woody
fiber and congeal the fluid. If the water, though as a liquid in the ducts,

cell-cavities and intercellular spaces, contains substances in solution like sugar,

earthy salts, etc., freezing will be more or less below 32° Fahr.
;
and this is

normally the case. If the water exists only in the imbibed state in the cell-

walls, a much lower degree than this will be rcquircil to produce crysUdliza-

tion, and this is the normal winter state of a hardy and sound tree. It is

only in spring-time, or in a spring condition of tilings, that any liquid water

exists in such trees. On microscopic exaininatiim in winter, no water as
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such can be found in the cell-cavities or other openings of the living tissues ;

yet by heat under 212° Fahr., forty per cent, by weight of water can be driven

off. It is molecularly distributed among the elementary bodies of cellulose,

protoplasm, starch, etc., all of which are much too minute to be seen with our

best microscopes, but which as certainly exist as do worlds beyond the reach

of telescopes, and both are as certain as human knowledge at its best.

I append a table of the proportions of water determined by evaporation in

an oven kept below 212° Fahr., in the trunks of several trees cut in Decem-

ber, 1883. Where two numbers are given in a column the first shows the

Avater in the inner portion, and the second in the succeeding ring of growth :

Trees.

Diam.
In.

Per cent, of Water
Sap.

Hewes' Virginia Crab, No. 1 4

Hewes' Virginia Crab, No. 2 4

Wilson's Sweet 6

Box Elder 4

Box Elder 5

Box Elder 3

Soft Maple 4

In the spring some of these trees would contain a greater per cent, of

water, but I have no figures for the amount. What has now been given may
be a surprise to many, and the query would hardly be unnatural,

" Why do
not all the tree trunks burst when exposed to a freezing temperature ?

"
If,

however, the internal wood is sound—rotten wood soaks up great quantities
of water—and the spring activities of the roots have not commenced, it is

not likely that the trunks of any trees will bvirst by the swelling of ice for-

mation ;
whether or not the shrinking of the tissues by cold without concur-

rent freezing is with us ever sufficient to cause the longitudinal cracks we
observe after the manner of shrinking by drying, I can not tell. Probably
the bark may sometiines part through this cause. The tendency to such

cracking by the change in size as the temperature decreases is just as certain

as by the change through drying by heat. The only question is as to the

amount of contraction by such cold as w'e have. Probably no trees ever burst

until the thermometer marks zero or below, and then only when the heart is

more or less rotten, or after the roots have started to absorb quantities of

water from the soil, as in springtime.
But this cracking open of the bark, or the latter and the wood, does com-

paratively little injury. It simply makes a bad wound without in the least
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otherwise destroying the vitality or healthfulness of the tree. I shall, there-

fore, only add an explanation of the crack so commonly occurring on the

south side or that most exposed to the sun. If this splitting of the trunk can

be properly compared to the bursting of a water pipe, how can it be that the

points of the compass have anything to do with it? The rupture of an iron

tube always occurs in the weakest place, and no amount of thawing and

freezing on one side, with the other less subject to such changes, can make

any difference in the result. Action and reaction are equal, pressure south-

ward means equal pressure northward, and so of east and west. Now so

far as the outer layer of bark is concerned the south side is the weakest, be-

cause of the drying effects of the sun
;
cracks always being more numerous

here than elsewhere, and this difference in strength, slight as it is, should be

sufficient to cause the southern crack, if all other parts were exactly equal.

There is, however, a far more effective cause for the phenomenon. Every
change in the temperature of the tissues of a tree affects the quantity of

water in the cells and spaces. Indeed it is largely by such alternating

changes of heat and cold that liquid water gets into and accumulates in the

trunk of a tree, mainly through the contraction and expansion of contained

air. The corky bark is almost impervious to water and air, and forms a kind

of sealed tube whose lower end only is open in winter. If air at ffrst occu-

pies all the cavities in the wood, as it does in summer, and a reduction of

temperature occurs, this air very considerably contracts in volume, making a

vacuum, or would do so were they not concurrently filled by the upward flow

of air and water from the roots, and through them from the soil. When the

air again expands pressure is produced, and gases being more mobile than

liquids, the air rather than the water is forced down or in any other diret--

tion, leaving another condensation by cold to act as before. In this way the

tissues of the south side of an exposed trunk of apple or other trees gains

more fluid than those of the north side. The increase of water and the con-

sequent dilution of the disolved substances causes earlier and greater con-

gealing and its effects. I submit the following figures obtained by Mr.

Hewes, a student of the Illiiiois Industrial University, in Aju-il, 1883, from

experiments upon a soft maple (Ace dasycarpum) about forty feet high and

nearly one foot in diameter of trunk :

No. of Observation.
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If the south side of the trunk is well shielded from the sun, splitting may
occur, and then on any side

;
but the injury would not be so liable to happen.

The condition of the heart of the tree must be an iniijortant item in the ef-

fect, but the last season's growth, whether vigorous or not, makes little dif-

ference.

Passing now to the much more serious injury—the separation of bark and

wood—we may say that neither the swelling of the interior nor the shrink-

ing of the exterior layers of tissues can be accredited with the disastrous re-

sults, for these crowd the parts together instead of forcing them asunder in

a radial direction. Neither is it in any way the undue shrinking of the in-

terior and extension of the outer portions, because no such thing occurs.

The heart of a tree always freezes first. No change of temperature is sudden

enough in the open air to cause the bark and younger wood to freeze before

the pure water of the heart wood congeals, popular opinion to the contrary

notwithstanding. The very heart of a healthy tree has more water in it,

susceptible of freezing, than has the sap wood and bark, and, if vitality counts

for anything, its influence retards the freezing of the outer rather than the

inner parts of a tree. During the present winter an excellent opportunity
has been offered for observations on this point. When the thermometer first

reached zero in December, I examined the twigs of many kinds of trees with-

out finding any of them stiffened with ice, except the very immature water

sprouts of apple trees and the tall growths of the tender catalpa. The same
was true at —6°. At—12° the pith of some last season's growths was hard and

rigid, and ice was readily seen with 3 hand magnifier. This was observed in

apparently fairly ripened twigs of pear
—Bartlett and an unknown variety

—
of some apple trees, of several raspberries, including Turner and Mammoth
Cluster, of some shoots of Concord grape (not of those best ripened), of hybrid

perpetual roses, etc. On the other hand, the wood and the bark of all these,

except water shoots, were still flexible and without ice, while the twigs of

most trees, as a whole, were unaffected by ice. At —28°, in a considerable

number of instances, the twigs and the separated wood snapped like icicles,

and were found, more or less, crowded with ice crystals ; yet in a greater
number of cases the living parts were still flexible and tough. In very few

species was the living mature bark, during the coldest period, found frozen—
never in ripened Si\)\A& limbs—and these are accounted somewhat tender

kinds, such as tulip poplar, the manolias, various roses, peaches, raspberries,
etc. The May cherry twigs have at no time during the winter been brittle

by freezing.

It is, however, essentially certain that the bark of apple trees has been
forced off by frost, the formation of ice in or near the cambium layer. It

has not been my fortune to actually observe the phenomenon for the pur-
pose of verifying the conclusions otherwise reached; it is difficult to find the
affected trees or areas until long after the injury is done and the operating
cause removed, and no artificial experiments have been tried. I venture

however, the assertion, that it is the growth of the forest of ice crystals from
13
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imbibed or molecular water heretofore described, together with the conse-

quent shrinking of the tissues, that pushes off the bark, with or without a

radial, longitudinal split. Such a crystalline growth does take place in the

tissues of plants, and is readily seen by microscopical examinations of frozen

succulent stems. The cause is amply sufficient for the result, and the only

point upon which to hesitate is : Does this kind of ice formation really occur

in the tissues between the bark and wood of the apple trees ? We may pos-

itively say that, under the usual favorable condition of things in our climate,

it does not. It can not readily be found this year after a temperature of

—28° Fahr. But, after all, may not the phenomenon occur under certain

and peculiar unfavorable circumstances or combinations of circumstances ?

Having pretty well examined the problem, from what the courts call cir-

cumstantial evidence, I submit the following as the chief factors in the com-

bination of causes leading to the unwelcome result : If, in mid-summer, a

severe drouth occurs, the tree is checked in its growth so far that the stimu-

lating influences of a warm, moist, spring-like autumn starts afresh the ac-

tivity of the cambium cells, and if growth of new cells does or does not occur
—usually it does not—in the cambium of apple trees, though shoots start,

the solution of the stored materials and undue absorption of water puts the

tissue in condition to freeze in the manner mentioned, when exceptional

cold follows in winter. The more severe the drouth the more the likelihood

of such an autumn, spring-like start. Florists know verj' well that to cause

a plant to grow out of its season, nothing so prepares it as a preceding rest,

brought about by withholding water. Without such rest the same stimulat-

ing influences will not operate. In its normal season maturation may result

instead of new growth, under tl\e attempts to secure the latter. There can

be no doubt but that apple trees are more or less checked, in many situa-

tions, by the 'want of water during the dry times of July and August, and

more in- some soils and situations than others. Neither can there be any
doubt of a responsive activity to the effects of a warm and wet autumn. The
buds swell and burst into shoots or flowers in many cases, and in the south-

ern latitudes of Illinois are sometimes very conspicuously developed. With
a corresponding activity of the cambium and a subsequent hard freeze; it is

little wonder that damage is done.

The evil consequence then, of the summer's drouth, is what we should in

the first place strive to avoid. This may be accomplished in several ways
known to us all, and I may only mention such as the choice of site, deep

drainage to favor the penetration of roots into soil likely to be moist in sum-

mer, good surface cultivation during dry times, extensive mulching, selec-

tion of varieties possessing [powers of withstanding drouth. Of these only
the first will be here further discussed.

In my own region of country. Central Illinois, I have been greatly struck

with the comi)arative healthfulncss of apple orchards on the flat lands, while

upon the high ridges, usually most esteemed for fruit trees, decided unheal th-

fulness is the rule. In view of the foregoing, is it not probable that an im-
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proper choice of location has very often been made for the orchard ? It can

not be said that the highest lands are always most susceptible to drouth, but

this is generally true in the region mentioned. The soil of the lower grounds
is richer, at least in partially decomposed vegetable matter, and this aids

greatly the retention of moisture. For other reasons one would not choose

for an orchard site a place relatively very low; but there is much difference

between flat land and low land. Certainly no one would select a slough as

the most suitable for orchard fruit. Too much water at other times of the

j^ear is as bad as too little in summer. Land that is, however, too wet, may
be so improved by tile draining that it may become the very best for apple

trees, being rich and light, with no standing water, but moist enough at all

times for the healthful development of orchard trees.

The apple crop, in 1883, in Champaign and adjoining counties, was very

good, thousands of bushels of fine fruit being gathered ;
but the difference in

orchards differing only in the nature of the site, and as far as could be made
out, in the relations concerning water, was very remarkable. Nearly all the

apples worth anything came from land having very little slope and which,

though not usually drained, would be much benefited thereby. A few or-

chards on the higher ridges were abundantly productive, doubtless due to

the peculiarities of soil and subsoil, while by far a greater number so situated

produced nothing fit for market. The attention of those who contemplate

planting trees has been forcibly drawn to the subject and the old ideas con-

cerning selection of site have been thoroughly overhauled. Doubtless mis-

takes will yet be made, and possibly now on the opposite side from those of

previous years. We shall do well to remember that it is the excessive dry-
ness of the soil in summer that is to be avoided, not necessarily the highest

grounds.
DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS.

Mr. Peffer, of Wisconsin—I have listened with the greatest in-

terest to the paper just read, and it really gives more light on this

subject of tree growing and the destruction of trees than any paper
I ever heard before. We have never looked far enough. Really
the cause of the damage done in '81 was that it was dry the sum-
mer before and the warm fall started the trees again. In Novem-
ber the mercury fell below zero. In the spring the trees leaved out

nicely and in July they showed that they had been damaged in some

way. I could not see how my trees were damaged until I looked

below the surface of the ground. There the bark was separated
from the wood. That convinced me it was the sudden change in

temperature. We found the cause as soon as we looked at the

roots. They were mostly dead. It was the same way in '55 and '56.

Mr. Munson, of Texas—Prof. Burrill, in reading his paper, stated
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that he had not known an actual case of freezing and bursting the

bark. We had a cold wave when the trees were in leaf and the

trees were killed. The bark was loosened at the collar. I found

many trees in that condition. When it is entirely lifted from the

tree they usually die. In Arkansas it was worse than with us.

Prof. Burrill—I was hesitating as to whether ice could actually be

found.

Mr. Munson—By examination I found the ice. We have a weed

which shows this very well. Sometimes curled ice crystals three

inches long come out of it.

Dr. Gregory, of Arkansas—This is a very interesting paper to me.

It is very scientific. I appreciate it. Reference has been made to

the cold snap of '81. At our State meeting I was on the committee

to report the damage done by that cold wave. My observation was

that, contrary to the suggestion that the heart freezes first, it freezes

outside first. Below the snow belt the tree was protected ; above,

the tree was killed and the bark sloughed off. The southwest side

was damaged worse, which is in keeping with what Prof. Burrill

states. Our report was that seventy-five per cent, of the fruit trees

had suffered so as to produce death sooner or later. I lost about

1,200 bearing trees in one belt in my orchard. I have about sixty

acres, and in that belt not one escaped, while outside of it all es-

caped. The difference was not in varieties. There is, perhaps, a

little difference in the soil. The mercury was from eight to ten be-

low zero. When the freezing commenced the trees were in leaf

and were opening out in bloom. I do not see how we are to avoid

these injuries.

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—The rupturing of the bark, both in

spring and fall, is the only fear I have of trees dying. A perfectly

ripened tree will stand thirty or forty degrees below zero. When

my trees were killed it was in June. They were in full leaf and

perfectly healthy. They withered before twelve o'clock. The rup-

ture of the bark does not occur higher than about a foot with us.

(Some one remarked he had seen it six feet high.) We use build-

ing paper, putting it around the trees before freezing in the fall.

Prof. Burrill sustains my views in regard to trees perfectly ripe

.standing the cold. One word in regard to digging a tree before it
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is ripened up in the fall. It may have made its growth, but if not

ripe there is not starch but water in the cells. The hardening com-

mences when cool nights begin, and continues till cold weather. A.

tree will not come out well in the spring if dag too early. There

can be no action in the tree unless there is starch in the celle.

Prof. Tracy, of Missouri—At Cincinnati, a few years ago, this

same subject was discussed. Dr. Warder spoke of the damage done

to orchards in Ohio in '81, caused by freezing and loosening the

bark. The injury through Ohio seemed universal. Dr. Warder

stated that on a few occasions he had examined trees immediately
after their being damaged, and he had saved them by nailing the

bark back on the tree. He did not know how far this could be car-

ried.

Prof. Burrill—If trees were in leaf, I think possibly they might
freeze outside first, but not otherwise.

Mr. iMunson—We want to know how to keep trees from being

damaged. The Ben Davis was the only tree that stood in Texas.

(Dr. Gregory remarked it was so in Arkansas.) Some other varie-

ties almost escaped. If trees are hilled up when bursted it will of-

ten save them.

Dr. Gregory— I have saved some by taking off the bark and put-

ting a plaster on.

The President—We will have to stop this discussion for want of

time, for there is another paper for this morning.

Prof. James Cassidy, of Colorado, read the following paper :

HORTICULTURAL EXPERIMENTATION FOR COLORADO.

BY PROF. JAMES CASSIDY, OF COLORADO.

Never before, perhaps, in our history as a nation, has so much interest been

taken in the products of the garden and in everything that it takes to adorn

life and make it better worth living for, tlian at the present day. The pros-

perity of our manufacturing industries depends indirectly as well as directly

on the prosperity of the various departments of agriculture, and this fact is

intensified and comes home more forcibly to us every day as the country ac-

quires age. In Colorado, agriculture in its broadest sense, is in the pioneer

stage. Crops are planted with a view chiefly to immediate returns, taking
no account that a day of retribution is at hand; but all this is a necessity too

often, and peculiar to the settlement of a new country. The early settlers
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were formerly engaged in marketing the natural products of the country

(some are doing so still) ;
now it is necessary to plant in order to reap, to

breed and feed cattle in order to have meat. Farmers and horticulturists

are prosperous or the reverse, according as they think and experiment for

themselves, and so become familiar with facts they can rely upon and put in

practice. We live in an age of thought and action. Close comiietition, the

host of enemies that thwart our most cherished efforts, the failure of once

much valued varieties of fruits and flowers, demand that we sow intelligent

thought in the garden without stint. But these failures are perhaps in ac-

cord with the laws of universal nature, that nothing really good and beauti-

ful in the highest degree can be said to be permanent. The future of horti-

culture is involved in the present, and just in proportion as we are intelli-

gently informed, as to the laws underlying its joractice, so will our success be

measured. The want of the hour is facts, scientific facts, such as arc deduci-

ble from successful practice, and no other. The.se we can take hold of and in-

corporate into our work. And this brings me to observe that our power of

observation must first be awakened and stimulated before we can experiment
to anjr purpose. To merely observe, however, involves but little effort of the

mind, but to plan and carry out an experiment implies a pre-arrangement of

the conditions of an experiment, and, as might be inferred, precedes the for-

mer for scientific purposes. By observation, then, we note anomalies as they
occur in nature; but in putting a question to nature, we arrange our condi-

tions beforehand.

But very few people appreciate the difficulty to be surmounted in the con-

duct of an experiment. On horticultural matters almost every one thinks

they have a special mission in that direction, and it is very generally the case

that those who know the least about it are the most anxious to ventilate

what they do know, and are too often reluctant to admit the possession of

knowledge in others. I apprehend that but few will difi'er with me when I

say that nature makes experimenters; that the most comprehensive knowl-

edge of nature, careful training and ample scientific and practical knowl-

edge will not make accurate ox])oriinonters of some people. No man, I firmly

believe, can be successful in this line of human eflbrt who is careless, slovenly

and loose as a practitioner. An experimenter shovdd be the oj^posite of this,

a careful, accurate and methodical thinker and worker. In fact a man of

"gumption" who can handle details. No person ever became a succe.ssful

horticulturist who could deal only in large results, and just here there is a

broad margin between the farmer and the gardener. The person who can

not condescend to little matters in the conduct of an experiment, is paving
the way for a failure. Wherever a large measure of success has been attained

in the practice of this profession, all tho.se who look beneath the surface will

see that the result is largely in the ability of the individual to measure de-

tails at their value. An experimenter should be a man who possesses suffi-

cient acquaintance with his profession as an art, supplemented by such a

wide range of general and scientific knowledge as will niala> his work as
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effective as possible, and add if possible to the summation of real science; all

of which will help much in encouraging his ability to rightly interpret the

results of his work. Misinterpretation and wrong conception of the results

of such work have brought much odium on experimental horticulture. The

experimenter must be able to cull the grains of truth in a series of observa-

tions, and to excel here he must be a good observer, for his knowledge of

nature and cause and effect should be complete. Nor must he be above re-

cording a failure, because every exi^eriment is not a success. The mere un-

folding of truth is not the absolute measure of success in any undertaking.
The records of our failures may oftea be as instructive, as necessary and

useful as the record of the grandest success. So it will be seen that to place

and carry out an experiment or a series of them, requires a peculiar combi-

nation of qualities in the individual, and which every experimenter should

possess, more or less, but more especially the scientist. Now the question
arises : What is an experiment ? A German writer says that an experi-

ment is a question put to nature. Now, for an experiment to mean any
thing, it should be so simple and eliminated of all entanglements, sources of

error and complications, such as would arise from attempting too much, as

to elicit an unequivocal yes or no. Too many of the experiments recorded

in the public press are misleading and negative as to results, either because

they lacked simplicity, plainness and directness, or there is a general as-

sumption from local premises, incompleteness in the presentation of essen-

tial facts and failure to note the qualifying effect of modifying circumstances.

There are results without reasoning and facts without philosophy. Two per-

sons may conduct an experiment and too often differ widely in their inter-

pretation of the result, both at once correct from the standpoint of each and

both equally wrong in deducting a rule for general practice from facts of

merely local importance. The lesson taught us is, that we need to observe

more closely, investigate deeper, analyze more keenly and deduct with more

wisdom, and by so doing the result will not lead astray those who would fol-

low our instruction. No matter how accurately and oft-repeated an experi-
ment may be made, it will avail nothing if our methods are defective, because

we can never reach an accurate conclusion. The effort and desire to discover

and apply useful laws in the practice of horticulture is laudable, but in regard
to results that border on the doubtful, we ought to be silent, rather than pub-
lish them so as to mislead others. We should deliberate when doubtful, seek

for knowledge when ignorant, and hesitate to proclaim a discovery upon
hasty data. It is quackery in horticulture experiinents that has induced so

many i)eople to look on this work with disfavor. Impracticable theories,

erroneous deductions and much vaunted, pretended fertilizers have been

thrust upon us so that people rebel and look on science as a pretentious in-

novator.

WHO SHOULD EXPERIMENT?

As I look at it, experiments are necessarily of two kinds; 1st, those that

agricultural colleges may perform in regard to determining natural laws;
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and 2d, tliose that the private individual may conduct and which may be

called tentative experiments. I am of those who believe that our agricul-

tural colleges should not only educate young men for such opportunities
as may occur to them in this line when they leave school, but also insti-

tute such experiments, as are demanded by their immediate interests, and

while if possil)le, positive value to local int(3rests only may, nevertheless,

from the flexibility and universality of nature's laws, be of general appli-

cation in many cases by way of comparison. Horticulture offers such a

wide tield for experimentation, that no doubt each State, or section of the

country will decide what the term horticulture means to them particularly.

So that in discussing the work of the college, I will chiefly have an eye

single to the particular horticultural wants of the people of my own State.

There is some doubt as to the meaning of the term horticulture. In most
cases pomology is ineant. Horticulture has to do with fruit culture, but

so has agriculture. Whether it should be treated from the agricultural

or horticultural standpoint, depends on its special treatment. Horticul-

ture on this continent covers a wide range of topics, depending on the

varying latitudes, climatic conditions and special wants of the people. The
definition of horticulture is no doubt expanding rapidly, and in a period not

very far distant will mean as much at the West as it does to-day under

the wing of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. Horticulture then

in Colorado, means, as might be inferred, very largely pomology and for-

estry, with a growing taste for market and landscape gardening. It must
be obvious to the veriest tyro in such matters, that the college, and it only,
can carry out scientific experiments worthy the name. And that to ex-

periment to some purpose, one must be acquainted with the work already

accomplished so as to avoid unnecessary re{)etition. But in Colorado, pos-

sessing as we do, skies of Italian clearness, with an abundance of water,

old experiments, it seems to me, would be well worthy of repetition,

owing to the opposite conditions and positive advantages we possess over

the Eastern States.

What Colorado needs especially to know, is what varieties of the orchard

fruits will succeed under the i^eculiar climatic conditions prevailing there,

which are an excessive dryness of the atmosphere, warm sunshiny days, with

but very little snow on the ground in winter. Many methods of cultivation

that are standard in other States here require modification. Wo mny, for in-

stance, ignore the law that exotic seeds should not be sown before settled

warm weather. Seed rarely or never dies there
;
in consequence, Aveeds are

in great abundance, and grow until frost from the great abundance of water.

The apple, pear, cherry and plum have been planted in abimdance, but of

varieties in most cases unsuitod to this altitude, and too often left to take

care of themselves, as though foreordained to .succeed anyway. The want

would seem to be met by varieties of hardy, vigorous habit, possessing a leaf

adapted by nature to the climatic conditions of the plains. The Russian ap-

l)le may furnish these, or seminal varieties of those fruits raised on the jiliiins.
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And not only this, but we need methods of cultivation to correspond. We
need also to know, more definitely, as to the amount of water and the fre-

quency of its application, to perfect any given crop, whether in field or gar-
den

; taking into consideration the slope and character of the soil, and the

special crop under treatment. And we need to determine the desirability

of growing even hoed crops in our orchards. The work of the college should

enable us to determine this, as well as the adaptability of our climate for the

production of special crops in horticulture and agriculture, as the hop and

tobacco.

In the glades and recesses of the Rocky Mountains, occur the native fruits

in great abundance—the plum, the cherry, several varieties of the currant,

gooseberry and raspberry, with many deciduous shrubbery and a host of an-

nuals and herbaceous perennials, all affording possibilities of future excel-

lence, either by superior cultivation or through cress-fertilization. Already
the Colorado Agricultural College, although but a young institution, has done
a work in the hybridization of wheats that has given it an internat'onal rep-
utation

;
but wheat can not always be paramount in any system of agricul-

ture based on its progress as an art. But the present aspect of the field

shows what a work remains undone, by the chemist, in the analysis of soils,

of water and forage crops ; by the farmer and gardener, in determining on

a diversified system of agriculture, in the originating and adapting of im-

proved field and garden products to the exigencies of irrigation and our pe-
culiar climatic conditions, and in recuperating the alreadj' overtaxed ener-

gies of the soil, which in all the newer States is being rapidly depleted of its

store of plant food.

All of these questions present their peculiar claims, demanding varying

arrangements, and facilities for their elucidation. All science, however,
must stand the test of actual application. The motto of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, England, is

" Practice with Science;" bat that of the Maid-

stone, England, Farmers' Club is
" Science with Practice;

"
explaining the

choice of position to science, by saying, provided it can be followed with a

view to profit. In forestry, too, the field is fallow. The climate of the plains

calling for walled gardens, shelter-belts, groups of trees, and shrubbery. The
tree planting of these plains is the great problem of the age to the people
who live on them, and no doubt when they come to realize its importance
and know what they can do in this direction, and providing legislation con-

tinues favorable, these plains will be dotted with a luxuriant vegetation. At
the college the soft maple, the walnut, hickory, several ashes, the catalpa,

white elm and sweet chestnut are known to succeed. But further experi-
ment is urgently needed. Through trees only, so far can man hope to in-

fluence the meteorological conditions of this country in his favor. To what
extent they will influence the rainfall, perhaps can not be told; but we do
know that they conserve moisture and snow wherever it falls in their shade.

The plant in its successive growth and decay is the salvation of the soil from

the vacuum f)f sterility. The despised weed in its decay quickens the germ-
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inating corn. The lichen and vine Uve their brief existence, and in their

death and dccaj' furnish a nidus which rears the solid oak, illustrating at

once the activity and compensating power of nature. The Rocky Moun-
tains are at once the fountain head and conservers of the water supply of

the State; but continue to destroy the timber in their canons and gorges, and

water will be a minus quantity when it is an imperative necessity. In the

possession of water, experimenters control one very important factor in the

conduct of an exj^eriment to a definite issue
; especially so in the testing of

fertilizers. In Colorado the horticulturist knows that each succeeding day
will bring him sunshine almost without fail, so that neither cloudy days nor

mildew have any terrors for him. The water for the sustenance of his crops
is dejiositcd in the shape of snow in the majestic E,ockies; canals and irri-

gating ditches convey the fruitful waters—fruitful in all the elements of

plant food—to the thirsty land. The laws regulating its distribution are as

equitable as the best engineering skill and catholic statesmanship could de-

sire. While all this and more might be said for it, yet water may be a dan-

gerous ally in the hands of those who unskilifully use it. The influence of

carefully kept meteorological records in enabling the college to be the center

of a series of local experimenters, situated in various parts of the State,

would be invaluable, especially in a study of the varying eilects of meteoro-

logical conditions, and the ability of different varieties of plants to withstand

the eccentricities of heat and cold, and to which the people of the State could

look with confidence.

And finally, what is especially needed in regard to the college experimental
work is, that the different colleges work in unison, and so save a vast amount
of time, money, energy and materials, while at the same time reaching more
definite results, and be educating public oj^inion to the importance of this

kmd of effort, for there should be union and sympathy between horticultur-

ists and those who make scientific experiments their business. No one, I

think, now-a-days questions the value or importance of the work done at

these stations, the only question in doubt being as to their maintenance, the

topics investigated and by whom conducted. The best agricultural colleges

are those which send forth from their laboratory's, workshops, fields and gar-

dens a band of successful cultivators of the soil, admiring nature because fa-

miliar with her laws. And the most successful teachers of horticulture are

those who present their knowledge in the aspect of their gardens, and which

their own intelligent skill has developed into a thing of beauty and useful-

ness. And what an opportunity occurs in the management of such an insti-

tution for its president to give it vitality and character, and to impress his

personality on the work of its faculty and students, and for the agricultur-

ist and horticulturist, too, by an intelligent and scientific application of the

best methods of their art in developing the best possibilities, resoui'ces and

proper surroundings of a happy home. Owing to the great diversities of soil

and flimate incident U> this State of Colorado, it is necessarily im])Ossil)le to

make any general a])plication of the results of experimental work to any con-

siderable portion of the State.
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So that, upon individual eflbrt and upon that of local horticultural socie-

ties, must devolve very largely the development of the horticultural resources

of their several localities. Individual efibrt, then, mvist not lag. The horti-

culture of no people or country is settled. Many things that are vahiable in

our fields and gardens is the result of the thoughtful care of some lover of

horticulture. In imitation of the mechanic the horticulturist must exercise

close and constant observation, and bring to his own observations in the gar-

den the advantages to be derived from the successful experiments of others.

There are people vi^ho would separate thinking from working horticulturists,

and which is both niischievous and untenable. The most practical men are

the best thinkers, and the true theorist verifies all science by his own prac-

tice, or that of others. Too often, I think, do horticulturists ignore, from

preconceived prejudices, the useful, practical lessons of successful thinkers.

But this is an everj'day experience, and it has ever been so.

Almost every great invention that has lifted humanity to a higher plane of

comfort and usefulness has at the outset been assailed by calumny. What
was but an enthusiastic dream in the days of Elizabeth is to-day driving

vast cargoes of the products of this continent across land and sea; but the

intelligent horticulturist is held by no such bonds
;
he knows that he is a mon-

arch among the achievements of nature. The average individual, however,

has not the time, means, skill, nor training for scientific worjc. He knows,
if he be an intelligent man, that this kind of work belongs to the trained man
of science. But he can carry out many practical experiments, if he be a

thinking man, and while they may lack the accuracy of the trained and ed-

ucated thinker, may nevertheless contribute much to his material prosperity.

A German writer says experiments are not easy, but are within the power
of every thinking husbandman. Individual effort, then, we think an impor-
tant step toward horticultural progress, and closely allied with this lies asso-

ciated effort, as in horticultural societies. The work of the college, and of

the individual, will concentrate here and crystallize into a power for good.

A live, flourishing society will ever give an impetus to vinited effort among
its members. The numerous public and private gardens in the Eastern

States are no doubt largely due to the influence exercised by the horticul-

tural societies of Philadelphia, New York, Massachusetts, Cincinnati, and

Dayton. These societies are a rendezvous where new and rare garden pro-

ducts are exhibited for comparison and competition, and if worthy, receive

the indorsement of the Society, but if unworthy, can never fail of its con-

demnation. Carlyle, perhaps, justly remarked,
" There is no nation in the

world where there is so little happiness and so little misery as in America.

In the pursuit of wealth and practical science we have lost sight of wants

that calm and restore. How many costly buildings are there not, near all

our large towns and cities, rendered conspicuous by the absence of a refined

taste, and where vulgarity is ever thrust forward in the shape of culinary

vegetables, invading what ought to be lawn and flower garden, all this telling

too plainly the mushroom origin of their shoddy owners, and illustrating
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Lord Eacons maxim, " that man will ever build stately, sooner than to gar-
den finely, as though the latter were the greatest perfection." But what a

field have we not in horticultural pursuits for mental and moral stimulus;

work must be done well and in season, or profitable results will not be ours.

Then, too, in no profession, unless it be that of medicine, are constant obser-

vation, quick perception, a cultivated eye, and ready resource, more impor-
tant than here. Our success will depend on our ability to adapt ourselves to

surrounding circumstances, and to decide quickly and readily on the exi-

gencies of the hour. The horticulturist, too, must love his profession, and

between himself and his living charge there mu.st be an understanding that

can come only from familiar acquaintance.

DISCUSSION ON THE PAPER.

Tlie Secretary
—I have been thinking, especially during the read-

ing of the last two papers, of a letter I received fi'om a man who
did not know much about our Society, in which he wished to know
if it was to be captured by business interests. I tried to assure him

to the contrary. This gentleman is here now. He will certainly

see that it is for the interest of horticulture in general, and not for

personal interests. We have had several most excellent papers, such

as those by Prof. Forbes, Prof Robson, Prof. Burrill, Prof Cas-

sidy, and Mrs. Tryon. These would have graced any lecture

course. I wish to compliment our Society in thus bringing to-

gether such able talent.

3Ir. Patterson, of Missouri—I did not come here to speak, well

knowing I should expose my ignorance if I did
;
and I have succeed-

ed pretty well so far in keeping quiet, but I can't stand it any longer.

I am one who has not had the advantage of training, but I am will-

ing to learn, and acknowledge I have received much benefit here.

I acknowledge I have been paid for coming to hear Prof. Burrill's

paper alone, although I could have gotten it in the Proceedings.

Mr. Day, of Nebraska, suggested that the name of G. P. Peifer

be included in the list spoken of by the Secretary.

The President—I am myself greatly delighted at the success of

the Society, not only here but at New Orleans, in bringing together

such papers and the men who have read them. 1 think such a vol-

ume as we have the material for will be appreciated. T hope we

will go on and hold other meetings as good as this. 1 solicit your

co-operation in its welfare. It occurs to me that the Committee on
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Forestry and Legislative Aid had one great omission. I will add

the name of Robert Douglas, of Illinois. There is no' man who
has a wider reputation than he. No man has done more in this di-

rection.

The Society adjourned at 12:20.

Fourth Day—Friday.

Afternoon Session.

The Society re-convened at 2:30 o'clock.

Secretary G. C. Brackett, of Kansas, read the following paper :

ORCHARDIXG ON THE PLAINS.

BY G. C. BRACKETT, OF KANSAS.

The early efforts to push the industry of orcharding out onto prairie re-

gions was at an early day regarded as a doubtful and risky investment, and

bj' a very large portion of the public, among which were found many of the

prominent horticulturists, as an enterprise only to be followed with disaster

and failure, and when carried into a region which had for years been ac-

cepted by all as a barren waste, success was among the impossibilities. It

was only recently that we find scientists who had explored this region—in

their studios—uttering the following pronunciamento as a warning to the

adventuring pioneer with reference to its possibilities relating to its forestry
interests.

" Trees can not be made under any circumstances to grow there, because

beyond the belt where trees grow naturally.''

This is precisely the opinion held in years past with reference to orchard-

ing throughout the extent of the great Mississippi valley, and especially of

the prairie States. Still later such were the conceptions of the possibilities

of regions lying west of the Missouri river, and extending into Kansas and

Nebraska, that even the success of agricultural pursuits was considered very
doubtful, and attendant with ruin and starvation to whomsoever should dare

to attempt their development on these Western plains. What is the present
status of these industries but a monument of refutation of the folly and fal-

lacy of such theoretical predictions, and which has equal force when consid-

ered in relation to horticulture in its various branches.

The practical American does not readily yield to what some may class

among the impossibilities. He graciously accepts the situation and over-

comes the apparently impracticable by a substitute of practical means, and
thus wins success.
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'Tis true that the first efforts made to establish the industry of orcharding
on the Western prairies was confronted with serious and compUcated diffi-

culties. The influence of a peculiar climate upon the productive elements

of an untried soil had not been determined. The methods of culture and

varieties of fruit which had proven reliable in the more eastern sections

when applied to these regions failed to respond to satisfactory results. The

experience of time was required to solve these questions. Here then was

opened up a field for extensivs experimentation in which would be required

the skill of the most intelligent culturist.

The work of determining a system of successful processes was one neces-

sitating a line of effort starting with the first principles. How well this work

lias been done will be seen as we proceed.

Returning to our topic of orcharding on the plains: What means this

term, "on the plains?" I can well remember when a lad and attending

school, the geographical authorities applied this term to all sections embrac-

ing iDi'airie countries, and which then included the States of Illinois, Iowa,

portions of Minnesota and the broad territory extending westward to the

Rocky Mountains. Still later its eastern boundaries were commonly accept-

ed to run about with the ninety-fifth meridian, or the eastern line of Kansas

and Nebraska, and afterwards to recede westAvard to near the ninety-sixth,

and still later to the ninety-seventh, and to-day, if you chance to converse

with the settlers living about the ninety-eighth meridian, they will tell you
" the plains

" are to their Avestward. How then shall we apply ourselves to the

subject ; certainly not as bearing upon territory lying east of Kansas and Ne-

braska. There" the pursuit has already become an established industry, and

successful methods for treatment and a list of reliable varieties have become

familiar as household words.

The same may be said of Eastern Kansas, Western Missouri and Nebraska.

Why, Mr. President, the product of the orchards within this belt for 1883

bears on its face uncontrovertible evidence of the success of orcharding on

the plains, if we are to accept such sections as a part of the plains. In Ne-

braska, Otoe county alone produced 70,000 bushels of apples in 1883. In

Kansas there were quite a number of the older counties which produced
over 100,000 bushels of apples each, and on one day in November, says the

Denver papers, twenty-one cars loaded Avith this product arrived in that city

from Kansas. Omaha authority says a train loaded with apples grown in

Brown and Leavenworth counties, Kansas, passed through that city the past

fall en route for Idaho and other points West. This city in which we are con-

vened has annually for years past been a depot of supply for the Western and

Eastern markets of thousands of barrels gathered in from its State and the

contiguous i:)lains. The years 1882 and 1883 Avitnessed the unexpected as well

as surprising occurrence in the trade demands of thousands of bushels of ap-

ples being sent EastAvard and into Southern markets, the product of these

"plains."' I might pursue this line and add further material evidence to

shoAv that orcharding has become a profitable industry on the plains, but I
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do not deem it necessary, for I hardly think any one familiar with existing

facts will endeavor to controvert these statements, so far, at least, as applied

to orcharding in Missouri, Eastern Kansas and Nebraska. But the question

here arises, how far out on the plains will the industry prove successful.

Here let us examine the records. Referring to the county reports on file in

the Secretary's office of the Kansas Horticultural Society, we find that in

every county lying between the eastern boundaries of the State and the

ninety-eighth meridian west, which includes nearly the eastern half of the

State, all classes of orchard trees common to other and more Eastern States

are being successfully grown and fruited, excepting the peach, which has not

been generally successful north of latitude 39°, and is most abundantly pro-

ductive in the range between 37° and 38° of latitude, which embraces the two

southern tiers of counties. Beyond the ninety eighth meridian west, most of

the orchards are yet young and not up to a bearing age. The wood growth
for 1883 is reported good and healthy, and in several counties strong. The
counties of Jewell, Smith, Mitchell, Lincoln, Barton, Rice and Reno report

the first product of apple orchards in 1883; all of these counties are in the

belt between the ninety-eighth and ninety-ninth meridian, and include

nearly the entire width of the State north and south. Pushing on to the west

of the ninety-ninth meridian to the one hundredth, we take in a belt contain-

ing fourteen counties, all newly settled, and hence not much advanced in any
of the industries relating to the culture of land. Yet more than half of these

counties report a successful planting and growth of orchard trees.

At Hays City, located near the one hundredth meridian, in 1882, it was my
privilege to examine the orchards of the Hon. M. Allen, which showed every
evidence of healthy development, the cherry being in frviit at the time, and

which in quality was equal to any seen in the most eastern counties. Fol-

lowing the Arkansas valley westward the same year, I found a condition of

orchard trees equal in health and vigor of growth to that generally found in

eastern counties of the State. At Sterling, in Rice county, on the farm of

J. B. Schlichter, the previous and current year's wood growth of apple trees

was, on an average, strong and very stocky. Passing on this line and in con-

nection at Great Bend, in Barton county, Garfield, in Pawnee county, at

Dodge City, in Ford county, and skipping Gray county into Sequoyah at Gar-

den City and Larkin, in Kearney county—the last two being under a system
of irrigation

—we find evidences sufficiently encouraging to warrant further

efforts. Trees were doing well wherever intelligently treated. At the third

annual fair of this Society, held at Topeka, in September, 1883, the county of

Republic, lying on the extreme northern limit, and Saline, at about a central

point and adjoining the ninety-eighth west meridian, and Washington, Riley

and Davis, on the ninety-seventh meridian, exhibited in contest a product
creditable to any county. Being from young trees which were in a high state

of vigor, they would have excelled in many respects the product of the best

orchards in the eastern counties of Kansas or any State to the east. There

is a force in the soil of these western plains that produces a remarkable de-
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velopment and peculiar fitness of the climate for the finishing up and matur-

ing of the apple especially.

At this fair a display was made of apples grown at Great Bend, in Barton

county, the first born fruit of that remote point on the plains. The collect-

ion included the Fameuse, Milam, Wagener, Red Winter Pearmain, Willow

Twig, Rawle's Jenet, Missouri Pippin, Wine, Pennsylvania Redstreak, Ben

Davis and Kaighn's Spitzenberg. These were well grown and remarkable

for perfection in form and beauty of color. They possessed a firmness in

flesh seldom found in fruit of so warm a latitude.

In conclusion : It is an established fact, that orcharding in quite a large

portion of the plains, as accepted in 1860, has become a successful industry^

affording profitable returns, and especially is this true of the eastern portion

of Kansas and Nebraska.

The rapidity of its progress in area, the superior character and extent of

the product, have surprised the most hopeful enthusiast The first planting

in Kansas, so far as we have been able to trace, outside of the Indian missions

—some of which date back to 1837—was made in the spring of ISoo, by T.

M. Pierson and Judge Wakefield, in Douglas county. The total of these

plantings did not exceed 300 apple trees. To-day we have the following sta-

tistics bearing upon the progress of development through the short period

of twenty-eight years. Of apple trees there are under successful manage-
ment 6,939,062; of pears, 279,679 ;

of peach, 10,668,624; of plum, 584,990; of

cherry, 1,629,295; or a grand total of trees in orchard form of 20,071,740.

These statistics, Mr. President, are to be accredited to the authority of our

State Board of Agriculture.

That the product of a large proportion of this immense showing is not co-

equal in magnitude is clearlj' traceable to the following two causes, and not

directly to the soil or climate :

1. The ignorance of planters as to the adaptability of varieties, being gov-

erned largely by the prejudices formed in the more eastern States.

2. That nine-tenths of the total number of trees, and particularly of apple,

have not yet reached an established bearing age, having been planted since

1877, being about the time of a determination through experience of a pro-

ductive list of varieties for the State.

This industry is being rapidly pushed (jut unto the more western plains

each year, and each year brings the intelligence of faithful work being re-

warded with success.

I can well remember when the public were as incredulous as to the adapt-

ability of the eastern portions of the State to fruit growing as it ever has

been with reference to the more western plains. But it may be safely calcu-

lated that where forest trees can be as successfully grown as they now are on

the greater portion of the "western prairies," that the intelligent planter will

find a successful method for growing his orchards.

It has been my jn-ivilcge to be i)romincntly connocted with this industry

in Kansas from the first efforts, which were made in the eastern counties, and
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to aid in its extension westward onto the plains. It has been with deep feel-

ings of concern and anxiety that I have watched every feature developed, fa-

vorable or unfavorable, in its progress ;
and it is from the records, dating

from the first effort in each county, and the annual reports of the progress of

the work therein, together with its results each year, that I am enabled to

present to you the present status of orcharding on the plains.

DISCUSSION ON ORCHARDING ON THE PLAINS.

The President—This paper of Mr. Brackett's—statements in which

would seem to settle the question as to whether orchards can be

grown on the great American deserts—is before you for discussion.

Judge Newman, of Kansas—T. C Henry, of Abaline, at a horti-

cultural meeting in Kansas, read a paper, saying that tree culture

in the West could not be a success. He did not think the soil

adapted to it. The facts are, trees do grow in Kansas.

Mr. 31asters, of Nebraska—I feel under obligations to say a

word. I am fortunate enough to be an inhabitant of Nebraska, and

have been for twenty-eight years. The possibilities have not been

overdrawn. I do not know just how far west fruit has been grown,
but trees have been grown successfully beyond the one hundredth

meridian. One person spoke of the soil not being adapted to the

trees. If that is so we must hunt trees adapted to the soil. That

has not been done, and it has been the source of a great many of

our failures, A man coming from the East wants an eastern apple.

He does not go to the nursery but buys of an agent, where he can

get any variety, and he gets what does not suit the place.

The President—If you have no further remarks we will pass to

the subject of " Pear Culture in the Southwest," by Maj. S. H.

Nowlin.

Maj. Noivlin, of Arkansas—Ladies and gentlemen, I suppose I

owe you an apology for not having a paper. It was my intention to

prepare one
;
not that I knew anything about the subject, but that

I wanted to know. I intended to svrite to others, and by corres-

pondence find out what I could. As I did not do that, I can only

say what I do not know. I know there are many important points
in regard to pear culture. In our country there are not many or-

chards. Some have been successful and some have not, and among

14
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the latter is mine. The first crop I had were Bartletts, B. d'Anjou^
etc. I lost about one hundred Bartletts from blight. My friends

were similarly afflicted. I talked to a friend of mine about it.

He asked me about my soil, and I described it. It seemed to me to

be a good place. I finally told him there was a s-olid stone stratum

underneath. He said the roots ran down to the rock, and the trees

died of cold feet. In the eastern part of the State we have a gen-
tleman who had 1,000 trees and they have done well. I tried to

find out why. The only solution I could find was that the soil was

good and there was an under stratum of sand. I know trees which

have for fifty years borne well. They were planted by the French.

They are seedlings. Some other places there are trees which have

not been blighted, and have borne well for an equal time. I do

not know whether there are pear trees, except seedlings, in other

parts of the State which have done well or not. I should like to

have this subject discussed.

DISCUSSION ON PEARS.

Mr. Greisa, of Kansas—I would like to inquire if those seed-

lings are of the same quality ?

Maj. Nowlin—They are of different sizes and qualities. They
are all of fair quality. The largest pears I have ever seen grew in

Arkansas. I saw one that weighed thirty two ounces.

Gov. Cohiian, of Missouri—We all have our theories about blight.

For thirty years this has been discussed, and we are not any nearer

a remedy than at first. I think there are other horticultural sub-

jects about which we can talk to more profit. If we could come at

any remedy it would do.

Mr. Pefer, of Wisconsin—The gentleman says we are no nearer

a remedy than ever. I think we are. From Prof. Burrill's exper-
iments and others, we have found that it is when the sap descends

from the leaves the damage is done. At that time, if the wind and

heat are so severe as to evaporate the sap, there is a sort of jelly

formed which chokes the cells and blight ensues. About seedlings.

Those seedlings stand in our State which seem to be on the place

where they have grown from seed. They have not been transplanted.

There is one orchard that has stood for a great many years, but it is
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where the roots go down to water. I have trees planted in 1851 and

they have not blighted ;
but those of mine which have been trans-

planted have been blighted more or less.

Mr. Johnson, of Indiana—We are near the close of our interest-

ing meeting. I am satisfied it will close with better feeling if we

drop this subject.

Mr. Ohmer, of Ohio—I have been growing pears for sixteen

years, having some 4,000 trees. During the first half of the time

I lost 500 or 600, but I do not think I have lost more than ten

within three years. Pears can be grown successfully near Dayton,

though they may not be at other places. I am situated about 200

feet above Dayton. I have a sandy soil, and below that there is

gravel. I never use manure of any kind for pears. I sow clover and

let it stand three or four years, and then turn it under. Where I con-

tinued to cultivate my pear orchard, or in one instance used stable

manure, they blighted some. Some varieties are more healthy than

others.

Mr. Williams, of Kansas—Mr. Peffer spoke of pears having to

go down to water. We grew them in Arkansas where they bored

for an artesian well and broke the augerjn dry ground.

Mr. Munson, of Texas—I am glad Mr. Ohmer opened this sore

afresh. 'I am sorry to pass a criticism on my seniors, but what do

we come here for? Are we to back down? Mr. Ohmer has struck

the key for us. At Houston there is an orchard which has not

blighted. It was not cultivated after the first season. The man

puts his orchards in Bermuda grass. A Mr. Bowen planted an

orchard of 7,000 trees. He cultivated that orchard and the trees

blighted. Trees planted in waste places do not blight ;
where culti-

vated they do. They want to hunt food for themselves.

Mr. Pefer
—I think the last speaker is correct.

Mr. Peflfer showed a pear seedling with six inches of top and about

three feet of root, like a string.

Maj. Nowlin—I would like to have some information about Keif-

fer's Hybrid and LeConte.

J/r. Fearce, of Ohio—I took special pains to inquire about the

Keiffer at the Pomological Society. I talked with Mr. Satherthwait
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and others who have been growing them. They did not claim for

it good quality, but, like the Ben Davis, they will do to sell.

Mr. Hale, of Connecticut— I have fruited it for two years, and

for several years have tested samples. While the tree is a good

grower and the i>ears beautiful, I never saw one that I thought was

fit for any human being to eat.

Mr. Munson—About the LeConte in Texas, I have seen them

blight where cultivated, but not where uncultivated. The fruit is

ordinary and will do where we can't get bettei', but I think we can

get others more valuable.

Mr. Latimer, of Kansas— I have the proceedings of the Georgia

State Society. In it a man says it has blighted there.

Mr. Pearce, of Ohio—I have seen accounts of the KeiiFer blight-

ing.

Mnj. Ragan, of Missouri—Though I am a fruiter of pears, I am

just going out of the business. But still, from what has been said,

I do not like to see this subject scoffed at. I feel like it is too late

in life for me to undertake it. The point I wish to make, which

has been touched upon, is in regard to location. Wa want pears.

It is our duty to trace out the locations where they will succeed,

either l)y accident or by searching for them. They will succeed

in other places as well as in Ohio. I made a mistake; my ground is

not suitable for pears, it makes too much growth. I can raise as

fine trees as grow, but when they get large they blight.

Mr. Cadwallader, of Kansas— I feel interested in this subject. I

have found that most of the pears have not been a success. Some
fifteen years ago ray attention was called to two large pear trees, as

large as I ever saw. I inquired about them. I found they were

brought from Tennessee. They were brought as seedling sprouts.

Last year I went there again, and found them loaded with fruit. I

was told that they were sure to bear every year. Would we not

better encourage the planting of seedlings. Those trees are on thin

soil, and where they have not been cultivated
;
and whether this is

the cause or whether it is because they are seedlings I do not know.

On account of the soil the roots of those trees can not go to water.

Maj. Evans, of Missouri— 1 would like to ask if the gentleman
knows the (juality of the pears?
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31r. Cadivallader—They are only fair in quality. I have seen

trees budded from those, and they are not blighted.

MaJ. Evans—In my county there are trees fifty years old, but

the fruit is not good.

3Ir. Fohh, of Missouri—My experience at first was a failure. My
first planting was in Illinois, in '69.' I moved to Missouri and

planted on dry soil. I was so successful I thought I knew some-

thing about pear growing. I planted 1000 more trees, and they
flourished till '79 Then I noticed blight commencing. I cut out

blighted limbs. I finally had to cut out the whole orchard. I was

afraid the blight would get into my nursery. It did, and cleaned

out all the pears except one row of dwarfs, and it was in a slough.

I concluded I would dry up that slough by planting willows in it.

That row of dwarfs did not blight, but was not worth anything. I

turned that piece of ground out, did not know what to do with it.

This row is now where I get my pears. Blight is common around

me, but that row still stands. Water overflows this ground every
season. I have to prop up my trees, they bear so full. Those trees

are not more than ten feet high, and are seven years old. They
make slow growth.

• Mr. Ohmer—That is it. Pear trees that blight first make a fast

growth. My advice is if you want to plant pear trees try on a

small scale. Give the trees a start and let them go to grass.

Mr. Scofield, of Kansas—I have lived where we have had pear

blight from Long Island Sound to Kansas. At my place now the

soil is of a sandy loam. My pear trees, which have no cultivation,

and are tramped around every day, were planted some six years ago.

They are making a slow growth and do well. My soil is a mixture

of sand and clay with rock underneath.

The President—Gentlemen, if you are through with this subject

we will pass to another. We will now hear from Gov. Colman, of

Missouri.

NORTHERN SUGAR MAKING.

BY GOV. COLMAX, OF MISSOURI.

Mr President, Ladies axd Gentlemen' : I did not expect to talk to you

upon a subject which lies quite near my heart. I have made no preparation

to do it. I know you are fatigued, and I will be as brief as I can. I acknowl-
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edge that northern sugar making is considered an important question. This

country is p;iying out §140,000,000 for sugar every year, and if this can be

saved it ought to be done. I told President Earle that if they got through
witli the proceedings and a few minutes were given me, I would improve
tlie ojiportunity to show the imiiorUmcc of this subject. Two years ago when
we had that horticultural meeting between Kansas and Missouri, I made a

little talk. A man came to me and thanked me for it. He said before he

w.is opposed to it. He went homo and talked and wrote about the subject.

The result wa^ they made iJOO.tXlO jiounds of sugar. The best quality brought

eight and three-fourths cents a pound, and the second eight and one-fourth.

The sugar I exhibited to one of the largest Southern sugar makers. He saw

no diH'ercnce between it and Southern sugar. I wish I could induce all of

you to go home and do the same.

Tlie Stiite of Missouri alone pays out four or five millions of dollars every

year for sugar which might be produced here. There is more than that

much consumeil here and in Kansas also. I want to see all our resources de-

veloped, and I know we can develop this. At Hutchinson, Kansas, an estab-

lishment was put up and 200,000 pounds were made. They feared they could

not produce it there, but when they tried it they were successf'il. I say here

to-day that you can no more certainly get cream from milk—flour from

grists, than you can get sugar from cane. M iny of us are prejudiced against

sorghum. We look back to the old cane mills and evaporators and are pre-

judiced. All our sj'rups are made mostly of glucose. Even down in New
Orleans, at the home of sugar makers, we were supplied with glucose. Gen-

tlemen, I say right there is the home of this glucose. Planters do not make
it. but others do. Everywhere they buy good molasses and add half or two-

thirds glucose. If you want good molasses you must depend on sorghum.
Now, can this be carried on successfully? In New Jersey they have made
some 300,000 ])ounds, also at Champaign, Illinois. It is the process there

adopted which is used in this S:ate. We have made this year nearly 1,000,000

pounds of sugar. I b'^lieve, in my lifetime, if I am spared to a good old age,
this country will make all its own sugar. Beets have been tried, but they are

not 8ucccs.sful. They are so costly, so hard on the soil; they have no com-

pensating things. In sorghum you have the seeds, which are good for feed—
equal to Corn—it alone paying for growing. S aithern sugar cane has no

compen.sating things. Labor is at a low ebb in the South, too. Of our dele-

gation which went down to New Orleans last year, all our Yankees from the

North tfstilied tint one of our N )rthern men would do more work than
three Southerners With our imi)roved sj'.stems we can raise ten acres

clieaper than they can rai.se one of Southern cane. Our friends in the South,
after seeing our sugar, appointed five men to come up and meet witli us.

Tht'v believe we will make more sugar and cheaper than they will.

I wish I had a voice loud enough to reach every farmer. Can't you see

you are going to beat them in the race. If I had known I would have had
thJH opportunity, I w.)uld have brought samples of sugar and syrups. You
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would see that we are neglecting an industry Avliich is calculated to distribute

this wealth among us which we pay out. Of course not every farmer will

put up a mill, but you can have some large ones, and farmers can make semi-

syrup and sell to the large factories. They can store it away and make sugar
all the year. That is the way they did in Champaign, Tllinios. Is it not im-

portant for you to talk this up, to produce good food for your children, to

encourage one of the best industries in the country.
Cane is not such an exhaustive crop. After several crops of cane, wheat or

oats will grow so rank it will fall down. We are producing so much wheat

that the time is coming when we can't get seventy-live cents a bushel. We
should diversify our industries. We want sugar and we can make it. The
time is coming when we will not only make enough, but we will export it

and under.sell the beet sugars of Europe.
I thank you for your attention.

3Ir. Schlichter, of Kansas—Gov. Colmaa has alluded to me in his

speech I will testify to the truth of his statement. I think it was

two or three years ago I heard him. I thought he was wild then,

but I went home and talked the subject up. Just at that time the

-cereals of our place had failed. Business men took it up and ad-

vertised that they wanted a mill there, and we got it.

Mr. Pierce, of Minnesota—Our farmers are most all engaged in

making sugar and syrups. They are having fine success. They say

they can make more from sorghum than wheat. If we can, you

ought to here.

3Ir. Williams, of Indiana—It seems to me this subject can not

attract too much attention. I am glad it is attracting so much.

One thing I think Gov. Colman is mistaken in, is about New Or-

leans being headquarters for glucose. When we go to New York
we find no genuine molasses. Bakers will tell you they can not make

good cake with glucose. These demands may be met by sorghum.
When we consider that so much money is going out of the country,

we ought to see the importance of the subject.

3Ir. HolUster, ot Missouri—It is easy to explain why the people

of Indiana and Missouri do not like glucose. They prefer corn in

a d liferent shape.

Mr. Johnson, of Kansas—1 move that the Committee on New
Orleans Exhibition, and the Committee on Legislation co-operate

in their work. Carried.
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Gov. Colma)i, of Missouri—I have two letters from Chas. Down-

ing. Ho is anxious to have some specimens from this meeting.

Mr. Goodman, of Missouri—I have also received a letter or

two from him asking for specimens. Some specimens have already

been .sent to him. He authorized us to name the Gano, a new ap-

ple originating near here. We have packed some more specimens

to send to him.

VOTES OF THANKS.

The following motions were made by Gov. Colman :

1 move that a vote of thanks be given to the press of this city,

which has given such good and full reports of our meeting.

1 move that the mo.st cordial, heart sincere thanks be given to

the President, Secretary and Treasurer, for their earnest, laborious

efforts.

I move a vote of thanks to R. S. Brown for decorating this hall.

I believe the railroads have been kind to this Society. I move a

vote of thanks to the various railroads for their kindness in giving
us reduced rates.

\\f have had pleasure and honor in having reporters from the

press in diilerent parts of the country. I move a vote of thanks

for their attendance and for reporting our Proceedings at consider-

able expense.

[Reporters were present from the New England Homestead, Coun-

try Gentleman, liural World, Rural Southwest, Rural Neiv Yorker^

Farmers' Review, Kansas Farmer, Prairie Farmer, Times-Democrat

(X. (J.), and others.]

I move a vote of thanks to the hotels of tliis city for making re-

duced rates fur us.

We have been honored by the presence of a number of ladies,

and certainly no one can apjircciate horticulture more than they. I

move a vote of thanks be given the ladies.

All of which motions were unanimously adopted.

I ixiNi; Tin: ilace of the next meeting.

77/f J'r<sidfid— Jjcfore we adiDuiii it may be well to fix a place to

which we may adjourn.
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Mr. Goodman, of Missouri—I move we meet next time at New
Orleans.

The President—I do not think there is any way to keep us from

New Orleans. The Exhibition will be in session then, and of

course we will all want to go there.

Memphis was spoken of, but it was decided to go to New Orleans

on account of the Exhibition.

The President—I hope we will all meet at New Orleans. I hope

you will take your friends and your families and spend a good part

of the winter there. It will be in the winter, and you will have

leisure. It will be a World's Fair, and will be equal, I think, to

the Centennial, and perhaps better. I hope you will all seriously

consider the importance of it, and help it in every possible way.

Now, before adjournment, allow me to tender my thanks for your
kindness in the way you have borne with me.

The Secretary
—Before adjourning, allow me to read the follow-

ing resolution by request of the author, Mr. W. G. Gano, of Mis-

souri :

RESOLUTION.

In the earlier hours of our meeting, Gov. Morton gave expression, as far as was

possible in words, to our deep feeling of respect and veneration for him whom we

were always proud to call our friend—Dr. Warder. It seems to me eminently ap-

propriate that we still further express our feelings by placing upon his last home
the floral tributes to his memory which have hung upon our walls during this

meeting. I move you, Mr. President, that these emblems be placed in the hands

of a committee for such disposition.

The resolution was adopted ; and,

On motion, a committee of three was appointed to pack and send

the letters, as indicated in the resolution.

Committee—L. A. Goodman, W. G. Gano and Maj. Evans.

After which, the Society adjourned sine die.
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\ii;r;n\G of tiih liXHCirrivii committee.

The Executive Committee met in the St. James Hotel, Kansas

City, Friday evening, January 25, 1884. Present: President Earle,

Secretary Jiagan, Treasurer Evans, and Mes.srs. Nowlin, Pierce of

Minnesota, Popenoe, Grimes, Tracy, Diy, Masters and Johnson, of

Kansas.

< )ii motion of Maj. Nowlin, the Secretary was allowed three hun-

dred and fifty dollars ($350) as compensation for last year's services.

The Secretary was authorized to publish two thousand five hun-

dred (2,500) copies of the Proceedings of this meeting in a style

corresponding to that of Volume I.

Oa motion by Maj. Nowlin the President, Secretary and Treasurer

were given the discretionary authority to publish five hundred cop-
ies extra if the jiatronage of the Society should seem to warrant the

same.

A lengthy discussion concerninc; the New Orleans meeting, the

duties of the L'^gislative Aid Committee and the salary of the Sec-

retary ensued, in which no definite action was taken.

Pulls were allowed as follows:

To ^\. II. Ilagan, on account of expenses as Secretary for 1883 $287 25

To \\ . II. I{agan, compen-sation as Secretary for 1883 350 (XI

To V. \\. AHicrt.son, for reporting the proceedings of this meeting 41 00

To Kun.-a.s City .lournai C'<iiu]>any for 2(X) })apers 10 (X1

Total hills allowed $088 25

After which tiic Committee adjourned.

'f
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ADDITIONAL PAPERS.

The following papers, which, with one exception (that of Mr.

Woodburry, a voluntary contribution), were regularly on the pro-

gramme of the meeting; yet, owing to the absence of their authors,

and for want of time, were not read, include some of great merit

and each of value. For these the Secretary solicits a careful read-

ing, and also offers an apology to their several authors for having,
to some extent, abridged each in order to bring them within the

limits prescribed for the size of our volume. Secretary.

BERRY CULTURE ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST.

BY J. T. LOVETT, OF XEW JERSEY.

In attempting to speak to you on the subject allotted me,
"
Berry Culture

Along the Atlantic Coast," I find the interest so vast, the territory so varied,

and the subject itself so extensive, I am unable to do justice to the several

classes of berry fruits, covering methods of culture, manner of marketing,

varieties, etc. This would require a paper for each particular class. I have,

therefore, resolved to give only a retrospectivp view of the progress of berry
culture along the Atlantic coast, with brief comments on its jiresent condi-

tions. First in importance we have the queen of small fruits, the

STRAWBERRY.

Its culture dates back to an early period in the annals of American historj'.

It was found growing wild when the country was di.scovcrod, and I lind

mention of Fragaria Virginana, our North American species, being intro-

duced into European gardens as early as 1624. The first strawberries sold

in an American market were wild ones, brought from Hoboken Hills and

Hackensack, N. J., to New York City. Then ranio tho advent of Crimson

Cone and Scotch Runner. (I am puzzled to know why this last received the

name it bore, as it is not a variety of either of the European species, Fra-

garia Vesca or Fragaria Elatyir, but our American
'

species.) These were

found profitable, hence neigliVjors of those who grow thnn i)lantod also, and

those who had plants planted more, until the hills of Hudson and adjacent
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counties were covered with strawberrj-^ patches. This fruit was marketed in

small hand-baskets, holdintr about half a pint, which jvere strung on pieces of

curd and thus ' toted
"
to market; the fruit having the " hulls" removed in all

cases before being placed in the baskets. Think of the labor that would be

required to remove the hulls from all the berries grown by extensive culti-

vators of the present day; also of the injury to the fruit that such an opera-

tion would entail. The berries grown at that early time were so small, and

the manner of marketing so primitive, the culture of the fruit spread slowly,

especially as all were taught to select the poorest and most sandy soil for the

crop. You who grow the large, beautiful fruit of to-day, select the deepest,
richest soil and fertilize liberally at that; at least all growers do at the East.

The introduction of Hovey's Seedling did more to advance the cultivation

of the strawberry than any variety that appeared prior to the advent of

that grand old sort—the Wilson. True this berry, like many grand men and

women, who have left the earth better than they found it, possessed an excess

of t;irtne.ss, but behold what it has done. Not only has it given those at the

North strawberries, but it has given strawberries to everybody, flooding the

entire Atlantic coast with a crimson tide in strawberry time. Commencing
beneath the .sunny skies of Florida, where balmy breezes blow, and increas-

ing in magnitude as the glorious wave advances northward, until it culmi-

nates in the vast fields of Virginia and Maryland, where plantations of hun-

dreds of acres are to be found, then dashing against the mountains of the

Blue Kidge and the Alleghanies, breaks and spreads in all directions, even to

tlie bleak hills of Nova S'otia. Next in importance, as well as in season, is

the

RASPBERRY.

To my favorite State I must again give credit for not only being the pioneer,
but for much of the progress that has been made in the culture of this deli-

cious fruit. I find it difficult to speak of the raspberry, as the various classes

are so widely dillerent in essential clnracteristics, adaptibility to soil, etc.

Were the "cap" varieties designated by their proper term,
" Thimbleber-

ries," my task would be much simplified. Cap raspberries, although grown
in large quantities from Maine southward from the time of the introduction
(jf the venerable Duolittle or improved Black Cap, have lost much of their

P<»pularity along tin- Atlantic coast in more modern times; the red varieties,

l)y rea.son of their yieliling greater proli s for market and being preferred
in most caises for garden culture, supplanting them, except at the South,
whore the caps succeed best. The old time prestige of the caps has, however,
Iwcu in a measure regained since the advent of the Gregg, especially since

ovap<.ratcd fruit h:u< proved so ])rofitable. Large quantities of Gregg, Alden,
S )uh<'gan, Tyler and other varieties suitable for drying are now being planted.

UKI) VARIKTIES.

I'rior to the inlr.iduction of the rhiladdphia, the culture of red ra.spber-
ries wna confined to the gardens, as foreign varieties only were grown. This,
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like most varieties of the American species, soon exhibited the true Ameri-

can propensity "to spread," hence, so to speak, "the garden wouldn't hold it."

The result was that in a few years it became no uncommon thing to see

plantations of red raspberries acres in extent, throughout New Jersey and

adjoining States. The good work has continued with the introduction of the

B.andywine, Turner, Reliance, Cuihbert and the Hansell, until red raspber-
ries have almost become a st<iple crop from Virginia to Massachussetts; yield-

ing in some seasons and under favorable circumstances almost fabulous

sums of mone3\ The two last named are by no means least, for in addition

to being of untold value in the coast States, they are extending far into the

South, even into the Gulf States. The cultivation of the noblest of small

fruits, the

' BLACKBERRY,

Dates back to the introduction of the Dorchester in 1842, by Josiah Lovett,

of Beverly, Mass., but its culture as a market fruit and a market crop prop-

erly began with the advent of the Lawton. As with the Wilson strawberry,

however, it remained for a blackberry bearing the same name to make the

cultivation of the fruit universal and extended, and to this do the laurels be-

long. Tust here I will digress to refer to a few facts connected with the Wilson

strawberry and Wilson blackberry. 1. More solid cash has been realized from

the culture of these two varieties of small fruits than from any other varie-

ties of their respective classes. I question if more has not been realized from

them than from all others combined. 2. Both are acid and of poor quality,

but handsome, large, productive and firm, proving conclusively that firm-

ness, size and beauty are properties of greater importance in a fruit for mar-

ket than quality. When first ottered in market the fruit of the Wilson

blackberry sold at a dollar a quart wholesale. This very naturally created

excitement among fruit growers. Planters sold their horses, mortgaged their

lands, in fact, any and everything, to buy plants at a hundred dollars per

hundred, and the strangest part of all to record is that all who bought at

these extravagant prices made money by so doing. Right in the midst of

this furore came the introduction of the Kittatinny, adding fuel to the Uame,
and blackberry culture received what in our day would be characterized as

a " boom." The climax in the culture of this fruit along the Atlantic coast

was reached in Burlington and Camden counties of this State about the vcar

1868, one grower having at that time as much as one hundred acres of the

Wilson alone in bearing, from which it is said he realized a net profit of one

hundred thousand dollars. Latterly, from double blossoming of the Wilson

and other defects, and the fungus or " rust
"
upon the Kittatinny, the culture

of the blackberry has subsided in a measure, and market growing in the sec-

tion covered by the title of this ptaper is confined chic liy to the Wilson in

favored locations throughout Maryland, Delaware and New Jersey. The

dawn of a new era of successful culture of this profitable and health giving

fruit is now to be seen in the horizon, produced by the Wilson Junior, Early

Harvest and Early Cluster.
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ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.

BY PROF. \V. J. DEAL, OF MICHIGAN.

Begin by j^Iacing the dwelling house eight or ten rods from the highway,
with [hv harn still further back, and a little to one side rather than acrass the

road in front of the parlor window.-*. The vegetable and fruit gardens should

be in ihc rear of the house and near the kitchen and barn. If you can not

alTord to devote much time or money at first to ornamental planting, be care-

ful U) stiirt right and make no mistakes. Every stroke should count, and

without experience and good advice your labor will be half wasted. About
one-tcnlh of the cost of buildings should be set down for improving the

grounds. It would be better to employ a person of skill to aid you, but if

this is impossible, read the works of Downing and Frank Scott and begin to

study trees at all seasons of the year.

HAVE A PLACE,

Once for all, in your head at least, or, better, on paper, and work to it persist-

ently. Do little grading. Downing says: "We see all ignorant persons who
set about embellishing pleasure grounds, commence leveling the surface.

This is a fearful fallacy to eye and purse." Better emphasize inequalities by

planting tall trees on the higher portions of large grounds, leaving the hol-

lows unplanted. Provide for no more paths or drives than are needed for

daily use. Guard against attempting too much in any direction. Too many
trees, too much shrubbery, too many flower-beds, walks and roads—this is

the common error.

A GOOD LAWN

Is the essential element about which the other graces cluster. For this rich

soil, moisture and fme grass are needed. Do not divide or clutter up the

lawn with too many trees, shrubs or flowers. Be sure to leave in planting
several open spaces through the entire extent, so that from the porch or win-

dows, as well as from points without, there will be an unobstructed view over
the turf. This will give an ai)i)earauce of spaciousness which can not other-

wise be attained. Plant, according to the size of the ground, small trees and
shrubs in small i>laces. One Norway .spruce or large cherry tree is often the

ruin of a small yard. .Vs a general rule, plant the large trees on the outside

lines, with the smaller trees or .shrubs nearer the house, or the lawn's center.

Plant no large trees within from forty to sixty feet of the house. Such trees

.•^hut out the plojusant siudight, scatter leaves on the roof, rot the shingles,

rtpoil tlie wat^r in the cistern, kill the gnuss, keep the walls and paths damj)
and sliut r)ut plciwing prospects. They may not be out of place when small,
but after they have grown the owner has become attached to them and hesitates

to tJike lliem out.

TRKKS I.S TMKIR PROPER PLACE.

Shelter the dwelling and barns from piercing winds; they add comfort and

joy to man and bciist; they economize the food of animals and save fuel in the
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sitting room : tliey harbor birds, they aftbrd shade in summer, tliey are the

glory of home grounds and will serve for generations to remind ihose who
enjoy them of the thoughtful and generous hand which planted them. They
should not be set in straight rows or at equal distances. Even as a shelter

belt on the exposed side of a house they are better arranged in groups which
"break joints."' Near the projecting points of this irregular line of foliage is

a good place for single trees, like islands near a cape, leaving open bays of

turf to flow between them into the deeper and more sheltered recesses.

Avoid formalitj'. Even in roadside planting, a row of trees will be marred
sooner or later by vacancies or by unequal growth. Finer eficcts are pro-
duced by planting irregular, mixed groups at salient points. Plant so as to

conceal from the best points of house and grounds unsightly objects near or

remote. Plant trees or shrub groups on the concave side of sharp turns in

walks or drives, and in the angles where paths and roads diverge.

EVERGREENS

Are more monotonous than deciduous trees, yet they are green when other

trees look dead. Their cones and young spring growth add some variety.
In winter they are darker, the bright color returning with the warmth of the

early year. In autumn they shed the leaves which grew one or two or more

years before. They are particularly charming when snow, which loads their

limbs, is seen in contrast with their dark green leaves. A deciduous tree

belongs to a higher type, and presents a greater variety of aspect
—without

leaves, with young leaves, with full grown leaves and with brilliantly colored

leaves of autumn. The bark is smooth or rough, the twigs are few or many,
the spray scatters into infinite diversity of form and color; the leaves vary in

size, shape, color, direction—while in general form no two are alike, and the

masses of foliage break into light and shadow in a distinctive way for each

species, and almost for every individual. Some evergreens should be used,

and more where there are few or none in the surrounding forests. Too many
will make a place gloomy and sombre—too few will leave it with a cold and

naked look in winter.

SELECTION AND CARE.

Choose nursery-grown trees, especially evergreens, which have been trans-

planted. They will have more roots and are more certain to make a vigor-

ous growth. Do not select large trees, even at low prices. Avoid high-priced

novelties until you have experience. Do not try too many kinds, nor more

than can attain good development on your place. It is allowable to plant

thickly at first for immediate eiliect, but if so, arrange for thinning out at the

beginning, and remove remorselessly before the trees crowd each other.

Select trees easily grown and of such species as have been proved thrifty in

the region where you live. Do not choose short-lived trees, nor trees subject

to the borer, like the mountain ash, nor liable to die in the lower limbs, like

the balsam fir. After planting, give the best of care by cultivation, fertilizing

and mulching. Do not cut them into grotesque or formal shapes. Look
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years ahead, and prune with reference to the future. Thinning and pruning

had better be done a little each year and not a large amount once in Hve or

ton years. Thin before the beauty of your best trees is lost by crowding.

Remember that the lower limbs, especially of evergreens, will not start out

again when once removed.

SHRUBS, VINES AXD FLOWERS.

These will be used for the linal luuclics of embellishment. Shrubs are

valued for their bloom as well as for form and foliage. Each variety will

serve some special end. As a rule, plant in irregular groups as directed for

trees. At projecting points in shrub masses plant some hardy herbaceous

perennials. Use vines for porches or for covering a half dead tree or stump
or rubbish jiile. Plant flowers mostly at the side of the house in irregular

but gracefully-shaped beds, and while trees are young, about their trunks,

perliaps. No special paths are needed about flower or shrub groups. Rock

work is seldom satisfactory, and is only appropriate in a retired portion of

your grounds. A pile of shells, rocks and scoria in the front yard is badlj'

out of place. Heap them in some back and shady corner, and you will lind

great delight in transplanting from woods and meadows an assortment of

hepaticus, spring beauties, blood-root, trillium, bell worts, phloxes and ferns.

If you have a pond near by, introduce some water lilies, cat-tail flags, pick-

erel weed, arrowhead, and near by set some Wisconsin weeping willows and

birches and ashes. Do not despise flower, shrub or tree because it is native

and "common." As a rule, the best known is better than the imported rarity.

Give thought and attention to all the details of the work of making a pleas-

ant home. It is a worthy work. You will be surprised to find how much

beauty can be obtained at little cost, and how rapidly everj'thing hastens

forward toward the completed plan in your own mind. You will have a

constiint comfort and a fresh hope realized every year as the trees grow, and

transformation fijUows transformation towards the full development of your

original design.

RAIM-: VXD LITTLE KNOWN TREES AND SHRUBS OF .ALABAMA.

I!V DK. f'HARLES MOIII!, OF ALABAMA.

Amongst the number of woody plants which recommend themselves to

the cultivator for the adornment of pleasure ground there are ])arlicnlarly

three, which might be called peculiar to the flora of Alabama. They are

Hcarcely known outside the herbaria of the professional botanist. Deserving
of a wider notice, they were deemed worthy to be brought on an occasion

like the jiresenl to th<> att<'ntion of the horticulturist.

The trio embraces the RIiils Ci>tim>i(b's, called by the .settlers shittem

wood or yellow wood; Nevmin AlahaviemiK, and the Cruton Mabdnwme.
ThcHC plants excite the interest of the botanist in representing types which,
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confined to extremely narrow limits, furnish in their strange and complete

isolation, further instances of the perplexities and difficulties surrounding

many of the questions in relation to the geographical distribution of plants,

and the consideration of which carries the mind far back to past periods in

the history of our globe, before the occurence of the glacial period, by whose

influences the features of the present flora of the temperate zones in the

northern hemisphere were shajted.

The two last of the above named plants have, so far, not been observed

outside of the small district where they were first discovered. The Rhus Co-

tinoides was discovered by the botanist Nutall in the second decade of this

century in southwestern Arkansas. Shice that time no trace of it could be

found in that State. Prof. Buckley found it in the spring of 1842 on the

mountain side, bordering upon Flint river, in Madison county. For nearly

forty years this interesting tree was again lost to the botanists, until redis-

covered by the writer at the same locality in the fall of 1880. There it was

found growing on the ledges of limestone rock, which, at an altitude from 900

to 1000 feet above.the Gulf, are found cropping out beneath the strata of coal

bearing sandstones, to which it seems never to ascend. On the rocky soil of

the steep flanks of the mountains it delights in open situations a< well as in

the shade of the larger trees of the forest, the mountain oak, hickories and

•elms, associated with the undergrowth of blackhaws, the Southern privet,

wild plum, aromatic sumac and red cedars. It is a handsome tree, attaining

the height of thirty to thirty-five feet. The trunk, ten to twelve inches in

diameter, divides at a distance of from eight to ten feet above the ground,

with the primary limbs erect or slightly declining, spreading out into nu-

merous slender horizontal or ascending branches, which are covered with a

dense, rich foliage of a bright green, softened by a pleasing blnish hue. Sim-

ilar in its foliage and bloom to the closely related Rhus Cotinus, or smoke

tree of Europe, it possesses claims superior to those of that old favorite of

the cultivators for a place amongst the shrubbery of the garden and the park.

With the early days of spring it unfolds its broad, oval leaves at the same

time with the dense, elongated panicles of small, white flowers, alive with

the hum of countless insects attracted by their nectar. With the fading of the

flowers the panicles begin to expand, increasing rapidly in size until the be-

ginning of the maturity of its fruit. They rise far above the dense covering

of the foliage, and spread out into numerous threadlike, graceful branchlets,

clothed with long, silky hairs of a reddish-purple color. There is no other

object of the forest shining forth in all the freshness and loveliness of vernal

beauty which surpasses this tree at the time of the highest development of

its panicles, in the soft blending of the various shades of tender green ap-

pearing from a distance shrouded in the haze of a transparant, purplish

cloud of smoke. With the ripening of the small, bony, kidney-shaped fruit

the panicles begin to dry up, and its fragile branches soon breaking away
<are swept off" by the wind, leaving no trace of the flowering parts of the tree

15
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behind. From the line yellow color of its wood, which is susceptible of the

hif^hest linish, the negro calls this tree shittem wood, under the belief that it

wjw used in the construction of the tabernacle in Solomon s Temple. To the

settlers it is generally known as yellow wood, being extensively used as a

dye stuff. Judging from its native habitat this tree requires a warm, calca-

reous soil, well drained. It is of slow growth; full-grown si^ecimens by their

annual rings of growth were found to be from seventy-live to eighty years old.

After being cut down the stump produces numerous sprouts, which grow

rapidly during the first years. Seeds may be distributed by the director of

tiie Arnold arboretum, Cambridge, where, as I am informed, they were suc-

cessfully made to germinate, and a stock of young plants is now raised. The
seeds arc slow to sprout, and consequently the success of raising the tree

from the seed is connected with some difficulty. It can easily be propagated

by layers. There can be no doubt that our 'Alabama smoke tree or shittem

wood can as easily be grown as its European relative so common in cultiva-

tion throughout Europe and this country, and that it will be found equally

as hardy.
The Neviusia Alahamensk is a shrub of the rosaceous order, nearly related

to spine, from which it differs by the want of petals. Its numerous wand-

like stems are from two and a lialf to three feet high, the white ilowers ap-

pear with or soon after the leaves during the first warm days of the dawn of

spring, covering the slender branches in profusion. The delicate pencils of

the numerous stamens exceeding in length the lobes of the calyx fully com-

pensate for the lack of petals. The flowers are sweetly fragrant. This pretty
shrub belongs to a type unique in its characters among the plants of the

United States, finding its sole representative in Japan, as has been shown by
Prof. Gray. It grows on the bold sandstone cliffs which line the banks of the

niack Warrior river, near Tuskaloosa. There it was first observed by some
of the jjrofe.ssors of the University, and the Rev. Dr. Nevius, who brought it

to the knowledge of th«» botanists in sending specimens to Prof. Gray. It

was found liy that botanist to belong to a new genus, which he dedicated to

the above-named zeal(jus pioneer in the field of the botany of Alabama.
Neviusia submits with facility to cultivation. Small rooted plants received

from their rocky, native home, thrive well in the low and damp ground of

the garden of the writer, where they have bloomed abundantly every succes-

sive season. It is easily.propagated by the suckers which annually stjart from
the roots an<l which are found to grow ca.sily after being trans])lante(l late in

tiie fall. This shrul) has, so far, not been found beyond the narrow confines

of the locality where it was first observed.

Croton AldbamenHe of latest discovery was first found by Prof. E. A. Smith,
in the rock-covered hillsides bordering on the bottom of the Little Cahaba
river, at Pratt's Perry, JJibb county. It came to the notice of the writer in

the course of his examiniition of the plants collected by the geologist of the
Suite. Tin- KjiecimenH were quite insuMici( nt to serve for a description of

tijo charjicters of the plant. Fn.m a single female {lower it was, however.
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evident that it must refer to the section Eleutera, represented by many spe-

cies in tropical America but heretofore not known to exist in the United

States. Dr. Chapman, soon after receiving fine flowering and fruiting speci

mens, has described this shrub in the new supplement to his flora of the

Southern United States under the name C niton Alabamense, fmding it very

closely related to a Brazilian species. It grows to a height of six feet and

over, branching from the base with straggling limbs and horizontal branches,

which bear toward their extremities the oblong lanceolate leaves. Like the

foliage of many of the related tropical kinds, they are covered on the lower

surface with a shining silvery-white tomentum, forming a strong contrast to

the dark green of their upper side. The flowers appear with the first days

of spring, the staminate or male flowers forming short, close terminal ra-

cemes ;
the pistillate or female flowers are short stalked and single, or by two

or three, situated in the axils of the leaves. Plants raised from the seed by
Prof. Smith bloomed profusely and ripened their fruit after the third season,

when scarcely a foot in height, ripening their seeds up to the middle of May.
In that stage of growth raised in pots, the plants, with iheir peculiar foliage

and covered with their golden yellow catkins of male flowers, present a

pretty sight. Like the Neviusia, the Alabama Croton, when grown in pots in

the green house, one should think could be easily forced to bloom during

mid winter, thus affording a valuable and novel addition to the cut flowers so

greatly in demand at that season of the year. Both of them can be presumed
to prove hardy along the Atlantic border, with but a slight protection, as far

north as New York. They would require in cultivation a well drained soil

with plenty of rich leave mould. The Alabama Croton seems also to be ex-

clusively confined to the narrow limits within which it was first found, em-

bracing a few square miles in the valley of the Little Cahaba river.

THE PEACH INTEREST IN THE CENTRAL STATES.

BY J. S. BEATTY, OF KENTUCKY.

I have not yet heard from a single point within the Central States, except

the extreme southern portion, that does not give an unfavorable report for a

peach crop the coming season. Then, sir, you must not find fault with me
if in this paper I should see nothing but the dark side of the subject. The

peach interests in the Central States have not been universally successful.

There are many causes for failures that so frequently occur, to which I will

call attention before I am through.

The territory that I shaU speak of as the Central States lies wholly within

the Mississippi valley. We refer to this particular section of the world bo-

cause our homes are there, our interests, our pride, our joys or our sorrows,

combine to give it that attraction which nothing else can give like home. It

is the home of our Society, it is the home of almost our entire membership.
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Witliin this, the hirgest, the richest, the grandest valley in the world, the ter-

ritorial center as well as the center of population of the United States are

found. Then why should we in this brief paper pass bej'ond its bounds ?

But while we claim it as our home and the home of our Society, we can

hardly claim it to be the true home of the peach. While it succeeds in some

favored sections of this great valley pretty well, we must candidly admit that

ours is not the best peach producing part of the world.

The Mississippi valley is more exposed to meteorological extremes and

disturbances that any other part of this continent. The torrid heat of our

summers and the arctic
" blizzards" of our winters embrace a range of tem-

perature from about 120° in the shade to —40° zero. We are exposed to

droughts and floods of great extremes. Tlien, from times when everj^ living

creature ga.sps for a breath of fresh air to the cyclone, that in its fury knows
no bounds, tearing the very rocks from their everlasting resting places, then

scooping up the mighty oaks, hurling them round and round with the ap-

parent ease that a school boy spins his top. What is it that will hold out

against these mighty forces? The trees can not long endure the compound
forces of "Old Sol,'" nor can the fruit germs resist the intense cold of —40°,

—20°, or even —10° under certain conditions Protracted droughts are detri-

mental to the peach interest. No matter how you cultivate, the fruit wilts and

dries as if pas-^cd through an evaporator. On the other hand, too much mois-

ture is equally as latal to the peach crop as it is to have too little. A season of

rainstorms at the time of blooming washes away the pollen, which is equiv-
alent to destroying the crop. Protracted rainy weather at the period of ri-

pening often saves the trouble of gathering, the expense of shipping and

compiii^sions.

Wo that attempt to grow peaches have often counted our "chicks" too

soon. We have often seen our fruit pass all of the tight squeezes and our

highest htjpes almost realized, when the beautiful blush beginning to show
itself (it seemed to almost riv.il that upon the cheek of a lovely young girl

just bursting into womanhood), when, alas! as the fond hopes of many a proud
mother has been blighted by some cruel ill to which all flesh is heir, the rich

blood no longer, courses her veins, the glow is no longer seen to mount her

brow, but fades away, each day less and less is seen, until the victim drops
into an untimely grave. So it is with our little pets, they fade and drop to

the ground, thus blighting our highest hopes.
In the obituary we read, in the very noonday of life, that vile destroyer

(rot) lay a ruthless hand on our little beauties, and stayed not his mighty
grip until the last one had yielded to the malady. What peach grower has

not been made to feel almost sick, when after a violent storm of wind or

elect he sees his trees all mangled and torn, his finest specimens of fruit

strewn here and there over the ground, a toUil loss? There is another great
ransp of failure in tho poach interests, brought about by a ru.sh after extra

early varieties. Hale's Early was the Jirst to advance the season earlier tlian

Burly Tillotfion. Hale, from the beginning, developed a weak point in its pre-
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disposition to rot. Amsden and Alexander came next, and marked another
advance in maturing. Though originating in different States, they are so

much ahke no one but an expert can see a distinction. Evidently they came
from the same parentage, and inherited the parents' disposition to rot.

Other new seedlings from widely separated districts have come into no-

tice, each claiming to be just a little the earliest of all. By means of the in-

domitable energy and push of the nurseryman, and that scourge to the fruit

interests, the oily tongued, itinerant tree agent with the last world's wonder
in point of earhness, goodness, and every other point his fertile brain is able

to hatch up, these new candidates for public favor have become disseminated

and largely planted. What have been the results ? The cry comes up from

every nook and corner, rot ! rot!! rot!!! Growers anxious to not lose all,

gather and ship fruit when half ripe ;
the markets are overstoclccd with green

and rotting fruit, much of it is sent to the dump, and instead of remittances

on account of sales, bills for express charges are sent for the grower to foot.

This is not an imaginary or overdrawn picture. We know of thousands of

baskets that were purchased for packing early peaches in within the last

few years, that have been returned and ordered sold, or have never yet been

used.

But, some one asks, what about the older and later sorts ? Well, every fel-

low had struck a "bonanza." With his brain bewildered with dreams of

fabulous wealth from early peaches,
"
put all of their beans in one bag

"
by

planting nothing but early sorts, and lost sight of the later and better kinds

to an extent very damaging to the peach interest.

We have other troubles to contend with. The borer, the curculio caterpil-

lar and a host of other ills that require prompt and determined action on the

part of the grower, or all is lost. One of the greatest causes of the decline in

the peach interest is, when we do succeed in raising a crop of peaches there

are so many "slipshod" growers that plant and half cultivate, or do not cul-

tivate at all, grow large quantities of poor stuff, gather it carelessly, pack all

of the best so they can be seen, hide the trash in the middle, or do not pack
at all, but tumble the peaches into old salt or flour barrels (matters not if one

holds a bushel more than the other), load in a jolt wagon, or indeed we have

seen loads upon loads put loose into the wagon bed, without springs, and

hauled ten, fifteen and even thirty miles. They are sold for just what some

dealer and peddler will give for them, and in many instances, if they pay the

grower fifty or seventy-five cents per day for his time, gathering and hauling,

and the expense of the trees, and enough over to get a jug of
"
rifle

"
whisky,

he blows it loud and long how well he did.

This fruit goes on the market by the side of good fruit that cost the grower

largely to cultivate, gather, pack, handle carefully and deliver by the easiest

mode of transportation. The one can be sold at a very small price because

it cost but little; the other must be sold at a price far below its real vahic, or

what it would have sold for had it not come in competition with the "slip-

shod" goods. Hence, the grower of the good fruit finds the business un-
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profitable, and either falls into the "slipshod
'"

habits or tries some other oc-

fupation.
Thus the peach interest is being slowly but surely smothered out. It has

been a long and hard struggle to battle with all of the w^arring elements of

nature on one side, consisting of polar waves in winter to sharp frosts of late

spring, from cyclones that play havoc with the trees to storms that rattle

down our fruit, from burning, shimmering, heated droughts to semi-Noachian

floods. Then to make victory doubly sure and easy, an alliance is formed

with the in-sect world, thus requiring the peach grower, on the other side, to

employ every means and force at his command to meet these destructive

agents. He finds that to meet the old and the new enemies he must enlist

scientific aid, therefore forms a compact with two able and willing parties;

one for offensive war, who understands insect tactics and knows their modes

of attack, manner of living and where they were most likely to be found. We
propose to enlist and fight under the generalship of that great man among

bugs who has exhibited his great ability in a supplemental report on insects

afTecting the strawberry.
The other scientist was one in whom we all have had great confidence. We

felt almost sure that he possessed, as near as it is possible for man to possess,

the jiower of omniscience and omnijjresence, judging by what we see and

hear of the work in which he is engaged. The part that he was expected to

perform was to stand on the watch-towers and sound the alarm at any time,

that one arm of the mighty host with whom we had to contend showed the

\enst sign of activity indicating an attack on our works. This man is pretty

generally known, incognito, as Old Probabilities, who, with Uncle Sam to

back, and he in his lookouts and forecasts, recently suffered the most com-

plete surprise all along our lines that we have any history of, carrying every

thing pell-mell before it, which about settled the peach interest for the next

twelve montlis.

Now, sir, in a summary of the foregoing, we wish to indicate the several

points of interest that we should be glad to hear discussed:

1. Is peach growing within the Mississippi valley generally a successful and

profitaljle business?

2. Is it not a fact that we must abandon the extra early sorts now in culti-

vation for commercial purposes and fall back to the old reliable Early Til-

lotson ?

3. Can not some uniform system of packing peaches be adopted?
4. Can iKtt the depredations of the curculio be averted by jarring the trees

and f aptmiiig tlie little Turk on sheets and disarm him?
''). In there any practical way of protecting the peach trees by baling or

thatching to prevent winter killing of both trees and fruit? Also, could not

late spring frosts l)e rendered harmless to peaches by means of a cheap iron

furnace to burn coal in, .set between every four trees and fired up any time

that iroHtti may be expected ?
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THE GRAPE EOT.

BY PROF. WILLIAM TRELEASE, OF WISCONSIN.

Of late years the attention of grape growers has been annually called to a

number of diseases of the berry, by which their vintage has been much les-

sened. As a rule these diseases are known as " the grape rot," and no little

anxiety has been felt as to the cause and probable duration of this rot.

I shall try to bring together as briefly as possible the facts which have

come under my observation, through specimens and inquiries, from various

parts of Wisconsin. It is probable that there are other forms of the so-called

rot which are familiar to members of this Society, and the main object of

my paper is to direct their attention to the subject, with the hope of utiliz-

ing their observations in the further study of the diseases of the grape.

Some berries show a discolored spot about an evident injury on the sur-

face, which most frequently appears as a minute puncture, suggesting at

once the idea of insect work. Occasionally such berries crack open, espe-

cially in wet weather, as a result of the osmotic imbibition of water by the

pulp cells near the puncture.
An examination of grapes affected with this form of the disease shows that

they often contain small caterpillars. These larvae feed on their pulp and

seeds. From its resemblance to the larvte of the codling moth, this insect

(Eudemis botrana, SchifF.) has been called the Grape Codling, the Grape-fruit

Worm and the Grape-berry Moth. When grown the larvae deserts the fruit

and, as a rule, cuts a little flap from one of the nearest leaves, which it webs

over it, after the manner of the Tortricides or Leaf-rollers, to which group
of insects it belongs. In this retreat it changes into a pupa, from which the

small moth into which it transforms ultimately emerges. A very good ac-

count of its transformation m.ay be found in Prof. Riley's First Report on the

Insects of Missouri, pp. 133-6.

The spring brood of larvse are said to eat the leaves of the grape. It has

also been shown* that they sometimes "feed on the tender shoots of the com-

mon Iron Weed ( Vernonia novehoiricensis), which they web together for

their better protection. When mature they desert these retreats and cut

little flaps from the larger leaves, which, folded over and fastened at the

edges, protect them during the pupa stage." The insect "has also been bred

from larvfe webbing the leaves of the Tulip Tree (Liriodendron), and of

the Lead Plant (Amorpha)," from which it will be seen that its food is sup-

plied by plants of the most diverse nature.

A somewhat similar injury is caused by the Grape Curculio (Crapmius in-

xqucdis, Say), the larvte of which can be readily distinguished from the Cod-

ling by being footless, while the latter has three pairs of true legs and five

pairs of prop legs or abdominal legs. When mature the Curculio larvfe de-

* Miss Murtfeldt: Psyche, 1881, III., p. 276.
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serts the grape, and transforms in the ground, emerging in the fall as a bee-

tle, in which form it passes the winter.

Other grapes, more frequently seen about Madison, Wis., and received in

ipiantiiy frum other loeali ties, show no sign of insect work, although, as will be

seen directly, they are sometimes punctured. They are commonly more or

less defornied, often flattened in places, where they are of a brown or gray

color, according to the progress the disease has made. In short, their ap-

pearance is much as if they had been scorched on these places, which are

usually of rounded outline.

Thi« form of the rot is common on certain of the Rogers Hybrids, and ap-

pears to be quite similar to what is known in parts of Europe as Anthrach-

nose. .\n examination with a hand lens sometimes reveals nothing but a

drying uf the epidermis. Often small black points arc visible in the gray

back-ground. Sections of the spots, passing through these points, show that

they correspond to the microscopic cavities in the dried skin of the fruit,

which contain numerous very small spores or reproductive bodies, charac-

teristic of the fungus Phoma uvicula, B. and C, which has long been known
in connection with this "dry rot" of the grape. The Phoma is so uniformly
associated with this form of the disease in the United States, that it is held

by some to be its cause. My own observations are too limited to admit of a

positive assertion on this point, but, while the Phoma unquestionably some-

times develops on grapes which are already diseased from another cause,

some specimens certainly show no injury that I have been able to make out

other than that due to this species.

The gpnus Phoma, to which this fungus belongs, is one of a large number
of "f(jrm genera," many species of which are known or at least suspected to

be early forms of fruit of species which, in the winter, appear in other forms

ami have often been given other names. Like the larvae of insects, these im-

perfect forms can sometimes be watched through their transformations, but

the work is much more uncertain and diiiicult. Whether P. uvivda is a good

species; whether it is a form of one of the many known grape fungi, or

whether it belongs to a species, the perfect fruit is as yet unknown, is not cer-

tain. Such culture experiments as I have been able to make liave yielded

only negative evidence.

Au'ilher f(jrm of rot which is, i)erliaps, the most destructive of all in Wis-

consin, manifests itself by the shriveling of the berries, either when they are

about grown or long before. Many of these fall to the ground, while others

remain attached to the plant. So numerous are those that sutler, that what

were at lirst full, .symmetrical clusters, linally become reduced to irregular

btuichcs of scattered fruit, and entire clusters are sometimes destroyed.
Berries wliich shrivel in this way occasionally show one or more livid spots

on their Kurfa<'(;. In soine inst^uices these show no traces of insect injury,

but ultimately bear a cr(jp of Phnna uvioia. In (Canada an injury of this sort

is caused l)y the grape-seed maggot, which I have not yet seen. In his lirst

report, Prof. Kiley described this as the probable larvjc of some curculionid
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beetle, but it was subsequently shown to be that of a chalcid fly (Isosoma vitix,

Saund.). The maggot feeds in the seeds of the grape, one or two of which

enlarge considerably as a result of its attack.

Last fall, on the invitation of Mr. A. L. Hatch, of Ithaca, Wis., I spent sev-

aral days at his home in the examination of rotting grapes. The greater
ninnber of the diseased berries in his vicinity were simply drying up and

falling, with no external sign of insect attacks. These berries, when cut open,
showed quite uniformly a discolored appearance before any trace of injury
could be seen at the surface. As a rule, while most of the pulp remained un-

affected, a zone of browned tissue could be seen running almost or quite
aronnd the fruit between the seeds and the skin. In sections of this diseased

tissue I was able to make out the presence of a fungous mycelium, which is

evidently that of some Peronospora, and possesses the small, round haustoria

or suckers of the mycelium, which is found in grape leaves attacked by the

American grape mildew (Peronospora viticola, B. &, C). Sections of grapes

containing this mycelium were placed in damp air, and in the course of a few

days several of them produced a small quantity of the fruit characteristic of

this Peronospora.

It appears, therefore, that the most destructive form of the grape rot with

us is a direct result of the growth in the berries, of the fungus which causes

the common leaf disease of the vine. This fungus forming, when in fruit,

frosty white patches on the under surface of the leaves, which are browned
above in corresponding places, should be familiar to every grape grower;
but it is. unfortunately, the case that many horticulturists do not distinguish
it from the Oidlum or true mildew of their upper surface.

Heretofore this Perunospora has been found only on the vine, fruiting

abundantly on the leaves, sometimes on the shoots of the plant, and rarely

on the fruit the epidermis of which, perforated by no stemata or breathing

pores, usually prevents the emergence of its fruit-bearing threads. During
the past season it has also been found on a near relative of the grape, the

Virginia creeper (Ampdopsis qainqwfolia), in several parts of the West, e. g.,

in Minnesota by Prof. Farlow, and in two localities in Wisconsin by myself
and Mr. L. H. Pammel, one of my students.

From what has been said, it will be seen that what is generally known as
" the gnipe rot

"
is not one disease, but that this is a generic name, including

several well marked disorders. For convenience I append a key that will

probably enable any careful observer to determine the cause of either of

these, or if there are still others, to determine that fact:

1. Insects not found in the pulp, 2.

Insects found in the pulp, 4.

2. Minute black dots on a dried gray spot, Phi»ii% uvicola (B. it C).
Berries shriveling, not appearing scorched, 3.

3. Berry not punctured, seels not enlarged, Peronospjri vUiculv (13. it C).

Berry punctured or discolored at one spot, one or two seeds enlarged,

containing a footless maggot, Isosomi vitis (Saund.).
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4. Larva, footless, 5.

Larva, with 16 legs, Eudemis bitrana (Schiff.).

5. About i\ in. long, not hairy, Craponius inxqualis (Say).

Loss than J in. long with flsshy hairs, rarely, Imsoma vitls (Saund.).

European vineyards have suffered much of late from related diseases, but

authorities have differed as to the cause of some of them. Planchon has

found anthrachnosed berries infested by the fungus Sphaceloma ampdimum,
I)e Bary. Passerini has ascribed the injury to Ramularia ampelophaga, Pass.;

wiiile Cornu has traced the disease to the American Phoma uvicola, B. and C'

above mentioned, and still others have found its cause in one or other of the

many fungi of the vine. More recently Prillieux, having examined grapes
from this country, has shown that in some cases, at any rate, the Phoma only

grows on tissues already diseased through the previous action of Pernnospora
vitirda.

REMEDIES.

With respect to remedies for the Peronospora rot several points are sug-

gested. In damp, hot weather the fungus spreads readily from plant to plant

by means of the spores borne on the frost-like tufts everywhere abundant on
diseased leaves; hence it has been proposed to kill these by dusting the af-

jected plants with sulphAr, applied by a sulphur bellows. Where the disease

's local in its appearance this may prove effectual if promptly- resorted to,

but it should be borne in mind that the actively vegetating part of the para-

site, its mycelium, lives in the interior of the diseased parts, where it is

protected from all topical applications, and for this reason can not be de-

stroyed by them like the Fluropcan Oldium. There is consequently no means
of reaching the fungus after it has once entered the plant.
The most promising time for attacking the pest is the fall or winter. On

the approach of the latter season winter spores are produced in some of the

leaves permeated by mycelium. These spores fall to the ground with the

leaves and lie dormant until spring, when they germinate, the mycelium
proceeding from them growing into any young grape leaves or shoots with

which the spores may bo brought in contact. Up to the present time these

spores, which do not appear to be very abundantly formed in this countryi
liave been found only in the leaves of the grape, but it is possible that they

may be equally or oven more abundant in the Virginia Creeper, so that any
mca.sures intended to destroy tho'ni .should extend to both host plants of the

fungus.

It is not only possible, but quite probable, that the careful collecting and

burning of all g ai)o an 1 creeper leaves in the fall would so lessen the num-
ber (jf lliese spores loft to germinate in the following spring, as to much sim-

jilify the problem of preventing the spread of the disea.se by the judicious
use of sulphur. To secure any real good this treatment should be adopted by
every one who owns a vineyard, and few wild plants of either the grape or

Ami)i'I(ip,si.s .should be allowed to grow, unwatchod, in the vicinity of valu-

able i-nltivatcd plants.
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Bagging the young fruit clusters, a process thought very favorably of by
some persons, especially when the vintage of a few choice varieties is to be

saved, has been recommended as a preventive of the rot caused by Phoma.

It will, however, be of little use against Peronosp n-a, which usually, if not al-

ways, reaches the berry through its stalk, and not by direct surface inocula-

tion. On the other hand, bagging may protect the fruit from its insect ene-

mies, if properly done.

The prompt desti'viction of berries attacked by either the curculio or cod-

ling, and the suppression of iron weed near the vineyard, with the crushing

of any pupse found under the characteristic flips made by the codling, Avill

likewise tend to keep these insects in check.

Perhaps some members of the Society may be disposed to test the remedj'^

suggested by A. B. Coleman, in the Rural New Yorker for November 3, 1883,

viz : the removal of every vestige of vegetation for a distance of at least four

feet in every direction from the diseased vine, and the scattering over of this

part of the soil of enough fresh air or water-slaked lime to whiten it, re-

peating the dressing if it be removed by rain.

It has also been noticed that grapes which get much sunlight seldom rot

badly; and there is doubtless much truth in the statement of Gen. Clay, {Ru-

ral New Yorker, July 28, 1883), that grapes trained against a wall are less sus-

ceptible to the rot than those trained to stakes or trellises, although some

exception might be taken to his views of the dyspeptic nature of the disease.

THE NEW GRAPES.

BY GEO. W. CAMPBELL, OF OHIO.

I here offer a few observations upon some of the most prominent of the

new grapes, which seem worthy of more or less consideration as they pro-

mise to be of value. While the past season has not been specially favorable

to grape growing in my locality, it has been one in which the health or the

Hability to disease of the newer varieties, as compared with the older ones,

could be profitably observed and recorded. With this brief preface, I will

give you my impressions as to the promise and prospective value of some of

the most notable of the new grapes.
I fruited the Pocklington upon several young vines the past season. I find

it a moderate grower, not as strong as Concord, but hardy and healthy in

wood and foliage. Clusters medium, or rather small; berries large. In fiavor

and quality rich; a little foxy in odor, but better than I had expected, and

to my taste preferable to the Concord. It was fully ten days later than the

Concord. Its introducers claim that the clusters increase in size as the vines

grow older. Indeed I have seen upon exhibition s])ccimcns even larger than

the showy fruits with which we are so familiar. This grai)e bas a tenacious
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skill, ainl will bear handling and shipping well. It is also the best keeper of

any other of its family that I have tested. It has many of the qualities of a

proritable market grape, and it should prove valuable wherever it can be

successfully grown.
The Freutiss is another white grape prominently before the public. I

fruited it the past season upon a grafted vine which was carefully protected

during the previous winter. It bore a few handsome, medium-sized clusters,

pl(>a.sant flavored and not foxy; ripening very nearly with the Concord. The

growtii and appearance of the vine seems much like that of the Kebecca,

though of apparently stronger growth and greater productiveness. The foli-

age shows some disposition to mildew, and the wood did not ripen well the

past season. Much of it was soft and immature, and appears as though it

would not endure severe winters. Further experience in this respect is de-

sirable, for upon this point of hardiness in winter will its value depend. If it

proves to be no hardier than the Rebecca, it ought not to be recommended,

though for specially favored localities or the garden of the amateur it may
be useful.

Antoinette, one of the late Mr. Miners white seedlings from the Concord,

appears promising. The vine makes a remarkably vigorous and healthy

growth—stronger even than the Worden or Concord, bearing abundantly

large and handsome clusters of delicate yellow color, and in flavor much like

the Pocklington, but ripening some days earh^er. It is a little foxy in odor,

but much the same as all the white Concord seedlings, wdiich have a strong

family resemblance. I have seen several notices of this grape both favorable

and unfavorable, but after fruiting it for three years my impressions are in

it.s favor as a very strong-growing, productive, hardy and healthy variety, of

good market quality and certainly worthy of trial.

The Lady Washington I found later in ripening than I expected, and it

sulTered from rot. The season seemed unfavorable for it. It ripened a week

or more after the Concord. The vine :'s one of the most vigorous in my
whole collection and the foliage has been remarkably healthy. In quality I

should class it as rather negative, neither positively bad nor very good.

Eldorado is a twin sister of the Lady Washington and ])lcascd me much
better both as to quality and time of ripening. The vine is very vigorous,

and iia.s been, up to this time, entirely healthy. It fruited for me the first

time the past season. Rijiens as early as the Delaware, and though not quite

JUS large as the Lady Washington, is much better in quality. The clusters,

although of medium .size, are handsome; color light yellow, or amber; flavor

pure and delicate, entirely free from foxiness, and very good, if not best in

quality. As to jiroductivencss and general character, in that j-espect, I can

not say, having fruited it but once upon a young vine. I have, however, seen

it very favorably noticed by our Eastern friends, who have fruited it for a

longer period.

Jeller.son I still regard as one of the most promising for value among the

new grapes. I fruited it moderately the past unfavorable season and found
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the quality excellent— to my taste, equal to the lona, which it greatly resem-

bles, both in the shape, size, and color of its handsome clusters. The foliage

of the vine is heahhy, growth vigorous, compact; wood short-jointed and

firm, though not as rampant in growth as the Lady Washington. My expe-

rience with the Jefferson has been satisfactory and my impressions of it fa-

vorable. It ripens about a week after the Concord.

The Virgennes has made a good record and promises to be valuable. Tlie

vine seems to be purely native and after the Hartford Prolific type, with

thick, healthy foliage and strong growth, ripening its wood perfectly. It

seems hardy and productive, medium sized clusters with large berries, red

in color, pulp tender, skin thin but tenacious; flavor good, somewhat like the

Salem and Brighton. But, unlike the Brighton, it is a good long keeper,

either upon the vine or after being gathered. It ripens a little earlier than

the Concord, is not foxy, and altogether seems one of the most promising and

reliable of the new grapes.

Tlie Early Victor his stood all tests admirably. I have had it in bearing

for three years and find it one of the most reliable grapes I have, either new

or old. Healthy in fruit, vine and foliage; productive, 'pleasant-flavored,

without foxiness and really good. It is black, about the size of the Clinton,

and ripens early, just about the same time as Moore's Early or Hartford.

The Duchess, a handsome white grape, made a strong growth of vine the

past season, and although the foliage mildewed slightly, it ripened both its

wood and fruit well. Its clusters, in common with many other kinds, were

rather small and somewhat imperfect, caused, as I suppose, by much cold and

rain about blooming time. It ripened a week or ten days after the Concord.

The fruit, when well ripened, is very pleasant and pure flavored, resembling

the Croton and some of the foreign Chasselas varieties. It seems to have

excellent keeping and shipping qualities. Mr. Caywood, the originator, ex-

hibited at the meeting of the American Pomological Society, at Philadelphia,

last September, very beautiful clusters of this grape, some of which were said

to be over a pound in weight.

The Highland, although very late in ripening, I think will be found valua-

ble where the Catawba can be grown successfully. In growth, healthy and

vigorous; fruit very large in bunch and berry; one of the handsomest black

grapes I have grown; somewhat acid until quite ripe, when it is rich, pleas-

ant flavored and entirely free from foxiness. In size and appearance it re-

sembles the Black Hamburg, is a good late keeper, and has shown no tend-

ency to rot.

There are quite a number of new grapes of the Eijjaria type, which have

originated in Missouri, mostly seedlings from the Taylor or the Elvira. They
are regarded as most promising for wine making, but some of them will pro-

bably be found also good enough for table use. I have hardly had .sufficient

experience with them as a class to determine their prospective value. The

Elvira is being largely planted upon the islands of Lake Erie for wine mak-

ing, and some of its seedlings seem more promising and better than the
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parent, though all have a strong fami'y likeness. All are vigorous and healthy

growers, and, so far as I have tested them, productive. Amber, Black Taylor,

Faith, Grein's Golden, Missouri Riessling, Mouteliore and Pearl are among
the most prominent. Black Taylor is the earliest ripening, and tome the

best liavored of the lot, and may prove useful both for wine making and the

table. It and Montetiore, both of which were originated by Jacob Rommel,
are the only lihtck grapes of the Taylor and Elvira class whicii I have seen.

Noah, another white grape of this type, which originated in Southern Illinois,

has found much favor for vineyard planting in France and in some sections

of this country.
The Empire Stiite is said to be a cross between the Hartford Prolific and

Clinton. Judging from the fruit, I should regard this as highly improbable,
for it is a white grape of beautiful appearance and excellent quality, neither

coarse nor foxy, but rich, delicate, sprightly, with a peculir perfumed flavor

suggestive of the Muscats and Frontignans, which I have never found in a

l)urc native cross. But after growing this grape and noting its healthy growth
and foliage and the early and perfect rii)ening of its wood, I hardly know
what to say, as in habit of growth the vine appears to be a pure native Ameri-

can. I had no vine on my place the past season with more jierfectly healthy

foliage, which remained fresh and green till removed by severe winter freez-

ing. I hope its record may be as good in the future, and that it may prove
to be worth the $4,000 its owners paid for it.

I will say a few words about the famous Niagara, which none of us are al-

l(jwed to have, except under restrictions, which, to me, render it undesirable.

I have personally visited but two plantations of this grape, but have taken

some pains to obtain reliable information from those who have planted and

fruited it in difTerent sections the past season. The first plantation which I

visited was in Western New York in the summer of 1882. I found the vines

growing very unevenly, some making a good growth, others quite feeble. It

is a rather coarse looking vine, somewhat like tiie old Isabella. I learned

afterward that a large portion of this plantation was killed by the cold of the

foll(jwing winter. It is but fair to say, however, that a good many vines of

other varieties were also winter-killed in the same neighborhood.
Another small plantation near Sandusky I visited the past summer. The

same uneven habit of growth prevailed here also. Some plants had made
four or live feet of growth, others not more than as many inches, and some

spaces were vacant, the vines having been killed the previous winter. I had
anotijer oppcjrlunity of testing the fruit of this grape at the last meeting of

the American Pomological Society, at Philadeljihia, in September, but it was

gnnvn ill Virginia. Some wine made from it was also exhibited. I saw notli-

ing in it Uj change my former opinion. The gra[)e is tolerably well flavored,

though somewliat foxy; to my taste rather better than Concord, and I think

it will l>e, wherever it can be successfully gr(jwn, a fairly acceptable, and per-

haps profiUible, market grape, it is called a white grape, but its color is a

dull, light, unattractive green. All with whom I conversed who had grown
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it, or seen it in bearing the past season, reported it as having rotted very

badly everywhere, both North and South. The wine exhibited was very

poor, but it was both new and crude. The best unprejudiced opinions which
I can obtain of the Niagara are that it is not a grape of great promise, or ex-

traordinary merit. One of the most competent and conscientious judges of

fruit in this or any other country wrote me as follows, not long since:
"
I am told the Niagara grapes have rotted considerably in New Jersey. I

do not have much faith in it as a market grape, and for eating the quality is

not good enough."
The Worden is about a week earlier in ripening than the Concord, and

has usually rather larger clusters. Its growth is a little more slender, but it

seems quite as productive as the Concord, and is generally considered as

rather better flavored.

Moore's Early has also the general habit of the Concord, except that the

berries are usually longer and the clusters rather smaller. It ripens about

a week before the Worden, or two weeks before the Concord. In flavor and

general character, except in the matter of earliness, scarcely distinguishable
from its parent Concord.

A new white grape named Francis B. Hays has been exhibited several

times by the originator of Moore's Early. It is a good and handsome grape,
and has received favorable notice and commendation from the Massachu-

setts Horticultural Society. It is also a pure native seedling of the Concord

type, of good quality, and I consider it at least worthy of trial.

GRAPE GROWING IN MISSOURI.

BY SAMUEL MILLER, OP MISSOURI.

It is now sixteen years since I came to this State, with the idea that outside

of California it was the greatest country in the United States for grapes. I

doubt, however, if there is a poorer one within the limits of grape growing
than this very region. That we can grow some varieties to perfection is very

irue, but if there is any rot in the constitution of a grape, here it will show

itself; and as to hardiness, it takes an ironclad that will stand mercury at 79°

in the shade, and in sixty hours after be down to zero and 18° below. But in

the face of all this, while my right arm can handle a hoe and pruning .shears,

the grape will have no rest.

One consolation we have that Cynthiana and Norton are almost infallible,

and the best heavy red wines are made from them. They are excellent table

grapes, and can be kept all winter with but little trouble. One diliiculty

about the above is, they are very hard to propagate from cuttings.

In an experiment of six different plans the past season, one plan gave me
47 per cent., others less, down to the common plan, in which it has always
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been a complete failure. If equally successful another year it will be given
to this Society.

Gnipe growing, however, can bG made to succeed in spite of all the draw-

back.s, fso far as one's own use is concerned, even if not profitable for market

or on a large scale. All the hybrid.-*, if those with half foreign blood are

meant by it, will fail two years out of three in ordinary culture and treat-

ment, while if properly cared for can be made successful. To do this, laying
down and covering in the fall and putting paper sacks around the fruit

bunches as soon as the berries are the size of small shot, will be necessary.

All this is not too much trouble for the amateur, and he will be well re-

warded for his labor. But the ma-^ses will not do it, and even we who advo-

cate and know how will sometimes neglect.

Triumph, the finest white outdoor grape in America, and Deliance, one of

the very best late black ones for this latitude and further south, if protected
in winter, pruned pretty close, and as soon as in blossom pinch all the

bunches off each shoot but the best one, and then protect with paper sacks

as soon as the fruit is set, and one can calculate on one pound to the bunch

throughout. Suoh grapes will bring ten to twenty cents per pound where

Concords will bring five cents) so that it might even be profitable to go to all

this trouble. And Goethe can be jint in for a red one. Lady Washington,
Highlanil, Wavorly, E.xcelsior and others by Ricketts may be grown in like

manner.

Among the new ones Pocklington is perhaps the most showy of the w-hite,

and Jefferson the handsomest and best among the red ones. Pocklington has

tor» much native aroma to suit some tastes. Its size and beauty will take

with the m:isses. The Jeflferson has not yet fruited with me, but there is not

a vine among my sixty varieties that pleases me better, and as to quality (I

have eaten it elsewhere), there are but few that will equal it. Good soil,

proper cultivation suitably performed, and the plans herein mentioned will

socure grapes for any one.

To fall back on oldi^r varieties, I may say that the Concord behaves about

as bad as any other in the way of rot, and the only instances where they
have been exempt here was where the vineyard was grubbed out, and some
not dor-p oiionp;h, so that shoots came up antl rim on the ground among the

red clover unpruned. They bore clean fruit for two years, but the fruit was
inferior.

Ives is quite successful here, but the quality is too poor. Martha and Elvira

are among our most successful white grajios, and when mixed make a very
fair white wine, (^uito a number of new varieties would have shown their

fruit the past fall, i)ut wen- spoiled by a late frost in the spring.
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HYBRIDIZATION IN FLORICULTURE.

BY DAVID B. WOODBURRY, OF MAINE.

By hybridizing, wonderful results have been obtained in naany of our best

plants. Every year the florists and nurserymen offer new and choice things,
the result of scientific fertilizing by some lover of the art, seeking to do what
can be done by aiding nature in the production of seeds, and through them
of plants.

I think the plant which furnishes the pollen will exert more influence on
the offspring, and if rightly used will produce many new and choice plants.
It is best that both parents should be hardy and strong growers. The object
in crossing is to reproduce in one all the desirable points of both parents, and

may be done between any plants of the same family. If the work be rightly

done, the chance of obtaining a favorable result is much better in hand than

in chance fertilized seed. It is better to grow the specimens to be operated
in isolated places, protect from insects, etc. By hand fertilizing new plants,

crosses and hybrid crosses are produced, and from these, "sports" and " freaks

of nature." Of the failures of the originator the world knows but little.

A very large part of the product of hybridization is worthless, or con-

tains nothing superior to that we already have. Hope must be large with

him who engages in a work taking so long to perfect and with the chance of

so many failures. He must wait from one to five or even more years for the

flowei's and ripened fruit. Not until then can he know if his labors are re-

warded with success.

Crosses are quite easily produced, yet the work must be rightly done to

insure satisfactory results. Many are quite pure from the start, others

''sport" and grow to be very unique. I have crossed and grown geraniums
that have "sported," and grown four distinct kinds of foliage on as many
branches. Others growing two kinds of leaves and two of flowers, each as

pure as though distinct plants. These '-'sports" may be used as cuttings to

propagate the varieties.

Hybrid crosses are between two very different kinds of the same family,

as the water and musk melon. It might be possible to cross them, but is

doubtful. Different varieties of the watermelon can easily be cr"ssed to-

gether, as can the musk. "
Sports

" and " freaks of nature" are no doubt due

to some previous cross, though they may have grown for years and shown

no sign of mixture, the sport bearing no resemblance to the one that pro-

duced it. Extra cultivation helps force them, and adds much to their beauty
and worth.

Nearly all our best new potatoes of the last fifteen years are the result of

hybridization. Were we compelled to go back to our old varieties of twenty-

five years ago and cultivate them a year, we might perhajis realize what the

hybridist has done in giving us better kinds. The new varieties obtained by

16
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crossing arc quite liable to sport in the tubers and give us additional kinds,

either earlier or later, and not materially ditierent in other respects. I have

originated one that has sported and gives a variegated top, clear white and

green, a curiosity and quite ornamental.

To the originators in grapes our thanks are justly due. It is but a few

years since a ripe grape was raised as far north as this. Now we can procure

"kinds thit may be successfully grown in nearly all localities. Those who do

not hive them should try a few of the earliest hardy sorts. Acclimatization,

e.^tra cultivation and quite close pruning are very beneficial in grape cul-

ture. The hybridist has been ever ready to use his skill in all branches of

pomology. Nothing will escape his notice, and to him we look for grand re-

sults in the future. He begins with an invisible dust, and after years of labor

reproduces in one the delicate flivor, hardy qualities, fine form and mark-

ings of many predecessors. Few realize, when they behold all these beauti-

ful products, the vast work it has cost the originator.

[The following most excellent paper, supplemental to the address of Prof.

Forbes on Insects Injurious to Strawberries, published in Volume I. of our

Transactions, should have appeared in its proper place in this report, but
for the fact that the Prof, could not furnish the cuts, so handsomely illus-

trating it, in time for the j^ublishers. Hence its appearance here.

Secretary.]

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT ON INSECTS AFFECTING THE
STRAWBERRY.

BY S. A. FORBES, OF NORMAL, ILLINOIS.

In my ]iaper on Insects Affecting the Strawberrj', published in the last

volume of the Transactions of the Society, I gave a more or less complete
account of twenty-two species, all known to be injurious to that plant, and I

now jiropose to submit a supjilcmentary report upon a number of other

Bpccies, some of which were then overlooked, while others have been but

lately recognized as enemies of the strawberry.

Forty species of insects are now known to attack this plant in America,

east of thi' Rocky Mountains, with more or loss injurious eilect, besides one

milliped<! and one mite not properly to be classed as insects. All the seven

insect ordersare rei)re.sented by them except the Diptera, the Neuroptera,and
to the latter very few insects injurious to man belong. Four of the forty

are Hyinenoptcra (a mason bee, an ant and two saw Hies); thirteen are larva>

of Lcpidoptcra, all lielonging to four families of moths, ami fourteen are

Cole(>i»tera, rejtresenting the five families Sf^arabieid.-c, Elateridte, Chrysome-
lidaj, Curculionidtc and ( Hiorhynchida'. The two Orthoptera are both grass-

hop|»prs,and the eight lleiniptera inc liidf a sr-;il<' insect, three plant lice, and

fo\ir Ilf'teroptcra.
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Ten of these species devour the root and crown of the plant, all Coleoptera
but one, which is the larva of a moth. The leaf and its petiole arc attacked

by two of the Hymenoptera, by all the Lepidoptera except two, by eight of

the Coleoptera, by both of the Orthoptera, by five of the Hemiptera, and by
the red mite. The flower and fruit are damaged by the ant, the stalk-borer,

one of the leaf-rollers, by a snout beetle, by two plant bugs, and by the

myriapod.
Less than a fourth of the known enemies of the strawberry really seriously

injure it in a way to demand earnest effort for their suppression, the remain-

der being too few in number or too local in their occasional outbreaks, to do

more than threaten the crop with possible future mischief. Of these ene-

mies of the strawberry of the first class, but two devour the leaf—the straw-

berry slug and the leaf-roller ; four attack the roots—the white grubs and

the three root-worms ; one. bores the crown—the crown-borer
;
and two in-,

jure the fruit—the tarnished and the dusky plant bugs.

The Kose Slug {Selandria rosa', Harris).

Order Hymenoptera. Family Tenthredinid^.

This species is mentioned here only to call attention to the fact that it has

been reported by Mr. Townend Glover,* formerly United States Entomolo-

gist, to attack the strawberry when its ordinary food fails.

The Brown Strawberry Span-Worm {Cymatophora pavipinaria, Pack.)

Order Lepidoptera. Family PHALiENiDj^.

This species was found by me in midsummer so frequently, feeding upon
the leaves of the strawberry in Southern Illinois, as to make it worthy of

brief mention here. It is a slender, looping caterpillar, brown in general

color, about an inch in length, and gives origin to a gray moth which ex-

pands from three fourths of an inch to an inch, the wings being variously

lined and clouded with black. Specimens obtained August 1st, pupated on

the 11th of that month, and emerged on the 22d. Half-grown larv;e collect-

ed on the Gth of September, probably represented a second brood.

The full-grown larva measured one inch in length, and was of a pale

yellowish green color, with a broad reddish brown stripe edged with black

on the back, and on each side of the fifth ring was a small black .spot. Seji-

tember 4th, after spinning a few threads over itself, it became a pupa, and

was transformed to a moth November 14th.

Flea Beetles {Hfdticidiv.)

It is not known thit these insects hive ever been severely injurious to the

strawberry; but, as they are often very common upon these plants, and as

some of them are exceedingly destructive to other vegetation, it seems wonli

while to notice them here. They are easily distinguished by their swoUcm

*Prairie Farmer, OctoVjer 5, 18G7, Vol. XX, p. 212.
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hind thighs, which give some of them a power of leaping scarcelj' exceeded

by the flea itself.

Three species, all minute, are known to infest the strawberry: the notori-

ous cabbage flea beetle (Phi/llotreta vittaia), and two others not heretofore

reported as injurious to this fruit, Crcpidulera fuscida and Sfistena blanda.

Tlie first may be distinguished by its smooth and shining surface, black,

with two broad, irregular, yellow stripes on the wing covers.

Crepiikdei'nfuscula is of about the same size as the cabbage flea beetle, but

shorter and thicker. It is black throughout, except the antennfe and tarsi,

which are red : and the elytra are covered with a conspicuous coat of gray

pubescence. The thorax is coarsely punctured, and marked with a trans-

verse impression before the basal margin.

Si/stena blanda, already known as injurious to corn, wjis especially abundant

on the leaves of the strawberry near Anna, in Southern Illinois, where it was

certainly feeding upon that plant, as I have demonstrated by dissection. It

may be easily distinguished from the other flea beetles by its elongate form,

and by if« ochre-yellow color, w^ith a broad pale stripe on the middle of each

wing-cover. The punctures on the latter are irregularly distributed, instead

of being arranged in rows, <vs in the other species.

Although Phi/llotreta vittaia was abundant on cabbages in Southern Illinois

in the spring of 1883, 1 did not notice it on strawberries adjacent, and I doubt

if it is likely to require the especial attention of the strawberry grower.

The Strawberry Leaf Beetles.

{Puria at€rrii)ia,Yia\i\.; Scekdonta nfbidosus,hec.; Cdaspis brunnea,Yah.; Co-

la.spis tristis, Oliv.)-

The three species first mentioned are tho adult beetles of the root-worms

of the strawberry, and will be fully described and figured on another page.

They are mentioned here to call attention to the fact that they all feed—at
least for a time after emerging from the earth—upon the leaves of the straw-

berry plant, one of them {Paria aterrimi) occasionally doing conspicuous
mischief. As this last species has the longest adult life of any of the root-

worms, it is the most likely to do harm as a leaf beetle, and is, in fact, the only
one the injuries of which have attracted attention hitherto. If these beetles

should become abundant enough to require remedial measures, poisoning
with Piri.s green and other suitable stibstances, as recommended in the dis-

cussion of these insects given under tlie head of strawberry root-worms,
will be the most suitable remedy.

The OiJMcit'E-BAXDED Leaf-Roller {Cacicria rosaceana, Harris).

Order LEi'iDorTERA. Family Tortricid;i?.

This leaf roller of the apple has been several times reported to transfer

its alter)tion8, at least occasion illy, to the strawberry. In his " Guide to the

Study of Insects," Dr. Packard says of this species:
" We found, on the 2.'U

of .Iimcthc fully grown larva on tiie leaves of the strawberry, doubling them

up nnd binding them together by a few silken threads.
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"The worm is pale livid, greenish above and paler beneath, with a con-

spicuous black dot on each side of the hinder edge of the prothorax. The
head is ver}- pale honey-yellow, with two black spots, one near the insertion

of the mandibles and the other on the side, near the base of the head. The .

posterior half of each segment is transversely wrinkled a few times. The

body is scattered over with a few minute tubercles, each giving rise to a fine

hair. It is .80 of an inch long.

"One specimen spun its slight cocoon on June 2r)th, the pupa appearing
June 30th. It is sometimes attacked by ichneumons.

" The pupa is pointed on the vertex of the head, and on the back of each

abdominal ring are two rows of spines. On the abdominal tip of the brOwn
cocoon are three pairs of minute hooks, the two outer pairs supported on a

pedicel, by which the chrysalis is retained in place in the cocoon. The moth

usually appears the last of June. There is a second brood in August."
It will be seen that this is a much larger species than the true strawberry

leaf-roller, and it may also be distinguished by the different manner of its

injury to the plant, as it folds the leaf more loosely than the other.

The periods of this species are such as to render it susceptible to the same

treatment as that already found effective for the strawberry leaf-roller proper.

The Plain Strawberry Leaf-Roller {Caccecia obsdetana, Clem.)

Order Lepidoptera. .Family Tortricid^.

Another leaf-roller extremely similar in general appearance to the above,

but not hitherto known as injurious to horticulture, was discovered by us in

Southern Illinois this year. From the oblique-banded leaf-roller it diflered

especially in the form of the wings, which had scarcely a trace of the charac-

teristic sinuosity of the front and outer margins of the latter species, and in

the obsolete character of the oblique band of the front wings, here reduced

to two brown spots, one on the cost;U, and the other on the internal margin
of the wing.
The larva is a plump, smooth, green caterpillar, about an inch long, con-

colorous except the head, the first thoracic segment, and the legs. The head

is yellowish, with the anterior margin and the mouth parts brown. The

ocelli are four in number, arranged in a semicircle at the side of the head

the two anterior being much larger than the others. There are two or more

long hairs on the vertex, and a number of others collected about the ocelli.

The first thoracic segment is brown and leathery above, but with a few

long hairs which are not set on tubercles. At each end of this dorsal Icath-

bery plate is a white spot set in a dark blotch. The two remaining thoracic

segments have each a single transverse row of six pale piliferous tubercles,

the row being double at the ends; but all the other segments except the

penultimate have two rows. These tubercles arc nuu-h the largest on the pos-

terior segments, and the rows extend entirely around the foui^h, fifth, tenth,

eleventh and twelfth,—those which are destitute of prolegs.
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These larvse appear upon the leaves of the plant in July and August, and

may he easily exterminated by the methods advised for 'the common straw-

berry leaf-roller.

Strawberry Leaf-Stem Gall.
'

Concerning this species, all the information which I have is contained in

the following extract from S.iunders'
" Insects Injurious to Fruit

"
:

" This is an elongated gall, an inch or more in length, found on the stalk

of the leaf of the strawberry near its base, produced by an undetermined

species of gall fly. Its surface is irregular and its color red, while the in-

ternal structure is spongy. If these galls are opened about the middle of

July, there will be found in each, about the center, a small, milk-white, foot-

less grub, semi-transparent, with a smooth, glossy skin, a wrinkled surface*

and a few fine short hairs. Its jaws are pale brown, and its length at this

period is about one sixteenth of an inch, the body tapering a little towards

each extremity. This insect doubtless changes to a chrysalis within the

gall, from which the flies escape later in the season, or early the following

spring.

The Maple Bark-Louse {Pulvinaria innumerabilis, Rathvon).

Order Hemiptera. Family CocciD.i:.

As a matter of interest, but of little apparent significance, I may mention

the fact that the common soft maple bark-louse has been frequently found

abundant upon'_leaves of strawberries growing in the vicinity of maple trees,

under conditions to show that the louse can live and develop upon the straw-

berry.

Via- 1. The Mapi.K Tkke Bakk-Lousk (I'alvinm-ia inuiinnntbilis, Hullivon): fcmnlo in nn-
tiiiniiitl coiiditic)!! ; a. ((pcciini'iis lUtached to twig; 6. <i<)i-sal view, inagiiilieil ; c. ventral view.

.Vnother scale insect of the maple, Ijelonging to the genus Aleiirodes, but

of a species probably undescribed, I jiave likewise seen, less commonly, upon
strawberry leaves. In England an Aleurodes is reported as often extremely
abundant ui)ori^lhis plant, frequently almost covering the under sides of the

leaves.
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The Strawberry Plant Lice.

Order Hemiptera. Family Aphidid.e.

In addition to the species Siphonophora fragariee, mentioned in the last

volume of the Transactions as a strawberry plant louse, I have now to report
two others infesting the strawberry

—one a minute green or yellowish green
form, occurring upon the leaves and leaf and flower stems throughout the

summer, and the other observed as yet only upon the crown of the plant.

The former is described in my Report for 1883 as State Entomologist of

Illinois under the name SiphoiKypliora mi}iur,i\n([ the latter is an Aphis as yet

undetermined, no winged individuals having been observed. The figure in

ray former paper represents this Aphis.

The Eed Spider {Tetmnychus telarius, L.)

Class Arachnida. Order Acarina. Family Acarid^.

This abundant and everywhere well-known pest, althoagh not an insect,

belonging, instead, to the mite family of the class Arachnida, may be men-
tioned here merely to call attention to the fact that it is reported as some-

times injuring the strawberry'. Its method of attack is too well known to

gardeners to need special description. It may be sought where the leaves of

the strawberry turn gray or yellow without any cause observable on ordi-

nary inspection. If present, the mites will be revealed to close scrutiny as

numerous moving greenish or reddish points (each usually with a black

blotch on either side), which under a gkss are seen to have eight legs, and

to be without distinction of thorax and abdomen.

Spraying Avith soap-suds or dusting with flour of sulphur are the usual

remedies .for this pest.

The Small Yellow Ant {Sjlenopsis fugax, Latr.)

Order Hymenoptera. Family Formicid^.

This is a minute yellow ant, very abundant everywhere, and commonly
nesting under stones, which was discovered last spring and summer to be

the author of considerable mischief in the corn field, and also to eat holes in

ripe strawberries.

It belongs to the sub-family Myrmicina, which is characterized especially

by the fact that the peduncle of the abdomen is composed of two nodes

instead of one, as in the larger and more abundant sub-family, Formicina.

In the strawberry field its work was but rarely seen. Here, selecting the

largest and ripest berries, a little group of the ants would soon almost bury
themselves in a cavity gnawed out of the fleshy fruit.

The Strawberry Weevil {At-dlionomus musculus, Say.)

Order Coleoptera. Family CuRCULiONiDyE.

Under the above caption, Professor A. J. Cook, of the State .Vgricultural

College of Michigan, announces in the Report of the Michigan Horticultural

Society for 1883 the appearance in that State of a " new strawberry pest,"
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which was said by a fi'uit-grower to be ruining his entire strawberry crop in

Tuly, by puncturing the fruit. Aiithoiumics mwscalus and a number of related

s^MJcics occur also in Illinois, and we are therefore liable to the same injuries

which have attracted attention in Micliigan. In the absence of any further

inf(.»rmation concerning this matter, I quote from the article of Professor

Cook :

" This strawberry weevil, of which I can find no mention anywhere as

a strawberry pest, proves to be AiUhonomus mmcuius, and was described by
Thomas S.iy many years ago. His description is as follows: Dull rufous;

scutel and elytral spotted bands whitish. Inhabits United States. Body
more or less dull rufous, or piceous, punctured. Head piceous ; rostrum

with elevated lines; antennae rufous ;
club dusky ;

thorax piceous, very much
crowded with punctures ;

small recurved, distant whitish hairs; scutel oval

white; elytra with oval impressed striie of large punctures; rufous with the

edge piceous; two or three undulated macular whitish bands of short hairs;

beneath piceous; feet rufous. Length, including rostrum, .1 of an inch.

Variety an obscure piceous, almost black; bands obvious. This varies con-

siderably in its depth of coloring."

REMEDIES. '

In this matter I can only suggest. I should try the pyrethrnm and kero-

sene, as described above, and if they were of no avail, I should hope to study,

out its natural history in hopes that that would furnish suggestions that

would lead to an effectual cure."

TiiK Takkishkd Plant Blx; {Lygus lincularis, Beauv.)

Order Hemiptkra. Family Capsid.k

The tarnished plant bug is one of the true bugs, and is consequently destitute

of jaws and provided with a suctorial beak. The adult or winged form is about

a fifth of an inch in length by half that in width, oval, yellow or greenish

yellow, more or less striped or mottled with dusky. It is extremely va-

riable, but the most constant marks are live longitudinal white lines on the

thorax (often reduced to spots, which then occupy the anterior margin), a

white ?/-8haped mark on the scutclluni, which is sometimes broken into three

white points arranged in a triangle, and a white blotch tipped with black

near the end of the wing covers.

Tlie young are much less variegated than the adult, and more distinctly

green. There are four stages between the egg and the mature insect, cor-

responding to as many diderent moults. In all except the first stage, the

young may be tlistinguish(>(l by the presence of five black dots upon the

Ijack arranged in a pentagonal form.

The old bugs winter under rubbish upon the ground, emerge early in

spring, cluster upon the unfolding buds of fruit trees, the fresh foliage of

htrawl)erries and other early vegetation, and there lay their eggs, old and

young together draining the .sap of these succulent growing parts. The ef-

fect is to arreut the development of the leaves, and even to kill them, and in
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the case of the strawberry to interfere with the growth of the fruit, some-

times, at least, causing what is known as the "
buttoning

"
of the berry.

Later in the season the buds and leaves of flowering plants and vegetables,

especially the cabbage and potato, are attacked.

Fig. 2. The Tarnished Plant Bug {Lygus lincolaris, Beauv.
ameters.

Adult, magiiifieil lifteen ili-

There are at least two broods in a year, one maturing in May and June,

and the other in July and August, and it is possible that there is still another

intermediate.

Although a very few of these insects are devoured by birds, no natural en-

emies are known to have any positive effect upon their numbers. There is

some evidence, however, tliat wet seasons are injurious to them.

The general distribution of these plant bugs at all seasons of the year makes

it impossible to exterminate them or seriously to diminish their numl)ers by
artificial means, unless the clearing up and burning of rubbish late in autumn
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might have that effect. Tlie attention of the orchardist and gardener whose

fruits and vegetables are threatened by this insect, should. rather be directed

to measures for dcfcndinti directly the' crops endangered. The insects may
be caught easily in cool mornings Ijy beating with an insect net the tips of

Fig. 3. The Tarnished Pl.vnt Bug (Lyguslineolaris, Beauv.): Third stage, magnified.fifieen
<liameters.

the twigs and leaves of the plants in which they usually lie concealed at that

^ time, and may then be readily killed by shaking them out into a bucket con-

tiuning a little kerosene, or a film of kerosene on water. They may also be

destroyed by sprinkling or dusting the foliage with pyrethrum, or spraying
it with diluted kero.sene emulsion. Any and even all these measures of de-

fen.se may be used with great profit whenever the insects are numerous

enough to threaten any serious damage.

The Dusky Plant Bug {Denrocoris rajndus, Say).

Order Hk.mii'TKRA. Family Cap-SID^t:.

This in.scct h;us not hitherto been suspected of any injury to cultivated

vegetation, as far as I can learn, nor has it even been mentioned in the liter-

ature of economic entomology. Its occurrence everywhere in strawberry
(iold.s hist spring, with the mischievous tarnished plant bug already treated,

both in the sjunc ages, stages and situations, and both found only on the fruit,

left no room for doubt that thissi)ecies Wius in i)art responsible for the mis-

<'hicf aj)jiar('nt.

The adult is narrowly oval in outline, about one* fourth of an inch (7 mm.)
in length, and eh-ven htmdrotlths of an inch wide. The general color is

<lii-<ky, tinged with yellow, e.xc(>i)t the head and thorax, which are orange
brown. The eyes are red or black; the antennie very long, reaching the tip
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of the abdomen, black at the base and banded with white upon the second

a,nd fourth joints. The prothorax is yellow, the anterior fourth being orange

brown, the same color as the head. On the posterior third is a transverse

black band, usually cons' ricted in the middle, and often divided into two

Fig. 4. The Dusky Plant Bug {De'rxocoris rapidus, Say): Ailult, magnified nine diameters.

oblong black blotches. The wing-covers are black, tinged with yellowish,
and more or less reddened at the tip of the leathery portion, which is

there sometimes almost carmine. The membrane is uniform dusky and the

veins black. The abdomen is black, with a red stripe upon either side
;
the

Fig. 5. The Dusky Plant Bug {Derxocoris rapidus, Say): Pupa, magnified nine diameters.

last segment of the abdomen is wholly red. The young arc similar in form

to those of the tarnished plant bug, but are distinguished by their dark green
and deep red colors, and by the snow-white tip and basal ring to the last

joint of the antennse, the remainder of the joint being red.
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The Strawberry Millipede (Cambala annidata, Say).

Class Myriapoda. Order Diplopoda.

In May, ISSo, I received from Mr. C. W. Butler, of Anna. Illinois, a single

slender, cylindrical millipede (thousand legs), said to have been taken from

the interior of a ripe strawberry. It was about an inch and a half in length,

and had entered the berry by a small hole about one sixteenth of an inch in

diameter. When found it was coiled within the berry, entirely concealed in

a cavity about the size of a Lima bean. Later in the season considerable

numbers of these myriapods were found in the largest and ripest berries.

A European species of lulidse has long been known to burrow the fruit of

the strawberry in a manner precisely similar to that here reported. In his
"
Entomologie Horticole," Boi-sduval says that this European strawberry

milliix'de, Bbiniidus gtdtulatus,
"

is usually found under the straw in straw-

berry beds; it introduces itself into the fruit at the time of maturity, devours

the pulp, and remains coiled up in the interior like a small snake. The hole

by which it penetrates is not always very large ; thus it often happens that

strawberries arc picked which undoubtedly conUiin luli. We only know it

when eating them by their cracking between our teeth. This small myria-

pod prefers the larger species of strawberry, but the small ones which grow
on Fragaria vesea are not exempt."
The Iuli(Uo are chiefly nocturnal animals, remaining concealed by day and

wandering freely about at night. The only mode of destroying them which

has hitherto proved useful is that of entrapping them by slices of potato

turnij), apple, or masses of other attractive food scattered through the field

and covere<l with pieces of board, under which the myrinpods will collect

during the night in considerable numbers. If these lures are then visited

late in the evening and very early in the morning, before the worms have

scattered to their hiding places, they may often be captured by scores and

hundred.^*, and killed in hot water or kerosene.

Dr. Sturtevant trapped them successfully in a garden where they were

injuring Sweet Williams, by exposing small lumps of mingled Hour and

molasses, tiiking a.s many as thirty-five worms at a time, under a lump the

size of a silver dollar; but attempts to poison them with Paris green were

total failures, this substance having no apjiiircnt injurious ellect on them.

Wire Wor.ms {Elatcrkln)

Kitj. C. Willi: WnitM.

Fig. 7. Ci.icK Bekti.k (iiiiaKo of wire vvonn.)
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The strawberry is among the plants subject to injury by these formidable

insects, the roots being eaten and the crowns pierced from side to side. The
wire worms are most likely to be injurious where strawberries arc planted

upon ground recently broken up from sod.

The Fig Eater {Allorhina nitida, L.)

Order Coleoptera Family ScARAB.^aD.E.

/I

Fig. S. The Fig Eater (Allorhina nitida, L.); «, grub or larva; b, pupa; c, imago; (/, inaudiljlc

of larva; e, anteniiw; /, leg; g, maxilla.

Thi^ species is included among insects injurious to the strawberry, ui)on

the strength of a statement made by Professor Riley, in the first volume of

the American Entomologist (p. 246.) Speaking of the adult beetle, he says :

" In the larval state they feed on the roots of plants, and are sometimes

quite injurious to the strawberry."
This beetle may be readily distinguished from the other large leaf beetles

by the fact that the scutellum is invisible, being concealed by a backward

projecting process of the prothorax. The head is quadrate, wi^h an obovate

extension in front; upper surface with a transverse ridge on each margin
and one in the middle. Elytra with rounded shoulders, and slightly narrow-

ing posteriorly, with two slight longitudinal ridges on each. General color a

beautiful velvety green, with a broad margin of orange yellow around the

elytra. Length, three quarters of an inch; width of elytra across the shoul-

ders, about one half the length. The antennae have a club at the end similar

to that of the previous genera ;
all the claws of the feet are simple and equal,

neither split nor unequal in size
;
the anterior coxte conical and prominent.

From the common white grub, the larva may be distinguished when liv-

ing, by the fact that when placed upon a smooth surface it turns upon its

back and progresses in that position, whereas the common white grub crawls

awkwardly upon its legs. The larva of Allorhina is further distinguished by

the fact that all the segments are densely hairy, while in that of Lachnosterna

the three thoracic segments, and the three abdominal segments preceding

the last, are destitute of pubescence, and furnished with only a few long^

slender hairs.

The life history of this species nnd its habits in general are so strictly .sim-

il ir, as far as known, to those of the white grub, that the remarks concerning

remedies against that species will apply also to this.
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The Strawuerry Root-Worm (Colnnpis bmnnea, Fab. Paria aierrima, Oliv,

Seelodonta nebiUosus, Lee.)

Order Coleoptera. Family Ciirvsomelid.t;.

Fig. 9. Scrlodo)Ua nebulosus, Lee. ; magnified six-

tcfii (liaiDi'tcrs.
Fig. 10. Scclodonta nebulosiis, Lee. ;

Pupa.

Fig. 11. Oiliixiiis hruiiitiii^ Vah.; Lnrva.

The so called root-worm of the .strawberry proves, on careful .study, to rep-

resent not merely one, l)ul three sjjecies of closely allied beetles, all belonginj;

to the great family of ])laiit feeder.s (Chrysoinelida^), to the same tribe of that

family (EuniMlpini), but to dillerent genera ami. .species.
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COMMON CHARACTERS.

Larvss. These root-worms may be known from the crown-borer, to which

they bear a strong superficial remembrance, by the absence of jointed legs ifi

the latter; and from small white grubs, with which they are often associated

in the ground, both feeding alike upon the roots of the strawberry, by their

relatively shorter and thicker bodies, by the greatly inferior development of

the abdomen, and by the fact that they are not nearly as much arched from
before backwards as the grubs. In the root-worms the length is only about

twice the breadth, while in white grubs of that size, it is four or i\\'Q times as

great. In the former the abdomen is but little longer than the head and
thorax taken together, while in smiU white grubs it is at least twice as long.
The latter insects have also the posterior half of the abdomen somewhat

swollen, round and smooth, while in the root-worms the terininal segments
are smaller than the preceding ones, and are at least equally wrinkled and
(uberculate.

The root-worms here treated are all of nearly the same size, .12 to .16 of an

inch long by half as wide, and all are white except the head and first segment,
which are pale yellowish brown. The segments are twelve in number be-

hind the head, with a rudimentary thirteenth one in which the vent is situ-

ated. The first segment, the one bearing the first pair of legs, is of a firmer

consistence than the others, leatherv and smooth above, and as long as the

two following together, and each of the remaining eleven is marked on the

back b}'- about three transverse dorsal folds, and by a single fold beneath.

There is little peculiar in the etternal structure of the segments, and it

diflers but slightly from that of a great number of soft-bodied subterranean

larvfe. The legs are about as long as their corresponding segments, and are

white with the exception of their claws, which are dark brown at the tips.

They are provided with a few slender white hairs, which become shorter and

more spinedike towards the end of the leg. The head is smooth, somewhat
flattened in front, with a few slender, scattered hairs. The clypeus is

trapezoidal, narrowing forward, and the labrum is rounded in front. The

mandibles are dark brown, with black tips.

Pap.v. The puppe are .14 inch long bj' .1 inch wide. They are white

except the eyes and mandibles, which, when the pupte are mature, show

through' the outer envelope, red or blsick. The head is bent against the

breast, and the legs folded against the body beneath, the posterior pair being

applied against the sides of the abdomen, and the thighs of the anterior pair

projecting at right angles. The front of the head is set witii a few long

spines with infilled bases, and three transverse rows of similar spines appear

ujjon the thorax, one near the anterior border, one near the posterior, and

the third intermediate. Six similar hairs appear upon the scutellum, and a

row of about six or eight borders each one of the abdominal .segments above.

The last three segments are variously armed with spines, differing in .shape

and direction according to the genus, and the knees of the last pair of legs
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are furnished with hooks and long, slender hairs with inflated bases. The

sliealhs of the antennie are set externally with conical tubercles.

Adults. The group to which these beetles belong is thus defined by

Leconte and Horn :

"
Botly long, convex, rarely rounded or oval, usually metallic, sometimes

testaceous or spotted. Plead motlerate, deflexed, front wide, eyes more or

less emarginate ;
antenn.ie filiform, or slightly thicker externally, usually long;

widely separated at base. Prothorax with distinct lateral margin, which is,

however, rarely effaced. Pygidium covered by the elytra, which are rounded

at tip. Front coxa3 separated by the prosternum, globose, cavities closed

behind. Logs moderate, the front ones sometimes elongated ;
tarsi broad,

the third joint deeply bilobed, claws appendiculate or bifid in our genera."

Fig. 12. Larval aud pupal characters of Scelodonta ncbulosus, Lee: -1, tip of abdomen of pupa,
side view, with anal hook more highly magnified ; B, terminal segments of abdomen of larva.

viewed from beneath : C, mandible of larva.

Ftg. l:j. Larval nntl pupal structures of ColaxpU brutitica, Fab.: .1, antenna^ of larva: B.

Inliliini ami inaxillii- <>{ larva; n, hibiuni; 6, labial jialpi: c, maxillary lobe; rf, maxillary iialpi;

'', iriiinilibh' of larva; /', labriini of larva; A', terminal abdominal segments of larva, viewed

from beneutlj; a, b, ventral tubercles; c, vent (10, II, 12, i:!, indicate the corrcsi)onding seg-

ments); F, spines upon the tiTminal alidomiual segments of pupa, viewed from beneath.
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Fig. 14. Larval and pupal structures of Paria aferrhna, Oliv.: A, tip of abdomen of pupa, side

view; B, mandible of larva.

DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERS.

As may be inferred from the fact that these root-worms all belong to the
same tribe, the characters which distinguish them in their immature stages
are few and trivial. The adult beetles may be described without difficulty,
but the larv;e of Scelodonta and Paria are almost indistinguishable.

Hoping to avoid the necessity for long and minute descriptions, I have
drawn up the following tables for the determination of larv;e and pupaj :

SYNOPSIS OF LARV.^.
1. Mandibles bifid at tip.

a. Inner edge of mandibles excavated before tip, anal segments shorter

than preceding, ventral tubercles not prominent. Paria.

b. Inner edge of mandibles not excavated, anal segment more devel-

oped than preceding, ventral tubercles prominent, with long
hairs. Colaspis.

2. Mandibles entire at
tij), inner edge excavated, anal segment short, ventral

•

tubercles not prominent. Scelodonta.

SYNOPSIS OF PVPJE.

1. Anal hooks simple, incurved. Colaspis.

2. Anal hooks recurved.

a. Hooks short and stout with strong erect tooth at upper side of biise,

and two long hairs on posterior margin. Scelodonta.

b. Hooks slighter, simple, or with slender hairs at upper side of base,

no hairs on margin. Ptiria.

The beetles may be very easily distinguished, the Colaspis being usually of

a pale clay-yellow, ranging to a yellowish brown, smooth but not shining,

concolorous throughout, or occasionally with the head and thorax green ;

while Paria is shining black above, varying to brown with four black blotches

upon the wing covers, but always with pale legs; and Scelodonta is purple or

green, with a bronzed metallic lustre, and covered with a gray pubescence,
of which both the other species are destitute.

The life histories of these insects, as far as known, are curiously diflerent

in respect to the times and periods of development. The larva of Cohispis

17
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a])pears early in the season, and does its mischief prinoii>ally in tlie months

of April and May, the beetles appearing in June and July. That the eggs

arc laid by this beetle in the jireceding year, is rendered highly probable,

in whioh case the species hibernates in the eg<r. Paria, on the other hand,

certainly pisses the winter as an adult, doubtless layin,:;- its eggs in the spring,

and making its chief attack upon the jilants in July, the beetles emerging in

the latter part of July and early in August. Scelodonta, again, hibernates in

the larval condition, (the root-worms having gained their growth the pre-

viou.-< autumn), pupates in the spring and emerges in June. The eggs are

probably laid in July, and the larvae make their attack on the plant in Au-

gust and September, continuing it possibly through October as well. Cer-

tainly by November they have gained their growth, and formed cells in the

ground for their hibernation. The beetles of all these species live in part

upon the leaves of the strawberry, especially at first, but scatter afterwards

elsewhere, feeding upon various kinds of vegetation ; Colaspis especially upon
the grape, Paria upon the juniper and crab apple, and Scelodonta upon the

evening primrose, and probably upon heads of grass.

In their larval stiige, all, as far as known, depend strictly upon the roots of

strawberries for' food, devouring especially the smaller fibrous roots, but also

penetrating and perforating the crowns. An attack in force is extremely

destructive, and rapidly kills the plants affected. Often as many as fifteen or

tw<'nty larvfe occur in or about the infested stool. This injury is maintained

throughout the season, the species attacking the plant successively
—

Colaspis

first, Paria next, and Scelodonta last.

Finally, in the absence of conclusive experiments on the artificial destruc-

tion of these pests it will be worth while only to say that Paris green or Lon-

don purple applied to the leaves from June to August, will take efl(3ct upon
the mature beetles as they emerge from the earth, and will thus unquestion-

ably limit the increase of the larvae
;
while it is probable that applications of

crude carbolic acid, bi-suljihide of carbon, or similar substances destructive

to larval life, may be profitably made in the earth of infested fields, with the.

view to killing the larvie in the ground. It is especially likely that this last,

or some similar measure, will prove worth while (if hscmI in lime) for the des.

truction of tlie larvte when they first make their appearance, in isolated

patches in the field.

Lalx^ratory experiments w^ith both the above mentioned substances, made

by punching holes in earth containing the larviu, i)()urim; in a lillle of the

insecticide!, and then filling the holes with earth, demonstrated the suscejjti-

bility of these root-worms to the vapors of both caritolic acid and bi-suli)hide

of carbon. No opportimity has ofi'ered for field experiment.
If it be desired to destroy the root-worms by plowing up the jilants, the

time for this must evidiiilly depend upon the species by whidi ihe field is

occujiiiMl; since this measure will be inefTective unless taken wlien either the

eggs or the yoimg larvx- are ex])(jsed to it. To kill Ccjlaspis, the jilants must
be destroyed immediately si{Uir the fruit is picked ;

Paria may be reached in

July, and Scelodonta in .\ugust.
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To obtain plants free from insects for the establishment of now i)lantations,
it is best that they should be taken up early in spring ;

but there is a strong
probability that even at that time they will contain the eggs of Colaspis. For
absolute security against a transfer of these root-worms, tlic plants first set

out should be dug up and destroyed as soon as the runners have struck root

in sufficient number to leave a fair setting of these new stools.

Black Fruit-Weevil {Otm-hijnchus sidcaius, Boli.)

Order Coleoptera. Family Otiorhynchid.ic.

This is a European insect, well and unfavorably known to the gardeners
of England and the Continent, and destructive, both in the larval and ma-
tured conditions, to a variety of horticultural products. It is in the former
state that it attacks the strawberry, devouring the roots and penetrating the

<jrown somewhat after the methods of the root-worms previously treated.

Although it has not yet been observed in strawberry fields in America,
and has not in fact been reported as an injurious species in this country, still

it has been for some time established in the Eastern States, having been im-

ported from the old world many years ago. It is proper, therefore, that such

brief mention of it be made here as may serve to warn the fruit grower
against it, since it has proven in its native home to be one of the most un-

manageable of the insect enemies of horticulture.

The larva is footless, like the crown-borer, and is described as yellowish

w'hite, with a brown head, and provided with brownish hairs. It is known
to feed upon the roots of raspberries, strawberries, and various garden plants,

from midsummer until autumn. It hibernates in the larval stage and trans-

forms in the following spring, emerging as a beetle in April or May.
The adult is oblong, brown black, sub-opaque, the surface sparsely and

coarsely punctured, and sparsely hairy. The thorax is sub-cylindrical, wid-

•est in front of the middle, not longer than wide, covered with rounded, shin-

ing tubercles, each bearing a short hair. The elytra are broadly striated, and
the stria? coarsely punctured, the intervals each with a row of shining,

rounded tubercles, rather closely placed, and with small patches of short

yellowish hair irregularly distributed. The body beneath is black and shin-

ing, and very sparsely hairy. The length is thirty-four hundredths of an inch.

As the adult is wingless like the beetle of the crown-borer, its invasion of a

field may be easily guarded against by proper pi-ecautions in transplanting.

SUMMARY OF LIFE HISTORIES.

I gave in my Report upon Strawberry Insects, iiublished in tlie Transac-

tions for 1883. a brief calendar of a few species there treated, and I insert

here a revised calendar, including all the strawberry insects of import-
ance mentioned in both that paper and in this. By consulting this tiiblf one

may see at a glance the periods of the transformations, and the stages in

which each species occurs at any time. Running along the horizontal lines

of the table, one has a brief epitome of the life history of each si)ocies : and

following the vertical column, one may learn in what stage and situation

•each will be found at any given period.
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For the purpose of summarizing the most essential facts relating to insect

injuries to the strawberry, and to remedies against such injuries, I have pre-

pared the following

CLASSIFIOATIOX OF INSECT IXJURIES TO THE STRAWBERRY, WITH SUGGES-

TIONS OF REMEDIES FOR THEM.

I have given first a synopsis of insect injuries to this plant,

arranged in the form of an ordinary key for the determination of species in

natural history, but containing no unnecessary references to the insects

themselves
;
and have added indications of the proper remedies, in the form

of figures and letters referring to the classification of remedies on a following

page. In taking up subsequently for description and discussion the separate

species of insects known to attack the strawberry, I have arranged these also

on the same plan, grouping together under each subdivision of the classifica-

tion of insect injuries, all the species now known to produce that especial

form of injury.

As an illustration of the use of the "
key

'"

given below, let us suppose that

the strawberry grower notices, after the fruit is harvested, that many of the

leaves of his plants are folded or rolled together ;
and that oil opening these

he discovers a caterpillar in the fold, which has evidently been eating away
the surface of the leaf. This injury comes undei"" Injuries to the Leaf and

Leaf Stem "
(A). Looking at the next line below this in the table, he places

it at once in the class of injuries (1) done by eating away the tissue of the

leaf. Following the key still further, he finally decides that it is not done by
an exposed insect (b*), but by an insect rolled in the leaf (b**). Against

this group he finds the reference 3c, 4a, by the first of which he is cited to

the discussion of the method of destroying insects of feeble locomotive

power, in midsummer, after the fruit isi^icked, by mowing and burning over

the field ; and by the second, to the use of arsenical poisons.

A. Injuries to the Leaf and Leaf Stem.

1. The tissue of the leaf eaten away.
a. When the plant is in fruit.

* By an exposed insect, 4c, 3a.

** By an insect concealed in a rolled or folded leaf, 3a.

h. When not in fruit.

* By an exposed insect, 4a.

** By a concealed insect, 3c, 4a.

2. The tissue not eaten, but pierced, and drained of sap.

a. A gall on the stem, 3a.

h. Not making gall, 4cde.

B. To the Flower aiid Flower Stem.

1. By an exposed insect, 3b, 4c.

2. By an insect concealed in a cluster of webbed leaves and bhjssoms, 3a.

C. To the Fruit, Ripe or Unripe.
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1. The substance eaten away.
a. By a small yellow ant. (Xo remedy needed.)

6. By a brown caterpillar, striped with white, og.

c. By a snout beetle. (No remedy known.)

d. By a cylindrical, brown, thousand-legged worm, 3f.

2. The berry shrunken and knotty, the seeds on the shriveled parts well de-

veloped, with plump kernel, numerous greenish bugs occurring on the

fruit, 3b, 4c.

D. Til the Crown and Main Root.

1. The interior bored out.

a. By a small reddish caterpillar, with sixteen legs, Ic.

h. By a small, white, footless grub, with brown head, led, 2bc.

2. The substance gnawed and perforated.

II. By a hard, straight, slender, cylindrical larva (wire-worm).

h. By white grubs four or five times as long as wide, with abdomen

at least twice as long as head and thorax, and with tii> of body

swollen, rounded, and smooth, lab, 3c.

c. By small white grubs not more than one fifth of an inch in length,

about twice as long as wide, with abdomen but little longer than

head and thorax, and with tip of body not swollen or smooth,

4af, Icdc.

E. To the Fibrous Roots.

1. By a hard, cylindrical, straight larva. (See above, D, 2a.)

2. By a large white grub. (See D, 2b.)

.3. By a small white grub. (See D, 2c.)

CLASSIFICATION OF REMEDIAL MEASURES.

Preventive and remedial measures against insect atbicks may be conven-

iently arranged under five general heads :

1. ^Methods of culture, including the preparation of the soil.

2. liarricrs to progress.

3. Capture and direct destruction.

4. Topical api)lications.

5. Protection, or artitici:i] multiplication, of natural enemies.

1. Tnder methods of culture we include all m(asur(>s like rotation of crops,

selection of time of planting, and the like, which are intended to take advan-

tage of the insect thrf)ugh some fact in its structure, habits, or life history.

2. Barriers to i)rogress may be opposed to the spread of llit^ injurious

species from place to place, or directed to preventing the individual insect

frr»m gaining access to its food or i)lace of oviposition.

3. The cajiture of insects may be accomjilished either directly, by hand, or

indirectly, by lures and traps; and their destruction when captured may, of

course, be ofrccted in a great variety of ways, diflfering according to circuin-

stanccs and convenience. i
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4. Topical applications may be either destructive or rcpellant, iiitendeil to

kill the insect or drive it away. The destructive agencies are either in the

nature of internal or external poisons,
—

killing by contact or by their action

after being taken into the alimentary canal. The internal poisons can rarely
be used except for the orders provided with masticatory mouths, which there-

fore bite and chew their food before swallowing it; and they are not usually
available against such insects as take their food by suction through a beak

or proboscis.

Under the above system of classification of remedial and preventive meas-

ures, we may now arrange, for convenient reference, the modes of resistance

to the attacks of strawberry insects which have thus far been devised.

1. Modes of Culture.

la. Grass lands should sometimes be cultivated for two or three years in

some hoed crop, to expel the root-eating insects which devour not only the

roots of grass, but also those of strawberries. This measure is especially

recommended against the various white grubs.

16. In the vicinity of towns where gas is manufactured, the lime used in

purifying the gas becomes saturated with sulphur, and accumulates as a

waste product, known as gas lime. In a fresh state this is destructive to both

vegetable and animal life, but on exposure to the air it is eventually con-

verted chiefly into the carbonate and sulphate of lime, both valuable fertil-

izers for many soils.

The facts suggest the following procedure to free the soil from noxious in-

sects, preparatory to a change of crops. First treat the surface to a dressing

of fresh gas lime late in summer or early in autumn, and plow this under at

once, and then apply a second dressing of the lime to the plowed surface. As
the rain washes this into the soil, it will destroy the earth-inhabiting insects

both in that part of the soil turned over and for some distance benoath

The details of this procedure are still subjects for exi^eriment, and neither the

amount to be used, nor the length of time it is necessary to leave the fresh

lime in the ground before planting, have as yet been definitely ascertained.

The value of this application as a fertilizer will also vary according to the

character and history of the soil.

Ic. Notwithstanding the utmost care against the invasions of noxious in-

sects, occasional rotation of crops will probably be necessary, in which case

the ground should ordinarily be plowed in mid-summer, after the picking of

the fruit.

Id. In establishing a new plantation, it is best that the new plants should

be removed from the old field as early in spring as possible, as a safeguard

against the deposit of eggs upon them by noxious insects which may be hi-

bernating in the field and awaiting the opening spring for oviposition. Occasion-

ally it becomes necessary to take additional precautions against the transfer of

the eggs of injurious species from old lields to new. For this purpose the
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younc: plants should be set in the new field and allowed to remain until the

runners have started and taken root, after which the plants first set should be

dug*up and destroyed. In this way the field is finally stocked with plants
which have not been previously in contact with those seriously infested.

le. As a security against the transfer of eggs of insects laid upon or about

the roots of strawberry plants, it is sometimes advisable to wash these thor-

oughly after reinoval from the earth.

2. Barriers to Progress.

2/(. To prevent the entrance of hordes of injurious insects like the army
Worm, the practice of plowing a furrow around the field (afterwards deep-
ened, if necessary, with a spade) has been found efficient. The insects ac-

cumulating in the furrow may be destroj^ed by dragging a log of wood :ilong

it. or by digging holes at intervals in the bottom of the furrow, in which th'^

insects will accumulate, where they maj^ be easily crushed en masse.

26. To prevent the spread of insects wdiich are destitute of wings, and have

but feeble locomotive power (like the crown-borer), it is recommended that

newly established fields be separated from old by an interval of a few rods in

width devoted to some other crop.

2c. As a still greater security against such invasion from without, the

practice of establishing new fields at a considerable distance from the old has

been found especially useful.

3. Capture axd Direct Destruction.

Sa. For some insects infesting the strawberry field, no cheaper or no morr

satisfactory method can be used than that of capture and destruction by
hand.

3b. Sweeping back and forth along the row with an ordinary insect net is

a ready means of capture available for such exposed insects as do not cling

closely to the plants. It may be used to advantage for those attacking the

flower and fruit at a time when less laborious measures are not allowable.

3c. For species of feeble locomotive power, wdiich infest the leaves in sum-

mer, after the fruit has been gathered, it is a common and very useful prac-
tice to mow the field in dry weather, burning it over in a brisk wind after it

is thoroughly dry.

M. Some of the worst in.sects which infest the strawberry api)oar in the

adult stage in swarms during a comi)arativcly short period, and may then be

entrapped by attracting them by lights exposed in the fields, and so arranged
that the insects ajiproaching the lights shall be caught in ves.sels of water.

A glass lantern .so sus])onded over a tub of water that beetles flying against
the gla.ss will drop into the water beneath, is a simple and effective device

which may be depended upon to (iqiture the May beetles and other adults of

the various white grubs. If the waUn* be covered with a film of kerosene, the

insects falling into it will be speedily killed. The especial object of this
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method of warfare is to destroy the adults as they emerge, or as they resort

to the tield to lay their eggs.

3e.. As a general measure of protection, it is sometimes expedient to rake

and burn the mulch and rubbish late in autumn, after insects have resorted

to their winter quarters.

3/". For thousand-legs in the strawberry field, the plan of scattering slices

of potatoes or other vegetables between the rows, and killing by hand late at

night and early in the morning the myriapods attracted to them, has been

recommended by good authority.

Zg. Thick-stemmed weeds in and about the field should be destroyed if the

stalk-borer is likely to be injurious.

4. Topical Applications.

4a. For all leaf-eating species occurring in summer after the fruit in picked,

except, possibly, those which feed concealed within the rolled and curled

leaves, s^Drinkling or spraying with Paris green or London purple in powder
or suspended in water, is a feasible remedy. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that this method is of no avail against insects which do not gnaw or

bite the tissues of the plant. It is recommended to destroy the leaf-eating

beetles, whose j^oung are the strawberry root-worms. For this purj^ose the

poison should be applied during July and August. It is, of course, iiujiort-

ant that it should be used no more freely than is absolutely necessary to

accomplish the end desired.

46. Powdered hellebore is used, like the arsenical poisons mentioned in

the preceding section, for the strawberry false-worm, Emphi/tus maeulatus.

4c. For those species appearing exposed while the fruit is upon the plants,

as well as for all those which are not provided with biting mouths, powdered
pyrethrum is one of the most useful applications. This may be either

dusted upon the plants, due care being taken that it shall reach botli the un-

der and the upper surfaces of the leaves, or it may be thrown in a spray of

water from a hand force pump.
4d. The kerosene emulsion may be applied for the same purpose as the

pyrethrum mentioned above, .except that it is not available during the fruit-

ing season.

4e. Applications of sulj^hur to the leaves, as well as a spray of strong soap-

suds, are useful for some purposes.

4/; For subterranean larvte appearing locally, bi-sul2)hide of carbon or

carbolic acid may be poured into small holes made in the ground, a.s rcconi-

mended on ancjther page under the discussion of remedies for the straw-

berry root-worms.

The attention of the practical fruit grower is properly concentrated on the

relatively small number of insects known as po.sitively destructive, the other

species infesting his crops being regarded rather as .suspicious characters
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than as actual criminals. If we seek to extract the essential substiince of

the preceding discussion of the strawberry insects, we shall lind that the

really im])iirt:uit jiractical measures can be briefly sumniarized in a few sen-

tences.

Recollecting what was said on a preceding page, of the strawberry enemies

of the first class, and analyzing the recommendations of remedies found ef-

fective against them, we shall see that the capit^xl measures of defense are

about live in number. If we apply pyrethrum, or use the hand net, or some

mechanical device of similar action, for the tarnished plant bug and its allies,

which attack the plant before its fruit is picked ;
if we poison the foliage in

midsummer to kill the beetles of the root-worms, or use carbolic acid or bi-

sulphide of carbon or its compounds, in the ground, to destroy these insects

on their first appearance in the field : if we mow and burn the field in mid-

summer after the fruit is picked, to exterminate the leaf-rollers and other

leaf-eating insects
;

if we change the crop occasionally, when noxious species

multii)ly inordinately; and if proper pains be taken to prevent the transfer

of the crown-borer from old to new plantations, we shall have done about all

that the economic entomologist can advise against the worst enemies of the

strawberry'. While it is not to be supj^osed that the strawberry insects can

be completely cleared out of an infested field, and altogether kejjt out after-

wards, it is certain that where noxious insects are numerous and destructive,

the above measures of defense will be found highly profitable, considered

merely as an investment of time, labor and money.
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AN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

OF

Horticultural Products.

BY THE SECRETARY.

Since the public-spirited management of the World's Industrial and Cot-

ton Centennial Exposition, to be held in New Orleans during the winter and

spring of 1884^'85, have placed the entire control and care of the Department
of Horticulture in charge of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society
and its officers, and in view of the unprecedented liberality and i:>rominenee
shown this dej^artment, the Secretary deems it but just and proper that a

somewhat extended notice of the exhibition be given a place here.

This seems doubly appropriate since it is due to the untiring and indefat-

igable energy of our honored president, Hon. Parker Earle, of Cobdcn, Ills.,

that we are indebted for the liberal recognition here shown the horticultural

interests. As preliminary to this notice, I first republish the following ex-

tract from an advance circular prepared and published by Mr. Earle in De-

cember last, and which was submitted to the Society at its late meeting,
where his action was fully approved. After the introductory, and proi)or

explanations of facts, which led to the adoption of the liberal schedule of

premiums to be awarded in the Department of Horticulture, INIr. Earle adds :

The Exposition Managers will erect a building especially adapted to the display

of plants and fruits. This Horticultural Building will be about six hundred feet

long 1)y one hundred feet wide, and will be a handsome and convenient structure,

which, with the landscape embellishments adjacent, will cost .flOt^OOO. They will,

at an early day, issue a list of premiums for fruits, in medals and money, which

will aggregate from .$12,000 to S15,0(J0.* We expect to secure an exhibit of all

such fruits as will be in season at any part of the period of six months during

* The Premium List, as already published, aggregates .825,000 in money and
medal values.
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which the Exposition will continue, or as can he hehl over In' the most efficient

system of cold storage. We expect tliese exhil)its from every State and Territory

of the United States; from the Provinces of British North America; from Mexico

and the Central American States; and from all the important Nations of the

World. The sjime classes of fruits from all the temperate climates of the glolie,

will be placed side by side for comparison. The Citrus fruits, and others of great

commercial value, will be gathered from the Gulf States, from California, from

the Mediterranean countries, from South America, from India, China, and the

Islands of the Sea.

This exhibition will be continuous for the whole term of the Exposition, show-

ing every fruit in its season, and continuing many kinds beyond their season by
the help of cold storage. The most ample and complete cold storage facilities to

be found on the Continent have been placed in control of the management by the

New Orleans Refrigeration Companj'.
Thus it will be seen that an Industrial Fair Association has at last been found,

able and willing to recognize the importance of Horticulture and the great fruit

interests of this country and the world
;
and to provide for their exhibition in the

most liljeral spirit as one of the most important and attractive departments of a

World's Exposition. 1 can not be mistaken in my l)elief that these generous invi-

tations, which are wholly without precedent in the history of Fairs and Exposi-

tions, will be resjiondcd to by the fruit growers and the Agricultural and Pomo-

logical Societies of this and other countries; and that we shall see in New Orleans

next winter such a varied and profuse exhibition of the pomological wealth of all

nations as the most enthusiastic horticulturist has not dreamed of beholding; and

which will be of incalculable benefit to the vast interests rejiresented.

Premium lists will be issued at an early day for distribution to all interested.

All inquiries and applications for space should be addressed to the undersigned,
at Cobden, Illinois, U. S. A.

PARKER EARLE,
President Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society, and Chief of Department of

Horticulture, World's Exposition, New Orleans.

At thi.s (late, .lune Isl, iss^, llie (ircal liuikling for the iiccuiniiUHlatiun of

the Horticultural Department is rapidly approaching completion, and already

applications for exhibition space are in from most of the Stiites and from

many foreign countries.

DEPARTMENT OF IIOUTICULTURE.

Clii'f of Diparlmiitl Paijki:i{ Earle, Cobden, III.

CinnmiMwncr of Foreign Exhibils P. J. 1>i;rckm.vns, Augusta, Ga.

SujMrintendenl of the Divmmiof Pomdogy W. H. Ragan, Lafayette, Ind.

SiijM'rinlcndeiit <f the Dirvsion of Plants and Trees S. M. Tracy, Columl)ia, Mo.

The Premiiun I>ist in the Department of Horticulture is headed hy tlie

following :

fiKNERAI, ANNOUNCE.MENT.

The IJoard of Management of ihe World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial

Exposition, to !•(• bebl in New Orleans during the winter and spring of 1884-'85,
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hereby announce to all persons interested in Horticulture and Pomology through-
out the world, that they have organized a Department ok Horticultuke, for

the purpose of making the most comprehensive possible exhibition of the vahuiMe
fruits and plants of all nations.

The organization of this exhibition has been placed in the hands of a committee

appointed by the Mississippi Valle}' Horticultural Society, consisting of Mr. Par-

ker Earle, of Illinois
;
Mr. P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia ;

and Mr. Chas. W. Gar-

field, of Michigan. The schedule of premiums herewith ofl'ered has been prepared

by this committee. The complete organization and management of this depart-

ment will be under the control of the officers named above.

The management expect to secure an International Exhibition of Fruits and

Plants, which will be of the greatest value to all of the vast interests connected

with Horticulture. To provide proper facilities for so important an exhibition,

they are now erecting a large and beautiful Horticultural Building, or Conserva-

tory, the walls and a large portion of the roof of which will lie covered with glass,

and specially adapted to the exhibition of both fruits and plants. This building

will be six hundred feet in length, and with an average width of one hundred and

fourteen feet. It will furnish table room for twenty-five thousand plates of fruit,

and forty thousand feet of space for the exibition of plants. Apartments with

suitable heating arrangements for the care of green-house ami stove-plants will lie

provided.

Extensive space has also been assigned to this Department in the beautiful

grounds adjacent to the Horticultural Building, for the planting of large exhibits

of trees and plants. The Government of Mexico will fill five acres or more of this

space; the States of Central America, the State of Florida, and it is hoped, many
other States and Nations will here occupy liberal grounds in the exhibition of

their sylvan and floral wealth.

The management submit herewith a varied and liberal schedule of premiums
for Fruits and Plants, and tender their assurance to exhibitors from every State

and Nation, that this exhibition will be managed throughout in tiu- most lilicral

spirit, and with the earnest desire of securing an unprecedented opportunity for

the exhibition, the study, and the comparison of a wider range and a greater

wealth of horticultural products than have hitherto been gathered together.

All communications and enquiries should l)e aildressed to the (:hief of this De-

partment, or to his assistants, as announced above. The exhibition will open De-

cember 1, 1884, and continue not exceeding six months.

E. A. BURKE, Director General.

This General .Vnnouncement is followed by specific niles and retiuliitions

governing the exhibitions in the Divisions of Pomology iind Plants and

Trees, closing with the accompanying :

SUGGESTIONS TO EXHIBITORS.

All apples, pears, and similar fruits intended for this exhiliition. should be gath-

ered as soon as fully grown and fairly colored, and while yet as firm a.s possible.

They should be gathered with great care and laid in cushioned baskets with some

soft bit of blanket between the lavers. They should not lie chafed or pressed in
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the least degree. Each specimen should be wrapped in three or four successive

sheets of soft paper. Great care should be used to prevent the breakage of stems.

All the specimens of a variety should then be placed in a tough paper sack, with

suflicient packing about specimens to fill out the sack and prevent the possibility

of bruising. Mark the sack plainly with the name of the variety in ink
;
then

pack the sacks containing the varieties belonging to a given exhibit together in a

box or barrel, which should be well ventilated. Keep the more perishable kinds

together in same packages, as far as possible. Then attach to both heads of the

barrel, or both ends of the box and to the top, gummed labels, which will be fur-

nished by the Chief of this Department upon application, and fill out the blanks

thereon with the name and residence of the exhibitor, the kind of fruit and the

numl>er of varieties, and the names of varieties so far as possible, contained in the

package.
If intended for cold storage in New Orleans, ship immediately to the Director

General, prepaying freight or express through to New Orleans. Arrangements
will hereafter be perfected for reduced rates of freight to exhibitors, of which due

information will be given.

Exhibitors should immediately advise the Chief of the Department of what

shipments have been made, when made, and bow made, and of the numbers of the

premiums to be entered for. Exhibitors should, when practicable, attend the ex-

hibition, and open and arrange their own fruits; but when this can not be done,

the Chief of the Department should be advised, and he will have the exhibits

properly placed. No charge will be made to exhibitors for cold storage in New
Orleans.

The New Orleans Refrigeration Company have placed apartments at the com-

mand of this Department, where an even temperature of about 35°, and a dry air,

will hold fruit well without much change; but it will decay soon when taken out,

and it is not desirable to place varieties which will keep well at home in this

storage. The time for special displays of particular fruits, if any be decided

upon, will be hereafter announced.

Belleville: that the readier will be interested in a detailed description of the

great IlortievUtural Hall, we republish from the New Orleans Times-Dcvwcrat

of a late date, the following:

A CRYSTAL rAL,\('E THAT IS THE LAR(;EST STRUCTURE DEVOTED TO HORTICUL-

TURE IN AMERICA.

As was announced in the Times-Democrat two or three days ago, the building
committee from the Board of Management of the World's Industrial and Cotton

Centennial Exposition selecteil the design for the Horticultural Hall submitted by
Mr. Arthur E. Rendle of New York. Under the provisions of the ordinance passed

l>y the city council, granting the use of the Upper City Park for the exposition, this

)>uilding is to be permanent in its structure; so the committee, in making the se-

lection from the plans subniitteil, had to satisfy an element—that of durability
—not

cfinsidered in the designs for the main iiuibling. The i)lan chosen seems to em-
brace all the necessary conditions— adaj)tability, beauty and durability

— and the

buibling, when completed, will be a striking and long-needed ornament to the city.
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Mr. Rendlc has entered into a contract with the Board of Management for llio

construction of the hall, and will use his system of glazing without putty, a system

that has met with the greatest favor in En<rland, wliere Mr. Rendle's brothers are

owners of tiie patent.

Tlie Horticultural Hall of tlie Exposition will he a most magnificent structure.

It is to be situated about GOO feet directly south of the main building, and almost

between that building and the levee. The center of the central hall will be just

over the large reservoir, or cistern, that has been in the park for a number of years,

and will be on the highest ground in the enclosure. In addition to being on an

eminence it is finely situated in regard to the avenues and chiniiis of trees in the

immediate vicinity, as one long avenue lends uj) to the central hall. Standing at

the entrance to this avenue the vista ended by this hall will be highly picturcs(iue.

The entire building will be (iOO feet long and 100 wide, except at the central hall,

which is made by a widening out of the Imildiug to 194 feet for a length of 100 feet.

Eising above this central hall is a tower which will be nearly ninety feet higii, and

M'hich, built of glass, will be the crowning glory to the structure. On eacii

side the construction is as follows: There is a wall of eleven feet almost full of

windows and ventilators; then there is a glass roof, which rises in a long slant, six-

teen feet; then a perpendicular line of ventilators six feet high, and a second glass

roof slanting at the same angle as the first, to a height of fourteen feet. The top

of this roof forms the apex to the entire building, except at the center, where the

tower rises about forty feet higher. This construction will, therefore, present to the

eye a vast expanse of shining glass, which, glistening in the sunlight, will produce

a gorgeous ell'ect. Indeed, in appearance the hall will not be unlike the famous

Crystal Palace at Sydenham, England, though, of course, it will not be so large.

It will, however, be the largest horticultural building on this continent, and, with

the extensive exhibit already in i)reparation for it, will make one of the most at-

tractive structures in America.

The central hall is to be devoted to a display of rare plants and flowers, and here

will vie with one another in iridescent competition the flora of Florida, Mexico,

Central American countries and Louisiana. Besides the central hall one .section of

the building, occupying a space 250 feet long by twenty-five feet, will be used as a

tropical hot-house, in which the most delicate flowers of the far South can blossom in

their brilliant perfection. The space near the outer walls to a width of twenty-five

feet around the entire building will be devoted to plants and flowers, while the

center space will be used for the fruit display (except in the central liall as aliove

described), and will contain room for 20,000 plates of fruit. Thus there will l.c no

partition across the building, and the eye can traverse its entire length without in-

terruption.

There are four chief entrances to the building, two large ones at the sides of the

central hall, and two at the ends of the structure. Those at the sides arc twenty-

five feet in width, and are made up of douljle doors and ornamentcil woodwork,

crowned with a Gothic portico. The ventilators and windows will be on the

Weatbcrel's simultaneous o(.ining gear process, by which fifty feet of ventilators

can be opened together l)y simply turning a wheel. Ail the heating an<l water ap-

jiaraluswill be on tlu' most uu. Icrn au<l scientific i>lans; everything will beadajited

18
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lo the proper preservation ami (Jisplay of the plants. On the top of the roof, run-

ning from one end of tlie Iniilding to the other, will be an iron cresting three feet

higii, and api)ropriutel_v ornamented, whiiii will give a highly finished appearance
to the hall.

Mr. Kendle's contract with the J>oard of Management calls for the completion of

the Imilding by the loth of September, so he will begin work about the first of

March, and push tiie constrni'tion vigorously. He is very enthusiastic over his

work, and said to a reporter of this paper that in all his experience he had never

seen such a perfect site for a horticultural liall, and that he intended giving the

citizens of New Orleans one of which they could have every reason to feel prouil.

In case the city finds, after the Exposition is over, that the building is too large the

building is .so constructed that l)oth its wings can be taken down and the central

hall left standing, it of course being necessary to close up the gaps thus made. As
all the perishable materials to be used in the work will be completely covered by
the glass the system of glazing may fairly be described as indestructible.

The selection of Messrs. Parker Earle, P. J. Herckmans, W.'H. Ragan and Pmf.

Tracy to have charge of the horticultural display has inspired horticulturists and

pomolog'sts all over the count rv to make active lucparations for the Exposition,
and it is safe to say that this department alone will attract thousands of visitors to

New Orleans during the winter of 1884-5.

There are seven humJreil and nine preniiiinis oflercd un fruits, aggregat-

ing in value $18,000, and two hundred and seventy-four in the division of

Plants and Trees, amounting to $7,000; a sunt total heretofore unknown in

the historv i>f horticultural exhibitions.



From the Transactions of Iii'linna Horticulttiral Sovicty lor 1883.]

REPORT OF THE FOURTH ANNUAL \1]:ETL\G

OF THE

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HORTICLLTLRAL SOCIHTY.

BY W. H. KAfiAN.

[The following paper is republished here at the suggestion of members of

the Society and because of the absence in Vol. I. of any notice of the exceed-

ingly pleasant and interesting
"
afterpiece

"
to the fourth annual meeting.

Secretary.]

This meeting was held in the city of New Orleans, February 21, 22, 23 and

24, 1883. The importance of the meeting, saying nothing of its pleasures,

will not be lightly considered, when it is remembered that this was (he lirst

assemblage of its kind ever held so far South ; that it embraced leading hor-

ticulturists from more than twenty States and the Dominion of Canada; that

it not only included horticulturists proper, but dealers in fruits and horticul-

tural products in many of the leading cities of our country, together with

representatives of transportation companio.';. having the care of our fruits in

transit; and that the meeting was held in a region from which wh arc to ex-

pect much in the way of future development in the line of horticulture.

These causes lead me to make the bold assertion, that, in point of import-

ance, no similar assemblage on this continent has ever equaled lliat held in

New Orleans last Februarv.

The Society was the guest of
" The Gulf States Fruit-CJrowera' Association,"

an association of some years standing and of much imporUmce to Southern

horticulture, the representatives of which had made am[)lo preparation for
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tlie meeting, in the procuring and fitting- up in handsome style, of Gruna-

wald Hall for the occasion. This association had also arranged with the St.

James Hotel for the entertainment of delegates at reduced rates. Owing to

a very low rate of fare arranged for bj' the Illinois Central R. R. and con-

necting lines, most of the delegates from the Xorth and Northwest assembled

at Cairo on the morning of the 20th, where a special train of Pullman cars

awaited in readinfss to convey them to their destination. Six cars were

thus loaded, arriving at New Orleans at 10 a. m. of the 21st. The Indiana,

Ohio and part of the Kentucky delegation found it most convenient, however,

to go via. the Louisville and Nashville R. R. through Montgomery, Mobile,

and thence to New Orleans, skirting the Gulf coast through Southern Ala-

bama, Mississippi and Louisiana, crossing the Rigolett and entering the

city from below. I shall have something to say of this interesting trip

further on.

THE MEETING.

I lind the incidents and scenes of this jileasant trip so full of interest to

myself, and I believe they will be also to you, that I shall devote but a brief

space to the meeting itself and reserve more for a glimpse at Southern

scenery and Southern horticulture.

On the evening of the first day, Judge E. M. Hud.son, of New Orleans, an

officer, and the chosen represenUitive of the "Ciulf States Fruit-Growers As-

sociation," welcomed the Society to their city and to their hospitalities, which

was responded to briefly by Hon. Parker Earle, of Cobden, Illinois, President

of the Society, who then proceeded to read his finmial address, a paper of un-

usual interest and embodying many valuable suggestions. Following this

was a paper on the "Origin and Importance of the Mississippi Valley Horti-

cultural Society," by Maj. S. H. Nowlin, of Arkansas. Discussions and reso-

lutions followed, the evening session closing with the acceptance of an in-

viUition, on the part of citizens, to take a boat excursion on the Father of

Waters, the next morning.
A lioAT EXCURSION.

In obedience to this kind invitation, the Society, numbering over two

hundred delegates, many of them ladies, and with few exceptions, just from

the regions of icy winter, assemliled on board the elegant steamer Jesse K.

Ik'll, together with a large number of ladies and gentlemen, citizens of New
Orleans, for an excursion to the orange orchards and truck farms of Maj. A.

W. Rountree, situated some ten miles up the river and on the right bank. The
Hell first steamed down the river entirely below the city and to a jioint

n<'arly opposite the celebrated Jackson Rattle Field, thence upward to her

destination. The day wa« delightful and si)ring-like, and the view of the

city, who.se fourteen miles f)f river frcml was thus i)re.sented in jianoramic

view, was grand beyond de.scri])tion. Her busy wharves were lined with

the commerce of nations, drawn hither by the rich resources of the greatest

valley on earth, which here, borne on this throbbing commercial artery, meets

the outer world.
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Maj. Eountree's plantation consists of one hundred and seventy-five acres,

seventy-live of which are cultivated in oranges and consisting of about eight
thousand bearing trees. The product of th-se immense orchards finds its

way northward. He also cultivates early vegetables very largely. We were
shown forty acres of cabbage and cucumbers, tomatoes, etc., until we were

bewildered, the product of which finds a market along with the oranges,
where they contribute largely to the health and happiness of a people but

recently strangers to such mid-winter luxuries. After a long stroll through
these interesting grounds, we were called together under the grateful shade

of orange trees, the fragrant bloom of which was just appearing and lunched

after a fashion long since noted in the hospitable South, followed by toasts,

etc., too tedious for mention, interrupted onlj' by the whistle of the steamer,
who impatiently awaited our reassembling, to bear us to the city and to more

important work.

On the second afternoon papers w'ere read by Hon. J. M. Smith, of Green

Bay, President of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society, on "Strawberries for

the North, and How to Grow Them," and by Dr. H. E. McKay, of Madison,
President of the Mississippi Horticultural Society, on "

Strawberry Culture

in the South," followed by the appointment of committees, resolutions and

a lengthy discussion on topics suggested in the papers, participated in by
members from many remote sections of our country.

President 0. B. Galusha, of the Illinois State Horticultural Society, enter-

tained the meeting on the evening of the second day with an able di.scussion

of the subject,
"
Is there a Better Market Berry than the Wilson?" deciding be-

yond doubt (in his estimation), but not to the satisfaction of all present, that

there was. This paper was followed by Prof. S. A. Forbes, State Entomologist
of Illinois, in an able treatise on " Insects Affecting the Strawberry," and this

in turn, by that father of strawberry culture, and of strawberries (the Long-

fellow, Warren and others) in Southern Kentucky, A. D. Webb, in a paper
entitled " The Best Strawberries for Home Use and Market."

The forenoon of the third day Avas taken up by the reading of letters from

absent friends, many of whom were, to their great regret, prevented from

being with us by the swollen conditions of all Northern streams, rendering

railroad travel in many instances absolutely impossible and everywhere haz-

ardous; in the election of officers, which resulted in the re-election of Mr.

Earle President, Maj. S. H. Xowlin, of Arkansas, First Vice President, W. H.

Ragan, of Indiana, Secretary, and ^Lij. J. C. Evans, of ^lissouri, re-elected

Tieasurer; in the reading of an able paper by Hon. F. P. Baker, U. S. Com-

missioner of Forestry, of Topeka, Kan., on "
Irrigation in irnrlicnlture;

"
by

reports of standing committees, and by the reading of a paper on "Small

Fruits in the South," by E. P. Roe, of New York.

The afternoon of the third day was very appropriately occupied l«y Pres.

1\ J. Berckmans, of Georgia, in a paper on "The Newer Peaches and New
Fruits for the Cotton States," and by W. H. Cassell.of Mississippi, on "Pears

and Pear Culture in the South," with discussiDUS and reports of commitlcca.
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and the evening session by T. V. Munson, of Texas, on "
Systematic Horti-

cultural Progress,"' Pres. T. T. Lyon, of Michigan, on " Horticulture vs. Ruts,"

Ex-Gov. K. W. Furnas, of Nebraska, on "Forestry on the Plains,' and by the

presentjition, without reading, of the last paper from the pen of the lamented

Dr. Warder, on the " Influence of Forests on Health."

The forenoon of the fourth day the Society was engaged in receiving and

discussing reports of important committees; in hearing an interesting paper

by Capt. E. HoUister, of Illinois, on " Markets and Marketing," and in dis-

cussing at length the important topics presented in this practical paper. No

subject presented to the meeting more fully engaged the earnest attention of

members of the Society than that of transportation and marketing fruits.

In this particular this meeting, in its results, gives hope of a much needed

reform, as it brought together, in a true fraternal spirit, the fruit-growers, the

transportation agents and the commission men, whose interests are mutual.

In the afternoon of the fourth day, Mrs. H. M. Lewis, of Wisconsin, read a

very interesting paper on " Birds in Horticulture,'" which was followed by

one equally fascinating by Mrs. D. Huntley, of the same State, on "Adorning
Rural Homes." "Can we Master the Insect Enemies of the Orchard," was

next treated briefly by the writer, after which an able paper by Prof. Bur-

rill, of Illinois, on "An Orchard Scourge," was presented without reading, the

author being absent.

The last session of the meeting, on the evening of the fourth day, was de-

voted to the reading of a paper by the treasurer, J. C. Evans, of Missouri, on
"
Raspberry Management and the New Raspberries ;" one by D. B. Weir, of

Arkansas, on the "Persimmon in Arkansas," and one by Wm. M. Samuels,

of Kentucky, on the " New Apples of Value for Market," and in the reports

of committees, resolutions, etc.

I have now touched briefly upon the imiiortant features of this interesting

meeting, which formally adjourned on the evening of the fourth day, though
in reality did not disperse for a period of as many more days, which were

spent in sight seeing and observations in the South.

NKW ORLEANS.

After the close of the meeting, two days were spent in the city of New
Orleans, in local excursions to i)oints of interest. The writer"s duties as Sec-

retary of the Society prevented him from participating in some of these pleas-

ant jaunts, though, being represented by his faithful
"
better-half

"
in most of

them, he will endeavor, through his own as well as her observations, to pre-

sent a failliful summary of
"
things seen."'

The first place visited was Carrolton, a suburb of the city, noted for its

gardens and conservatories. This suburb is above the city and under the

levee, where the great Father of Waters begins the crescent swoop that in-

chules the city and gives rise to her pleasant sobriquet. An attractive gar-

den and plciusure grounds, situat(>d near the terminus of the street railway
that bore us to Carrolton, whicli conl:iin('<l iniiny trees and plants that were
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strangers to Northern vit^itors, wns the first and principal point of attraction.

Here we found growing in the upeu air magnohas, pitlosporunis, ligs, or-

anges, yuccas, crape myrtles, agaves, cape jasmines, with many oilier rare

plants, shrubs and trees, in luxuriant beauty, while in the conservatories

were orchids and other species still more strange and interesting to us.

Some of the finest residences in the city are in this vicinity, and, oddly con-

structed as they seemed to us, Avith their light airy appearance, surrounded

by verandas at each story, and with that ever jnesent accompaniment, a two

or three-story cistern, the trees, shrubs and plants that adorned their sur-

roundings were of still greater interest. The beautiful live oaks and mag-
nolias that lined the streets and boulevards, with great agaves and yuccas
crowned with gorgeous flowers, all conspired to make us feel that we were

really strangers in a strange and fairy land.

The West End and Spanish fort, pleasure resorts, situated on Lake Pon-

chartrain, were next visited. These are some seven miles back of the city,

and are reached by railways and dummy engines. These routes take us

past the
CITY CEMETERIES,

Where we were again made to realize that we were truly in a strange land.

Their interments are all intermural. This is a matter of necessity, juet as

they are forced to build cisterns and cellers above ground, for the ground
is all below the level of the water in the river, so that a grave or cellar would

fill with water as soon as opened. The vaults are in many inst;Tnces very

handsome .and expensive, being built of granite or marble, and the drives,

and walks and trees, and shrubbery are most attractive and beautiful. In

the rear of the city and meandering along the line of cemeteries that seem to

almost surround it, is a sluggish artificial stream or canal that is really the

only outlet for the city sewage. The gutters in the city all lead from the

river, which is the highest point, and are conducted into this canal, where

the sewage slowly finds its way into Lake Ponchartrain.

Mrs. Richardson's Greenhouses, the French Market, the United States

Mint, St. Louis Cathedral, Jackson Square, the Custom House, and many
other points of interest, in turn, occupied our attention, but the greatest ex-

cursion of all was our return to

MOBILE AND HOMEWARD.

Prior to the adjournment of the Society, an invitation at the hands of

Col. E. W. Gillespie, General Passenger Agent of the Mobile and Ohio Kail-

road, and in behalf of his road and the Louisville and Nashville Road, was

extended to the whole Society to become the guests of the two roads in an

excursion to Mobile and return, a distance oi one hundred and forty miles.

This generous offer was accepted, when a special train of six cars wa.s jdaced

at the service of the Society. At 8 A. M., on the morning of February 27tli,

this train, accompanied by the railroad officials and many citizens, left New

Orleans for Mobile. The dav was clear and bright and cool enougli to make
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winter wraps seem pleasant. The route skirts the Gulf coast for many niiles^.

at times l^eini; built on iiilin.y; over shallow sloughs and broad inlets, then

rushing through tall reeds and swamp-grass, or, perchance, whisking througli

a dense forest of seini-tropical trees, whose boughs were pendant with Span-

ish or funeral moss and mistletoe, then gliding past a pine forest pf tall and

slender stems and whitened trunks, showing that the turpentine gatherer

had been among them, compelling them to pay tribute to his commercial

greed, now giving us a glimpse of an orange orchard, a vineyard of Scupp-

ernong grapes, or a view of the Gulf, with her white-winged commerce.

The flora of this region was all strange and new to us. There were acres

and acres covered with a dwarf jialm, or palmetto, as the citizens call it, with

its broad and fan-.<hajied foliage, contrasting beautifully with the slender

needles of the long-leafed pine.

There are a few nice villages and pleasure resorts along this line, but a

large proportion of the route is through dark and impenetrable swamps
scarcely elevated above tide water.

As we approach ^Mobile we leave the coast with its salt marshes and strange

vegetiition and strike out through the turpentine orchards, live oaks and mag-

nolias, with here and there a village or farm house, with its inevitable sur-

roun<lingsof Scupiiornong grapes, orange and fig trees, broad spreading live

oaks and magnolias.
AT M015ILE

A retinue of carriages await our arrival, provided by the railroads, to drive

us through ami around the city. We were driven for miles over shell roads,

and through truck gardens of vast extent, where hundreds if not thousands

of acres of cabbage and other early vegetables stood ready for the harvest

and for the hungry thousands far away to the northward. This business of

truck farming, as it is here denominated, is new in this region. But a few

years ago cotton was supposed to be king. A7»/7 Qibbtge now holds the

scei)ter ; and, just here lies the secret of the groat interest the railroads of the

South are taking in a visit of Northern horticulturists. I see by a recent

report, that the "garden truck,'' shipped norlliwnrd from Mobile county

growers during the last year, returned the handsome prolit of 8270,<HH).

Some three miles back of the city oxxv party was very jileasantly enter-

tained, at the residence of ^frs. Augusta J. Wilson, nee Augusta J. Evans, the

justly esteemed Southern authoress. After spending a half hour in rambling

through the grounds of this beautiful Southern home, in the shade of wide

spreading live oaks and majestic magnolias, and admiring the gorgeous array

of roses, hybiscus, and camelias, which here thrive in the open air and grow
to the proportions of respectable trees, we were invited by Mr. and jNIrs.

Wil.son to the house, which is built after tiie true Southern style of architect-

ure, large :ind roomy, with wide verandas and a hall extending through the

middle. Here Mr. and Mrs. Wilson were i)er.sonally introduced t(.) the niem-

ber.«i of our party, and with that ease and grace for which the South has ever

been noted, had a pleasant word and a smile for each.
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From Mrs. Wikon's wc were driven througli bewildering fields of cabbage
and "truck," with here and there a time-worn relic of mort^il .strife in the

shape of earth-works and military defenses, to the cemetery, where, by the

aid of the landscape gardener and the artisan's chisel, much has been done
to beautify and adorn the inevitable place of "

rest."

The forenoon of the secoml day of our stay in Mobile was spent in a rail-

road excursion to the company's shops, situated some ten miles from the

city, where we were escorted through all the departments by Col. Gillespie.

On our return to the city the train stopped at Mr. Pritchard's place, noted for

its stud of tine horses and its race course. Several of tlic animals were

brought out and we were entertained by racing on the well prepared mile

track, after which we were lunched.

Here the Society indulged in some toasts and a series of resolutions of

thanks to the L. tt X. and ^L &. O. Railroads, whose guests we had been for

days and who still had much in store for us. The afternoon was spent in a

boat excursion on Mobile Bay, which, taken all together, was perhaps the

most pleasant feature of the whole. At midn'ght of the 28th, the Indiana

delegation took leave of the party, and of many pleasant associations in the

South, for their Northern homes, via. the Louisville and Nashville Railroad,

while the larger portion of the party remained tlie guests of the Mobile and

Ohio road to Cairo.

I might with propriety here close this paper, already too long, but can not

forbear a brief reference to a few points of interest on the line of the Louis-

ville and Nashville Railroad.

Birmingham, Alabama, is, just now, one of the most prosperous cities in

the South. Her chief industry is iron and iron manufacture. Some four-

teen years ago Northern enterprise discovered rich deposits of iron; coal and

limestone in close proximity, in this vicinity. A busy city of ten thousand

inhabitants has since sprung into existence.

Southern Tennessee and Northern Alabama have many attractions for the

fruit-grower. The climate is delightful and the soil is much better than I

had expected to find. The great lack here, as it is in many otber places in this

world, is with the people. Their system of agriculture is poor, and as for

horticulture, that should be the leading interest in a region so bounteously

blessed in many respects, there is but little to be seen. A few neglected ai>-

ple and peach orchards, however, appear, as an index, both to nature's kind-

ness and man's neglect. The hill regions of Northern Tennessee anil Ken-

tucky were i)assed in the night, which fact will, of course, prevent an intel-

ligent mention here. The vicinity of Bowling Green, Ky., is growing into

notoriety as a small fruit region. Some intelligent, practical fruit-growers

are located here.

TiiK EFFECTS of this trip South, :i^ide from its pleasant reminiscence, caw

not be other than good. Perhaps no single incident since the war lins been

productive of more real good in soothing the harsh feelings of sectional

strife, and planting more deeply the true olive branch of peace, than has this
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most unostentatious visit of Northern horticulturists, and they were most

graciously met in their true peace mission by the pec)ple whom they visited.

Everything that it was jjossible for them to do to make us realize that we

are, in reality, one people, with one destiny and with but one great commer-
cial interest, was done. They directed our attention to their genial climate,

to their ri(>h resources yet undeveloped and to the fact that they recognized
in the people of the North that enterprise and genius that they so much
needed and which they urgently solicited to seek investment in the Suunv
South.
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JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J. All the new and choice Berries and

Fruits. Specialties, KieflFer's Hybrid Pear, and Early Cluster Ra8i)bcrry.

GRANVILLE COWING, Muncie, Indiana. Special attention to Small

Fruits and new Potatoes. Experimental Plantations. Fruits for Market.

DANIEL CONGER, Walcott, New York. Worden Grapevines, wood and

cuttings; also general stock of Vines and Small Fruit Plant.s.

19
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DIXIE FRUIT FARM AND XUESERY, C. M. Merwin. Proprietor, Me-

dina, Tenn. Fruit Trees, Grapevines and Small Fruit Plants.

ROBERT DOUGLAS & SONS, Waukegan, 111. Evergreens and Forest Tree

Seedlings. Largest stock in America, all nursery grown. Tree Seeds.

FRANK FORD & SON, Sunnyside, Ravenna, Ohio. Specialties, Small Fruits,

Seed Potatoes, Sweet Corn, Tomato and other seeds. Catalogue free.

E. M. FL^LLER, Bismarck, Dakota, Proprietor of Bismarck Green Houses.

Forest and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs. Avenue B and Fifth street.

A. H. GRIESA, Home Nursery, Lawrence, Kansas. New fruits are largely

tried to test their value for the West.

D. S. GRIMES, Denver, Colorado. General Nursery. Rocky Mountain

Evergreens a specialty.

LOUIS GUERINEAU, Malvern Vineyard, Malvern, Arkansas. Grapevines
and Peaches a specialty. Sixty acres in vineyards.

G. H. & J. H. HALE, South Glastonbury, Conn., Nurserymen and Fruit

Growers. New and choice Berry Plants by mail a specialty. Catalogue free.

HOWELL ct THOMAS, Dallas, Texas. Ten years' experience in propaga-

ting Trees and Vines in Texas. Special inducements to dealers.

DAVID HILL, Dundee, 111. Specialties, nursery-grown Evergreens, Euro-

pean Larch, Hardy Catidpa, White Ash, Russian Mulberry, etc.

HEIKES NURSERIES CO., North Main st, city limits, Dayton, Ohio. Grow-
ers of general nursery stock. Orders solicited and carefully Idled.

J. R. JOHNSON, Dallas, Texas. Peaches, Apples, Kieffer and LeConte Pears,

Plums, Figs, Russian Mulberry, Japan Persimmon, etc., to suit orders.

JEWELL NURSERY CO., Underwood ct Emery, Proprietors, Lake City,

Minn. Established 1868 ; incorporated 1884. Growers and dealers.

E. W. KIKKPATKICK, Nurseryman, McKinney, Texas. Choice Southern

Peaches and IMums grown in the black lands of Northern Texas.

KANSAS CITY NURSERIES, 728 Main St., Kansas City, Mo. Blair ct

Kaufman, Proprietors. Nursery three miles east of city.

J. VAN. LINDLEY, Salem Junction, North Carolina. Fruit Trees, Vines,

etc., for Southern States. Lady Ingold Peach.

JOHN T. LOVf:TT, Little Silver, N. J. Nursery Stock. Small Fruits a

specialty. Hansel! Rasj)bcrry, Early Harvest Blacklycrry, Jessica Grape.
T. V. MUNSON, Dcnisun, Texas. Peaches, Grapes and Plums specialties.

Largest stock of Triumph Grajie grown.

MILLER & HUNT (Wright's Grove), Chicago, 111. Roses in every stage

of growth, a specialty.

J. J. MEASER, Hutchinson, Kansas. Specialties, Apples, Russian Mulber-

ries, Ai)rieotrt, Wild Gijose Plums, Ornamental Trees, Small Fruits, etc.

NIAGARA GR.\PE CO. E. A. Smith, Sec, Lockport, N. Y. Best Native

White Grape ever produced. Hardy, vigorous, productive; splendid!
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K OMER, Dayton, Ohio. Fruit Culturist and dealer in Small Fruit Plant*;.

Gregg Raspberry a specialty.

J. H. PRIEST, Greencastle, Indiana. Specialty, Raspberries and otlirr

Small Fruits. Twelve acres in experimental grounds, near the city.

WM. PARRY, Parry P. O., New Jersey. Kieffer's Hybrid Pears, Marlboro

Raspberry, Wilson Jr. Blackberry, and other Small Fruit i)lant«.

PARIS NURSERIES, Paris, Texas, W. W. Stell, Proprietor. First-class

Southern Trees. No high-priced humbugs to offer. No lying agents.

POMONA NURSERIES, C. H. Fcrrell & Co., Proprietors, Humboldt, Tenn.
All kinds of Fruit Trees. Small Fruits and General Nursery Stock.

ROSE BANK NURSERIES, Nashville, Tenn. Oldest in the South. A. W.
Webber, Sec. Everything true to name and exactly as represented.

WM. RADAM, Austin, Texas. Nursery and Greenhouse two and one-half

miles east of Austin. Plant and Seed Depot, Congress Avenue.

SIMPSON & HOGUE, Vincennes, Indiana. Proprietors of Knox Nurseries.

Established in 1851. Nurserymen and Small Fruit growers.

STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Columbia, Missouri. Grapevines a

specialty. Cared for by a member of the Faculty.

SIOUX CITY NURSERY CO., Sioux City, Iowa. General Nursery Stock,

Fruit and Forest Trees a specialty.

I. N. STONE, Fort Atkinson, Wis. Introducer of Stone's Hardy Blackberry.

Small Fruit Plants a specialty. Large stock. Catalogue free.

G. W. STONER, Jewella, Caddo Parish, four miles west of Shreveport, La.

Evergreen Trees and Shrubs for the South a specialty.

C. L. WATROUS, Des Moines, Iowa. General Nursery. New and hardy

Fruits and Shrubs specialties.

ANTHONY WIEGAND, Florist, Indianapolis, Ind. Largest Stock of Plants

and Cut flowers in the city. Established over twenty years.

WILSON >k McFADDEN, Atlantic, Iowa. Grape Nurseries. General

Stock. Special attention to hardy varieties.

J. T. WILLIAMSON, Edwardsville, Kan.sas. Spring Lake Experimental

Farm. Varieties tested in the whole domain of agriculture.

COMMISSION MEN .VM) DEALERS IN FRUITS.

THOMAS MASON, 160 S. Water st., Chicago, 111. Foreign and Domestic

Fruits. Special attention to the sale of Fruits and Produce.

R. A. BURNETT, 161 S. Water St., Chicago, 111. Produce an<l Fruit C<.m-

mission Merchant.

AMORY BIGELOW, 105 S. Water St., Chicago, 111. Commission Merchant.

Fruits and Vegetables a specialty.
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JOSEPH SPIES (Successor to Hager & Spies), 101 S. Water st., Chicago, HI.

Foreign and Domestic Fruits. Wholesale.

BARBER & INGRAM, 183 S. Water st., Chicago, 111. General Commission.

Fruit Department in special charge of Alex. Benn.

F. A. THOMAS, 104 S. Water st., Chicago, 111. Wholesale Fresh Fruit

Shipper and Commission Merchant. Special attention to sale of Fruits.

M. BAKER & CO., 93 S. Water st., Chicago, 111. Domestic Fruits given

special attention.

A. L. McCLAY & CO., 95 South Water street, Chicago, Illinois. Special at-

tention to Fruits and early Vegetables from the South.

C. H. WEAVER & CO., 129 South Water street, Chicago, Illinois. Commis-

sion Dealers in Green and Dried Fruits and Country Produce.

C. F. LOVE & CO., 89 South Water street, Chicago, Illinois. Wholesale Fruit

and Produce Commission Merchants.

BARRON & BERMINGHAM, 131 South Water street, Chicago, Illinois.

Green and Dried Fruits and Produce.

A. L. TUCKER, 167 South Wat^r street, Chicago, Illinois. General Commis-

sion. Green Fruits and Vegetables specialties. Promptness guaranteed.

LOVE & BOOTH, 113 South Water street, Chicago, Illinois. Wholesale

Fruit and Produce Merchants. References good.

M. GEORGE & CO., 95 South Water street, Chicago, lUinois. General Fruit

and Prcxluce Commission.

E. C. REICHWALD, 165 South Water [street, Chicago, Illinois. Specialties,

Fruits, Vegetables and Melons.

T. D. RANDALL & CO., 219 South Water street, Chicago, Illinois. Oldest

Fruit and Produce House. Special attention to Fruits and Produce.

MANN & BRADLEY, successors to A. A. Barnes & Co., cor. Maryland and

Delaware streets, Indianapolis, Ind. Fruits and Vegetables a specialty.

HENRY SYERUP <k SON, 22 S. Delaware St., Indianapolis, Ind. Fruits, Veg-

etables, Country Produce. Consignments solicited. Stencils furnished free.

MUMMENHOFF & CO. (E. H. Williams), 23 South Delaware street, Indian-

apolis, Indiana. Special attention to sale of all kinds of Fruits.

GEORGE HITZ & Co., 31 South Delaware street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

General Fruit and Produce Commission.

GEORGE DAVIES, Cleveland, Ohio. Fruits and Vegetables a specialty.

All orders receive prompt and personal attention.

A. C.KENDP:L, Cleveland, Ohio. Special attention to sale of Fruits. Farm
and Garden Seeds and Florists' Wares. Promptness guaranteed.

E. T. HOLLISTER & CO., 809 North Third street (formerly Broadway), St.

Louis, Missouri. Domestic Fruits and Vegetables a specialty.

JACOB SCHoPP & BROS., corner North Third and Morgan streets, St.

Louis, Missouri. Wholosale Fruits and Vegetables.
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GERBER & SIGNAIGO, 818 N. Third street (fonuerly Broadway), S. Louis,
Missouri. Special attention given to the sale of Fruits and Vegetables.

F. H. MILLER & CO., 922 North Third street (formerly Broadway), St.

Louis, Missouri. Fruits and Vegetables a specialty.

CLEMOXS, CLOON & CO., cor. Fourth and Walnut streets, Kansits City,

Missouri. Fruits, Vegetables, Butter, Eggs, Poultry, Game and Produce.

GUS. O. L. SAUER, 407 and 409 Walnut street, Kansas City, Missouri. Gen-

eral Commission Merchant.

B. PRESLEY & CO., 101 and 103 E. Second street, St. Paul, Minnesota. For-

eign, Domestic and California Fruits, Berries, Nuts and Country Produce.

MANUFACTURERS OF HORTICULTURAL DIPLEMENTS AXI) M.V-

CHOERY.

C. G. HAMPTON, Detroit, Michigan. Dealer in Cider, Sorghum and Jelly

Machinery. Agent for Boomer & Boschert Cider and Wine Press.

EWALD OVER, Indianapolis, Ind. Ragan's Power Cider Press, Apple Grind-

ers, One-horse Grain Drills, Binder Trucks, Road and Ditching Machinery.

TIFFANY REFRIGERATOR CAR CO. Reference, Parker Earle, Presi-

dent M. V. H, S. 1,100 cars now in use. Protects from heat and cold.

MANUFACTURERS OF FRUIT AM) VECiETARLE PACK VCiES AM)
COLORED PLATES.

A. W. WELLS & CO., St. Joseph, Mich. Whitewood Berry Boxes, Poach

Baskets, Vegetable Baskets and Boxes of all descriptions manufactured.

W. P. MESLER ct Co., Cobden, 111. Manufacturers of Fruit Packages. Send

for price-Ust. Reference, Parker Earle, Pres. M. V. H. Society.

D. M. DEWEY, Rochester, N. Y. Publisher of Colored Fruit Plates. Dealer

in Nursery Requisites. Send for catalogue.

HISTORY OF AMERICAN HORTICULTURE. Published by the Maas-

achusetts Horticultural Society. Apply to Rob't Manning, Sec'y, Boston.

FRUIT (;rowehs.

ABNER ALLEN, Wabaunsee, Kansas. Fruits and Sweet Potatoes for mar-

ket. Special attention to Seed Sweet Potatoes.

WM. BYERS, Cor. Lst and Charlotte Sts.. Kan.sas City, Mo. Special tie.-*, Crab

Cider, Pure Fruit Butters, JeUies and Fre.sh Apple Seed.
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AV. G. GANG, Parkville, ten miles north of Kansas City, Missouri. Large
Orchardist. Apples a Specialty. Correspondence solicited.

W. MEIXELL, Parsons, Kansas. One hundred acres in Fruit Trees. Ap-
ples a Specialty.

W. R STUART, Ocean Springs, Miss. Orange Groves. Early Vegetables.

Orange Lands and Truck Farms bought and sold. Imports Jersey Cattle.

L. A. WILLIAMS & SON, Glenwood, Iowa., Proprietors Union Fruit Farm.
One mile northeast of the Court-house. Dealers in Nursery Stock.

SEEDSMEN AND DEALERS IX FLORISTS' WARES.

J. A. FOOTE, Terre Haute, Indiana. Seed Merchant. Established 1865.

Complete Stock. Specialties Seed Corn, Potatoes and Sweet Potatoes.

W. H. CARSON & CO., 114 Chambers St., New York. Seeds and Plants for-

warded to any part of the United States. Catalogue free on application.

PLANT SEED CO., 812-14 North Fourth street, St. Louis, Missouri. Gar-

den, Grass and Flower Seeds. Established in 1845.

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL PRESS.

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST, New York. Monthly. Byron D. Halsted,

Managing Editor.

CANADA HORTICULTURIST, St. Catharines. Monthly. D. W. Beadle,
Editor. Published by the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario.

COLMAN'S RURAL WORLD, St. Louis, Mo. Thirty-Sixth year. Weekly.
One dollar per annum. Liberal Horticultural Department.

COUNTRY GETLEMAN, Albany, New York. Weekly. Devoted to Agri-
culture and Horticulture. Formerly Cultivator.

DRAINAGE AND FARM JOURNAL. Indianapolis, Indiana. Monthly.
Published by J. J. W. Billingsley & Son. One dollar per year.

FAliM AND HOME. The Phelps Publishing Co., Springlield, Msissachu-

setts. Monthly. Fifty cents per year. Large circulation.

FARMER AND FRUIT GROWER, Anna, Illinois. Weekly.
'• The best

Horticultural jiapor in the West." If. (". Ronton, editor and proprietor.

FARM AND GARDEN, Philadeli-hia, Penn. Monthly. Fifty cents per

year. Sample copies free. Child Bro's it Co., Publishers.

FARMERS' HOME JOURNAL, Louisville, Ky. Weekly. .^1.50 per annum.

Agriculture, Horticulture and Live Stock. Th. S. Kennedy, Hort. editor.

FARMERS' REVIEW, Chicago, Illinois. The business farmers' paper.

Weekly. One dollar and a half per year. Best market reports.
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FAKM AXD FIRESIDE, SpringfieW, Ohio. Senii-Monthly. Fifty cents

per annum. Devoted to General Agriculture and Horticulture.

GREEN'S FRUIT GROWER. C. A. Green, Editor, Rochester, New York.
Elustrated Quarterly. Twenty-five cents per annum.

INDIANA FARMER, Indianapolis, Indiana. Published weekly by the

Farmer Company. S2 per year. Liberal Horticultural Department.

WESTERN FARMER, Madison, Wisconsin. T. D. Plumb .t Son, Publish-

ers; J. C. Plumb, Editor Horticultural Department.

KANSAS CITY JOURNAL AND AGRICULTURIST. Weekly. s^l.oOpor

year. Agricultural, Horticultural, Stock Growing, Political and Educational.

KANSAS FARMER, Topeka, Kansas. Weekly. Devoted to Western Agri-
culture and Horticulture.

JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE. Phil Chew, Proprietor, St. Louis, Mo.
A weekly, eight-page agricultural paper. $1.50 per year.

NEW ENGLAND HOMESTEAD. Phelps Publishing Co.. Springfield,

Mass. W^eekly. 82 per year. Good advertising medium.

PRAIRIE FARMER, Chicago, Illinois. Weekly. Published by the Prairie

Farmer Company. Orange Judd, Editor-in-chief.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS. Weekly. Dewey & Co., Publishers, No. 2.52

Market street, San Francisco, California.

RURAL CALIFORNIAN, Los Angeles, California. Illustrated Monthly.
One dollar and a half per year. George Rice, Editor and Publisher.

RURAL HOME, Rochester, New York. A first-class weekly for the Farm
and Fireside. Only $1 a year, postpaid. Good advertising medium.

RURAL NEW Y^ORKER, New York. Weekly. New Fruits and experi-

mental work a specialty.

THE LADIES FLORAL CABINET, New York. Monthly. $1.2-5 per year.

The only American Magazine devoted to Amateurs.

WEEKLY PRESS, Philadelphia, Pa. S. W. Cor. 7th and Chestnut streets.

One dollar per year. General Agriculture and Horticulture.

THE WORLD, New York. Weekly. One dollar per annum. Large de-

partment devoted to Agriculture and Horticulture.

WESTERN AGRICULTURIST, Quincy, 111. Monthly. $1.10 per year. T.

Butterworth, Publisher. Send for club rates.
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